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Editorial
which divided us all. A result which appears
to indicate a narrow majority taking refuge
in the ‘controllable’; the comfort of a
past on which to build a brighter, more
independent and less bureaucratic future.
Change has come in education more
speciﬁcally too – especially as the
Conservative Party’s eminence grise Michael
Gove sees his reforms made as Education
Secretary feed through. The introduction
of new A-Levels, and then, (curiously in
this order) new GCSE speciﬁcations too.
A rejection of ‘dumbing down’ and an
augmentation of rigour, we are silkily
reassured by those on high.

W

e surely live in momentous times.
Change seems more frequent than
ever and more speciﬁcally the pace of
change is certainly always increasing.
If we dare to engage with the news, there
is much about which to be rather anxious.
An American President who embodies
attitudes many thought consigned to
the past. An emboldened and volatile
North Korea. An EU Referendum result

Change these days, it would seem, ought
to be rooted in what we know works, what
makes sense. Common sense.
The beauty of a school like Dauntsey’s is
that those who lead our curriculum – the
Headmaster, his Academic Deputy and
their Heads of Department are more
free than those in many schools to craft
a curriculum through the choices they
make. Choices of exam board, of subject,
of emphasis. As such we are better able to
control this pace of change, and to adapt

our teaching methodologies and subject
‘content’ according to our own professional
judgement. So whilst this year has brought
change in our classrooms, we have
expanded the excellent complementary
curriculum programme across the school.
Sport builds character, resilience and
co-operation, as it always has. Perhaps
more uniquely, our Adventure Education
Programme encourages pupils to leave
their comfort zones and to ﬁnd out more
about themselves. Music, Art and Drama
hold their own special places in the hearts
of many, and the academic curriculum
remains central to all that we do.
Schools are busy places; exciting places.
Places whose denizens depend upon each
other. Through shared experience and
common mission, our pupils’ experiences
and achievements are recorded for
posterity in these pages. Enjoy reading
about them.
May I take the opportunity to wish you and
your families the very best of Christmases.

Ben Sandell, Editor
Advent 2017

This year’s cover picture by Tom Middleton: the familiar façade of the main school building.
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Head Master’s Address
Speech Day, 8th July 2017
as you bombarded me with emails about
what the Head Master did at Monkton
Combe on Speech Day. For those that
don’t know he sang ‘One More Day’ from
Les Misérables, as all around the marquee
staﬀ stood up and joined in. Let me say
right now there is absolutely no chance
of that happening here. Not because of
me – I am deﬁnitely up for it – but the
Senior Management have let me down.
They were willing to sing; it is just that their
voices are so awful that I couldn’t let them!

Mark Lascelles, Head Master

C

It has been a special year and I do feel
privileged to run a school that is happy,
vibrant and full of supremely talented
pupils. Of course, there have been
challenges this year, and how could there
not be in a community of around 1,200
people?

I am never quite sure what the prevailing
mood should be. Clearly, I am desperate to
ﬁnish this speech, get out of my suit and
head oﬀ for the summer. But otherwise, I
confess to having mixed feelings.

The pressures of everyday life mean that
mental health issues are quite rightly in
the news and the inﬂuence of social media
is everywhere. It is a tough time, perhaps
the toughest ever, to pass through the
teenage years, but it is reassuring to know
that this generation drink less, smoke
less, taker fewer drugs and indulge in less
violence than the generations that have
gone before them.

I am excited for our Upper Sixth, as they
move on from here.

And just to reassure you, how about this
passage:

I am thrilled for our Prize Winners, who
have set the highest standards and are
a genuine inspiration to the rest of the
school community.

‘The world is passing through troublous times.
The younger people of today think of nothing
but themselves. They have no reverence
for parents or old age. They are impatient
of all restraint. They talk as if they know
everything, and what passes as wisdom for us
is foolishness with them. As for the girls, they
are forward, immodest, unladylike in speech,
behaviour and dress’.

hairman, Ladies and Gentlemen.

Thank you very much Chairman, for your
kind words. It has been another great
year and I would like to thank the brilliant
Senior Management Team and our
dedicated and inspirational staﬀ. I would
also like to thank parents, grandparents
and friends for their support, and, most of
all, our pupils who make this school such a
rewarding place to be.
Speeches and Prize Giving bring the
curtain down on yet another academic
year and it is time for me to review the last
twelve months, thank our Upper Sixth and
congratulate our prize winners, of whom
you will see, and hear, more of shortly.
I would also like to admit to something
that I have never said publicly before – I
absolutely loathe Public Speaking. So,
many thanks to Mark McFarland who has
edited and re-edited my speech to within
an inch of its life, removing anything either
faintly amusing or slightly risqué. Thank
you to my wife too who has told me not
to ﬁdget and to keep my hands still. As a
result, I am now a quivering wreck. And
many of you in the audience haven’t
helped either – you know who you are –

And I am delighted with how this year has
unfolded, and because our pupils continue
to approach all areas of their lives here,
with discipline, ambition and a sense of fun.

This is what being a Dauntseian is all about

And yet there is sadness too, as we say
goodbye to a marvellous Upper Sixth, as
well as a few leavers in other years, and
some members of staﬀ. I hope that today
proves a happy one for all of you.
And I would like to commiserate with
those who didn’t win a prize – something
that often says more about the process
than it does about you. (I never won a
single prize, but I am nearly over it some
thirty years or so later and I am moderately
normal).

I did wonder whether this was written by
a visitor to the 17 Club this year, but it was
actually written by Peter the Hermit in 1274.
Anyway, I hope that Dauntsey’s has
provided refuge from a scary world and
has been a happy bubble over the last few
years. And what a world it is out there.
‘A year is a long time in politics’, Harold
Wilson once said. Last time I stood here on
Speech Day, the UK was a member of the
European Union, America had its ﬁrst black
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President, the England football team had
just been dumped out of the European
Championships by Iceland, and the Rio
Olympics were eagerly anticipated.
Now life seems to be dominated by three
T’s: Theresa May, Donald Trump and
terrorism.
And who would have thought that David
Cameron, having won a comprehensive
General Election victory in May 2015,
would be photographed, a forlorn ﬁgure,
sitting on a car park wall in Polzeath, eating
ﬁsh and chips out of a polystyrene box, just
a few months later.
I bet he regrets not taking heed of
Winston Churchill’s words: ‘the best
argument against democracy is a ﬁveminute conversation with the average voter’.
Perhaps not something that Public School
Head Master should be heard saying, so
please keep this comment in the room!
I am grateful that leafy Wiltshire shelters
our community from the excesses,
aggression and extremism of an
increasingly cruel and fragile world. I am
also grateful that we are independent and
still able to provide an all-round education.
The examination system may be a long
way from perfect, and it may not suit or
recognise the creative, the sparky, the
quirky or others, but it is what it is. More
importantly though, here we have time
for pupils to enjoy their childhood, to ﬁnd
their feet, to imagine and invent, to mind
passionately about stuﬀ, and to fail too,
sometimes.

So, what has happened here, this year?
Last August brought respectable A Level
grades and exceptional GCSE results. As
the academic year opened properly in
September, we set oﬀ with 833 pupils.
There were plenty of new faces around the
school and a few in the Common Room
too. As late summer gave way to autumn
and then winter itself, the skies may have
darkened and the temperatures dipped,
but the pupils remained energetic,
enthusiastic and indeed committed to all
they did.
The girls’ hockey teams, under new
coaching, enjoyed ﬁne seasons. Rugby
surpassed our expectations, with the three
senior teams winning twenty-four of their
thirty matches and the 2nd XV recording
thirteen wins out of thirteen: our strength
in depth was very much in evidence in
both sports.
Lower down the school the results were
not quite so impressive, but eﬀort and
that word again, ‘commitment’, were there.
The so-called minor sports ﬂourished too,
with cross country running, shooting,
swimming and horse riding, all enjoying
success, and some national representation.
Our musicians were busy with recitals,
the Gilliat Prize and the Autumn Concert,
and of course, with the production of Billy
Elliot. Here it teamed up with the drama
department to produce an unforgettable
run of shows.
The production was stunning, not just
because it was performed, produced and

There have been plenty of ups and downs along the way

Thank goodness for Moonrakers, for the
Jolie Brise and for adventure. Learning
to work together, while learning about
yourself and managing risk are crucial
lessons at a time when, in the wider world,
it is no longer rare to meet adults who
have never swum except in a swimming
pool, never slept except in a building,
never run a mile or climbed a mountain,
never broken a bone or needed stitches: a
world where too many experiences are felt
through a computer screen.
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directed brilliantly, but also because it
reminded everyone of what a Dauntsey’s
education is all about: have-a-go, support
one another, be adventurous and take
a risk. It was quite a term for our drama
department with the excellent productions
of Dusk and Mermaid too.
And other moments were also memorable:
one or two race marshals left the Cross
Country course early, leaving a few pupils
and quite a number of parents to run the

wrong way; one or two local villagers took
exception to our ﬁreworks display; and
another asked me to remove all our sports
pitches because our pupils are too noisy.
Happily, our new Lower School pupils
settled in quickly, while the Fifth and Upper
Sixth Formers appeared largely unaware
of their approaching Public Examinations.
There was a little bit of controversy too,
as the Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Award
and Cheer Leading disappeared from our
curriculum, while Kim and Caz banned
girls from the Tuck Shop unless they were
wearing tracksuit bottoms.
Christmas arrived just in time and we
ﬁnished with two beautiful Carol Services.
On into January and the Fifth Form mocks
made a gentle impression and instilled a
little urgency. The 11+ Entry Exam day saw
a record entry. The University application
period closed with 140 applications sent
oﬀ, with three quarters to Russell Group or
Times Top Fifteen Universities. And there
were New Year’s Resolutions for many of
the staﬀ, most concerning not allowing
themselves to become frustrated or
irritated with the Fourth Form.
The drama and music departments were
busy yet again: the Upper Sixth produced
some outstanding devised work for their A
Level pieces, an all-female cast performed
a memorable Twelfth Night; Rockfest
attracted so many entries that it had to be
spread over two sessions; the Dance Band
performed at the Valentines’ Ball, there was
the Spring Concert and the Barron and
Middle School Competitions were superb.
Chinese New Year came and went, with
another ﬁrework display. And, yes, there
were more complaints from the village.
This time though, in a personal best, one of
the complaints came in while the display
was still going on: unfortunately, I was
unable to hear what they said.
One hundred and twelve boys’ hockey
ﬁxtures were played, and the 1st XI enjoyed
a good season, with an outstanding group
of Upper Sixth players in their ﬁnal year.
The Lower School results were excellent
too and not to be outdone, our girls played
one hundred and sixty-six netball matches,
with varying degrees of success.
There was football, basketball, swimming,
cross country running and shooting once

again, while fencing continued its rise,
despite what can only be described as a
series of ‘heroic defeats’.
Our Devizes to Westminster paddlers
trained hard, ﬁghting oﬀ the cold, blisters,
fatigue, vomiting and diarrhoea and
excelled over the Easter Weekend, in an
event of unrivalled sportsmanship and
mutual support.
And just before we got to the end of term,
the Female Voices Choir performed in the
Royal Festival Hall in the National Choir of
the Year Competition, and there was, of
course, Billy Elliot.
In Rikki Jackson’s third show to appear on
the West End Stage, the Novello Theatre
was the venue, and it was a production of
staggering ambition. Not only did the cast
and crew have to resurrect the show after
its ﬁnal performance in December, but
they also had to transport the entire set to
London, and then perform in an entirely
diﬀerent setting.
And in a reassuring sign that we are a top
Public School, the cast, crew and staﬀ had
supper in the Waldorf Hotel, before their
performance. It was just fantastic; a great
night.
And then we returned for the summer
term, dominated as it is these days by
Public Examinations. It is always diﬃcult to
predict how the various year groups will
fare, but we have been mightily impressed
with their work ethic and they deserve to
be rewarded in August. Grades, numbers
and a mix of both linear and modular
assessment will make for a very confusing
time and so we will withdraw from the
League Tables this summer – unless, that
is, we do very well indeed and we will
then, of course, be straight back in.
The Lower School put on a fabulous Dance
Show, the GCSE and AS drama productions
were excellent, if not light-hearted
viewing, and the Third Form headed oﬀ to
Aberdovey for Moonrakers.
The 1st XI cricket team won the
Monkhouse Intersport League and twelve
of their eighteen matches played; in
athletics, we defeated sixty-eight other
schools and were beaten just once, and
have six county champions; in tennis
mixed teams were ﬁelded, the boys’ 2nd VI
won every match and at lower levels the
U13 and U12 boys’ and girls’ teams have

qualiﬁed for the next round of the Aegon
competitions, as have the U14 boys.
Finally, girls’ cricket continues to grow, they
won two of their four ﬁxtures and several
girls have been selected for what used to
be regarded as boys’ teams, which is great
news. In another sign of the times, preseason training for hockey and rugby takes
place in Malaysia and in Australia.

events for this year’s charity, Wiltshire
Air Ambulance, and for Nightingales’
Orphanage in Romania.
There were the usual cake sales and raﬄe
tickets, a car boot sale, the Manor Fete
and a 1920s evening in the Pavilion,
while leg waxing and lip synching also
appeared.

A reassuring sign that we are a top public school

And this last week has seen a glorious
Summer Festival: there has been music,
drama, dance, visiting schools, a stunning
Art Exhibition and so much more. Buskers’
Corner was excellent, there were a superb
series of evening events in the marquee,
Roald Dahl plays, a stunning Art Exhibition
and the hilarious One Man, Two Guvnors.
My thanks to Rikki Jackson, who put the
programme together, all the staﬀ involved,
our performers, our amazing Technical
Crews and the wonderful DSPA, who
created a very special atmosphere every
night.
I have barely mentioned the Art or Design
and Technology departments, which have
been hugely productive yet again this year,
and are genuine centres of excellence.
I am also skating over so many academic
talks throughout the year, our Mercers’
Lecture programme, and the Chaplain’s
weekly addresses, which have brought
breadth and colour to our curriculum.
And this year will have seen twentyfour school trips to Malaysia, Australia,
Kilimanjaro, Bhutan and Malta, not to
mention numerous European destinations.
As I talk to you now, the Jolie Brise has
arrived in Canada, having called in at the
Canaries, Bermuda and the USA on the way.
A group of our own pupils will sail her back
across the Atlantic in just over a month’s
time, spending thirty-four days at sea,
which will be an extraordinary challenge
and experience.
Lastly, in my review of the year, I would like
to mention the wide range of fund raising

Hemens managed to persuade Mr
McFarland to take oﬀ his tie and cavort
around the stage to ‘The Summer of 69’,
but Farmer narrowly stole the show with
their boules competition, which attracted
great interest and huge crowds, despite
the fact that the Senior Management Team
went out in the preliminary round and the
PE Department swept to victory. (At least
we now know what they do all day!).
So, it has been a wonderful year. The
school is full, always important for the
Bursar, and seeing more and more
applications and interest.
The key strands of a successful education
– academic rigour, caring and eﬀective
pastoral care, and a comprehensive
extracurricular programme are in place.
And our bright, talented, interesting and
delightful pupils continue to make this an
inspiring place to work. The school really is
in the best of health, but we need to keep
moving forward and must keep striving to
be better.
This year has seen a lull in capital
projects, after a busy three years, but the
new developments have changed and
enhanced the school signiﬁcantly. One of
this year’s Upper Sixth did comment that
he was surprised that we chose to replace
a perfectly attractive grass mound with
an overpriced pavilion, while his view was
that the new Olive Building saw a lot of
time, money and energy expended on
moving a building just three inches, but I
think that he is being just a little cynical.
The Governors have just given the go
ahead, in principle, for new drama and
music facilities and a Sixth Form Centre.
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Next summer, an all-weather athletics track
will appear on Mercers’ ﬁelds. And, for the
ﬁrst time in the School’s history, there will
be more girls than boys on our roll, albeit
by just three.

number of his teeth knocked out by Dr
Price on the badminton court. Hugely
into gadgets and his kit, he has inspired
generations of Dauntseians and has
established his subject in the curriculum.

With institutions like Dauntsey’s though,
there are buildings, facilities and a
wonderful brand, but you stand or fall
on your talent. Teaching is an amazing
challenge and it is a privilege too. You
need staﬀ with personality, intuition,
instinct, character, dedication and an
appetite for hard work.

Jeﬀ Plews joined us in 1994 from
Uppingham School, and has taught
French to all year groups throughout his
time here. His love of grammar, literature
and the peculiarities of the French
language is infectious and he has inspired
countless Sixth Formers to continue their
love for language beyond Dauntsey’s.
Jeﬀ has played an important role in the
wider school community too: he was
Housemaster of Forbes for ten years and
has made a valuable contribution to boys’
sport, coaching 2nd XI cricket, and U15
rugby for over twenty years.

Sadly, some of them, like our Upper Sixth,
are moving on and I would like to thank
them for all that they have done.
Jane Upton was appointed Deputy
Head at Dauntsey’s in 1994 and has now
served under three Head Masters and
with four Second Masters. She has been
our uniform Tsar, dispensing with the old
Brown Uniform and replacing it with the
current one, while Sixth Form girls worried
about their skirt length may breathe a little
easier next year. Jane has been tireless in
her eﬀorts to support new staﬀ and the
Common Room more widely, and has
dealt with the ever-changing world of
inspections, child protection issues and
policies, with fortitude and good humour:
it has been hugely reassuring to have a
ﬁrst-class practitioner in charge of this
crucial area of school life where she has
always been calm, kind and thoughtful.
Perhaps the thing that sums up Jane

Linda Scrace arrived 21 years ago, a
Physical Education and Psychology
graduate of Stellenbosch University
with a highly impressive sporting CV:
she captained the South African Karate
team and represented Western Province
in both hockey and athletics. Linda has
coached boys’ and girls’ hockey here and
produced many county champions in
athletics. And when she wasn’t on the
sports pitches, Linda taught PE, Geography
and Psychology and has been a stalwart
of Moonrakers too. Last, and by no means
least, Linda has been a brilliant and warmhearted tutor in Jeanne, Lambert and most
recently King-Reynolds, with a wicked
smile and a real sense of fun.

The Upper Sixth have been a great year group

best, apart from the fact that she is an
outstanding teacher, colleague and friend,
is that if you ask her for ﬁve minutes, she
will give you half an hour.
Glynn Parry joined the school in 1988
and is the reason that the school oﬀers
Computing at GCSE and A level. He
has played the bassoon in the School
Orchestra, regularly helped at the CrossCountry Race, where he remained
hunched over his spreadsheets, along with
Dr Price who described them as ‘nerds of
a feather’, and tutored in Rendell. He also
had, and not many people know this, a
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In addition, there are other staﬀ leaving
and moving on today.
Max Ryan joined the school in 2006, after
spending a number of years working
in ﬁlm and television. She had already
undertaken an art foundation course,
specialising in ceramics, before completing
a degree in Film Based Media. Upon
completing her Design and Technology
PGCE, Max took up her ﬁrst teaching post
at Lavington School before joining us,
bringing energy and artistic ﬂair to the
department. Max has run badminton,
launched the Dauntsey’s Flying School,

helped with Moonrakers, tutored in Forbes
and then Hemens, and has been a regular
on the trip to Nightingales’ Orphanage
in Romania. We will miss her humour,
honesty, kindness and friendship perhaps
most of all.
Ann Cole also leaves after ten years
teaching Business Studies and Economics
and supporting the Young Enterprise
activity. She is an exceptional teacher,
a natural and gifted educator who has
brought fun, straight talking and drive
to this department. In addition to her
teaching, Ann worked hard to provide
Sixth Form pupils with volunteering
options which allowed them, like her, to
avoid games. She expanded the provision
on oﬀer, letting pupils build their skills
whilst supporting the community in
primary schools, retirement homes and
charity shops.
Adam and Jo Hurst joined the English
Department in September 2015, taking
up residence in the Manor, where Adam
had been appointed House Master. They
have both contributed a great deal to the
school, in the Manor particularly, but also
in the English department and on the
sports ﬁelds. They have encouraged and
inspired pupils, given them conﬁdence
and have been popular members of the
Common Room.
And we say goodbye and thank you to
Jordi Palleres-Lobert and Miriam Kosel,
our fantastic Language Assistants, and to
Jemma Tripp who has been superb in the
PE and Sports Departments, as a Graduate
Assistant Teacher.
We also wish Rebecca Squire the best of
luck, as she stays with us, but moves from
Chemistry teaching to a new role running
swimming.
Lastly, we say thank you, but happily not
good-bye, to Nigel and Caron Yates and
Ann Jackson. Nigel and Caron have run
Evans House for the last twenty-one years,
while Ann has served fourteen years as
housemistress of Jeanne. Both houses have
been run brilliantly and the time, energy
and care that Nigel, Caron and Ann have
invested in their girls has been remarkable.
And now, I would like to turn my attention
to this year’s Upper Sixth for a few
moments, twenty-six of whom had their
ﬁrst day at Dauntsey’s on the same day that
I did, back on Friday, 7th September 2012.

There have been plenty of ups and downs
along the way, and tragic loss too, which
had a profound eﬀect on our community,
but this wonderful year group ﬁnishes their
time with us on a high. We are certainly
excited for them as they move on from
here and yet we will really miss them.
To be honest, they have been a little
squeaky clean or perhaps I should rephrase
that and say that they have been good at
not getting caught. I did ask Alice WaltonKnight and Charlie Rigby, the Head Girl
and Head Boy, to give me a few stories on
their year group, but either through loyalty
or gross ineﬃciency – and I know which
one it was – they came up with absolutely
nothing.
But I wanted to provide a little insight into
what they have been like, on this their last
day. So, I decided to raid the Year Book and
I recommend this cracking read to parents,
grandparents and friends, provided that
you are not easily oﬀended and have a
good sense of humour.
The Upper Sixth were asked to say what
they think that they will be doing in ten
years’ time and here are some of the
responses. (As you listen, try not to ask
yourself whether the expense, sacriﬁces
and investment have been worthwhile!)
• Still living with my parents
• Hopefully not living with my parents
• Living with my girlfriend’s or boyfriend’s
parents (Please delete as appropriate)
• Adequate job (Nothing like being
ambitious, well done Mr O’Hanlon and
Careers)
• Rich and married, if I am lucky
• Despondent, exhausted and lifeless
• Still re-taking AS PE
• Living as far away from Urchfont as
possible
• Ten years older (well done to our Maths
department)
• Growing a beard as good as Mr Tyler’s
• In crippling debt
• Genius, billionaire, playboy and
philanthropist
• Housewife, gold digger, Prime Minister,
Dog Groomer, Corporate Lawyer
• Working in Ikea
• Sky sports commentator
• History teacher at Dauntsey’s
• A stay at home Dad
And one other extract caught my eye
from this ﬁne publication, which perhaps
embodies the care, concern and aﬀection

that the staﬀ have for pupils here. A
member of staﬀ, who will remain nameless,
confessed to her A Level set: ‘If I could
slap you every day and get away with it, I
would’.
More seriously though, the Upper Sixth
have been a great year group. They have
provided true leadership this year, not
through extravagant gestures or with great
fanfare, but through being industrious,
determined, understated and on-side.

stand up for what you believe in and have
the courage to be yourself.
I hope that you will remember the words
of Maya Angelou, who was an American
poet and civil rights activist:
‘I’ve learned that people will forget what
you said, people will forget what you did, but
people will never forget how you made
them feel.’

Find a time to quietly thank them this evening

They have been a cohesive, happy group,
free of egos and prima donnas, and a
genuine pleasure to spend time with.
They have fostered our strong sense of
community, have shown that kindness
matters and have set a ﬁne example to the
younger years.
I have received two letters in the last
twenty-four hours. The ﬁrst wrote that if
they could go back to the beginning and
start the seven years all over again, this
girl would do it in a shot. It might look a bit
odd having an eighteen-year-old in
the First Form, but we would all love you
to do this again, although your Mum and
Dad may not be so willing, given the fees.
The second letter thanked the school for
the last few years and there was a P.S.
‘Sorry about my appalling hand-writing –
you will be relieved to know that I typed my
exams’ (my word, I was). Two letters that
say much about this year group.

And that is what being a Dauntseian is all
about: see people, acknowledge them,
show them respect, make them feel great.
Lastly, I would like to thank your parents,
grandparents and friends, who have
supported you on your journey through
Dauntsey’s, not just ﬁnancially as a result
of our very reasonable fees, but also
emotionally too. It is not easy being a
parent in this day and age and I hope that
you will ﬁnd a time to quietly thank them
this evening.
To everyone else, have a wonderful
summer and I look forward to welcoming
you back in September. Today will ﬁnish
with the Summer Ball, some ﬁreworks and
a few calls from the local residents.

So, let me ﬁnish by thanking the Upper
Sixth and by wishing them, and our leavers
in other years, every success and happiness
in the future.
I hope that you have enjoyed being here.
I hope that you leave here with quiet
conﬁdence, but no sense of entitlement;
with an ability to talk to, and mix with,
people from all walks of life.
I hope that you will start each day with a
positive thought.
I hope that you have the courage to see
the future as a challenge, the courage to
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Prize Winners
Awarded for achievement over the 2016 - 2017 academic year
First Form
The Gordon Saunders Memorial
Trust Prize for General Excellence

An Academic Prize, The Lower
School Music Competition Prize
and The Anna Roberts’ Prize for
Outstanding Musical Performance
Beatrice Watts

Helen Bourne
Prizes for Effort
Academic Prizes
Eleanor Evans
Felix Lailey
Isabella Lane
George Massey
Georgina Moverley
Joseph Wickenden
Prizes for Effort
Poppy Harris

Abi Anderson
Maisie Arnold
Lara Candy
Ellie Fredericks
Virginia Jacobs
Mia Jazrawy-Brown
Louis Stevenson
The Lower School Music Prize

Phoebe Parry

Florence Evenden
Prizes for Effort
Philippa Abel
Sofya Afanasyeva
Kiah Cooper
Lucas Cranstone
Emma Kellar
Theodore Nellis
Alexander Sykes
A Prize for Effort and
The Lower School Prize for Drama
Henry Paris

Lily Steggall

Charlotte Litherland
Charles Owen

An Academic Prize and
The Lower School Prize for Art

The Val Pettinger Memorial Prize
Charlotte Henwood

Phoebe Salisbury

A Prize for Effort and
The Lower School Prize for
Girls’ Games
Maya House

Olivia Smail
Eleanor Walker

Third Form
Second Form

The Gordon Saunders Memorial
Trust Prize for General Excellence
Sasha Broadhead

The Gordon Saunders Memorial
Trust Prize for General Excellence

Academic Prizes

Samuel Bull

Phoebe Lishman
Jillian Mak

The Lower School Prize for
Boys’ Games
William Morris
The Hugo Halkes Memorial Cup
Bronte Lorimer
The Lower School Prize for Dance
Sophia Hill
Merlo Jewell

Academic Prizes

Nadim Searight

Annabel Price

Maria Smith

The Lower School Prize for Progress
and Effort in Art

Freya Punton

Tabitha Spindler

Emily Robinson

Lucy Sadler

Hannah Weeden

Noah Shenoy

Hal West

Esme Wall

Thomas White
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Fourth Form

Academic Prizes (Cont’d)

Academic Prizes (Cont’d)

Elliot Yates

Jessica Tempest
Eleanor Tew

The Gordon Saunders Memorial
Trust Prize for General Excellence

Prizes for Effort

Natalie Wu

Armand Conde-Sequeira-Rosen

Patrick Wu

Zoe Cranstone

The Senior School Prize for Music

Academic Prizes

Hannah Giraudeau

Samuel Abel

Holly Baker

Thomas Mayne

Sophie Hollis

Wilfred Richardson

The Rooke Poole Prize

Jack Jazrawy-Brown

Sophia Stratford

Henry Cox

Rosie Jephson

Frozan Tahiry

Hugh Jacobs

Skeet Northﬁeld

Hannah Walker
The Work Experience Prize

Max Orton
Elisabeth Peak

The Middle School Prize for Drama

Thomas Peak

Lewis Jackson

Prizes for Effort

The Middle School Prize for Dance

Abigail Baker

Jason Yip

Katie Choi
Niamh Clark
Madeleine George
Poppy Hedley
Georgina Henwood

The William Jones Cup for Middle
School Boys’ Games
Archie Ayling

Rebecca Herrett

Upper Sixth
A Prize for German
Sophie Ashley

Daisy Maunder

The Middle School Prize for
Girls’ Games

A Prize for Music and
The Beryl Gilliat Prize for Singing

Olivia Parrott

Alice Fanshawe

Miranda Bardsley

Riya Patel

The Lansdowne Prize for Sound
Citizenship

The Middle School Prize for Music
Daryl Siu
The Richards Cup for String Playing
Angharad Harris

Lower Sixth

Jasmine Boote

Academic Prizes

A Prize for Computing

Rini Banerjee

Jim Bruges

Corinna Clark
Hermione Jewitt

Fifth Form

Benjamin Johnson
Olivia Keppel
Jeﬀrey Lam

The Nairne Cup
Noah Cannon
A Prize for Business Studies
Nikki Chui

Academic Prizes

Kate Lewis

Tolland Bennett

Henry Markes

Robert Bourne

Polly Maton

Alexander Curry

Darci McGuﬀog

Luke Hatch

Luke Padﬁeld

George Lishman

Olivia Payne

Lara Maton

Shu Qiao

The Gosling Prize for Design
Technology

Elson Mo

Venetia Smith

William Everett

A Prize for Music Technology and
A Prize for Theatre Studies
Oliver Cowen

Speech Day & Prizes
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An Old Dauntseians’ Association
Prize, A Prize for Geography and
A Prize for Physical Education
Euan Falconer-Cunningham
The Sarah Toogood Cup

The Georgina Bagnall Memorial Prize

A Prize for Art

Freya Masters

Ella Ward

The Marsden-Jones Memorial Prize
for Biology

A Prize for English Language and
A Prize for Religion, Philosophy and
Ethics

Tom McGrath

Daria Galkina

Georgia Woodward

A Prize for Classical Civilisation

The Stanton Prize for History and
A Prize for Spanish

William Gough

Isobel McKellar

The Head Master’s Prize for Head Boy
and A Prize for Mathematics
Charles Rigby

The Frankel Cup for Public Speaking
Henry Gray
An Old Dauntseians’ Association
Prize, The King-Reynolds Prize for
Drama and The Upper School Prize
for Dance

The Bobby Nelson Prize for Sporting
Achievement
Arthur Mui

The Head Master’s Prize for Head
Girl, A Prize for French and
The Mercers’ School Memorial Prize
(Merrett Bequest)

A Prize for Further Mathematics and
A Prize for Practical Physics

Alice Walton-Knight

William Naylor

Atlanta Hatch
A Prize for Economics

A Prize for Chemistry and
A Prize for Physics

Ellen Hickin

Fergus O’Keeﬀe

Prize Nominations

The Haine and Smith Prize for
Contribution to Religion, Philosophy
and Ethics

The Upper School Prize for Drama

Lower School Prize Nomination
Certiﬁcates have been presented by
the Headmaster to:

George Hood
The James Robertson Prize for
Biology and The Salters’ Prize for
Chemistry
Kincaid Ingram
An Old Dauntseians’ Association Prize

Aurora Paris
A Prize for English and
a Prize for Latin

First Form

Elvira Parr

Rosie Basnett
Samuel Came

An Old Dauntseians’ Association
Prize and The Quentin Williams
Memorial Prize
Christopher Prinsloo
An Old Dauntseians’ Association Prize

Oliver Jackson
A Prize for Psychology
Edward Jenkins
An Old Dauntseians’ Association Prize
Elisabeth Lorimer
A Prize for History of Art
Emma Lovell
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Martin Darwall
Charles Holmes
Timothy Hook

Cherry Ip
The Spence Memorial Trust Prize for
Academic and Sporting Excellence

Abby Cui

Amelia Sampson

Charles Jewell
Jos Jones
Suzanna Mackintosh

The Bishop Pike Memorial Prize
Harriet Sibson

James May
Max Minoudis
Isabella Owen

The John Abnett Cup for Endeavour
Andrew Wallis

Ophelia Pye
Christopher Raﬀerty
Frederick Riley

An Old Dauntseians’ Association Prize

Alexander Robinson

Tseki Wangdi

Kaden Sunderland
Florence Ward
Isabel Woods

Prize Nominations (Continued)
Second Form

Charlie Murphy

Violet Hopper

Freddie Alexander

Kenneth Ng

Adrian Ling

Issie Burn

Ellen Price

Arabella Mansﬁeld

Beatrice Burnham

Holly Ridgers

Daisy Marsh

Olivia Carpenter

Angus Sherwood

Lucy Mayne

Charlotte Crawley

Olivia Stone

Henry McBride

Oliver Culley

Joshua Sullivan

Roslyn McGraw

Oliver Darlington

Leo Twentyman

Rachel Millar

Megan Davies

Maksimilian Opengeym

Sian Drew

Third Form

Maximus Owen

Marcy Duﬃll

Bijou Angus

Arthur Richardson

Sophie Flann

Charlie Bull

Matilda Sheehan

Octavius Fooks

Caitlin Clark

Elisabeth Smith

Edward George

William Cleeves

Jodie Spencer

Oakley Gompels

Freya Collington

Lucy Stevenson

Maria-Mea Hunter

Amy Colyer

Bertie Waymouth

Edward Jaggar

Ciaran Costin

Beatrice Williams

Billy Ko

Ella Harris

Christie Lau

Speech Day & Prizes
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Academic & Pastoral Staff
Senior
Management
Head Master

Classics

English

M A Cooper MA, Oxon

A Abbatt BA, Newcastle

A Y Hanking-Evans MA, Cantab

A J F Brown BA, Warwick

K E Morris MA, Cantab, ACA

E C Gardiner BA, Dunelm

C W W Wilson BA, Exeter, Dip SpLD

J M Hubbard BA, Cardiﬀ

M J Lascelles BA, Dunelm
Second Master
M C B McFarland BA, Nottingham
Deputy Head
J F E Upton BSc, London
Deputy Head (Academic)
J M Tyler BA, Dunelm
Head of Lower School
E S Conidaris BSc, Open
Bursar
Air Commodore S P J Lilley MA, RAF (Retd)

C L Hunter BA, Leeds, MSc, LSE
Complementary Curriculum

A M P Hurst BA, Reading

S Cooke BA, London

J E Hurst BA, Cantab

E M Crozier BA, Lancaster

F J Muir BA, MA, London

E C Gardiner BA, Dunelm

P W Ost BA, Newcastle

D C Hills BA, Bristol

A E Sampson

V R Muir BSc, Canterbury (NZ), BSc, Open

S S Wells MA, Cantab, PhD, York

M J Olsen BA, Cardiﬀ
K H Pratt BA, Surrey

EAL

B H Sandell BA, Exeter

W A Barker MA, Cantab

L Scrace BA, HDE, Stellenbosch

P M Morrison B Ed, Bristol, CTEFLIS, Bath

S Walton-Knight BA, Birmingham

A D Oliver BEd, Leicester

W P J Whyte BA, Bath

D A Whitchurch BA, Swansea, TESOL, ESOL

V A H Wilks BA, Exeter
N Yates BSc, MSc, London

Geography
K S Clark BSc, Manchester

Design Technology

E M A Lascelles BSc, Loughborough

L K Egan BA, Loughborough

L P McNichol BSc, Oxford Brookes

Academic Staff

P C Guille BEng, Southampton

A J Palmer BSc, London, FCIEA

A Pickford BA, Wales

L Scrace BA, HDE, Stellenbosch

Department heads in bold

M Ryan BA, West of England

A J Sheﬃeld BSc, Leeds

Adventure Education

Drama & Dance

S T Moore BEng, Imperial College, APIOL

E B Chambers BA, Bath

History

G M Nugent BA, Durham

T W Butterworth BA, Southampton

Art

R M Jackson BA, Warwick

E M Crozier BA, Lancaster

C L Hunter BA, Leeds

C E Saville BA, Essex

M C B McFarland BA, Nottingham

H J Pearson BA, Bristol

E J Wilkins BA, Roehampton

B H Sandell BA, Exeter

N Yates BSc, MSc, London

V A Rose BA, Bath

J A Spencer BA, MA, Bristol

S J Rountree BA, Dundee

Economics & Business Studies

N C Spear BA, Falmouth

A E Cole BSc, Cardiﬀ

J M Tyler BA, Dunelm

A J Lewis BBS, Palmerston North

Information Technology

Careers

A M Poole BA, West of England

D A T Fraser BSc, Bangor, MSc, Cardiﬀ

J F O’Hanlon BSc, Wales

S R Tabor BSc, Kingston, BA, Open

J C Gibson BSc, Exeter

C A Watson BA, Oxford Brookes

G R Parry BSc, London

Common Room News
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Learning Development

Peripatetic Staff

Psychology

W T W Jackson T Cert, Dip RSA, SpLD,
AMBDA

J E Barwood BMus

J D Holmes BSc, Sheﬃeld

A M Carroll BA

K H Pratt BA, Surrey

J Leeming BA, Surrey, SpLD, PGCSpEd

S Cipolla GRNCM, PPRNCM

L Scrace BA, HDE, Stellenbosch

P I Sidey BA, Leeds, MA, London, Dip SpLD,
AMBDA

T Fosker LTCL, LLCM

K Smart BA, Reading
C Swinbank BSc, Exeter
C W W Wilson BA, Exeter, Dip SpLD
Mathematics
S E Barley BSc Dunelm, MSc Bath
D S Innes BSc, Bath
S M Mallett BSc, London
R S McCammon BSc, Edinburgh
P J Minter BA, Brandeis, USA
P A Mobbs BSc, Bath, MSc LSE
T J Price MA, DPhil, Oxon
V J Stewart-Rose MMath, Bath
C L Waddell BSc, Bath
G S Ward BSc, Reading

D E Irving BMus, London, MA, Bristol

Religious Studies

R Jardine BA, MTC, ALCM

E S Conidaris BSc, Open

M J Lomas BA, Dunelm, PhD, LRSM, PGCE

M A Cooper MA, Oxon

D C Loveridge BMus (Hons), MA

J S E Holland BA, Stirling

S P Nicholls

The Revd D R Johnson BSc, Birmingham,
MA, Oxon

C M N Notley LRAM, ARCM, LTCL
J Ottaway
M J Payne BA, LRAM, LTCL
P Pooley
J E Richards (formerly Morton) BA
E Saddington BMus (Hons), London
W Sims BA
P Skelton BA, LRAM
C Springate BMus, Cardiﬀ
A D Stockley LGSM
K Vaughan GGSM

K H Pratt BA, Surrey
Sailing
T R Marris DTP, YMIE, Master Unlimited
A Seager DTP, YMO
Science
A J Crossley BSc, Newcastle
Biology
C R Brakes BSc, Plymouth, MSc, Swansea,
PhD, Leicester

Modern Languages
French

E F Woods

P J Harrison BA, Birmingham

Physical Education

J D Holmes BSc, Sheﬃeld

E Leman (French) BA, Université Paris Ouest
Nanterre la Défense, France

J R Ayling ECB Level 3

V R Muir BSc, Canterbury (NZ), BSc, Open

K A Bradley BSc, Canterbury Christ Church

E R Oades BSc, Loughborough

J P Plews BA, Sheﬃeld

J Devney BSc, Cardiﬀ

S W S Openshaw BSc, Bristol, PhD, Cambridge

S Walton-Knight BA, Birmingham

D A Fulling BSc, Cardiﬀ

A Sharp BSc, PhD, Leeds

M J Olsen BA, Cardiff - Director of Sport

E H Slade BSc, Bristol

W P J Whyte BA, Bath

J F E Upton BSc, London

S Walton-Knight BA, Birmingham

A-Level PE

Chemistry

V A H Wilks BA, Exeter

K A Bradley BSC, Canterbury Christ Church

A J Crossley BSc, Newcastle

German

K B Gordon BSc, Reading

S Cooke BA, London

J Devney BSc, Cardiff

M D Kinder MChem, Oxford

Spanish

D A Fulling BSc, Cardiﬀ

K M Layden MEng, Oxon

S Cooke BA, London

L Scrace BA(PE), HDE, Stellenbosch

E R Oades BSc, Loughborough

A L Evans BA, Portsmouth

W P J Whyte BA, Bath

J F O’Hanlon BSc, Wales

D A Fulling BSc, Cardiﬀ

R J Squire BSc, Loughborough

D C Hills BA, Bristol

PSHE

A L Jackson BA, Nottingham

T W Butterworth BA, Southampton

Physics

E Fleming RGN RHV

D R D Darwall MEng, Cardiﬀ

Music

D C Hills BA, Bristol

J L Johns BSc, Cardiﬀ

P D Gordon BA, Cantab

M J Olsen BA, Cardiﬀ

R V Lewis BSc, PhD, Wales, FRAS

G G Harris BMus, Manchester

L Scrace BA(PE), HDE, Stellenbosch

C Swinbank BSc, Exeter

D E Irving BMus, London, MA, Bristol

A J Sheﬃeld BSc, Leeds

C L Waddell BSc, Bath

C W Sims

C C Wilkinson RGN

P K Wheatley MA, Cantab

W P J Whyte BA, Bath

D Zammit BSc, Kent, MSc, Brighton
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Administration
& Assistants

Fitzmaurice

D R D Darwall

Lambert

Forbes

E C Gardiner

K B Gordon

Hemens

V A H Wilks

C L Hunter

P K Wheatley (Asst)

K M Layden

A J F Brown

Registrar

Jeanne

A L Jackson

E R Oades

J H Sagers BA, York

King-Reynolds

E M Crozier

H J Pearson

Lambert

K S Clark

S Tabor

Manor

A M P Hurst

Examinations Officer
G Ackerman BSc, UCLAN, MSc,
Southampton
Head Master’s Secretary
D E Caiger

Manor

C Braby

A E Sampson (Asst)

P D Gordon

Mercers

A J Sheﬃeld

J E Hurst

Rendell

M J Olsen

E Leman

Scott

G S Ward

L P McNichol
A E Sampson

Language Assistants
E Leman (French) BA, Université Paris
Ouest Nanterre la Défense (France)
J Pallares (Spanish) BA, Universidad
Autónoma de Barcelona, Spain

House Tutors
Evans
Farmer

Mercers

Fitzmaurice

A Seager (Drama) BA, Birmingham
C Tonkiss (PE) BSc, Bournemouth
Forbes

Nursing Sisters

A J Crossley
M D Kinder

T W Butterworth
D Fraser

GAT Students

J Tripp (PE) BSc, South Wales

A L Evans
S J Rountree

M Kosel (German) BA, Universität Wien,
Germany

N C Leach (PE) HND, BSc (Hons), PGCE, Cardiﬀ

A Seager

C Tonkiss
Rendell

J M Hubbard

J L Leeming

P J Minter

P A Mobbs

S W S Openshaw

B H Sandell

V J Stewart-Rose

C W Sims

J Tripp

J R Ayling

Scott

J D Holmes

J S E Holland

J L Johns

N C Leach

R S McCammon

S Cooke

E J Wilkins

M A Cooper

D Zammit

E M A Lascelles

L Barnes RGN

P W Ost

G Bush-Alsop RGN

S K Walton-Knight

E Fleming RGN

Hemens

G Livermore RGN

S E Barley
A J Lewis

M Maidment RGN
L Rawlings RGN
J Roberts RGN
C C Wilkinson RGN – Senior Medical
Centre Sister

Non-Academic Staff

M Ryan

Foundation

R J Squire

M Neve Foudation Director

C L Waddell

J Romjin Foudation Secretary

Dr S S Wells
P K Wheatley

Technicians

K A Bradley

M Braby IT Technician

C Coupe BEd, Leeds, MBACP (Accred)

E B Chambers

S Evans Biology Tech

A Murphy Dip Couns, FDSc, Bath Spa

C E Saville

M Herring Drama Technician

School Counsellors

Jeanne

King-Reynolds

L K Egan

G House Graphics Manager

Housemasters/mistresses

D C Hills

D Irving Musician in Residence

Evans

N Yates

A M Poole

C Jones Database Manager

C Yates

K H Pratt

B Roberts IT Operations Manager

W P J Whyte

L Scrace

S McAndrew IT Technician

A J Palmer (Asst)

A Y Webb

A Henwood DT Technician

Farmer
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Technicians (Cont’d)

Facilities Admin Staff (Cont’d)

Maintenance Staff (Cont’d)

S Tamin Chemistry Technician

J Hiscock Facilities Assistant

R Buckland Carpenter

R Thickett Physics Technician

A Sadd Catering Assistant

C Davis Secretary to Clerk of Works

P Wells Physics Technician

G Sisson Headmasters Housekeeper

D Westlake IT Technician

D Westhoﬀ Facilities Assistant

Grounds Staff
S Challis Head Groundsman

C Whitaker Biology Technician
Cooks

S Coxhead Duty Head Groundsman

Careers Assistant

J Dent Head Chef

A White Groundsman

C Watson Careers Assistant

P Cryer Chef

J Manley Groundsman

C Johns Careers Secretary

C McBride Chef

T Melbourne Groundsman

T Holmes Chef

N Sadd Groundsman

Library

D Rainey Chef

J Taylor Groundsman

C Cooper Head Librarian

M Thompson Chef

R Neve Head Librarian

S Worrell Chef

C Dawson Librarian

Bursar
S Lilley Bursar

K Price Librarian

Laundry Staff

R Day Librarian

F Sadd Laundry Manageress

Accounts

N Crossley Librarian

J Gunning Laundry Operative

L Hides Accounts Manager

C Pottinger Laundry Operative

R Gulliver Bursar’s Secretary

Swimming Pool Staff

K Elrick Seamstress

L Mayland Fees Manager

S Cooke Head Lifeguard

H Cook Seamstress

A Purbrick Deputy Bursar - Finance

Catering Manager

H R Dept

Supervisors

L Childs Catering Manager

J Upton Deputy Bursar - HR

M Eyles Supervisor

M Holloway Pavilion Manageress

A Wildman Payroll Manager

C Tonkiss Sports Centre Manager

M Williams HR Manager

J Owen Supervisor
J Edwards Supervisor

Matrons

P Hill Supervisor

H Nisbeck Mercers Matron

Registrars

H Curtis Crossing Patrol

S Coleman Evans Matron

J Sager Registrar

S Williams Crossing Patrol

J Holloway Fitz Matron

M Connor Website and Comms Manager

G Nisbeck Jeanne Matron

A Gaylard Communications Assistant

Counsellor

G Marsh Manor Housekeeper
Admin Staff H M Office

C Coupe School Counsellor/Listening Service
Sanatorium Staff

B Blumsom Examinations Oﬃcer

Head of Estate/Facilities

G Bush-Alsop Nurse

H Barnes Admissions Assistant

N Barnes Deputy Bursar - Estates

C Wilkinson Senior Sister

D Sleigh Receptionist Holidays

J Roberts Nurse

A Ball Afternoon Receptionist

Facilities Admin Staff

G Livermore Nurse

A Housby Receptionist

R Rogers Senior Storeperson

M Maidment Nurse

F Mitchell Morning Receptionist

G Archard Facilities Assistant

L Rawlings Nurse

Z Preen Reprographics

R Buckland School Porter

E Fleming Nurse

H Sullivan Assistant Registrar

S Chick Facilities Manager

L A Barnes Nurse

D Caiger Head Masters Secretary

P Chick Assistant Storeperson

J Maton Database Administrator/Secretary

J Gilbert Catering Assistant

Maintenance Staff

J Gibson Compliance Oﬃcer/Data Manager

P Greenaway School Porter

D Johns Deputy Clerk of Works

M Halliday Admissions Assistant

S Morris Evening Supervisor

M Mayland Clerk of Works

C Mullord Facilities Secretary

J Henderson Painter
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Governors

Co-opted by the Governing Body

Nominated by
The Mercers’ Company

R G Handover Esq CBE, DL (Chairman)

Sailing
T Marris Captain

Mrs P L P Floyer-Acland BSc, BA

Brigadier P P Rawlins MBE

A Seager Sailing Second Mate

Mrs L F Walsh Waring BA (Vice-Chairman)

S Stone Sailing Secretary

F W Scarborough Esq

Air Chief Marshal Sir Richard Johns GCB,
KCVO, CBE

P J Lough Esq MA

Dr R E L Quarrell BA, MA, D Phil

School Shops

D W Goodhew Esq MA

The Venerable A P Jeans BTh, MA

C Bryant Tuck Shop Manageress

I D Parker Esq BSc, MBA

N J S Fisk Esq BA, ACA

Music School
D Davey Music Secretary

V Bruce School Shop Assistant
S Bailey School Shop Manageress
T Geen School Shop Assistant

R M Bernard Esq CBE

N B Elliott Esq QC

K Hurd Tuch Shop Assistant
T Brooker 17 Club Manageress

M J H Liversidge Esq BA, FSA, FRSA

Nominated by
West Lavington PC

Mrs V P Nield BSc, MBA

Mrs S E S Gamble BA

Emeritus Governor

Nominated by
The Old Dauntseians’ Association

Prof. L M Harwood MA, BSc, PhD, C Sci,
C Chem, FRSC

A S Macpherson Esq MBE, BA, ACA

Clerk to the Governors

C H de N Lucas Esq FRICS, FAAV

P M A Nokes Esq MA, MPhil

Arabella Harvey
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2016-17 has been another exciting year
for colleagues in the Dauntsey’s School
Common Room.
This year we bid fond farewells to
Fiona Muir in English, Bill Jackson in
Learning Development, Adam and Jo Hurst
in the English Department and as Manor
Houseparents, Linda Scrace who worked
in the Geography, P.E. and Psychology
Departments for many years, Glynn Parry
– stalwart of the Computing Department
since the 1980s, Max Ryan in D.T., Jeﬀ
Plews in French, Miriam Kosel our German
Assistant and Jordi Pallares, our Spanish
assistant.
Joining the school are Ali Lintin and
Justine Wall in the English Department,
Laura Quinlan in Chemistry, Madeleine
Hyman in French and Spanish, Ruth Moore
in Physics and Hayden Harris in Design
Technology. Jo Worrall joins us in Physical
Education and also as Head of Professional
Development. Our new language assistants
are Anaïs Hay in French, Genesis Davila in
Spanish and Lena Brocher in German.
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Finally, our P.E. Graduate Assistants are
Gabrielle Williams and Taylor Ball. Toby
Sampson OD returns to work in the
Adventure Education Department.

Births and Marriages
Dr Craig and Jo Brakes became parents of
Jessica Lily Brakes on 23rd June 2016.
Jessica weighed in at 7lb 9oz.
Sam and Ruth Moore welcomed Finley
Alexander Moore to the world on 11
November 2016 weighing in at 8lb 1oz.
Elizabeth Clare Hazel Openshaw was
born on 12 January 2017 at a weight of 7lb
6oz to Dr Sam Openshaw and Dr Wendy
McCay.
On 1st April 2017, Head of Classics, Ayesha
Webb married Rob Hanking-Evans at
Edington Priory.
Will and Katy Whyte welcomed Sam Peter
Whyte to the world on 10 April 2017,
weighing 6lb 12oz.

Elise Chambers gave birth to Summer Lily
Chambers on 19th May 2017, weighing
6lbs 10oz.
Jamie Holmes married Emily Phillis on 27th
May 2017 at St. John’s Church, Devizes
followed by a reception at The Manor.
The following day, 28th May 2017 saw Katie
Pratt give birth to Naomi Katherine Eve
Pratt at 5.30pm weighing in at 8lb 4oz.
Finally, two staﬀ weddings took place
on 4th August 2017. Caroline Waddell
married Mark Hambly on 4th August 2017
at Grittleton House, near Chippenham.
Meanwhile, at St. Thomas More Church,
Marlborough, Mark Kinder married Virginie
Delalleau.

Salvete
Chris
Braby
What’s your role at Dauntsey’s?
I’m a computing teacher and a tutor in
the Manor.
Why did you move from the Manor?
It was a new challenge for me becoming
a teacher and I didn’t want the pressure
of working in a boarding house. So a day
house was ideal, because I still get to
interact with tutees.
What was the best and worst part of
working at the Manor?
The best part was the relationship you
grow with the children, because you’re
down there literally all the time so you
build a really great bond with your tutees.
The bad side of it would be the fact that
it’s quite full on as a tutor - you are down
there near enough every day.
Have you always worked in IT?
I have. I’ve been working in IT for 15 years,
but always on the technical side.
What do you like about IT?
It’s just something I’ve always been
passionate about. Computers really started
coming about when I was at school, and
it was new and fresh. What I really like is
virtualisation, which isn’t anything to do
with teaching, it’s more to do with my
old role. It’s where you would have one
physical box, like a PC or a server, and on
there you would have numerous machines
that you can connect to, even from a
desktop at home.
Apple or Microsoft and why?
This is tough, because I’ve always worked
with Microsoft. I’m going to say Apple, only
because from an enjoyment point of view
I enjoy using Apple, I guess because it’s
diﬀerent and having the opportunity to
learn something diﬀerent is good for me.

What technology do you think is
up-and-coming?
I think Google Chromebooks are going to
make a bit of a stride. Because, obviously
everything is web-based nowadays, so you
don’t need a full-blown operating system;
you can do everything in a browser. The
operating system on them is so cut-down
and quick, compared to the bloated
Windows architecture.
If you could do anything, what would
it be?
I would probably be a sportsman - it’s
where the money is! And I enjoy sports - I
love football and I love Formula One, so
being a Formula One driver would be ideal.
What do you do in your spare time?
Not a lot. I tend to go to the gym and
hopefully I’ll start playing football again. I
might spend time with my wife, or with my
family.
What’s your favourite film?
Probably Die Hard, the original.
What music do you like?
A variety, really, it depends what mood
I’m in. If you go to the gym you want
something that’s going to keep you going
and the same when you’re running; you
don’t want something slow like Olly Murs
when you’re running!
What advice would you give to your
teenage self?
I would say carry on doing things and
partaking in things you like doing, because
life is too short and before you know it you
won’t be able to do that much.
Suit or jacket and chinos?
Jacket and chinos.
Coffee or tea?
Depends what time of day. Coﬀee in the
morning for me, tea until 5pm.
Wine or beer?
If I’m having a meal, I would go for a wine;
if I’m at home relaxing, I would probably
have a beer.

Lena
Brocher
What type of music do you like?
I like lots of music. I really like reggae music
and ska music and just all dance music. But
also classical music, so it’s very diverse!
What’s your favourite ‘90s jam?
Ooh that’s diﬃcult. I actually don’t really
know. Are No Angels from the ‘90s?
What’s your earliest memory?
It’s probably kindergarten sitting in the
chairs all in a circle. Singing songs …
maybe even earlier?
What were you like when you were
younger?
Actually, with my friends I was outside a lot
and we rode our... how do you call it? The
bicycle with one wheel? A one bicycle?
A unicycle?
A unicycle, yes! We were really into stuﬀ like
this and were riding our unicycles through
our village using walkie-talkies! Just crazy
stuﬀ like this! And we were inventing our
own plays, I had a long, long phase when
me and my friends liked to get crazy
costumes from our parents’ wardrobes and
just make crazy ﬁlms!
What do you do in your free time?
I started running with two teachers (EMC
and DCH), but also on my own because
I need to practise to keep up with them
because they are really fast! I’ve been to
a few music ensembles so maybe I’ll go
there regularly and I want to try to practise
the piano and the ﬂute once I have the
energy and the free time - and I might start
learning the saxophone!
What do you want to be when you
grow up?
Probably a teacher! I started my studies to
become a teacher and I’ll undertake some
teaching practise here so I think I’ll become
a teacher. I don’t really know what other
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kind of job I’d like to do so I think it could
be the right kind of job for me!
Who would play you in the film of
your life?
That’s the wrong question for me because
I am very, very poor at remembering the
names of actors! So, I don’t think I can give
you an answer!
If you were stuck on a desert island
and you could only bring three things
what would they be?
I would probably bring a good book and I
think I would bring an instrument. Maybe
the ukulele and I would start learning it
and maybe a hammock too.

Rhiannon
Darwall
What is your role at Dauntsey’s?
I am a tutor in Evans, but I’ve been helping
in the day-to-day running of Fitz with Mr
Darwall since last year.
What is interesting about your job?
It keeps you on your toes – it’s 24/7. But it’s
nice to get to know the boys better.
Where did you used to work?
My degree was in languages – I did
Spanish and Portuguese, so I did some
translation work and then when the
children went to school, I worked in a preschool with the little ones.
What advice would you give to your
teenage self?
Don’t worry about things so much. And
don’t let your shyness get in your way.
Do you have any hobbies?
We have our own sailing boat and every
summer we go away on a family sailing
holiday. I also enjoy reading, knitting and
baking – especially important for the boys
in Fitz!
Do you have a favourite book?
There is one book – I’ve got copies of it in
Spanish, English, Welsh and Portuguese –
The Little Prince.
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Do you have a favourite language?
Well, I speak to our children in Welsh and
Spanish, because I lived in Cuba for ﬁve
years when I was younger till I was 14 –
that’s why I studied Spanish at university.
If you had the chance, would you go
back to living in Cuba?
If you’d asked me that a while back, it
would’ve been a yes, because I did love it.
But I think if I could live anywhere, it would
probably be by the sea, but in the UK, with
a mooring for our boat! Strangely, this is
the only time I’ve never lived beside the
sea in my life.
What’s your favourite type of music?
I like a mix of music. There are Latin
American bands that I know from living
there like Buena Vista Social Club, and I like
The Beatles and U2 also. There’s a radio
station I listen to that’s from Spain but they
mix Spanish music with popular English
songs, so I stick that on sometimes.
Tea of Coffee?
That’s a tough one. I’ll say tea, but I do
enjoy one nice coﬀee a day, but generally
tea.
Star Wars or Star Trek?
Star Wars, but I’ve never really watched
either!
Cats or Dogs?
Dogs.
Ice cream or sorbet?
I do like both, but generally I’d go for ice
cream.

Have you always wanted to teach?
Actually, this is something I’m trying out - I
taught English in Mexico and I wanted to
try something diﬀerent, so I thought that
being a Spanish assistant would be a good
experience.
What’s your favourite language?
Well, I love Spanish. I like when it’s spoken
properly, but I also like French - it’s a
beautiful language. I like English too,
British English more than American English
because it’s very fancy and very proper!
Do you have any hobbies?
Yes, I like photography so much. Back
home I used to take a lot of pictures and I’d
love to have an exhibition of my pictures at
some point. I’d like to have proper training
in photography as I want to improve my
skills.
What’s your favourite film?
I like Amélie so much - I could watch it
so many times. I like romcoms, like Pretty
Woman and also La vita è bella. I recently
watched La La Land and I was thinking it
was one of the best movies until the end
which made me cry!
What’s your favourite type of music?
I like alternative rock, in Mexico we’re
neighbours to the US so I like their music
and UK bands like The Cure and The 1975.
I’m not a big fan of The Beatles but I like
them. I prefer music from other countries I sometimes look up the charts for speciﬁc
countries on Spotify. The music I really like
is Genesis!
Do you have a favourite country?
Not really. I really like my own country,
Mexico, and right now I’m missing it
because of the weather. The weather here
is like a really cold winter in Mexico! I also
like that you can get food from everywhere
at any time in Mexico.

Genesis
Davilla
What is your role at Dauntsey’s?
I am the Spanish Language Assistant
How did you come to be a teacher?
There is a programme in Mexico that
calls all teachers with at least one year’s
experience and they select 22 to come to
the UK.

What do you like most about
teaching?
My favourite part about teaching is when
students understand all the questions.
Here at Dauntsey’s they understand the
questions and you tell them you have
to say ‘this’ instead of ‘that’ and they are
like ‘oh okay’ and they get it. In Mexico
it’s diﬀerent because they don’t always
appreciate the teachers. The best part of
teaching for me, is when your students
appreciate you as a person, and you them.

Hayden
Harris
Where were you before?
Before here I was at Corsham School which
is a local school. I was there for ten years
and was previously the Head of Design and
Technology, but I wanted to hit the refresh
button. Before that I was at Gillingham
school in Dorset. I left the industry to
become a teacher, I was getting a bit fed
up with the 12, 13 hour days and not taking
a day oﬀ for holiday for ﬁve years and I
thought – I need a change of pace.
I became a teacher about 15 years ago,
but when I became Head of Department
I thought to myself, I don’t want to do
any more than this, in fact, if anything,
I’m more disconnected from teaching by
being Head of Department! I just wanted
to be a teacher, make stuﬀ, ﬁx things, that’s
all I wanted to do and that’s why I’m at
Dauntsey’s - I seem to be able to reconnect
with teaching here.
What do you want to be when you
grow up?
I think I want to be a truck driver! No, really,
I’m perfectly settled with where I am, I
don’t want anything more. I just like doing
what I’m doing now and I like doing it here.
What’s your earliest memory?
I was born in Australia and after a few years
I went back to visit relatives. I was in the
garden and I found this nice big cobra and
all I remember was just hurling mud at it,
trying to make it go higher and higher...
What led you to your subject, DT?
I’ve always wanted to make things, I’ve
always been into making things, I’ve always
been into using my hands, I’ve always been
into constructing stuﬀ. If stuﬀ wasn’t put
together correctly I’ve always been into
deconstructing it and putting it together
correctly. So Design and Technology
seemed to be the one particular subject
you could do that with, it seemed to be
the right subject for me.
Which three things would you bring
to a desert island?
If I were on a desert island, I’d have to have
a machete because it is the ultimate tool.

You can cut, you can slice, you can cook,
you can prepare: the machete would be
the one thing I would need on a desert
island. The next thing I would need, I
suppose for sanity, would be a centre
lathe and a good electricity supply so I
could just do some turning, which would
be lovely. So, whilst I would be able to do
almost everything with the machete I’d be
able to do everything else on the centre
lathe. So, a machete, a centre lathe and I
would say thereafter, it’d probably be a
television set. And you know what, if I
had all that, I’d be quite happy never to
be saved.
Have you ever lived in a city?
No, I am a country boy through and
through, I don’t like going to cities, I hate
driving around cities. Bristol is just... I don’t
like driving around Bristol, the ﬁrst thing I
look for is the Bath sign to get back. I hate
driving around London, can’t stand it, I’ve
done it twice I don’t think I’d ever do it
again. I’m just a country lad, I’m not a city
lad.
What’s it like living in the
countryside?
It’s a nicer pace of life, it’s cleaner!
What is your most prized possession?
My most prized possession in either my
Mont Blanc pen, which has never written
correctly since the day it was ﬁrst bought
for me as a gift and it has had thousands
and thousands of reﬁlls. It has had so much
money pumped into it, it has become one
of my most priceless possessions because
of, I suppose, the cost per capita. Come to
think of it, it might be my Veritas Number
Four and a Half plane - I’m also a carpenter
(Is this truly a man of the Bible – plane and
lathe? Ed.). It’s been sharpened to the point
where, when you put it against the piece
of wood you can get a transparent shaving
and it’ll ﬂoat up and you can catch it in
your hand.
Who would act Mr Harris in the movie
of your life?
I quite like the idea of somebody with the
same name so maybe Ed Harris, he’s lost all
his hair which is quite nice and he’s got the
same surname, and I like him as an actor.
I don’t know if he likes making things but
he seems the most suitable. Ultimately,
Bruce Willis because we share the same
hairstylist.

Anais
Hay
What is your role at Dauntsey’s?
I am the French assistant, which means
that I help the pupils improve their
language and accent so that they can
express their opinions about any subject
in French.
What drew you to teaching?
I’ve been thinking about it for a long time
now – I like working with children and I like
teaching something I know. When I was
younger I used to help pupils my age to
understand and I really liked it.
What are your first impressions of
Dauntsey’s?
It’s totally diﬀerent from everything I’m
used to, like it’s very friendly and very big!
We don’t have boarding schools in France
so this seems huge.
What do you do in your spare time?
I like to read and to write. I have a story I’ve
been writing with my friend since I was
15 but I’m always re-writing it because it’s
never good enough! I also like to go biking
and roller-blading, but I’m not very good
at it.
If you could meet anyone, who would
it be?
That’s a tough question because I’m not
that into celebrities! Maybe Barack Obama,
because I think he was a great President of
the United States.
If you could do anything other than
teaching, what would it be?
Maybe writing full time - I wanted to be a
vet when I was younger but I don’t have
the guts for it!
What do you like most about you
subject?
I like language. I think it’s interesting
because when you know language,
you have new way to express opinions
because, for example, you don’t have
direct translations for every word in every
language. It’s a new way of thinking
sometimes.
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Madeleine
Hyman
What is your role at Dauntsey’s?
I am a French and Spanish teacher, and
also a tutor in Evans.
What do you love most about the
French and Spanish culture?
I love the people, the way of life, and of
course food. I love French pain au chocolat
and Spanish tapas especially!
When did you start learning both
languages?
At school. I had started learning French
before I started learning Spanish in Year 9.
Besides, I also wanted to learn Italian but I
still haven’t.
have you lived in France or Spain
before?
I lived in France for a year when I was 18.

What did you find to be the most
difficult aspect of teaching?
Being a teacher is really busy, and I so
easily get confused between French and
Spanish!
Do you think treating students as a
friend or a student is best?
Treating young people as students is
better, although I always hope they ﬁnd
me friendly. When there is a clear line it is
better. In Evans, I usually spend more time
to chat with them, so there might be a
slight diﬀerence.
What makes you feel like a part of
Evans?
I love getting to know everyone. It is good
to see every evening that everyone is
chattering, relaxing and watching TV.
What inspired you to be a teacher?
I always wanted to be a teacher, especially
in a primary school. I love kids and want to
work with them. A teacher can experience
something diﬀerent every day.
Do you know how to play any musical
instruments?
I play piano and achieved Grade 4.

How do you make sure your students
enjoy learning both languages?
I try to be enthusiastic. I play games, songs
and videos to engage them in lesson time.
Is this you first job?
This is my ﬁrst teaching job. I worked in
a school in Spain but not as a teacher;
afterwards I worked in a shop on a
mountain top in Switzerland.
Why did you work in Dauntsey’s at
first?
I saw the advertisement. At ﬁrst, I was
reluctant given the very rural location of
the school. However, after the interview,
I found the staﬀ and students here are so
kind and decided to come here.
After these few weeks of teaching is it
like what you expected before?
Yes it is quite similar to what I expected.
The Sixth Form Fun Day is an incredible
day. I especially enjoy teaching First Form
Complementary Curriculum; the young
pupils are so sweet.
What is your nationality?
I am half British and half Australian.
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Ali
Lintin
What did you do before Dauntsey’s?
Before I was a teacher I was a lawyer
working in litigation, which is basically
suing people for astronomical ﬁgures.
Then I realised I really missed people so
I taught at Ibstock Place School, a small
independent school in London. It’s similar
to Dauntsey’s, just in an urban setting!
What is your most prized possession?
I’ve got a little miniature horse head made
out of clay that was my Granny’s. It’s really
unattractive, really bulgy eyes. It’s actually
slightly demonic. It’s worthless but I like it.
What’s your earliest memory?
My earliest memory is I think having a
picnic eating a scone with strawberry jam
on and getting stung by a wasp. But I don’t

know whether it’s one of those memories
that you get from stories. I must have been
about ﬁve.
We finish this interview; you step
outside and find a winning lottery
ticket. What do you do and why?
I’d keep my wonderful job. I’d continue
to mark my large stack of Lord of the Flies
essays diligently and perhaps later on this
evening, circa 9:45pm, when I eventually
get home after successfully having marked
my essays I would celebrate with a small
glass of champagne, obviously.
What do you want to be when you
grow up?
Professionally, I’d love to be a head teacher
so tell the head man to watch out for his
job. On a personal level, I would like to
grow up having no regrets. Being able to
look back and think ‘Yeah I’ve explored all
the avenues I can explore!’
What’s your favourite 90s jam?
What about that Baywatch theme tune?
That was great, at university. Is that ‘80s or
‘90s? Straddling? We’ll claim it.
What were you like when you were
younger?
I was the same height as I am now; I haven’t
grown since my ﬁrst year of secondary
school. My matron when I arrived at school
measured me and at the end of school
told me I was exactly the same height!
Hopefully I’m a little more well read.
If you were on a desert island what
three things would you bring? / What
album would you bring?
Three items are easy: Obviously a mobile
phone, a rib with an outboard engine
and a good map. That covers all bases for
escape. For the album I’d probably bring
something from The Postal Service.
What do you always run out of in the
fridge?
Cheddar. On my ski season I would get
friends to bring blocks of it out to France.
It’s the only cheese they don’t sell! I could
never be French, for that reason.
Who would act you in a movie about
your life?
I’d like Judy Dench, but can I have her in
her 30s? She’d do a great job and would
make me look better than I am.

so bands like Snow Patrol, Foo Fighters, Green
Day and I quite like Royal Blood and Catﬁsh
and the Bottlemen in terms of newer bands.

Ruth
Moore
How do you manage to engage your
students when you are teaching
physics?
First I have to be enthusiastic in physics
and try to play games in classes, so that
students feel passionate in it as well. Also,
I will encourage diﬃcult students to think
and learn.
Is this your first job?
No, it is my second job. I worked in
Malborough College for 14 years and
rested for two years to take care of my
children.
Why did you want to work in
Dauntsey’s at first?
I live near to Dauntsey’s and I heard many
good things about the school.
What did you find to be the most
difficult aspect of student teaching?
Balancing the class atmosphere and
making sure everyone is engaged because
some might love physics while others do
not.
Why do you love physics and science?
I found science subjects easier to cope
with than some other subjects such as
English. I would like to pass my knowledge
on because physics is such an enjoyable
subject.
What do you love most about
Dauntsey’s?
The friendly atmosphere makes me feel
like a family.
What other jobs you might consider if
you are not a teacher?
A baker maybe. I love cake-making.
Sometimes I bring my cakes to work!
After your first two weeks at
Dauntsey’s, is it how you expected?
Yes, it is quite the same as my previous
teaching experiences.
What did you used to teach?
Astrophysics, because it fascinates me.

Laura
Quinlan
What’s your role in the school?
I am a teacher of Chemistry and a tutor in
King-Reynolds.
Have you always wanted to teach?
Yes, pretty much since the age of about
16. Although, before that I wanted to be
the technical director of a Formula One
team, which is a bit of a leap! Ironically,
what inspired me to be a teacher was
that I liked the idea of being an imparter
of knowledge, being able to share with
others the stuﬀ I know. But how I teach
now is a bit diﬀerent in that I focus more
on letting students develop their skills and
gaining understanding from that.
Have you always taught in a
secondary school?
Yes, I worked in a sixth form college for
7 years, so sixth form and above are my
bread and butter. Lower forms are a bit of a
shock to the system, especially ﬁrst, second
and third formers – it’s been a while since I
had to deal with hormones!
If you could do anything, what would
it be?
I would probably still be a teacher, but with
less stress with the job whilst still having
maximum enjoyment, not that teaching
isn’t enjoyable!
Do you have any hobbies?
Yes, I used to do taekwondo. I’ve done two
diﬀerent forms of taekwondo and got half
way to black belt in both. My husband and
I also did ballroom dancing.
What’s your favourite TV series?
I really like the BBC version of Pride and
Prejudice, but not the Keira Knightley
version and this must be underlined – I
don’t like her as an actress and to have her
playing a very mediocre version of Lizzy
Bennet – what? I mean Jennifer Ehle just
played Lizzy to perfection.
What’s your favourite type of music?
I’m into rock and roll music - driving to
and from school I listen to Radio X which
probably covers most of my music genres,

What do you like most about you
subject?
It’s sort of the fundamental principles
of the universe along with physics but
chemistry can be explained in a more
accessible way. Chemistry makes it a bit
more real and explicable than some of the
physics concepts.
What’s your favourite part of
teaching?
I really like developing relationships with
the students. Especially, I like the idea
of students coming to me outside of
lessons and saying ‘Oh Mrs, have you
watched this!?’ or ‘Have you heard about
this?’. You know, developing that banter
with students whilst obviously still being
purposeful and focused in lessons. (I have
to say that!)
Which historical figure do you most
admire?
Because I’m Northern Irish, most of the
history I would take interest in would be
in the more recent troubles, so I admire
a low-lying politician called Eamonn
McCann and his ability to be eloquent
and express his opinions and ideas. And
actually I agree with most of his opinions
and ideas because he’s quite a socialist
character.

Justine
Wall
What did you do before Dauntsey’s?
I was teacher and I also ran a business from
home making bespoke pictures to sell
online as well as doing freelance writing for
parenting magazines. I wrote a food blog
as well but as more of a personal piece of
enjoyment.
What is your most prised possession?
My ﬁrst Tintin comic, King Ottokar’s Sceptre.
It’s all cellotaped and falling to pieces but
it’s deﬁnitely my most prized possession.
I adore Tintin, especially Captain Haddock.
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What’s your earliest memory?
Delivering piglets on our farm in South
Africa! We would help with everything on
the farm so most of my memories come
from there.
We finish this interview; you step
outside and find a winning lottery
ticket. What do you do and why?
I don’t know! I’m not the kind of person
to think about that kind of thing. It would
have to be charity. I’d divide it between
charities here and in South Africa for kids in
orphanages with HIV.
What do you want to be when you
grow up?
Teaching is fab but it would probably
be... a shopkeeper. I just love people! I like
playing house and it seems easy! Having
run it online before it would be nice to
have it all in bricks and mortar and be a
part of the community.
What’s your favourite ‘90s jam?
Ooooh there’s so many. That one from
The Breakfast club... Simple Minds. What’s it
called? Ah yes: Don’t You Forget About Me!

unlimited supply of jelly babies!
Who would act you in a movie about
your life?
Someone told me once I look like the ‘80s
singer KD Lang but that’s quite harsh! I’ve
never thought of that before. I used to
teach ﬁlm and media studies so you’d think
I’d be able to answer like that [snaps ﬁngers]
but I just don’t think of these things about
myself really!

Is there any difficulties in being a
tutor?
Yes. I often feeling like I don’t give my
tutees enough time but I hope they always
know where I am and will always have time
when they need me.
Do you know how to play any musical
instruments?
My 6-year-old son currently comes home
and teaches me how to play the recorder
and piano every week; does that count?
How many children do you have?
I have two sons (a six year old and a two
year old).

Jo Worrall
What is your role in Dauntsey’s?
I am Head of Professional Development,
one of the tutors in King Reynolds, and a
PE, PSHE and Computing teacher.

What’s your favourite film
It would be another John Hughes so it
would probably be Ferris Bueller’s Day Oﬀ.
I just love those ‘80s and ’90s ﬁlms. But
then I also like sort of darker stuﬀ like
Donny Darko.

What will make you feel like you are a
part of KR?
After spending two weeks here, I already
feel like a part of KR. We have a great team
of tutors, led superbly by Mrs Ward; she is
fantastic. Lastly, my tutees are all lovely and
have made me feel very welcome.

If you were on a desert island what
three things would you bring? What
album would you take?
It would be a The National album. Am I
allowed to take my library? And... an

What do you enjoy most about being
a tutor?
Having the opportunity to help and
support outside of lessons; I can learn from
the girls too.

Why did you want to come to
Dauntsey’s to teach?
As a PE teacher we played several ﬁxtures
against Dauntsey’s and I always found the
students and staﬀ to be very polite and
welcoming. The reputation of the school
is excellent and when I came here for
interview, it just felt ‘right’.
Is this your first job?
No, I was an Assistant Head teacher in my
previous school and before that worked in
another local school for three years.
Is the job all you thought it would be?
Yes, deﬁnitely. It is even better than
expected.
What inspired you to be a teacher?
I have always enjoyed coaching a variety of
sports so the opportunity to spend every
day passing on my enjoyment of sports
and learning to others, then seeing them
improve, is something I thoroughly enjoy.
What is your favourite sport?
I thoroughly enjoy all activities, but
running and netball are the main two
sports I regularly undertake at the
moment. But given the chance there are
no sports I won’t try! As a girl I played a
lot of lacrosse and as a Level 3 gymnastics
coach I have spent many hours at
gymnastics clubs too.
Is there another job you would like to
do instead of being a teacher?
Not really, as I’ve always wanted to teach
and thoroughly enjoy it. Although it would
be nice to have whole winters to ski and
summers to travel the world.
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Valete
Anne
Cole

A

nne Cole joined Dauntsey’s in
September 2007 fresh from two years
cutting her teeth at The Crypt School,
Gloucester. She brought energy and
commitment to the department team and
her open and giving nature allowed her
build a strong connection with both pupils
and colleagues.
Anne is an outstanding teacher of both
Business and Economics; she is meticulous
in her preparation and delivery of lessons
and uses a wide range of resources and
teaching methods to assist pupils to gain
a deep understanding. Between 2007 and
2012, Anne taught full-time and evidenced
levels of organisation that were beyond
human. It was with some relief when, with
the birth of her ﬁrst child Zoe in 2011, Anne
showed signs of being a mere mortal and
only planned four weeks in advance of the
rest of the department. Since 2012, Anne
has displayed the upmost dedication to
her teaching in a part-time capacity during
which she has added to her family with
the arrival of Zachary in 2014 and Emily in
2016. Dauntsey’s is losing a teacher of the
highest quality with Anne’s departure.
Anne has been a wonderful colleague
to all of the members of the Economics
and Business department over the last
ten years. She is both forthright and
thoughtful; always willing to express
her view whilst showing a willingness
to take on others’ ideas. Professional to
the hilt, Anne has consistently produced
fabulous speciﬁcally honed resources
and has willingly shared these with her
colleagues. We’ll be sad to see her go, but
will continue to employ her privately on
a ‘zero hours’ basis as and when we need
new resources.

Outside of the classroom, Anne has been
involved in many areas of wider school
life. On her arrival in 2007 she spent a year
coaching ‘recreational hockey’ to the more
sportingly challenged; a time she describes
as ‘not my fondest memory’. So, safe in
the knowledge that coaching those of
limited stick ability was not for her, Anne
settled into her new role as Voluntary
Service Co-ordinator. From 2008 to 2011,
Anne worked hard to provide Sixth Form
pupils with volunteering options which
allowed them, like her, to avoid games.
During this time, she greatly expanded the
provision on oﬀer, letting pupils build their
skills whilst supporting the community in
primary schools, retirement homes and
charity shops. As Young Enterprise link
teacher, Anne also achieved great success;
her Young Enterprise teams have regularly
won Trade Fair Competitions and have
always progressed to the Wiltshire County
Finals.
Anne’s commitment to independent
learning and her expectation of the
highest standards allowed pupils to
ﬂourish through their own entrepreneurial
endeavours. As a tutor in Rendell House,
Anne was well-liked and she developed
a strong rapport with the Lower School
pupils in her charge. She was a supportive
member of the House team and was
always willing to get involved in House
activities.
Anne leaves Dauntsey’s in order to focus
on her role as mother to Zoe, Zachary and
Emily. She is looking forward to replacing
her evening activity of marking with the
opportunity to develop her skills in a
wide range of practical arts and crafts or
even simply to catch up on some much
needed uninterrupted sleep. She will
be greatly missed by her department
colleagues, wider staﬀ and most of all by
the Dauntsey’s pupils who have been lucky
enough to have studied in her classes. As a
natural and gifted educator, we hope that
it won’t be too long until Anne is back in a
classroom so that other pupils can beneﬁt
from her excellent teaching.
AMP
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Bill
Jackson

B

ill Jackson joined the school some
two decades ago to teach Maths
in the Learning Support Department.
In the succeeding years he became
an increasingly integral part of the
Dauntsey’s community, as tutor in Scott,
teaching mainstream classes in the Maths
Department, becoming Common Room
Treasurer and father of the Common
Room, and even playing a role for a while
as driver of one of the buses bringing
pupils into the school in the mornings.
He has gradually reduced his hours in
recent years and, at Easter in 2017, took the
decision to retire fully.
Bill is a quintessentially kind and modest
man. His genuine, uncomplicated
smile wishes the very best for all those
upon whom it alights and his natural,
gentle teaching style has helped many
Dauntseians to unexpected success in
GCSE Maths. Indeed, the number of Bill’s
pupils who have failed to gain a ‘C’ grade
at GCSE could probably be counted
on the ﬁngers of one hand, even by
the most numerically challenged of his
pupils. He has always oﬀered all-round
support, well beyond the classroom, to
his pupils; whether as a tutor or in his
appreciation of musical and dramatic
productions, he has been unﬂagging in
his generous praise and genuine, unselﬁsh
delight in the achievements of others.
Bill is constantly cheerful – his response
to the customary morning enquiry of
how he is today almost invariably elicits a
response such as ‘couldn’t be better!’ This
fundamental optimism communicates
itself to his pupils and must surely have
been a key factor in his success in helping
youngsters through what is probably the
most anxiety-inducing subject area of the
curriculum. The slogan on the door of his
room encapsulates his approach – ‘Success
comes in cans, not can’ts.’

Which brings one to the subject of Bill’s
room. A little while ago, as he travelled a
little further along the graceful parabola
that has described his gradual withdrawal
from the teaching profession, Bill had to
move from his generously proportioned
room to a somewhat smaller room. This
exercise in downsizing will live long in
the memories of those who witnessed
it. It started some weeks before the end
of the term preceding the momentous
move, gathering to a crescendo of packing
boxes, talk of a skip and the arrival of
Denis, the school’s peerless carpenter, to
plot the construction of new shelves in
Bill’s new room. A veritable cornucopia
of teaching materials past and present
(mostly past) gradually accumulated in
the passageway – reams of squared paper
(imperial measurements), ﬂoppy disks,
ancient printers, work done by pupils who
even then were probably entering their
own children for Dauntsey’s, books on
subjects not just conﬁned to Mathematics
and pedagogy, but also covering poetry,
history and, of course, cars. In the midst
of all this was Bill, wearing the serenely
conﬁdent smile of a man about to shatter
Euclidian certainties by performing the
extraordinary feat of ﬁtting a quart into a
pint pot. The momentous transition duly
achieved, Bill, cosily ensconced within
the conﬁnes of his new (and bulging)
shelves, continued to dispense his unique
brew of Mathematical enlightenment
and bonhomie, characteristically without
a word of complaint about the cramped
nature of his new surroundings.
Bill’s mind, like his room, is well-stocked
with all kinds of useful information,
much of it, one suspects, serendipitously
acquired whilst pursuing his abiding
passion for man’s four-wheeled friend. It is
rumoured that he knows the registration
numbers of every colleague’s car, whilst
his intimacy with the motor spare parts
section of eBay is legendary. But that mind
and the very good heart that underpins it
has also been a never-failing source of the
sanity and common sense that is born of
many years’ experience in his profession.
Thank you, Bill, for everything that you
have given to the school, and we wish
you an extended, smooth and pleasurable
drive through your retirement years.
CWWW

Miriam
Kosel

Fiona
Muir

A

pplying to the British Council for a
German Assistant is always a bit of
a gamble. But with Miriam we really hit
the jackpot. She has been such a valuable
asset to the German Department this year,
and indeed to the School as a whole. She
has been involved in many aspects of
Dauntsey’s life, from Moonrakers to the
International Society and most recently,
accompanying the 5th Form on their post
GCSE Jurassic adventure.
In her oﬃcial role as German Assistant she
has worked wonders with our pupils. I
know that she has relished the opportunity
to work with some of our outstanding
A Level linguists, who have beneﬁted
enormously from 30 minutes’ challenging
and stimulating discussion each week.
Miriam’s teaching style has been
characterised by her endless patience and
determined eﬀorts to bring out the best in
all her pupils, regardless of their ability.
In the languages department we have
all loved Miriam for her independence
and her enviable serenity. She has, quite
literally, glided through the year without
ever appearing stressed, even when
juggling the pressure of preparing 5th,
L6th and U6th Form pupils for their oral
exams with her own revision. She very
quietly popped back to Vienna to take
some terrifyingly tricky sounding English
exams on Shakespeare and Renaissance
Literature, and then returned four days
later to pick up where she had left oﬀ!

F

iona Muir joined the English
Department at Dauntsey’s six years
ago, having been Head of English at
Kingston Grammar School. Her expertise
was instantly useful to the department.
She worked as a part time teacher in the
department, pausing only to give birth to
twins, since then. Over the last two years,
she has expanded her portfolio by running
the EPQ department as well.
Fiona’s classes beneﬁtted from her strong
academic background and her tireless
determination for her pupils to succeed.
Breaks and lunchtimes did not seem to
exist for Fiona as she was so often working
with a pupil, going over an essay or giving
other advice. Her exam results were
always strong. She was generous with
her colleagues too, making signiﬁcant
contributions to our departmental
schemes of work.
Fiona contributed to the departments
extra curricular activities as well, organising
theatre trips for whole year groups to Bath
or Newbury, running the Middle School
debating competition and providing
challenging and entertaining questions for
the Lower School English quiz every year.
We will miss her presence and her help
in the department and wish her every
success in her new role as a boarding
housemistress at St Mary’s, Calne – her
dream job.
AJFB

She was so excited about her purchase of
a car half-way through the year and has
really enjoyed exploring Dartmoor, Dorset
and many other parts of the country. She
is soon oﬀ to Scotland before returning to
Vienna to ﬁnish her studies and qualify as a
Biology and English teacher.
Judging by the number of U6th pupils
who are going to visit Miriam in Vienna
this summer, she is about to become a
compulsory inter-rail stopover. Keep in
touch Miriam, we will miss you enormously.
VAHW
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Jordi
Pallares

J

ordi arrived at Dauntsey’s in September
2017 with, for a Catalan, an unusual
Scottish lilt to his Spanish accent, a
consequence of having lived in Edinburgh
prior to joining us. He very quickly
established himself as a caring, inspiring,
and gifted language assistant.
In his job he was exceptional. He delivered
intelligent and fun lessons, using his
talent as an artist to create wonderful and
entertaining resources. Having trained
originally as a journalist in Spain, Jordi was
very informed about Spain and the world,
and was able to enlighten students on
many aspects of the world, from politics
to football! He was completely dedicated
to his pupils, and over the two years
provided many hours of extra support to
nervous, and struggling students. He built
valuable relationships with all his pupils,
and it is no exaggeration to say that they
all adored him and looked forward to
their time with him every week. But it was
not only his Spanish students who loved
him, but students throughout the school,
and it was credit to his wonderful ability
to communicate with pupils, and the
fact that he threw himself into the whole
community, that he was known by pupils
in Lower School as well as Upper School,
with ¡Hola Jordi! being heard frequently
from students whether they studied
Spanish or not!
Jordi totally embraced the Dauntsey’s
experience, willing to help anywhere and
anyone when needed, and as such was
involved in many aspects of the school. He
worked on Moonrakers every week for his
two years here, he worked in the library,
helped with new pupils’ days, joined
International Society events, and helped
with numerous trips including Moonrakers’
Aberdovey week, and the Lower School
Spanish trip to Madrid. In all of these things
what stood out was his willingness to help,
and his understanding of pupils; whether
they were afraid of a challenge, or about to
push the boundaries, Jordi would help and
guide them through.
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It is testament to his character that Jordi
was known by everyone in the school,
both academic teaching staﬀ and the
bursarial team; he always took the time to
chat to people, and valued the friends he
made. Jordi moved back to his beloved
Barcelona in July, to study for a Masters
Degree in writing for broadcasting. He will
be missed by both staﬀ and students, but
I have no doubt will be visited by many in
Barcelona in future years.
ALE

Glynn
Parry

G

lynn Parry and I have clocked up
something just short of half a century
at Dauntsey’s between us and over the
years our lives have been inextricably
and sometimes inexplicably entwined.
For instance, I taught Glynn’s elder son
Malcolm in Form 2 in my ﬁrst year of
teaching here back in 1995, and he has just
returned the compliment by teaching my
younger daughter Ellen in Form 2 in his
last year. We have both lived in Worton,
we both have surnames of Welsh origin
(‘son of Harry’ and ‘son of Rhys’), we have
both played in the School orchestra from
time to time (he the bassoon, I the violin).
And of course we have both been called
upon regularly to assist with scoring for
the annual School Cross Country, nerds of
a feather to be found hunched over our
spreadsheets long after everyone else had
packed up and gone oﬀ on Exeat.
But only a few colleagues of long standing
will be aware that back in the day last
century when Rendell was still something
of a sporting powerhouse, Glynn and I were
the Rendell Tutor team – just the two of
us along with the wonderful Annie Smith
as Housemistress. Those were the days –
spending the ﬁrst morning of the school
year dictating our tutees’ entire timetables
while they wrote them down in a blank
grid, taking two prep sessions a week all
year round; proof-reading and sorting into
order over 300 hand-written carbon-copy
reports in triplicate every term...

Anyway, to those of you who might
be tempted to scoﬀ at the mere idea
that Glynn and I could have in any way
contributed to Rendell’s erstwhile athletic
pre-eminence (other than by ﬁddling the
cross-country scores – which of course we
never did), know but this: there was a time
when we took our sport very seriously, not
as spectators but as regular participants,
and voluntary participants at that. Every
week we would don our kit and for 90
minutes we would take on the might of
a select group of staﬀ and parents.
Things could get vicious at times, very
vicious. Thus it was on one fateful evening
that in my zeal to demolish the opposition
I went into beast mode and inadvertently
made it more of a contact sport than
it is supposed to be. Proceedings were
brought to an abrupt halt as I knocked out
several of Glynn’s teeth (I can’t remember if
we ever found them). What’s more, he was
on my own team.
The moral to be drawn from this (apart
from ‘don’t mess with Dr Price’) is that
badminton is more dangerous than
people think and mouthguards should be
compulsory.
I wish Glynn and Sylvia a long and happy
retirement with plenty of baby-sitting, and
if he ever feels like a game of doubles
TJP

Max
Ryan

M

ax Ryan trained to be a teacher
at the University of the West of
England after spending a number of years
working in ﬁlm and television. She had
already undertaken an art foundation
course, specialising in ceramics before
completing a degree in Film Based
Media. Upon completing her Design
and Technology PGCE Max took up her
ﬁrst teaching post at Lavington School
where she worked for three years before
spending a year travelling in Australia. Max
applied for the Design and Technology
teacher position at Dauntsey’s whilst

abroad, she was inspired to apply based
on the fact she knew how to get from her
home in Trowbridge to West Lavington,
navigation not being one of her many
talents. Joining Dauntsey’s in September
2006 she brought energy and artistic ﬂair
to the department.
As a colleague of Max’s for the past 11
years, she has been tirelessly supportive
and encouraging of those around her, both
pupils and staﬀ. Her humour, kindness
and friendship have been invaluable to
us all. Her Lower School pupils developed
conﬁdence in the workshop and her
GCSE classes have consistently achieved
the highest possible GCSE grades, whilst
learning how to work independently. Her
expertise, artistic ﬂair and practical skill
have assisted pupils to produce beautiful
projects and excellent examination results.
Max ﬁtted in well socially with the
department, quickly being initiated into
the pranks played on one another. MRD
informed her that as a new member of
staﬀ at the school she would be required
to read a lesson in the Carol Service,
the thought of which terriﬁed her. He
mentioned it over a number of days in her
ﬁrst term at the school, to the point where
she went to see the Chaplain to ask to be
excused from this duty. Max took it all in
good spirit and was extremely relieved to
ﬁnd out that this was not expected of her.
With her background in Ceramics and Film,
it was not long before Max was asked to
do an exhibition of her own work in the Art
Department. She is an avid photographer
and she self-published a book, Birds’ Eye
View, which collated images taken from a
helicopter over Somerset, Hampshire and
Wiltshire. The students were delighted
to see her work, and many of them
purchased their own copies.
During her time at Dauntsey’s Max tutored
in Forbes and Hemens. JPP remembers
her as a fantastic tutor. She ran the trips,
booked coaches and bowling halls, made
sure photographs were taken at interhouse sporting events. She volunteered for
everything. His enduring memory of her
was that she was incredibly helpful and
pro-active.
VAHW was delighted when Max joined
Hemens, where she served as an
outstanding tutor for the past two years.
Her Sixth Form tutees have really valued
her support, her advice, her warmth,

her sense of humour and her ability to
ﬂing insults at them whilst still making it
obvious that she cares hugely about them.
They have clearly enjoyed her company
and her readiness to initiate one particular
Hemens chant during House events! Her
ability to mend locks, picture frames,
umbrellas, cupboards, chairs and more has
also been hugely appreciated by all.
Max’s involvement in school was seen in
many guises over the years. She valiantly
led the Badminton Club for a number of
years, organising ﬁxtures and helping with
competitions that led many students to
compete for the county, with them being
extremely grateful for her enthusiasm for
the sport and her willingness to do stops at
McDonald’s after competitions.
Max helped set up Dauntsey’s Flying
School, accompanying students through
the theory stages and organising the times
for the ﬂying lessons, whilst learning to
ﬂy herself. She was self-conscious about
taking the theory exams with the students,
repeatedly reminding then that it was a
long time ago that she last took an exam.
Max enjoyed the experience immensely
and students have told me that they have
been inspired to pursue careers as pilots
after completing the course.
She also enjoyed participating in
Moonrakers, working weekly in the pool
with the kayakers and, in the summer,
accompanying a group to the shooting
range, where her competitive nature
often saw her battling other members
of staﬀ. AJS will mostly remember Max
as a wonderful colleague and simply
great company. She is honest, loyal and
generous with her time and support. He
also told me that she has a little known skill
for sea-ﬁshing. During her 10 or so visits to
Aberdovey for the Moonrakers camp, her
ﬁshing skills have been honed considerably
and to this date it is believed that she is the
only person to have caught Sea Bass oﬀ
the wharf at Aberdovey. Not only is she a
good (lucky) angler but also a bit of a Bear
Grylls ﬁgure as she sweet talked the head
chef at the Outward Bound centre to ﬁllet
the ﬁsh and then cooked it on an open
ﬁre in the grounds for the Outward Bound
centre. Continuing on a culinary theme,
she used to “smuggle” salt into the canteen
at Outward Bound as is was banned at the
centre due to not meeting their healthy
meals code of practice. Max would not go
without her daily extra salt intake so used
to take her own supply every year! She

was also a fantastic source of wonderful
photography, largely as she could wangle
her way onto instructors’ speedboats
and get some amazing pictures of the
pupils sailing or jumping oﬀ jetties from
otherwise unachievable angles. She really
can turn on the charm when she needs to.
Over the last few years, Max and her
camera have also accompanied the
L6th to Cernavoda in Romania, utilising
her practical skills to build decking and
improving the play area at the centre,
including this year’s wonderful train. It is
an experience that she enjoyed immensely
and I know will stay with her forever.
It is with great sadness that we say
goodbye to Max, as she returns full circle
back to her ceramics roots, setting up a
studio in Frome, from which she will be
oﬀering pottery and life drawing classes.
We all wish her the very best of luck with
her new adventure.
LKE

Linda
Scrace

L

inda arrived at Dauntsey’s 22 years
ago from her native South Africa. She
came with a seriously impressive sporting
CV, having captained the South African
national karate team and represented
Western Province and Stellenbosch
University at javelin, heptathlon and
hockey. Linda’s talents, accompanied
by her enthusiasm, straight-talking and
warmth made her an immediate hit and
she soon became invaluable. As ‘throws
coach’ at the Warrington, Linda has
coached javelin and discus to countless
pupils during her time at Dauntsey’s, her
technical expertise helping to produce
many County Champions. She was in
charge of boys’ hockey for a number of
years, and has coached senior hockey to
both boys and girls throughout her time
in the School. Her vast knowledge and the
way in which she manages her teams has
won her huge respect from the pupils –
and, not least, their parents.
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As well as being an integral part of the
Sports Department, Linda’s ﬂexibility
and adaptability has seen her take on
numerous roles within the School. She has
taught A Level PE and Psychology, Lower
School Geography and Complementary
Curriculum as well as tutoring in Jeanne,
Lambert and King-Reynolds. At various
points she has been Sports Coordinator,
in charge of horse-riding, part of the
Moonrakers programme and, most recently,
the post-GCSE programme, putting both
karate and psychology into practice
through teaching self-defence and conﬂict
resolution. She has been highly successful
in all of these roles, for pupils respect
Linda and respond to her in ways that few
teachers would so consistently achieve.
As a teacher of PSHE, her warm directness
and no nonsense approach have meant
that pupils have sought her out once
they have moved up through the School,
knowing that she will always make time for
them, will listen in a non-judgemental way
and genuinely cares.
For the last 9 years, Linda has tutored in
King-Reynolds House. She’s been fantastic.
All that warmth, humour and energy has
been magniﬁed in a House where she
has been hugely appreciated in return, by
the entire tutor team and, most deﬁnitely,
the girls. She has freely and generously
dispensed hugs, love and sage advice
and made the girls know that they are
all important and that they count. Linda
wears her heart on her sleeve. She is
unafraid to challenge, but will always do so
because she feels it is important and will
always explain why. The girls respect that
and appreciate her interest in them.
The KR tutor oﬃce has always been busy
when Linda has been on duty – she has
had frequent visitors, not only from her
own tutees, but from other KR girls, boys
and girls from other houses and from her
colleagues. King-Reynolds will miss its
weather reports, its sports coaching and
psychology tips and the Staﬀ Common
Room will miss a big, big personality.
Linda’s willingness to oﬀer impromptu
massages to tense teachers, dispense
agony aunt advice, play a leading role in
past staﬀ reviews and ski trips and bake
cakes for Caz and Kym with walnuts pilfered
from the Jeanne tree are all examples of her
generosity and great sense of fun and why
she has been such a valued colleague; with
Linda, life is never dull.
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We all have teachers who we remember
from School, long after leaving and Linda
is most certainly one of them. Year-inyear-out, she has appeared in the U6
Leavers’ Year Book under the ‘favourite
teacher’ heading. ‘Goddammit man!’ (in
a South African accent), and ‘Miss Scrace
whizzing around campus on her scooter’
are particular fond memories, whilst one
of our U6 boys wrote that he would always
remember Miss Scrace, ‘for actually caring
about stuﬀ that wasn’t in lessons’.
Linda’s energy, passion for sport and love
of people makes her post-Dauntsey’s
plans no surprise: over the summer her
golf handicap has already reduced from
10 to 8 as she represents her County team;
whilst there is growing demand for her as
a motivational speaker of golf psychology.
We wish Linda every success in her future
ventures and the great happiness that she
deserves.
EMC

Alison
Sharp

A

lison Sharp joined us in the Biology
department on two occasions. The
ﬁrst time to provide cover for EHS, and then
again for CRB. In between her sojourns
with the Biology Department she worked
with the School’s Marketing team.
Alison is a highly experienced and skilled
Biologist, Teacher, former Housemistress &
Deputy Head as well as a Pilates instructor
and so found ample opportunities to
oﬀer Dauntsey’s an enormous wealth of
knowledge and boundless energy. She
taught lessons at all levels in the Biology
Department and I recall a regular ﬂow of
students coming to the Biology oﬃce to
ask for ‘one-on-one tuition from Dr Sharp’,
a sure sign of how much her teaching
and knowledge was valued and trusted.
Alison proved to be a supremely reliable,
friendly and knowledgeable colleague and
when she was within the Biology oﬃce, a
moment rarely passed without a friendly
conversation or heartfelt laughter.

She departed the school to pursue a
teaching post at Marlborough college,
and she is greatly missed by all of us at
Dauntsey’s.
VRM

Rebecca
Squire

R

ebecca Squire joined the Chemistry
department in September 2013 from
Downside School as an additional member
of the team in an expanding department.
On the academic side of life, Rebecca
taught across all the year groups, creating
a fun and enjoyable atmosphere to learn
Chemistry for the lower school whilst
imparting her considerable knowledge
of Organics with the Sixth Form groups.
She worked hard outside the lessons to
both invent new ways to deliver a complex
subject and to provide pupils with all
the assistance they needed; many have
the left the Chemistry oﬃce with a new
enlightenment into such topics as ionic
bonding and moles! Rebecca has also
been an exemplary tutor in Hemens House
and has dealt with her charges in sensitive
and caring manner, as well as spreading
tales of such great events as the ‘Hemens
cheesy bite challenge’.
Whilst her academic and pastoral
contributions have helped many pupils get
through life at Dauntseys, she has made an
equally large impact in the sporting side of
life at the school. Her prowess as a top rate
swimmer followed her to the school and
she took on the management of the swim
team and they have ﬂourished under her
guidance and expertise. She dealt with the
many challenges of running the team with
admirable reserve, coping with the last
minute changes to the roster and eternal
tug-of-war between this great, but minor,
sport and the call-ups for the squads in the
main sports of each term.
Rebecca decided to step down from her
position at the end of the academic year
and use her time to further develop the
role of swimming in the school as well

as with her own club. She will be sorely
missed by the Chemistry team and we
wish her well in her new rolel.
AJC

Jane
Upton

T
Jemma
Tripp

K

ind’, ‘caring’, ‘generous’, ‘reliable’ and
‘always wearing a smile’ – these are
just some of the lovely sentiments that
people have expressed about Jemma after
knowing her for only one year.
‘

Since joining the School in September,
Jemma has been able to make a really
positive impression. She has been heavily
involved in the Games Department and
has been more than willing to try her hand
at new sports, having some great success
in doing so. Jemma has always put herself
forward to take on new challenges and has
been in sole charge of numerous teams
during all three terms including Netball,
Hockey and Tennis.
Jemma has been a bright and cheery
inﬂuence on all who she has taught and,
as a tutor in Rendell, has been able to build
up an excellent rapport with members of
Rendell house and the wider lower School
community, continuously putting the
pupils ﬁrst.
Jemma has shown extreme patience
with all who she has taught this year…
including some testing pupils through our
famed Outreach programme, I know from
personal experience that you handled
Tilshead School with aplomb when most
others would have seriously struggled!
So although it is sad to say ‘goodbye’ to
Jemma, we wish her all the best for the
future, and I am sure she will be a real
success in whatever she does.
CT

he year 1994 saw the launch of Friends
and the Xbox, the opening of the
Channel Tunnel, the release of Forrest
Gump, Shawshank Redemption and Four
Weddings and a Funeral, PJ and Duncan (aka
Ant and Dec) were Ready to Rumble and
Nelson Mandela was released from prison.
In Wiltshire there were just 625 pupils
at Dauntsey’s School, the pupils wore a
brown uniform and Child Protection was
a phrase, like ‘Key Skills’ and ‘Inspection
Criteria’, that was whispered quietly as
academic staﬀ tried to interpret what was
required, and started to think about what
needed to be changed.
In September of the same year, as
The Dauntseian noted ‘we welcome Mrs
Jane Upton as Second Deputy Head.
A distinguished biologist, Mrs Upton
comes to us from Malvern Girls’ College
where she was Head of Department and
Housemistress’.
And what a signiﬁcant point this proved to
be for Dauntsey’s. Having rejected the title
‘Senior Mistress’, by which her predecessor
had been known, Jane set oﬀ on twentythree years of quite outstanding service
to the School. Throughout this time she
was at the forefront of the Management
Team that oversaw the growth of the
School by over two hundred pupils and
the development of the campus, with
the extensive building programme; in
addition, she led the discussions on the
movement away from that old brown
uniform to what we see today. But, probably
most importantly, she was instrumental
in the growth areas of Child Protection
and Safeguarding, Staﬀ and pupil welfare
and the liaison with such institutions as
Social Services. In everything that she
did, the adjectives used to describe her,
and the way that she dealt with so many
delicate incidents, and the needs of so
many staﬀ and pupils, included ‘calm’, ‘wise’,
‘approachable’, ‘totally reliable’, ‘unﬂappable’,
‘thoughtful’, ‘kind’ and ‘sensitive’.
No matter how busy she was, she always
found time to stop and listen, and then
to oﬀer her help, advice and support.

She was unfailingly optimistic and
everyone was made to feel that their
issue was so important. Staﬀ would
comment that they always came out of
her oﬃce feeling much more positive
than when they went in! She had the
great skill of framing diﬃcult situations
and conversations so positively, and she
was always there with a card, or ﬂowers
or simply a word of encouragement. She
was also very self-deprecating about her
eﬃciency, which was once compared to
a Tommy Cooper trick; seemingly chaotic,
but in reality hugely skilful, since she would
always ﬁnd the piece of paper that she
was searching for amongst the pile that
had accumulated on her desk in her busy
professional life.
At the forefront of what made Jane such
an exceptional member of staﬀ was the
fact that she was an outstanding and
inspirational teacher. Always fully prepared,
often at the end of a very full and eventful
day, so many Old Dauntseians will mention
her name when they talk of the teachers
that they remember. It was all to do with
her care, organisation and attention to
detail, and the fact that they were always
challenged academically, particularly when
taking on the title of the ‘Upton All Stars’
or provided with ‘Upton’s Ultimate
Challenge’.
Back in the early days, when Biology was
situated in the building that now houses
Hemens and Farmer, whenever the sun
was shining it was reported that she would
be out in a deck chair in what is now the
Farmer garden. Even in the penultimate
week of her ﬁnal term, when the L6th
were undertaking ﬁeldwork in the Manor
woods, and the pupils and the staﬀ were
looking for any possible shade, Jane was
determinedly ﬁnding the sunniest spot.
She was also well known for testing
the technicians at times with her very
diﬀerent and strange requirements, which
included on one occasion the request
for 12 Christmas dinners, complete with
all the trimmings, so that her class could
complete food tests on them. It also
became something of a joke, although
still unexplained, that the only pupils who
seemed to faint during any dissections
were always in Jane’s classes. With the
movement to the new Science building, it
is reported that it was always possible to
work out when she was approaching the
department since rapid, staccato heel taps
were heard; it was considered to be at a
brisk haste but never an undigniﬁed rush.
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Looking at the aspects of her role as
Deputy Head, there is no doubt that so
many staﬀ beneﬁtted from her guidance.
With great professionalism and eﬃciency,
Jane carried out a very thorough and most
eﬀective induction of all teaching staﬀ
who were new to the School. In addition,
she provided leadership and support to
all NQTs, PGCE students and also the staﬀ
who assisted them. She guided the Heads
of Department in EAL and SPLD, as well
as the Counsellors and those involved in
running the Listening Service. Nothing was
ever too much trouble.
Over the years she took on the
organisation of such diverse areas of
School life as Upper School Internal
Exams, and even in this there was a
precision, and a wish for perfection, that
was outstanding. She certainly never liked
to make a mistake. Such attributes were
also evident in her incredibly thorough
preparation behind the scene for the prizes
for Speech Day in order to ensure that their
presentation on the day was seamless;
in the ﬁnal stage of each Summer Term
her oﬃce resembled a section of a large
bookshop. It was highly appropriate that
she was asked to hand out the prizes at her
ﬁnal Speech Day, although I know that it
caused certain concerns as to whether it
would run as smoothly as she wanted. The
fact that she prepared it all as thoroughly
as possible, and that ESC stepped in to
undertake her own role, meant that she
need not have worried.
Another key area for her ‘eagle eye’ was
on Sixth Form dress, both in terms of

brieﬁng the Fifth Form in the term before
they moved into the Sixth Form, and
also in monitoring what they were wore
once September came. Once again this
was always done with absolute precision
and organisation. And given her own
immaculate appearance every day, she
could never be accused of not leading
by example! In addition, she will always
be thanked for replacing the old brown
uniform with the more modern, and
appropriate, current blue style.
Jane will also be remembered for her
healthy living. I think that she survived
on bananas and Diet Coke; hence the
need for a fridge in her oﬃce. Her love of
Zumba, aerobics and Fitball, all of which
she taught most successfully, along with
her visits to the gym, the ski slopes and
the surﬁng beaches of Cornwall where
she was brought up, also ensured that she
stayed extremely ﬁt. This culminated in her
victory in the King-Reynolds Superstars
a few years ago, in which she saw oﬀ the
rest of the competition when completing
‘the Plank’. Whilst she always admitted
that her knowledge of other sports was
limited, she certainly held her own in
discussions. She claimed that this was
simply down to listening to Nick talk (at
length she said), or to being subjected by
him to watching endless hours of sport
on TV. Her knowledge of sporting injuries,
usually hockey-related, was also impressive,
but probably had less to do with being a
biologist than the fact that it was based
on the need to collect Nick from A&E on
numerous occasions; I believe that there
was usually very little sympathy.

Over the last twenty three years, it must
be admitted that, on a few occasions, the
standard of debate at Senior Management
did fall below a certain level. However, the
one crucial factor was Jane’s presence in
order to remind everyone of what was
expected. When on certain occasions,
although they can probably be counted
on the ﬁngers of one hand over the twenty
three years, Jane herself uttered something
that was not anticipated from her, this in
itself always ensured, following a period of
shock, that the meeting quickly got back
on track owing to the amazement shown
that Jane might make such a statement or
suggestion.
We all thought that Jane would, quite
literally, sail into the sunset and embrace
her love of travel, particularly the sun.
However, she has simply moved to ‘the
other side’ – some may say ‘the dark
side’ – and travelled no further than
to the very top of the 1895 Building in
order to reinvent herself as an Assistant
Bursar. There is no doubt that she will
perform the role brilliantly and we wish
her good luck; I am aware that a large
number of staﬀ on the ‘other side of the
house’ are looking forward to beneﬁtting
from the implementation of her soft
and professional skills that have been so
important and beneﬁcial to the academic
staﬀ over the last twenty-three years.
I also know that many of those who have
dropped in for a chat over that time will
still seek her out for some advice. That in
itself is a testament to the way that she
performed her roles, and also reﬂects the
highest esteem in which she is held.
This is probably the most ﬁtting memory
of an exceptional teacher, an outstanding
mentor and a conﬁdant to so many.
When I was asked by someone to sum
up Jane, I simply said that she is the
most professional person I have ever
been fortunate enough to work with,
or alongside. It was always felt that Jane
would have walked into any headship that
she applied for; however, Dauntsey’s was
very fortunate that she never decided
to pursue that professional route. And it
remains very fortunate that she will now
bring her expertise, and her exceptional
skills, to bear on another key area of life at
the School.
MCBM
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Evans
Current HM and years in post:
Mr N. Yates and Mrs C. Yates
– from the start!
Head of House:
Lucy Wand

T

here were 14 Upper Sixth leavers
from Evans House in the summer of
2017. Although they happily co-existed
and were never less than cheery with each
other, this year’s cohort was composed of
two distinct groups with no Venn diagram
overlap whatsoever; no one belonged
to both groups and no transfers (free or
otherwise) took place over the two years.

Group 1 – Not the Gang
Tseki – Our only princess this year, although
she denied it throughout her time at
Dauntsey’s. Modest, thoughtful and smart,
she had good reason to distance herself from
most princesses. Queen Mary’s watch out.

Rosie – Provided the Anglo-Saxon cement for
‘Not the Gang’ and gave much useful advice
to her many friends and admirers which is
handy as she oﬀ to Leeds to read Law so next
time you ask her advice expect a bill.

Meghan – The missing ingredient that got
the year group to ﬁzz. She is now in the wilds
of Northumbria learning how better to
manage the world and she’ll bring warmth,
engagement and wild enthusiasm to that.

Hedia – Played the role of the ‘quiet one’ for
her two years out-muting Steph but a lot was
going on as her A*AAAA grades suggested
and she will, in a few years’ time be quietly, yet
with authority, dispensing drugs to the needy
with her Nottingham pharmacy degree
certiﬁcate taking pride of place on the wall
behind her desk.

Aurora – At the calm eye of the hurricane
and more and more resilient as she battened
down for the storm to come. Her conﬁdence
blossomed in her triumphant ﬁnal year
when she learnt that people both liked and
respected her. Now appearing at Hartbury,
training to become one of the most charming
of sports therapists she is thriving in the big
world out there.

Carmen – The last of the Wing’s and what
a ﬁnal ﬂourish as the youngest member of
a high achieving family. Carmen will be the
intellectually stroppy one asking diﬃcult
questions with a scalpel of politeness and
charm that will disarm. I do hope UCL’s
Economics staﬀ are ready.

Phoebe – Was and is a very good reminder
to all of us that one can learn from almost
any experience and emerge stronger from
anything that doesn’t actually kill you. She
showed immense character and forbearance
in her years here, kept her principles intact
and showed commendable loyalty to all who
she trusted. She will prosper.

Kinley – Maybe not the Bhutanese ‘Princess’
to many but actually closer to the title than
the competition and oﬀ to either Queen
Mary’s or some Australian outback school
where princesses are accorded due respect.
Steph – The quiet one of the alterative ‘not
the gang’. Hard-working, quizzical and
thoughtful she kept a very clear eye on the
future and applied her intelligence well.
A terriﬁc role model, and modest too, so
Bristol needs to prepare itself.
Yvonne – Very few speed bumps aﬄicted
her graceful trajectory and her talents shone
through. So she is oﬀ to UCL for a statistics
course that will help her remind herself that
in the real world most data is not normally
distributed.
Africa – Oﬀ into the sunset on her solar
powered bike looking for a chair somewhere
in front of some computer to call her very
own. Africa made workaholics anxious about
their self-indulgence but always had time for
people – a good trick.

Pippa – Dramatically at the front of the stage
until the ﬁnal secondary school curtain fell
and oﬀ to Leeds to pursue her dream, or at
least once she makes another frontal assault
on the drama schools. Leaving here with
an excellent academic record and plenty
of talent one would expect to hear more of
Pippa A-C over the years.

Group 2 – The Gang
Lucy – The unanointed queen of the gang
whose fundamental sense of humanity
enabled her to provide two broad shoulders
to either lean on or cry on and occasionally
both. She had her own moments and much
to confront but her skills will take her very far
when she chooses her path. Especially a very
strong set of interpersonal skills to showcase
her academic talent.

We also said ‘Goodbye’ to the two Lisas/
Lizas and to Sveta who chose to pursue
their sixth form education elsewhere, and
also to Helene to Carla who returned to
Germany to complete their preparation for
university entrance.
It is pertinent to add that Evans House also
parted company with the fabulous Mrs
Evans who has taken over the running of
Jeanne House, and also to both Mr. and
Mrs Yates who departed Evans after 21
years (allegedly) in charge.

Annabel – If we had a most improved
‘player’ award it would be Annabel’s. In the
fourth form she scuttled around nervously
but although not entirely free of her anxieties
she left here as a mature and thoughtful and
increasingly conﬁdent young woman who is
ready to design a better world.
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Farmer
Current HM and years in post:
Mr W. P. J. Whyte (2013-Present) – 4 years
Head of House:
Jim Bruges

F

requent readers of The Dauntseian
will recall that last year Farmer’s
performance in the Strong Cup was at the
least a little mediocre. The last head of
house chalked our third place up to a year
of ‘restructuring’; this newly implemented
structure has led to some unorthodox
choices for certain events but Farmer’s
second place this year is a great sign of
improvement in the face of adversity.
We’ve had some stellar performances
this year with our 4th/5th form teams
securing wins in Rugby, Athletics and
Public Speaking. Both age brackets
managed to secure wins in badminton,
with Alex Costard, Oscar Aspey, Max
Johnson and Jonny Dowell playing well.
The Sixth Form’s ﬁnest hour was in the
inter-house football championship. With
James Gardiner, Fergus O’Keeﬀe and Ollie
Padﬁeld as our management ‘dream team’
we did not concede a single match. Ed
Jenkins managed to launch some beautiful
passes across the ﬁeld with Gabe Hubbard
assisting with the business of slide tackles.
We all look forward to the inaugural Old
Dauntseian Sunday league match next
spring. While there were some results we’d
rather gloss over all the boys should be
proud of our eﬀorts and with such a strong
contingent in the lower years the Strong
cup is worth striving for in the next couple
of years.
As part of our restructuring, Farmer decided
to host a charity event this year. Some
houses opted for cheap laughs with ‘lip sync
battles’ we took a more civilised approach.
Our week long boules tournament on the
Quad was a great success, aided by the
excellent graphic design of Tom Middleton
and some ‘guerrilla’ marketing from
Kincaid Ingram (I don’t think the school has
seen such an abundance of yellow posters
before). We garnered a sizeable list of teams.
As umpire and organiser Will Everett (our
head charity rep), deﬁnitely ‘volo’d it out of
the Quad for Farmer.
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This year has seen a few new additions
to the House. In our last year the pressure
for the Upper Sixth to leave a mark
(beyond some mild graﬃti on lockers) has
manifested itself in some ﬁshy friends. On
September 19th 2016 the common room
took delivery of an energetic little goldﬁsh
from Pewsey Carnival named Harambe.
With a tank and ﬁlter donated by the
Cowen twins we set out to learn the skills
of caring for animals and become more
responsible young men. The Upper Sixth
clubbed together to get Harambe a couple
of companions; Ed Muir (named after the
legendary 2016 leaver who spent much of
his Dauntsey’s life in Farmer) and Tyrone.
Along with these fancier ﬁsh we purchased
some gravel, plants, food and a pirate
ship. The ﬁsh lifted the mood of the house
and it was a common sight throughout
the year to see Mr Whyte and a few boys
staring at the ﬁsh for hours on end.
We had a particularly traumatic
December in Farmer, with the Head of
House and General Knowledge champion
away for a long weekend on an ill fated
Oxford interview. As a result, Fergus
O’Keeﬀe was drafted in as team leader
for the inter house general knowledge
quiz. Sadly, his inferior intellect led to a
heavy loss for Farmer. Not only this but
on December 11th 2016 we lost our friend
and ﬁsh, Ed Muir. The funeral was held in
the Farmer garden (where his headstone
remains) with an incredible turnout of
nearly half the school. Ed Muir was sent oﬀ
to a raucous rendition of the Farmer prayer

and Jerusalem to the familiar Parry score.
The speed with which our boys bounced
back from that heavy blow is testament to
the strength and community of our house.
Farmer boys have been on a number of
cracking trips this year from the classic
Nando’s and Cinema trips and curry nights
to more unorthodox outings like our very
successful air soft skirmish. The highlight of
the calendar for our Upper Sixth was the
(perhaps infamous) Farmer dinner. It was a
brilliant evening of farewells and reminisce
that we will all remember very fondly as a
chance to sum up our time in Farmer.
Our house team this year has consisted
of Jim Bruges (Head of House), Ed Jenkins
(Deputy Head of House), James Gardiner
(Sports’ Captain), Josh Jeﬀries (Social
Secretary), Will Everett and Tom Middleton
(Charity Represenatives), Will Allen (Fish
Representative and Social Media Secretary).
Leavers List:
Will Allen, Jim Bruges, Devan Conidaris,
Euan Cowen, Oli Cowen, Jonny Dowell,
Will Everett, Euan Falconer-Cunningham,
James Gardiner, Will Gough, Morgan
Holden, Gabe Hubbard, Kincaid Ingram,
Oliver Jackson, Josh Jeﬀries, Ed Jenkins,
Max Johnson, Hadyn Kiﬀ, Tom Middleton,
Fergus O’Keeﬀe, Arron Oliphant, Ollie
Padﬁeld, Tom Sheinman, Barney Spooner,
Andy Wallis

Fitzmaurice
Current HM and years in post:
Mr D. R. D. Darwall, from September 2016
Head of House:
Henry Chapman

T

his year we have seen a number
of new faces including our new
housemaster Mr Darwall. The new 4th
and L6th settled quickly into the house
and contributed massively throughout
the year to the many activities and events
Fitzmaurice run and are involved in. This
contribution was particularly clear with
the new 4th Form outshining many
of the other years in the inter-house
sport competitions. They helped some
experienced 5th form faces win the interhouse middle school football. Also within
sport, the Inter-house Chess continued
to be a house strength with winning
performances from Joe Woodward and
Nikita Osinin. In the more traditional sports
events mentions must also go to Noah
Cannon and Toni Ademulegun winning
vital Athletics races such as the 100m and
another unforgettable moment was in

House cricket where the Sixth form team
put in a very strong performance which
trumped that of competing Mercers. My
thanks to Noah Cannon for ensuring that
the we were represented eﬀectively in all
the sporting events as well as arranging for
house branded clothing.
In addition to sports captain Noah, I
had Deputy head of house Connor Hill
and Social Sec Myles Appleby working
alongside me. This team all contributed
much to make sure the key house events
throughout the year ran smoothly. Connor
Hill proved an exceptional deputy, always
remaining a moral raiser and being key to
ensure that throughout the year all house
admin was completed. The long running
and famous Fitz party carried on being an
event seen as unmissable by both those
inside and outside the house whilst, as
always, the whole house were involved in
creating this event, the management and
organisation came from Myles Appleby.

admirably throughout the year whilst also
managing to complete their A-Levels.
Connor Hill, James Hall, Edward Scott,
Arthur Mui, James Western and myself
reach the end of an era having boarded
together at Dauntsey’s since the 1st form.
These and the other Fitz members of our
year group who joined us along the way
have formed a very close group of friends
and are likely to remain together long into
the future.
The staﬀ team of Mr Darwall, Mr Ayling, Mr
Leach and Mr Holland have all been very
important members of the house, each
in their own way adding something that
has been vital to the smooth running of
Fitzmaurice, my thanks to them.
Leavers List:
Myles Appleby, Noah Cannon, Henry
Chapman, Harry Gooch, James Hall, James
Herring, Arthur Mui, Nikita Osinin, Edward
Scott, Nathan Sturges, Felix Wong, James
Western, Ben Xu

I must take this opportunity to say a big
thank you to the rest of the upper sixth
who supported the house and myself
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Hemens
Current HM and years in post:
Mrs V. A. H. Wilks – since 2016
Head of House:
Samuel Warren

T

his has been an exciting year for
Hemens House, punctuated by
enjoyable in-house events, the, lets
say, missed sporting chances and the
inevitable pillow-related skirmishes,
ampliﬁed further by the usual rows
over toast, owed pizzas and general
misdemeanours. The House charity
representatives inherited a position which,
over the last few years, has not produced
any real charity event, and so as such, they
were, this year, committed to putting on
a fantastic show. The ‘Lip-Sync challenge’,
with the help of a number of House tutors,
was a roaring success, raising over £350
in just one prep session and was spirited,
sporting and hotly contested. The event,
masterfully steered and presented by Ioan
Gwynne-Davies, brought in a crowd from
across the whole school; however, it must
be noted that, in the name of transparency,
the Head Master has yet to pay his entry fee.
There were also great successes internally
over the past academic year. The
traditional Sixth Form curry nights to the
famous One Spice in Devizes brought
together the entirety of the Hemens Sixth
Form and were evenings enjoyed by all
involved. Furthermore, the whole House
bowling trip and essential, yet relatively
grotesque, cheesy-bite challenge was also
a great evening, with the bowling a highly
competitive, yet also jovial, activity. With
regards to the U6th, who have, it must
be said, steered the House to a rather
disappointing year in the Strong Cup
(more on that anon), the tutors put on a
superb evening meal at the Bear Hotel in
Devizes, with laughter-ﬁlled conversations,
delicious food and an interesting seating
plan. Indeed, the highlight of the evening
must go to VAHW who, after stoically
coping with us for the last four years in the
House, ﬁred oﬀ a steady stream of egobruising, embarrassing facts and secrets
about certain members of the group,
with particular focus on Lower School
troublemaker James Long Esq. Last but
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not least, under the totally involved and
inspirational leadership of Max Harmer, the
House witnessed the inaugural Hemens
Table Tennis Competition, hotly competed
by a healthy contingent from the House. In
the end, the ﬁnal match, played in front of
a roaring, enthusiastic crowd of 6 or 7, was
slogged out by, suspiciously, Max himself,
always keen to profess his table tennis
prowess (“I’m basically Andy Murray”)
and AJL who, controversially, entered
himself straight into the semi-ﬁnal and
who, when it came down to it, showed
his worth in a breath-taking performance
of accuracy, determination and nous to
take home the shiny, prestigious and, it
must be said, imaginary trophy, adding
to his overﬂowing and impressive trophy
cabinet, already containing last year’s ‘best
bowler’ award.

As indicated earlier, the Strong Cup
has been a struggle this year, however
it began with yet another dominating
victory in cross country, with both the
Fourth, Fifth and the Sixth Form placing
1st place overall. Particular praise must
go to the latter who occupied every
podium spot in their race in what was
a barnstorming performance. However,
success was, for the rest of the Autumn,
hard to come by, despite a valiant victory
in squash. Despite high expectations and
a strict training regime, victory eluded the
House in table tennis and, most notably,
in chess, whilst badminton and rugby
also ended in defeat, despite brave and
swashbuckling performances. The House
rediscovered its mojo, however, with a
well-earned and deserved 2nd place
in the end of term General Knowledge
Competition, with participants from each
year of the House working well together.
Spring also delivered mixed results. A
stunning performance by the Fourth and

Fifth Forms brought a fantastic victory in
hockey which, despite featuring suﬃciently
competent players, was not replicated
by the Sixth form. The House also
performed admirably in the swimming
and public speaking competitions, with
useful 2nd places compensating for
the disappointing, yet enthusiastic and
sporting, defeat in the Sixth Form football,
where our resident twinkle-toes, 1st
team captain Oskar Boaler, was targeted
and unjustiﬁably injured in the opening
minutes of the competition which, in
combination with the fact that we had a
goalkeeper who professed to never having
seen a set of goal posts before, set our
expectations low. Likewise, the summer
term was also diverse in its results, with the
Fourth and Fifth Forms performing well to
deliver a 2nd place in tennis and the Sixth
Form, despite only having one player who
represents the school, coming in a valiant,
respectable 3rd. However, the cricket and
athletics competitions did not deliver
similar outcomes, but certainly brought the
House together in featuring a wide range
of individuals, who competed with their all.
The entirety of Hemens House, in particular
the Upper Sixth Form, who have spent
their most enjoyable years in the school
in the House, would like to thank the
Hemens tutors for the past year or four
for the energy they have injected into the
House, and their ability to retain a jovial,
kind-hearted temperament whatever
the misdemeanour they are faced with.
Although, the biggest thanks of all must
stem from the fact that we, the Sixth
Form, were just last year presented with
a sprawling and open-planned Common
Room, as well as a state-of-the-art-kitchen,
which, whilst it was certainly undeserved,
was a joy to spend time in.
Leavers List:
Oskar Boaler, Christopher Chester, William
Cheung, Alexander Clark, Ioan Gwynne
Davies, Max Harmer, George Hood, William
Langton, Elliot Lassiter, Adam Leese, James
Long, Jacob McBride, Thomas McGrath,
William Naylor, William O’Brien, Thomas
Padﬁeld, Oliver Rawlings, Charles Rigby,
Callum Short, James Sweett, Samuel Warren

Jeanne
Current HM and years in post:
Mrs A. L. Jackson – 14 years
Head of House:
Kirsty Robertson

T

his year has been an eventful year
with a very close Lane Cup battle with
KR, house events and the birth of a Jeanne
baby, Summer Lily Chambers.
Everyone put in 100% in all the house
events that occurred this year from our
weakest event of General Knowledge to
our strongest of Netball. This was a year
where no matter what position we were
in everyone would ‘take one for the team’
even if they were bribed by chocolate from
AJL. Our ﬁrst house event of hockey took a
turn for the worst with us losing our Sports
Captain Daria Galkina to injury. However,
Charlotte Hamilton-White and Emily Tucker
stepped up to make up for the loss of our
signiﬁcant player. From the B team Jessie
Romer-Lee put in great performances.

Our hopes were up for the netball with
both teams determined to win with Liv
Parrott, Anna Scott and Tash Whitrow
having outstanding performances for the
B team which led to two wins and a draw.
The A team won all three with Georgia
Woodward and Sophia Stratford playing
signiﬁcant roles in this. Table Tennis was
our strongest event with Constance Hung
winning all of her matches, followed
by coming ﬁrst in Tennis and second in
Swimming.

This year there have been some
exceptional achievements from a number
of the Jeanne girls, with a particular
mention going to Francesca McClean for
her outstanding music achievements this
year, especially winning the Barron Prize.
Jeanne has also been heavily represented
in the choirs and orchestras.
Perhaps the most popular Music event
amongst the pupils is Rockfest and the
whole house was proud and excited when
Helena Cockwell was named the overall
winner. She gave an exceptional solo
performance which we then enjoyed again
when she played in front of the whole
school at Monday assembly. As a house,
we have had a number of people take
part in school performances such as Billy
Elliot, with Hen Howard, Liddy Payne and
Holly Davis. Izzy Hopper performed in the
orchestra.
Socially, we have been busy this year
enjoying a range of events including a
number of movie nights, the Jeanne Bake
Oﬀ, the Jeanne Party, our Christmas dinner
and entertainment evening, all organised
by our Social Prefects Poppy and Georgia.
New this year was a Mexican night
organised by the tutors, which was a great
success with fabulous food and fun games.

to thank her for everything she has done:
it wouldn’t have been the same without
you! From waking up in the early hours of
the morning to taking people to San, she
is always a phone call away. Along with
surprising us with cake and hot chocolate
to get us through exams and welcoming
us back to school at the start of term. She
is always there for every single one of us
Jeanne girls and has been such an amazing
role model and Housemistress over the
14 years she has lived in Jeanne. Again, on
behalf of the Jeanne girls I would like to say
a huge thank you and good luck in your
new position next year as Deputy Head of
School.
Our house team this year has consisted of
Kirsty Robertson (Head of House), Cherry
Ip (Deputy Head of House), Daria Galkina
(Sports Prefect), Georgia Woodward and
Poppy Collis (Social Prefects)
Leavers List:
Andrea Chan, Nikki Chui, Poppy Collis,
Lucy Drew, Daria Galkina, Arabella Harvey,
Constance Hung, Cherry Ip, Harriet Lloyd,
Chloe Lo, Kirsty Robertson, Chessie Turner,
Georgia Woodward

After an amazing year we have had in
Jeanne, I would like to say a massive thanks
to all the tutors who have helped make
this year so exciting and Jeanne a place we
call home. I would like to give a particular
mention to AJL as this was her last year in
Jeanne and on behalf of everyone I’d like
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King-Reynolds
Current HM and years in post:
Mrs E. M. Crozier – 12 years
Head of House:
Elvira Parr

I

t has been another fantastic year for
King-Reynolds, as our newly instated
Pride Wall clearly shows. The year began
with a ‘90s themed welcome to new
members of the house, who were also
able to enjoy a competitive game of
Capture the Flag, organised by the 5th
Form. Christmas in KR has never been
better thanks to the new appointment of
Christmas Rep, Imy Davies, who organised
a magical, secret Christmas-decorating
sleepover for the U6th and our Secret
Santa, accompanied by another infamous
Le Coyte Christmas Cake. In fact, we have
never been short of cake this year, thanks
to Cake Friday Rep, Sarah Clayton, whose
ingenious idea has proved essential for
morale and sanity during the exam period.
A highlight of the year has to be the return
of the King-Reynolds High Tea charity
event, which showcased the house’s
impressive musical and baking skills in a
great team eﬀort led by our ever positive
Charity Rep, George Watton. We were even
honoured with fudge from the Second
Master, which sold out in a ﬂash. The
‘Breakfast at Tiﬀany’s’ KR Dinner was also a
fantastic end to KR social events this year
and special mention must go to KHP and
AYH-E for their stunning costumes!
This year has also shown that KR’s talents
go far beyond the classroom. Many girls
were involved in the studio plays Dusk,
Mermaid and Twelfth Night, as well as
the Barnardo’s Choir Competition ﬁnal in
the Royal Festival Hall and the school’s
Billy Elliot performance in the West End.
KR is now also home to two County
Athletics Champions, Catriona Edington
and Maddie George, a Team GB White
Water Rafter, Jodie Ball, a competitor
in the English National 50m freestyle
swimming championships, Flossie Ball
and two DW competitors, Alice WaltonKnight and Charlie Wilks, who completed
the challenging race for the second
consecutive year.
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KR itself has enjoyed many triumphs in
inter-house events for the Lane Cup and
a huge thank you must go to Sports
Captain, Ellen Hicken, for organising
teams, cheerleading from the side-lines
and leading us to victories in the hockey,
netball, swimming, tennis, athletics and
public speaking. Such success, previously
unknown to the U6th, has made KR soar to
ﬁrst place and proudly maintain it for much
of the year.
As fulﬁlling and celebratory as this year has
been, there is undeniably an air of sadness
as we say goodbye not only to a dearly
loved and dedicated tutor, LS, but also
her partner-in-crime and our wonderful
Housemistress, EMC. After 12 years working
tirelessly for the beneﬁt of us all, it is with a
heavy heart that we say farewell and wish
her as much happiness across the pond
in Evans – they are unbelievably lucky to
have her.
As another U6th ﬁnish their time at the
school, we wish the rest of the house
the best of luck for the future, as well
as our new Housemistress, GSW, who
will undoubtedly help KR to continue to
ﬂourish. Thank you to every single one
of the house team and tutors for all their
encouragement and support in making
this year so memorable and such a success.

EMC adds... A fantastic year indeed! A huge
thank you to our wonderful Upper Sixth
and our most exceptional House Captain –
‘Queen’ Reynolds herself – Miss Elvira Parr.
Leavers List:
Hattie Bennett, Kristin Romer-Lee, Sarah
Clayton, Imy Davies, Meirian Evans, Issy
Hayward, Ellen Hickin, Arabella Le Coyte,
Betty Lorimer, Emma Lovell, Grace PayneKumar, Elvira Parr, Charlotte Pender, Milly
Sampson, Hattie Sibson, Alice WaltonKnight, George Watton, India Wild, Charlie
Wilks, Megan Woodruﬀe

Lambert
Current HM and years in post:
Mrs K. S. Clark – 6 years
Head of House:
Sophie Muir

L

ambert has had another busy and
successful year, with the LAMFAM
growing stronger than ever before. With
success in both sporting and social events,
from athletics to General knowledge,
it is clear that Lambert continues really
to compete for The Lane Cup. Miranda
Bardsley also won the Gilliat prize, as well
as Immy Dawe-Lane winning numerous
county competitions for hurdles. It can’t
go without mentioning one of the most
impressive achievements has to be Polly
Maton, who went to the Paralympics in
Rio, Brazil in order to compete in both the
100m and long jump.
This year also saw Anna Gilbert and
Venetia Smith complete the Devizes to
Westminster canoe paddle competition;

both should have received medals for
the most impressive blisters you’ve ever
seen. Furthermore, in the U6th, Caitlin
Maclean conﬁrmed a scholarship to
attend university in Virginia, USA as well as
Miranda Bardsley and Izzy McKellar being
accepted into Oxford and Cambridge
respectively.
Alongside the achievements that Lambert
has seen this year, we have also had a busy
year full of social events. With another
successful Lambert dinner, it was an
opportunity for us to get dressed up and
get the photo booth out. This year has also
seen trips to Winchester for the Christmas
markets, the movies, curry nights and the
famous Lambert pizza and movie nights.
The year was topped oﬀ with a lovely
meal for the leavers, where we got to say
our ‘Goodbyes’ and ‘Thank Yous’ to all
of the amazing house staﬀ. In addition
to social events, we also held another
successful house charity event, with the
Lambert Easter Egg hampers proving
popular again.

A special mention has to go to all of the
Lambert tutors who again have been
amazing at supporting us all, making
Lambert our family and providing us with
endless laughs. So to all of the Lambert
girls in 2016/17, thank you for everything,
especially to all of those that have played
a big part in the house this year. Finally, we
wish all the best of luck to all of the leavers!
Leavers List:
Charlotte Ashley, Sophie Ashley, Yasemin
Botterill, Thea Hurley-Bennett, Sophie
Muir, Sarah Osborn, Phe Straker, Miranda
Bardsley, Livvy Fife- Faulkner, Laura Weir,
Lara Davis, Jaz Boote, Izzy McKellar, Issy
Cole, Ines Thomas, Imi Colla, Hannah
Bamforth Freya Masters, Esme Kirkpatrick,
Ella Ward, Caitlin Maclean, Atlanta Hatch,
Abbie Mitchell
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Mercers’
Current HM and years in post:
Mr A. J. Sheﬃeld, from September 2015
Head of House:
Will Barker

T

he year has been a ﬁtting end to four
years in Mercers’ House. Despite being
a small year of Upper Sixth (only eleven of
us survived from the original twenty), we
often outperformed all the other houses in
our pursuit of the Strong Cup (at the time
of writing we are 9 points in the lead with
two events left to play).
We have won rugby, hockey, house
speaking and secured the all important
second place in table tennis which has
hopefully propelled us to a ﬁrst Strong Cup
in a long time. Elliot Vine has hoped that
his third year of A levels will be his last, but
he returns as Master of Ceremonies for the
House Soirée as he is a comedian in the
making; he has been ably supported by his
right hand man, Harry Baker, who’s Sunday
feats in front of the TV are unparalleled.
Jacob Frame, with his natural wisdom and
ability to solve maths for fun will go far in
life, even if he doesn’t mean to. Henry Gray
is certainly the most eccentric but down
to earth and modest member of the 11;

his speeches on a Monday morning were
something else. At the other end of the
spectrum, in terms of eloquence is Chris
Prinsloo. Clearly his best work is without a
script in hand as he took the West End by
storm in Billy Elliot with his brilliant Geordie
accent. George MacMullen has probably
walked half way around the world this
year with a certain lady, all those miles
under his belt will put him in great form
for those Adventurous Training exercises.

Another Caesar-esque trooper is Horatio
Lovering; a man content to argue any point
expertly, even if he knows nothing on
the subject (a helpful skill for the world of
politics which he will no doubt enter). Our
American friend from across ‘The Pond’,
Joe Brady, is a genuine tennis master; but
with his work ethic, a healthy inheritance
will surely be required! Ryan Yip, a selfstyled fashion icon will be missed greatly
for his witticisms and laughter. Last but
certainly not least is Euan Reid, a car fanatic
and hockey legend who will be missed for
his inspiring commentary on a Monday
morning as hockey captain.
Leavers List:
Harry Baker, Will Barker, Joe Brady, Jacob
Frame, Henry Gray, Horatio Lovering,
George MacMullen, Chris Prinsloo, Euan
Reid, Elliot Vine, Ryan Yip
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Sadie Mutton
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Mercer’s Lectures
Collated by Samuel Abel
Autumn Term (2016)

Lucy
Hawking
Sir Tim
Smit

O

n the evening of Wednesday 21
September, an audience of some
200 pupils, staﬀ, parents and the wider
community came to the ﬁrst lecture of
the year with Sir Tim Smit. Tim, co-founder
and Chief Executive of The Eden Project
in Cornwall, also came to launch the ODA
Richard Sandbrook Award.
Tim was hugely engaging with the sixth
form group over a discussion and dinner
before the lecture, where he spoke about
his experiences in reviving the Lost
Gardens of Heligan and the incredible
project that is The Eden Project. This
began as a dream in 1995 and opened its
doors to the public in 2000, since when
around 15 million people have come to
see what was once a sterile pit turned
into a cradle of life containing world-class
horticulture that has contributed over
£1 billion to the Cornish economy. He
spoke about his management approach
to his staﬀ, his philosophy on life and his
thoughts on the immense environmental
change the world will experience in the
next 40 years.
The evening concluded with the launch
of the ODA Richard Sandbrook Award
(which is open to pupils and Old
Dauntseians aged 17-25), after which
Tim and the many members of the
Sandbrook family (including his brothers,
wife Mary, and sons Jeremy and Benjamin)
had a chance to meet with members of
the audience.

“T

his man most scientists would call
Stephen Hawking ... I call him ‘dad’”.

Listening to these words, you couldn’t help
feeling a sense of awe.
Not only did Lucy Hawking’s lecture inspire
her audience with some astounding
physics, expressing incredible insights into
the very ﬂux of our universe and resonating
her father’s passion, but it further captured
our interest with wonderful anecdotes from
Lucy’s childhood and extracts from her
enchanting children’s novels, all of which
was communicated in an eloquent and
engaging manner.
The lecture followed an intriguing
discussion, with a group of the sixth form
students in which Lucy posed questions
regarding controversial scientiﬁc and
societal matters, from the proposition of
robots acquiring a human status to the
propensity of gene editing tools for use
in curing disease, including the molecular
scissor CRISPR-Cas9. Inevitably, these topics
sparked a lively debate, with discussion
complemented, of course, by a delicious
dinner in the Headmaster’s house.
Lucy’s ability to communicate scientiﬁc
concepts to her audience, entwined with
her superb imagination as both a novelist
and a journalist, ensured a captivating
lecture. Essentially, the content of the lecture
highlighted the unity present between
science and literature, inspiring a number
of curious questions from the audience,
questions to which Lucy’s answers were
rooted in both expertise and charisma.
Freya Masters

Sarah
Outen

O

n Wednesday 9 November,
Dauntsey’s welcomed the renowned
adventurer Sarah Outen MBE, a worldrecord breaking adventurer, published
author and inspirational speaker to give
the lecture titled ‘Dare to Do’, based on
her most recent book about her 5-year
expedition called ‘London2London: Via
the World’.
Beforehand, Sarah was joined by a
group of Sixth Formers who shared their
experiences of adventure, which ranged
from climbing Kilimanjaro to participating
in the Devizes to Westminster canoe
race and discussed the eﬀects of climate
change around the world in light of her
experiences of the absence of snow in the
winter that she cycled through Alaska.
The following lecture was attended by
a large audience who were treated to
engaging and entertaining accounts of her
experiences, achievements and defeats.
She spoke about many aspects of her life,
from her days at Oxford where she studied
‘Rowing with Biology’, to her becoming
the youngest person to row solo across
the Indian Ocean, to the sudden death of
her father. On her 5 year around-the-world
trip, she captivated the audience with
stories like that of Gao, now a great friend
of hers, who cycled across China with her,
having never ridden a bike for more than
a few miles before. She encouraged the
students to try again if things go wrong
and to make the best of a bad situation, as
evidenced through her decision to kayak
along the Aleutian Island chain when her
boat was forced to change destinations
from Canada to Alaska. Her heart warming
story of being reunited with her boat,
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‘Happy Socks’, that she was forced to
abandon in the middle of the Atlantic, was
proof that everything eventually turns out
as it is supposed to.
Sarah really made the audience feel part
of her adventures through her stories
of recognising dreams and of taking
advantage of failures, of ﬁnding oneself
and of never giving up.

Spring Term (2017)

Mariella
Frostrup

stories like meeting Leni Riefenstahl (ex
Third Reich ﬁlmmaker) at a diving retreat,
the sixth form discussion beforehand
was a deeply political round-table. Ms
Frostrup did not blink twice whilst being
faced with a grilling on topics such as the
role of the west in aid, the outcome of
the ‘Brexit’ referendum and the recent US
presidential election. Coming across as
neither ignorant nor patronising we were
very lucky to have had the chance to speak
to such a fascinating person.
Having been lucky enough to go to the
large majority of the lectures, grilling
each speaker with the infamous “Bruges
questions”, I can say that I ﬁnally met my
match with Mariella. Having an incredibly
well composed and successful person
say in front of an audience of hundreds
“Oh no! Not you again!” is certainly an
experience I will treasure for the rest of
my life, so thank you Ms Frostrup for a
wonderful lecture, discussion and the
savage rebuttal.
Jim Bruges

W

hen the posters for this lecture
went up with the tagline 'What you
won’t ﬁnd on Google' there was much
speculation as to what Ms Frostrup’s talk
would entail. Were we to be educated on
the dangers (or perhaps wonders) of the
‘dark web’, a tale of anthrax markets and
hired gunmen? Or perhaps an insight into
her wealth of celebrity anecdotes, a taste
of her friendship with George Clooney? It
became apparent fairly quickly that it was
something that in this time of alternative
facts and fake news it is indeed incredibly
hard to ﬁnd on Google: a personal and
genuinely inspirational talk about no topic
in particular but with a clear agenda, to
inspire.
In her own words, “The only guidance
I was given by the Headmaster on this
lecture was to be inspiring, which is a very
tall order”, but Mariella certainly delivered.
While her rags to riches tale of having left
home and school at 16 to venture into an
unknown city may seem a far cry from
most of our lives at Dauntsey’s and her
story might suggest to the members of
the Upper School that perhaps university
isn’t necessary her message was less antiestablishment and more in favour of taking
opportunities that are presented to you.
While Mariella’s lecture was perhaps more
like a memoir, full of emotional insight and
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Sir John
Sawers

O

n Thursday 23 February, Sir John
Sawers GCMG came to Dauntsey’s
to talk to the title 'Order and Disorder - a
Group-Political Outlook'. The former head
of MI6 from 2009-2014, he modernised the
Service and led it through major changes
in operations, technology, and public
accountability.
Both the discussion beforehand, and the
lecture itself, provided a fascinating – if
slightly perturbing – analysis of many
of the world’s political events and
England’s part in them, from the Iraq
War to the American election. Sir John
impressed the audience with his ability
to methodically answer any question in a
nuanced and balanced manner and back
up his explanations with a vast general
knowledge of current aﬀairs.

His ﬁnal message, that we can and must
face up to new challenges in this century,
was both inspiring and thought provoking
and overall, it was a hugely enjoyable and
interesting evening.

Professor
AC
Grayling

O

n Thursday 9 March, Dauntsey’s was
lucky enough to receive Professor
A. C. Grayling, a philosopher, author
and founder of the New College of the
Humanities, to lecture give a lecture on
'The Ethics of War'.
Some Sixth Form pupils had a discussion
with the professor before the lecture
which was not limited by the topic.
Questions ranged from Professor Grayling’s
interesting beliefs regarding the legality
of Brexit, the ethics of artiﬁcial intelligence
and the possibility of a communist
state. All present were struck by the
Professor’s knowledge of such a wide
scope of material as well as his charming
and engaging nature when answering
questions.

The lecture itself was a culmination of
philosophy, history, technology and
ethics and thus provided the audience
with an interesting interpretation of what
is ‘just war’. All pupils appreciated the
recommendations for 'bath time reading'
including Vigil’s Aeneid, Plato’s Republic, and
the Communist Manifesto.
All who attended thoroughly enjoyed
the stimulating conversation and
charismatically delivered lecture from such
a world renowned professor.

Jeremy
Bowen

O

n Tuesday the 25th of April,
Dauntsey’s School welcomed the
BBC’s Middle East Editor and renowned
journalist Jeremy Bowen to give the lecture
titled ‘Reporting on Conﬂict’.
Before the lecture, Jeremy took part in a
discussion with a group of sixth formers,
where he outlined the details of his
career before answering questions on
current foreign aﬀairs and the conﬂicts

in the Middle East. He was particularly
informative in describing the causes of
the Arab Uprisings and what it was like to
experience their eﬀects as a reporter. He
spoke about his interviews with Colonel
Gadhaﬁ and President Assad, who he
said was an extremely charming man
and talked about some of the toughest
moments of his reporting career.
Jeremy’s lecture followed dinner at the
Headmaster’s House. The Memorial Hall
audience was comprised of people of
all ages. The audience were treated to
an exhilarating and engaging account
of his career, from stories of friends
passing away in conﬂict, his experiences
of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and the
unsettling feeling of conﬂict becoming
normal to him, to humorous accounts of
his time as the BBC Breakfast presenter
with Sophie Raywoth, ranging from

interviews with celebrities like Donny
Osmond and Christopher Plummer to
guest presenting the satirical panel show
Have I Got News For You. The ensuing
questions probed further into his
experiences in the Middle East and current
aﬀairs: it was incredibly interesting to hear
that the place he would most like to re-visit
is Syria, saying that it was one of the most
beautiful places that he had been.
Jeremy’s talk captured the adrenaline and
excitement that his line of work entails and
carried the audience through countless
conﬂicts around the world: it was amazing
to be in the presence of a man who has
been to so many places and has seen so
much.
Collated by Samuel Abel

Laura Weir
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Religious Studies Notes
said that the greater jihad is the battle for
self-control. When Karl Marx wrote that
‘religion is the opium of the masses,’ it
sparked outrage at the time and still does
in many areas. The idea that Marxism and
religion can co-exist seems an anathema
to anyone with a passing knowledge of the
horrors faced by religious people during
the Stalinist purges. As with jihad, Marx is
misunderstood; what he really says is that
to understand society from an intellectual
and sociological perspective, one must
understand the devotion to religion. In that
way alone, did Marx suggest that religion
performed the role of a drug because it
eased the pain of living in a heartless and
divided society. Naturally, Marx said that
once society was sorted, religion would
be unnecessary.

M

uch is written about how religion is
to blame for so much going wrong
in the world. Look at war for example;
more wars have been started in the
name of religion than any other reason.
Allegedly. This is a frequent accusation
and one which it is possible to see the
substance of: jihad is misunderstood in
the West as being ﬁghting and terrorism.
In reality, jihad is much more about an
internal struggle to improve oneself. The
Prophet Mohammed (Peace be Upon Him)

The purpose of these illustrations is to
demonstrate the level of analysis Religious
Studies demands. It is not enough to study
religion; one must apply those lessons
to the reality of life in the 21st Century.
At all levels in school, we study religion,
its teachings, its background and, most
importantly, the people involved in that
religion. Once a level of understanding
about believers is obtained, it is
substantially easier to be clear about how
the faith is followed in the world. At GCSE

and A level, religious teachings are studied
in the ﬁrst year of both courses and then
applied to ethics and philosophy.
An important aspect of Religious Studies is
seeing how the theoretical teachings are
lived out in the real world and this is why
the department organises trips to study
the reality of religion. In early October,
the 2nd form spent a day at Glastonbury
Abbey to see how pilgrimage, monastic
life and religious devotion ﬁt together.
In March, 15 pupils spent three days in
Rome where they visited the Vatican and
other important Catholic sites in order
to understand the development of the
Church over the past 1700 years. Salisbury
Cathedral hosted the GCSE pupils in June
to examine the rites of passage in Christian
life as well as to attend Choral Evensong
to understand the nature of Christian
Worship. Upper Sixth pupils travelled to
Warminster School to attend a challenging
series of lectures, led by Peter Vardy, on
their A level topics. Future trips will include
pupils from the Lower School visiting India
in December 2017. It is hoped that visits to
Auschwitz, Berlin and Israel will be possible
in years to come.
JSEH
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Model United Nations
O

n 1st July 2017, United Nations
Secretary-General António Guterres
met with the leaders of the Greek Cypriot
and Turkish Cypriot communities and
their backers at the Conference on Cyprus
in Switzerland, saying there is now an
understanding of what is needed for a
possible settlement on the Mediterranean
island. This is a major turning point for this
troubled island, which has been riven with
problems since independence from Britain
in 1960. Roughly one third of the Island
is of Turkish origin, with the remainder
hailing from Greece. In reality, the original
bloodlines of the natives of Cyprus are very
mixed with each other. The main issue is
that Greece does not recognise Turkish
sovereignty and vice-versa. Naturally this
has negatively aﬀected the economy
of the island, with the Turkish sector
particularly struggling. Over the past 57
years there have been many attempts to
solve the problems, with no success. The
talks held in Switzerland (at the time of
writing) have genuine hope of success.

The Model United Nations programme
is a simulation of the work that the UN
does in terms of its committees and the
resolutions that it aims to pass in order to
make a diﬀerence.

This story illustrates just one of the roles
that the UN undertakes in its wideranging sphere of inﬂuence. Because
the UN is considered a genuinely global
representative organisation, with a
current membership of 193 states, it can
intercede between member states in
times of conﬂict (current Syrian crisis for
example) and can represent those who are
eﬀectively stateless (e.g. political refugees).

In the ﬁrst year of MUN at Dauntsey’s,
the take up has been enthusiastic and
encouraging. 11 members of the school
from Fourth to Lower Sixth Forms
attended the Bath International School’s
MUN in March and this was the ﬁrst
opportunity for the pupils to test their
debating skills against others. Of course,
the conferences are just the culmination
of weeks of research and preparation.

The 19 pupils who are signed up to go
to The Hague in November have already
started researching their assigned
countries (Turkey or Mali). The delegates
are assigned to diﬀerence committees (e.g.
Human Rights, Health, Security Council)
and are supplied with the topics they will
be debating in the conference.
Model United Nations is the most crosscurricular opportunity to stretch and
challenge those who seek to develop
their skills and test their intellect on nonschool matters. Delegates return with a
much greater understanding of the world
and how it works and this informs their
decision-making skills in the future. It is
very rare for someone who has been to
one conference not to want to go again.
JSEH
Model United Nations Coordinator
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The Dauntseian 200th Edition
Cover Competition
is known for its outstanding attention to
detail and imaginative writing (very kind of
you to say so, Jim – Ed).
While it may seem otherwise, many of
these ideas never make it to publication.
From an interview with the underground
real ale society, cut for our refusal to break
the anonymity of our sources to the Senior
Management, to a novel interview series
involving a game of scrabble a number of
stories have been left on the cutting room
ﬂoor this year.

E

very Tuesday afternoon this year
the newsroom of this prestigious
publication has been a bubbling cauldron
of pitches. From exposés on new teachers
to investigative pieces on the lesser known
sports and societies at the school the
magazine under its current management

This year’s Dauntseian is our 200th Edition
and as such we wanted to commemorate
this milestone by getting the school
population involved. We sent out a call for
pupils to design a cover that encapsulated
the rich history and creativity of Dauntsey’s.
With inspiration sourced from a recently
digitised archive of all the prior covers we
sent out our request with high hopes but
sadly within days these were dashed.
The ﬁrst response, an image of a school
trip up Kilimanjaro, while perhaps not as
creative as we would have liked deﬁnitely

could have worked had it not been for
the crest of our arch-nemesis publication’s
school slap bang in the centre.
It was a few weeks before we received
any further entries then a ﬂurry came in
response to a reminder e-mail. Sadly, all
of these were also a little inappropriate.
From one very poorly spelt attempt to
show the spirit of the school through car
maintenance, to one entry that appeared
as a full desktop screenshot of a word
document (with added biblical quotations)
the results were a little dire.
Not every idea that comes out of the
editorial team is a prize-winning one but I
can say for sure that none of these entries
were either. If there is one lesson I have
learned through my years co-editing this
magazine it is that if you want something
done, do it yourself. While I am a ﬁrm
believer in the return of power to the
masses this experience has given me a
little sympathy for Prime Minister Theresa
May’s frustration with democracy.
J. C. Bruges
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Dauntsey’s Music Department
uncovered
T

he Music Department can easily
feel like the Willy Wonka’s Chocolate
Factory of Dauntsey’s. Everyone knows
what’s coming out, but not so much about
how everything’s made inside. In fact,
there are lots of diﬀerent things being
mixed together by lots of people in lots of
diﬀerent ways. The 25 people that work in
the department are the mixers of almost
every ﬂavour you can imagine, from the
distinct, darkly delicious slices of Prokoﬁev
to the soft, warm and luxurious layers of
Stevie Wonder.

Music teachers are very proliﬁc when it
comes to mixing together all shades of
chocolate. The 23 visiting music teachers
along with the departmental staﬀ concoct
confectionary choruses in the form of 30
diﬀerent ensembles every week: that’s
around ﬁve groups every day. At any one
time there are at least two string quartets,
two saxophone quartets and two clarinet
quartets, as well as groups purely for brass,
theory, percussion and guitars. Onlookers
often assume that these groups make
lots of boring, traditional chocolate. Not
so. In fact, these groups look at a range of
ﬂavours from classic Mozart choral pieces,
to the sugar-coated ﬁlm music of John
Williams, to the richly spiced jazz and pop
works of Charlie Parker or Coldplay. In fact,
the menu is completely open: anyone can
feast on anything they like and students
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often pick the music that they want, in
some cases even composing their own.
Rockfest is where these groups come
out from Music’s mysterious lofty halls,
but there are many larger groups like the
school’s Dance Band, Junior and Senior
Concert Bands as well as two string
orchestras and the Symphony Orchestra.
These larger, deluxe chocolate boxes
take a lot of time to create, but they’re
all the tastier when they’re shown oﬀ in
the grand Autumn and Spring Concerts.
What is often glossed over is that these
showcases of tastes are the product of
enormous amounts of work and practice
- roughly 6000 collective hours to get to
such quality each year. That’s the same as
25 days of non-stop, 24/7 work and total
commitment, and all outside the academic
curriculum.
A thought must be given to the school’s
135 active singers, a major ingredient in
the mix, who make up ﬁve diﬀerent choirs
at any one time. In addition to the Show
Choir, the Men@Dauntsey’s and the Senior
Choir, Dauntsey’s Female Voices sing in
school concerts, as well as in larger events
such as the Mid-Somerset Festival and the
Barnardo’s National Choir Competition.
Indeed, some of Music’s creations are so
good they’re gobbled up on a nationwide
scale.

As well as groups, the bi-annual Summer
Festival, Christmas Lunch, Open Days,
three Music Competitions and school plays
and musicals keep everyone even more
busy mixing and making. Music is very
meritocratic. You know you’ve done well if
you’re in the 'pit orchestra' for the annual
musical, as only the top chocolatiers are
selected, and it’s an amazing experience to
play some of the most famous pieces ever
made, alongside professional teachers and
in a semi-professional setting. It’s boutique
chocolate-making.
But groups are just one part of the musicmaking factory. Music delivers around
400 one-on-one scrumptious lessons per
week: that’s around 67 lessons every day.
There’s a great range of ﬂavours covered,
and not just what you would expect. The
classics, of course, feature: the violin, viola,
cello, double bass, horn, oboe, bassoon,
clarinet and ﬂute. But the more modern
and stylish ﬂavours are there as well:
trumpets, trombones, drums and electric
guitars are just as common and form the
elegant dance and concert bands. Music
holds a recital almost every week to give
these individuals a chance to show oﬀ their
talents, which then help them perform in
groups, improving their individual skills all
the time.
But I’ve spoken too much about the
making, what about the makers? It’s
important to notice that many of the
makers aren’t students, but friends of
the school, who come in the form of
the 80-strong Choral Society, who meet
each Monday evening to practise singing
and performing in a relaxed atmosphere.
There are also numerous characters –
too many to mention – who many in
the school community may not have
heard of. Some examples include Mr
Irving, who helps teach and perform the
music in many of the school’s concerts,
as well as arranging and composing yet
more music. But he is also a professional
composer, allowing him to help with
composition on a practical level, while
being equally talented at playing almost
any piece in existence from memory.

Mr Cipolla (meaning 'onion') or 'Mr Chips'
is one of the school’s most infamous
teachers, who teaches the clarinet and
saxophone as well as four quartets. He is
notorious for his passion (perhaps from
his Italian blood), unparalleled sense of
humour and the inspiration he gives to
his students. Mrs Vaughan teaches the
violin and runs the string quartets and
chamber orchestra with a characterfully

sharp-witted hand at an infamously quick
pace. Ms Jardine teaches the horn and
trumpet and leads the Dance Band in a
fun, warm-hearted and exuberant style.
Mrs Richards is a soulful singing teacher
who pulls students out of their shells
with her friendly charisma. Mr Barwood
is the quietly passionate guitar teacher
(otherwise referred to as 'legend') who’s
also a professional photographer.

It’s easy for parts of school to become
mysterious and foreign. Although in many
ways Music is a magic-making factory,
locked away up six lofty staircases which
no one seems to have found, it’s not the
Chocolate Factory it seems. In fact, it’s
just another department, but a hugely
friendly one with a welcoming and caring
community that makes it unique – always
baking music.
Samuel Abel
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The Head Master’s Essay Society
A

s a veteran co-editor of The Dauntseian
I have seen a few editions published.
I have also had the pleasure of visiting the
rich and colourful archive of this illustrious
magazine, and if there is one thing that
has changed (apart from the awareness of
the need to be politically correct) since the
1980s is the lack of coverage for the more
academic of pastimes in favour of more
physical endeavours.
The sports section has long been a
mineﬁeld of poor grammar and lack of wit!
(Might I distance myself from Jim’s previous
remark? Ed.) When BHS suggested a year
ago that perhaps we ought to shine a light
on some of the other teams Dauntsey’s has
to oﬀer I jumped at the chance. Many of
you will remember the inaugural Philately
Club article in last year’s edition that
garnered so much attention - so I’m back
again with another overlooked part of the
extracurricular societies’ roster oﬀered up
by the school.
Every year twelve lucky and plucky
students are selected from a pool of essay
writers to join so called “Headmaster’s
Essay Society” (HMESSOC). Once
initiated, these somewhat naïve and very
impressionable pupils then undertake
a twelve-week (with a few breaks)
programme of emotional and intellectual
realignment under guidance of NY. Each
member writes an essay and at a weekly
evening meeting the essay is read out
then thoroughly discussed with the help
of many a twiglet and the occasional
glass of wine (for those particular essays
which need a more plastic frame of mind
or for when Horatio Lovering rears his
argumentative head).
This year’s group has visited a range
of places on the intellectual spectrum,
ranging from such abstract topics as
happiness itself, via the prison system, to
more timely subjects like AI and the future
of humanity.
Every member put up a thoroughly
stimulating and intellectual debate,
even those who spent more time trying
to eat twiglets quietly than pondering
great societal questions. We have all left
HMESSOC far more sceptical than when
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Members: Sophie Ashley, Charlotte Ashley, Jim Bruges, Meirian Evans,
Atlanta Hatch, Betty Lorimer, Horatio Lovering, Tom McGrath, Izzy McKellar,
Fergus O’Keeﬀe, Sarah Osborn, Alice Walton-Knight.

we entered. After ﬁnishing the year on a
double episode of prisons and immortality
we had a cracking meal at the Green
Dragon in order to look back and celebrate
a year of arguing the cultural signiﬁcance
of the Renaissance.
None of this could have been possible
without the guidance and mentorship
of NY, his fateful words “I am not going
to lecture you this evening, this is about
your own discussion” often guided us to
unknown climes. Programmes like this
really set our school apart from others;

we are incredibly lucky that our teachers
care enough to give us their time when
they could easily be sitting back with
a glass of wine in their own homes.
While to some, perhaps, essays are less
stimulating than the cricket scores of
the U14 Cs, they signify the height of the
rounded education that Dauntsey’s oﬀers
to those who seek it and I thoroughly
encourage every member of the LVI to
apply next year.
J.C. Bruges

Every member put up a thoroughly stimulating and
intellectual debate, even those who spent more time trying to
eat twiglets quietly than pondering great societal questions.
We have all left HMESSOC far more sceptical than
when we entered.

CRISPR
Cas9’s ability as a molecular scissor to target and edit a number
of genes said to be ‘as revolutionary as the splitting of the atom’

G

enes are simply remarkable.

Every one of your cells contains a copy
of your genome-that’s 20 000 genes and
three billion letters of DNA.
In 2003, we were able to sequence and
read the human genome. Now, we have
the power to rewrite it through one
molecular tool which is currently the
embodiment, the pinnacle of biological
revelation… CRISPR-Cas9.
How exactly does it work?
‘Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats’, or ‘CRISPRS’, were
initially discovered in the 1980s through
the studying of the genomes of Bacteria
and Archaea, two fascinating biological
domains.
Based on the defence system of a
bacterium against viral infection, two types
of short-strand RNA in the mechanism
detect invading pathogenic DNA (such as
from a virus)…One of these strands will
be a complementary sequence to that of
the viral DNA, hence guiding the system
towards the DNA.
A complex of this ‘Guide-RNA’ and a
nuclease protein, an enzyme called ‘Cas9’,
will form to cut the viral DNA, in turn
disabling the virus.

The system has so far cured mice of rare
liver disorder; it also has the conceivable
function of enabling improvements
in cognitive ability or even for use in
synthetic blood transfusions.

Human enhancements, such as the
augmentation of physical traits, including
stronger bones, disease resistance,
powerful muscles or fast-switch ﬁbres are
all very possible.

In addition, CRISPR could be programmed
to edit useful traits such as pesticide
resistance into agricultural plants…
It has even been used at MIT to create
human cells with the ability of storing
memories in DNA, a process which will
allow us to understand more about how
cells specialise into other tissues, as well
as the impact of diseases and disease
progression.

Of course, CRISPR may also lead to the
issue of ‘designer babies’, in which speciﬁc,
desirable traits are chosen by parents for
their newborn, resulting in social disparities.

We now have the potential to ‘cut out’ faulty disease genes

Of course, the rapidity with which
CRISPR-Cas9 has been developed and the
potentiality of its future applications will
have inevitable consequences, sparking
debate in the scientiﬁc community.
Yet, ultimately, it is conﬂict within debate
which causes progression; such diversity
of opinion is fundamental to scientiﬁc
evolution in discovery.
It is said that biology is entering a golden age.

CRISPR-Cas9 is essentially a ‘molecular
scissor’; Jennifer Doudna from the
University of Berkeley and a collection
of other scientists, revolutionised the
mechanism through their pioneering
realisation that the enzyme Cas-9 can be
programmed to splice or edit DNA at any
one locus.
Needing only the ‘Guide-RNA’ to match
the desired target, we now have the
potential to ‘cut out’ faulty disease genes,
or even input new ones in the genome.

Furthermore, what if a speciﬁc gene
altered in a plant by CRISPR was to
somehow accumulate in the environment,
aﬀecting biodiversity in its creation of a
new ‘superweed’ variety?

The capacity of CRISPR to reduce genetic
disease, (such as HIV, Alzheimer’s, Muscular
Dystrophy), to increase resistance
against cancer, ensure faster processes
in diagnosis, more eﬃcient and personal
therapies, medicines and treatment
techniques is incredible.

CRISPR has already been tested on
defective IVF embryos, poignantly
highlighting the ethical complications at
the heart of its use, as well as questions
about where the line should be drawn on
genetic manipulation-yet, it is inevitable
that boundaries will be pushed.
It is fundamental that scientists
internationally collaborate to communicate
the power of such an innovative geneediting mechanism to the public. As
a result, society can make informed
decisions regarding ethics, ownership
and regulation.
These very decisions will shape our future,
for better or for worse.
Freya Masters

However, as the scissor can achieve all
this through simple genetic deletions
and insertions, it may likely have other
uses-whether it will be used for the right
reasons is at the centre of the debate.
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Reflections of a
long-serving Housemaster
Nigel Yates looks back at his time as Evans’ Housemaster

A

fter a few weeks shy of 24 years living
in the bubble we have slipped away
from West Lavington and SN104HE, into
the demi-monde of Market Lavington – a
village that previously played a minor role
in our lives revolving around the Co-op,
Tsangs and, just occasionally one of its
diminishing number of pubs. Now it is
home.
You will have heard, dear reader, of
prisoners who fear their release date
because they fear the outside world and
just occasionally they re-oﬀend as soon as
they are released merely to get back to the
world that they know. They have become
institutionalised and ﬁnd that the world
outside has changed in ways that they
could not imagine from inside and, frankly,
it frightens them. I have always managed to
understand this on a theoretical level but
now I can relate to it in all its hideous reality.
We miss the knocking on the cell door
during the evening so that I can capture
a spider or, worse horror, a daddy-longlegs that is creating mayhem in the

adjacent cells. We miss the 2.00 a.m. ﬁre
drills which acted as curiously eﬀective
bonding exercises with all united against
the world, or at least the company charged
with servicing the alarm system. We miss
tearful conversations with inmates about
how their family has abandoned them
and that their cell-mates are generally
unworthy of the air that they breathe.
We miss the subsequent calls from other
family members furiously denying that
their child is in any way abandoned. We
miss the banter of the inmates piling into
our cell and asking, ‘who won the war?’ or
‘do elephants live in Africa?’ and even more
diﬃcult questions such as ‘why do we have
to play netball?’ and ‘is school uniform a
symbol of oppression of a self-replicating
elite trying to cling on to power?’ (answers
available in the next The Dauntseian).
So, we do miss that but even more
disturbing is how things have changed
since we became inmates.
No-one told us that Margaret Thatcher
had restyled her hair and reversed the

ageing process, although the scary Head
Mistress manner seems unchanged. So
too the catastrophes of Afghanistan and
Iraq, largely unchanged. More parochially,
no-one told us that Fridays do not become
Saturdays on the whim of the Second
Master outside the bubble, so the bin
lorries still come through on what they
foolishly think to be a Friday and gum
up the Dauntsey’s parents’ rat run for
almost M25 lengths of time. On those
unpredictable school runs one must also
learn not to gesticulate angrily to even
those drivers guilty of the most monstrous
breaking of quite basic road courtesies,
especially the unwritten rules about
priority when the obstruction is on their
side of the road. Achieving a home run
through Market Lavington at any time of
day requires very precise planning, a lot
of luck and very strict self-control given
that most of the traﬃc is composed of the
parents of tutees, esteemed colleagues
or random governors. And, to return to
the waste, no-one one told us that there
are rules about bins and the whole colour
coding system which we are still novices
at, copying our neighbours like children
repeating parents’ words and phrases
with absolutely no comprehension of the
complex grammar rules that lie behind
them. No-one told us about locking up the
house and the need to give all members of
the household a key. We haven’t locked a
house for 30 years.
In our 24 years as inmates we never had to
pack a bag to go to work. Forgotten your
marking? Just pop home and get it. No
pen, just pop home and get it. Need to let
the dog into the garden, just pop home
and do it. Fancy a little Roquefort and an
upmarket cracker, just pop home. Just 100
metres or so there and back. We could pop
home whilst the students moved rooms
and it would all be seamless; they wouldn’t
even notice. I’ve been popping home
for 24 years and now have to cope with
the major D-day planning exercise that
‘popping home’ has become. The children
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proﬁted too – lots of popping home
marked their years here. Fair enough, it is
worse for others – the Jacksons have to
pop all the way over Salisbury Plain what
with the tanks and manoeuvres to deal
with, but forgive me for being repetitive,
popping home through Market Lavington
more than outweighs that. It never features
on any of those irritating traﬃc alerts
but it should. Even the Sat-Nav comes
up with suggested diversions via Calne
just to save those twenty minutes stuck
in a ‘ML’ perfect storm of Co-op delivery
vans, Lavington school parents’ on the
return run, Dauntsey’s parents’ on the
delivery run, a random bus and tractors
driven by wild-eyed locals who might
have auditioned successfully for roles in
‘Deliverance’ or ‘Misery’ and want to take
the rest of us with them into the outer
darkness.
And another thing; in our boarding
lives we rarely got to bed much before
midnight. In Market Lavington they have
already been asleep for three hours by
then and one has to conform for fear of

disturbing the neighbours. We even tell
the cat not to purr so loudly.
So, you might be asking, how is life on
the outside on balance. When Chou
En-Lai, the Chinese communist leader
was asked about the impact of the French
Revolution on western civilization by the
American President, Richard Nixon, Chou

En-Lai considered the question for a few
moments. Finally, he turned to Nixon
and replied, “The impact of the French
Revolution on western civilization -- too
early to tell.”
Too early to tell.
NY

Katie Griﬃths
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Adventure at Dauntsey’s
Devizes to
Westminster 2017

A

late Easter and a mild winter meant
good training conditions for Devizes
to Westminster this year. This 125-mile
gruelling challenge is the epitome of
adventure for our Lower Sixth pupils
and fourteen of them once again put
themselves forward for the challenge.
After team selection at the start of the
Autumn Term, and training throughout
the Spring Term, the team assembled on
the Thursday before Easter to check their
boats, pack their safety kit and for a few
ﬁnal words of advice and encouragement.
Nerves were evident but there was an
overwhelming desire to get their teeth into
the challenge ahead.
Easter Friday was dry and mild ﬁrst thing
in the morning as the crews underwent
‘scrutineering’ and received their race
wristbands, satellite trackers and boat
numbers. The start of a big event can be a
little anti-climatic but the huge collection
of Dauntsey’s parents, pupils, staﬀ and ODs
gave each crew a rousing send oﬀ and
ensured they were smiling as they crossed
the start line. A particularly loud cheer was
for PJM and LPM and it was lovely to have
a staﬀ team in the event this year. We also
had Charlie and Alice from last year’s crews
who chose to take on the challenge again,
this time with their respective fathers!
Day one was notable for the glorious
sunshine, which lasted until the evening
as the crews made their way along the
Kennet and Avon to Newbury, cheered by
pockets of supporters along the way. They
all looked remarkably fresh at the campsite
as they pitched their tents and cooked for
themselves, along with 140 other paddlers
from other schools and clubs.
Easter Saturday dawned dry but cold and
the paddlers eased aching bodies out
of their tents and into the boats for the
second day. Starting in reverse ﬁnish order,
we had some early starts with some crews
away before 0645.

Henry and Hugh had got into the top
ﬁfteen crews and started at the back of
the ﬂeet, which meant they had a day of
catching and passing as many crews as
possible.
By the time they joined the Thames at
Reading the crews were tired but at least
one managed a bacon sandwich on the
riverbank. The river was low this year but
what ﬂow there was gave the crews a lift
as they headed down the Thames Valley to
Marlow.
Easter Day dawned sunny but cold and the
crews had to muster signiﬁcant resilience
to fold themselves back into their boats,
pick up paddles with blistered hands and
set oﬀ. They passed a series of famous
landmarks in the ﬁrst few miles, starting
with the impressive sight of Windsor Castle,
where one of the crews swears they saw
the Queen waving.
The third day of 38 miles is a long one
and although the weather was kind,
many crews found themselves having to
dig deep and to ﬁnd signiﬁcant mental
reserves to push on. They were cheered on
at Teddington by a signiﬁcant crowd and,
as they climbed out of their boats in the
evening sun, they could be conﬁdent that
they would ﬁnish DW.
Special mention goes to Grace and
Georgiana who found Day Three especially
hard and were on the course for an epic 11
hours 15 minutes. They won over the race
organisers, supporters and other paddlers
with the resilience and determination. They
ﬁnished to a well deserved cheer from the
whole campsite.
Wake up for the ﬁnal day was 0445 and
the paddlers headed out onto the Thames
just after 0700 and rode the ebbing tide
through Central London, cheered on from
every bridge by hordes of supporters.
The ﬁnish line at Westminster Bridge,
sandwiched between the Palace of
Westminster and the London Eye is an
iconic place to ﬁnish and as they climbed
out of the boat, walked up the County
Hall steps and received their medals, our
crews could reﬂect that they had displayed

courage, fortitude, and resilience and
impressed staﬀ and parents alike with their
awe-inspiring achievement.
Final Times and Positions
138 Cox/Jacobs 19:19:11 (15/90 Junior,
2/28 Under 17)
141 Green/Pugh-Cook 21:36:02 (40/90
Junior)
56 Walton-Knight/Walton-Knight
21:39:23 (7/11 Junior Veteran)
54 Wilks/Wilks 22:55:02 (10/11 Junior
Veteran)
142 Gilbert/Gibson 22:59:34 (56/90
Junior, 7/23 Junior Ladies, 17/28
Under 17)
139 Smith/Watling 24:03:52 (65/90
Junior, 19/28 Under 17, 10/23
Junior Ladies)
143 Harding/Cox 24:47:09 (71/90 Junior)
140 Crichard/Hampson 26:28:34 (85/90
Junior, 25/28 Under 17, 13/14
Junior Mixed)
618 Minter/McNichol 26:45:43
144 James-Park/Gray 33:12:41 (89/90
Junior, 23/23 Junior Ladies, 28/28
Under 17)
Dauntsey’s School Team
63:54:47 8/13 (Crews 138, 141, 142)
Dauntsey’s School Ladies Team
47:03:26 3/7 (Crews 142, 139)

Trek to the Stones
2017

A

t the end of the Summer half-term
break, 13 pupils from the Fourth Form
undertook the School’s Trek to the Stones
expedition.
After a practice expedition during the
Easter Break, their objective was to walk
from School to Avebury with an overnight
camp at All Cannings. Following their own
planned route of either 30, 40 or 50km.
One group opted for the 40km distance
and one the 50km. Unaccompanied,
independent and carrying everything
they needed in their rucksacks, the pupils
were responsible for their own navigation,
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camping, cooking and had to look after
both themselves and the other members
of their group.
A long ﬁrst day in windy but warm
conditions saw both groups climb up to
Salisbury Plain and follow its edge above
the Pewsey Vale. Dropping back down
again they weaved their way through
the villages and around the ﬁelds to
the campsite, where a family of Alpacas
greeted them. A little rain just before they
arrived provided some focus on getting
tents up and dinner cooked. A staggeringly
large amount of pasta was consumed
before tiredness meant they all retired to
bed before nine o’clock.
Sunday dawned dry and warm and both
groups set oﬀ North to the Kennet and
Avon Canal and followed it for a while.
Crossing over, they climbed over the
Downs through quintessentially Wiltshire
countryside. Their routes took them into
Avebury where they posed for photos with
the stones and walked the ﬁnal mile to
Silbury Hill where doughnuts and cans of
drink awaited.
Despite the tiredness and soreness, the
sense of achievement for all involved was
palpable. How many people when asked
“What did you do this weekend?” can say “I
walked 50km!”.

Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award

T

he Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme
continues to run in the School.
Pupils undertake sections in volunteering,
physical and sport, and skills development,
as well as an expedition with their peers.
Pupils volunteered this year within the
School in drama clubs, sports clubs and
by being environmental champions and
outside the School through local primary
Schools, charity shops and in their own
communities at home.
A wide range of sports were tackled for
the physical section, all outside of the
normal sport at School. Running and gym
work were popular but some rode horses,
kayaked or rock climbed, furthering their
adventure.

produced one day of sun, rain, wind and
fog each!

The skill section is always varied and we
had pupils learning to umpire, playing
musical instruments and learning to
drive. Some undertook sports leadership
programmes while others practised their
marksmanship with the School Riﬂe Club.

Moonrakers Camp

Expeditions took place in the Brecon
Beacons and Snowdonia this year in mixed
weather. In March it was sunny but cold,
whereas in April we had the eponymous
showers and the Qualifying expedition

In all, ten pupils and ODs gained their
Bronze Award this year and nine their Gold.

L

ast week the Third Form attended
Moonrakers Camp in Aberdovey for a
week of adventure designed to challenge
them and help them learn a little more
about themselves. This experience is the
culmination of the School's Moonrakers
adventure programme. The focus of the
week was the three underpinnings of
Dauntsey’s life: be kind, be adventurous
and give of your best.
Hot weather was the feature of the week
and all the groups started with a ‘jog and
dip’ in the Dovey Estuary which set the
expectations that pupils would challenge
themselves and support the others in their
team. Along with their instructors for the
week they waded into the water and as
a team dunked themselves as far as they
dared.
Diﬀerent groups completed canoeing and
kayaking trips, rock climbing, jetty jumping,
sailing cutters as well as various aerial rope
tasks such as the Leap of Faith (where pupils
climb to the top of a 30ft telegraph pole
and jump to catch a trapeze swing before
being lowered back down to the ground).
One group was dropped on a sandbar
with some barrels and planks and had to
race the rising tide to build themselves a
raft. They tied the last knot and climbed
aboard just as the raft ﬂoated away!
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This year’s winners were Hannah Gibson
and Ed Long, the ﬁrst mixed pair to win the
event, closely followed by the fastest male
pair of Archie Cole and Robbie Andrews.
Fastest Mountain Run: Cole/Andrews
Fastest Cycle: Cole/Andrews
Fastest Kayak: Gibson/Long
Fastest Mixed: Gibson/Long
Fastest Female: Payne/Brooks
Fastest Male: Cole/Andrews
Fastest Overall: Gibson/Long

Bhutan 2016
The hot weather made the expedition
challenging this year but all went out for
two days and a night, in tents, far from
the luxuries of day-to-day life. The excited
chatter as they ‘de-gunged’ themselves
and their equipment was about long days,
fun times and beautiful sunsets.
For many pupils, their experience either
above, or in the Grot Pot (a waist deep tank
of rainwater and decomposing leaves and
branches) will stay in their memories for
some time. Camp ﬁres, high walls, reﬂective
time and lots of group discussions were
also a feature of many of the pupils’ week.
There is no doubt that all of our pupils were
tested during the experience, had a lot
of fun, learnt a lot about themselves and
the rest of their team, and return better
prepared for the challenges they
will face in the future.

Brecons Challenge
2017

L

ast weekend, sixteen Lower Sixth
pupils took part in the annual Brecons
Challenge, an adventure race for teams
of two in which the pupils run over three
mountains, cycle through the forests and
kayak along the canal, ending in Brecon.
Blue skies and light winds made for perfect
conditions for the event. The three sections
of the event involve a 10km run over
the highest mountains in South Wales,
including Corn Ddu, Pen y Fan and Cribyn,
which involves a height gain of over 800
metres. The teams then switch to their
mountain bikes and cycle 17km along the

Taﬀ Trail to the canal before getting into
their K2 kayaks and paddling 7km to ﬁnish
in the canal basin in Brecon.
Parents and staﬀ were at Cwm Llwrch at
0900 for the mass start and teams were
soon puﬃng their way up the ﬁrst steep
climb. The visibility was excellent and they
could see from checkpoint to checkpoint
as they navigated the ridges and plateaus
of the route.
Most grabbed some food and water at the
transition to bikes before pedalling down
the Taﬀ Trail, past more supporters and into
the remote forests of the region. Windy
country lanes led to Pencelli where the
kayaks awaited.
The kayaking section proved to be decisive
this year with the lead of the event
changing three times and pretty soon
the winners were passing under the ﬁnish
bridge and into the canal basin in Brecon.
At they end of their challenge, they were
greeted by a crowd of cheering parents
and staﬀ and then everybody headed back
to the bunkhouse for a celebratory meal.

A

group of 18 pupils and three staﬀ
from Dauntsey’s spent two weeks
before Christmas in the remote Himalayan
kingdom of Bhutan. This is the School’s
fourth visit to the country; in 2005, they
were the ﬁrst school to visit the kingdom
which tightly controls the number of
visitors permitted entry.
The group spent their time exploring the
country's cultural heritage, meeting local
people and trekking in the Bhutanese
mountains. Highlights included a visit to
the magniﬁcent Punakha Dzong, a fortress
turned temple and religious centre; a trip to
Huensal to see the biggest “sitting Buddha”
statue in the world and ﬁve days’ trekking
to the base camp of Jomolhari and visiting
the spectacular Taktsang Monastery,
known as the ‘Eagle’s Nest’, perched on a
cliﬀ some 2,000 feet above the Paro Valley.
The last couple of days which are not
accounted for in the blogs included a trek
up to Tiger's Nest. This was a 2.5-hour trek
up dusty trails to a lookout from where
you can see the monastery perched 900ft
over the valley. A narrow, exposed walkway
and bridge led to the monastery which
was a warren of steps, temples, caves and
balconies and included a cave 60ft deep
and only shoulder width wide.
After visiting Tiger's Nest, the group went
into Paro for lunch, where they feasted on
steamed and fried dumplings ﬁlled with
diﬀerent meats, cheeses and vegetables.
This was then followed by two hours of
shopping in laid back Paro, after which they
drove to Thimphu for dinner at the hotel.
The last full day of this amazing adventure
was a day of rest and relaxation in Thimphu,
including a football match in the National
Stadium with the guides. The altitude was
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Bhutan Diary Two
Yesterday we started our journey to
Punakha after another early start.
Before setting oﬀ we ﬁrst stopped oﬀ at
the National Postal Museum. Here we were
able to put pictures of ourselves on stamps
so that we were able to send postcards
home. Some of us then went to a textile
factory and the other group of us went to
buy Gho and Kira, the cultural clothing of
Bhutan.

our pupils’ downfall and they lost by 8-6,
but again, another awesome experience.
Next day the group were up early to
transfer to the airport. They ﬂew from Paro
to Kathmandu, Kathmandu to Abu Dhabi,
spent 6 hours in Abu Dhabi before ﬂying
on to London, after which they returned to
school after 30 hours’ travelling just in time
for Christmas!
During the trip the team produced a
series of ‘Notes from the Field’ which were
dispatched home when internet access
allowed:
Bhutan Diary One
Thimpu calling...
On Friday, 18 students and three staﬀ
started their journey to Bhutan. Travelling
to Heathrow airport to take our ﬁrst ﬂight
to Abu Dhabi, everyone was ecstatic
and when we walked on to the plane
we were pleasantly surprised; it was as if
we were in ﬁrst class with entertainment
consoles able to impress even tech-savvy
teenagers! Arriving in Abu Dhabi after a
7 hour ﬂight we weren't tired because of
the sheer excitement! The airport itself will
be remembered as an experience in itself.
We then embarked on our second ﬂight
into Kathmandu, this time only four hours
in duration. By this point we had been
travelling for approximately 20 hours and
no one had slept more than a few hours there was much snoring by all.
We descended into Kathmandu at dusk
ﬂying through a thick cloud of smog.
Kathmandu airport was very stressful and
busy with hundreds of people oﬀering taxi
services or oﬀering to sell goods. We then
arrived at the hotel after a short 20-minute
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bus journey, by that point we were all
looking forward to some food and were all
impressed with dinner at the hotel served
in a very pretty courtyard around a ﬁre. We
then retired to our rooms and slept, ready
for a day of exploring the chaotic city of
Kathmandu the next day.
We woke up for breakfast at 8:00, slightly
weary, to start a full day in Kathmandu.
Our ﬁrst stop of the day was the famous
Monkey Temple, which lies atop a hill in the
heart of the city. We were told stories about
how the city was originally a lake and the
temple was the island that rose above the
water by our very enthusiastic tour guide.
The temple was breath-taking with streams
of ﬂags connecting golden domes and
monkeys roaming freely around.
The second visit was to Durbar Square
the ancient heart of the city. Whilst the
architecture has been damaged by the
recent earthquake, the scale and grandeur
was still very apparent. The ﬁnal stop was
the pilgrim centre of the burial place of the
ﬁrst Buddha, Bodhanath Stupa. This was a
great way to end our ﬁrst full day, but we
were all looking forward to our beds.
After a slightly later start and a quick bit
of exploring we made our way back to
Kathmandu airport ready for our ﬂight
to Bhutan. We had all been told of how
spectacular this ﬂight would be but it
hadn't quite prepared us for being able
to make out Everest when looking out of
the window. Once we had arrived in what
must be the prettiest airport terminal in
the world, we began our journey by bus
to Thimpu. Now settled into our hotel in
Thimpu, we are looking forward to the
next few days. Tomorrow we plan to visit
temples, see paper being made and go to
a festival.

The bus journey to Punakha was a long one
and took us past the site of the Dochula
Festival the day before where we had a
brief stop oﬀ to once again admire the
spectacular views. We then continued
on our journey down through the pass
which was exceptionally windy; fortunately,
there were no repeats of Kathmandu road
sickness!
We then descended into Punakha and
stopped oﬀ at a riverside restaurant
for lunch. After lunch we continued on
through the town and passed by the
Punakha Dzong on the other side of the
river. The Dzong was situated on the
headland created by the joining of two
rivers, the right river was the "Father"
river and the left was the "Mother" river.
The Father river was fed by a glacier
further upstream which gave the water a
characteristic blue colour.
Having passed the Dzong we drove on
to a temple. To get to the temple we
had to ﬁrst climb up a substantial hill. On
arrival at the temple we were greeted by
spectacular views especially from the roof
of the temple. We then climbed down and
walked through paddy ﬁelds back to the
buses, brieﬂy stopping to try some guava.
This was the end of the day's planned
activity and hence we proceeded to the
hotel. After supper we then managed to
entertain ourselves by playing headtorch
football with some local children.
This morning we got up promptly for
another full day in Bhutan. First on our list
was Chimi Lhakhang, also known as "The
Temple of the Divine Mad Man". A short
walk through the local village and paddy
ﬁelds in the morning river mist led us to the
temple. This temple in particular is known
for providing fertility, although as we learnt
that is not where it's unusual name stems
from. Instead it came from a religious
leader with unusual teaching methods.

Our next stop was the magniﬁcent
Punakha Dzong, a fortress turned temple
and religious centre that had us all
stunned; ﬁrstly, for its beauty and secondly
for how it's not already a world famous
structure. Another highlight, for some, was
a walk over the longest suspension bridge
in Bhutan, nearly 200m long and 200m
above the river. Whilst the views were
spectacular, it felt a long way down.
The ﬁnal activity of the day was a rafting
trip down the Male River. What started
oﬀ as a gentle drift with the occasional
rapid and splashing war soon became
signiﬁcantly more challenging, resulting
in four lost paddles, three regained
paddles and a pair of ﬂoating ﬂip-ﬂops
that apparently belonged to none of those
who took an accidental dip.
Tomorrow we start the second part of our
expedition, the trek! However, we must
ﬁrst get to our starting point near Paro. On
our journey back past Thimpu we plan a
stop for lunch, archery and celebrating our
second 18th birthday of the trip. After an
important snack stop, ﬁve days of trekking
demands a lot of snacks, we plan to reach
our ﬁrst camp site at Shana by 16:30, all
ready to start the hiking the next morning.
Bhutan Diary Three
We woke up ready for a long day ahead
knowing that we needed to make the
most of the showers in Punakha as we
would be spending the next ﬁve nights
camping.

The next morning everyone staggered
out of their tents tired, cold and recovering
from the ﬁrst restless night of the trip. We
then set oﬀ at around 8:30 for what would
undoubtedly be the longest walking day
of the trek. Unfortunately, there were a few
illnesses on the trip which made the long
day of trekking harder for some then others
but we were all happy to eventually arrive
in a scenic location for lunch. We were
pleasantly surprised to have one of the
nicest meals of our time in Asia so far.
Afterwards we climbed upwards for
another four hours until we ﬁnally reached
our camp which for most was a sight
that we never thought we would reach,
after walking for a total of 8 hours. As the
temperature dived to below -10 degrees
Celsius we were happy to have a hut with a
wood burning stove in it which was quickly
surrounded by most of the group.
The next morning, we put our boots back
on, some considerably icier than others as
a result of being left outside of the tent,
and continued the trek. Whilst not as far
or steep as the previous day's hike the
altitude, starting at 3600 m and ﬁnishing
at 4100m, was more than starting to take
eﬀect on us.
Another hot lunch halfway through the
day helped us all reach Jumolhari base
camp. Seeing the setting sun on the
snow covered peak was a great way to
reward all our hard work. Again we were
very appreciative of a warm hut to eat our
dinner in and hide from our tents and the
cold outside.

After re-evaluating how the altitude was
aﬀecting us on the third morning, the
decision was made not to go up a further
200m to visit some glacial lakes. This was
taken well as we had all reached our goal
of reaching base camp and the lakes were
always an add on to this.
Going down was much easier, each step
seeming to ﬁll our lungs with more oxygen.
We were making time so well, that when
passing a small army base of three soldiers,
we took up their oﬀer of playing volleyball
on their court. It is fair to say that we will
not leave school to become a professional
team, although our best ﬁve players
fared well losing only 13-15 to ﬁve of our
Bhutanese guides. Returning to the same
campsite we stayed at on the way up we
were given the news that because of our
quick descent this would be our last night
camping not the penultimate night as
planed. This news went down very well!
This morning we were up the earliest so
far and walking by 8:30 so to get to our
bus and showers as quickly as possible.
Retracing our hike from the ﬁrst day, its
steep rocky paths weren't kind on knees
and we had to dodge skittish yaks being
herded back up the mountain.
Now showered and warm in our hotel
we are looking forward to our last three
Bhutanese nights before we ﬂy home in
time for Christmas. Tomorrow promises to
be a highlight of the trip as we ascend to
the famous Tiger’s Nest monastery.
Compiled by STM

Before departure we were introduced to
the national sport of Bhutan: archery. This
was more diﬃcult then any of us could
have imagined resulting in none of us
hitting the target. Along with archery we
tried darts which was also very diﬀerent to
any game of darts we had played before,
again few of us hit the target. Afterwards
we were invited into Champ's house,
Champ being our "Mr Connected ", the
man who was organising our entire trip in
Bhutan. Whilst there we also connected
with the parents of some other Dauntsey's
pupils, namely Tseki and Kinley.
We then started our journey to our ﬁrst
campsite where our tents were prepared
with thick mattresses and pillows in them
ready for our arrival. We then went into the
food tent where we were given an endless
supply of black tea and a variety of other
hot drinks.
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Jolie Brise
above, Jolie Brise delivered a letter from
Her Majesty the Queen to the people of
Quebec and Canada (see below):

Overview

2

017 was an astounding year for Jolie
Brise and Dauntsey’s students. Jolie
Brise took part in the Rendez-vous 2017
Tall Ships Regatta celebrating the 150th
anniversary of Canada. This involved
sailing from Hamble to London, racing
down to Portugal, then on the Bermuda,
up to Boston, Boston to Charlottetown
(PEI), cruising from Charlottetown to Gaspé,
Gaspé into Quebec for the main festival,
Quebec to Halifax, Nova Scotia and then a
ﬁnal race leg across the Atlantic to Le Havre
in France, followed by a ﬁnal cruise home
to Hamble for the start of term.

Results:
Race Leg 1: 1st in Class 1st in Fleet
Race Leg 2, across the Atlantic, skippered
by an Old Dauntseian (Luke Duckworth
– also the youngest skipper in the Fleet)
with First Mate (Simon Pearson) also
being an Old Dauntseian, and the Bosun
(Ollie Barnes) being a very recent Old
Dauntseian: 1st in Class, 1st in Fleet

Also, Jolie Brise and the Sailing Club have
sailed 14,500 nautical miles since April.
During the North Atlantic crossing,
Eastbound, the students got within
40 miles of Newfoundland and 200 of
Greenland and logged 3,500 nautical
miles on this leg alone. When Jolie Brise
sailed into Boston, USA with the rest of
the Tall Ships ﬂeet there was an estimated
two million spectators on the quayside
watching the Parade of Sail in. A fantastic
television interview then took place on
ABC prime time national news by Paddy
O’Keeﬀe (father of three Old Dauntseians).
In Le Havre, at the end of the Regatta,
an estimated one hundred thousand
spectators came out to view the Crew
Parade to the Prize Giving. Only one
argument on board amongst the students
during the West-East, North Atlantic
crossing was regarding the baking of a
cake, now known as “Cake-Gate”! Pretty
good going for eleven people living
in a conﬁned space in a very stressful
environment for thirty days.
The students and the boat have been
remarkable Ambassadors for the United
Kingdom – and Dauntsey’s School –
throughout the whole of this epic Odyssey.
Toby Marris
Head of Sailing

Halifax, Nova Scotia
to Le Havre, France
on the Jolie Brise

T

his summer, eight sixth form students
crewed the boat across the Atlantic,
from Halifax in Nova Scotia to Le Havre in
France. With three weeks at sea and ﬁve
weeks on the boat, it was the biggest
thing any of us had ever done and proved
a life-altering experience for all of us - living
within ten metres of each other, thousands
of miles from land, with little contact with
home and no other boats on the radar for
about a thousand miles around us.
Such a trip required lots of preparation, so
we all took part in a sea survival course at
school in May before we left. This involved
learning how to use life rafts and how to
prepare to abandon ship, and we went
through the drills again once on board, two
days after leaving Halifax, where thousands
of people came out to wave us oﬀ from
around the harbour. This really showed us
how much we would have to rely on the
rest of the crew, as Myles, assigned to food,
brought nothing but a tin of tomatoes
and some bananas as our ‘food’ to last
up to ﬁve days on the life raft during the
abandon ship drill - clearly not suﬃcient!
The race was stopped after two days as
there was no wind, so we motored for

Race Leg 3: 2nd in Class, 3rd in Fleet
Race Leg 4: 2nd in Class, 6th in Fleet
Race Leg 5: 1st in Class, 1st in Fleet
Race Leg 6, across the North Atlantic:
2nd in Class, 3rd in Fleet
Final Prize-Giving in Le Havre: Jolie
Brise Overall Winner of RDV 2017 and prize
for the Youngest Crew taking part in the
Transatlantic Race Leg.
Some interesting facts and ﬁgures:
In addition to the amazing race results
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burnt and raw, Harriet got distracted and
the tray and the cake started to slide out
of the oven onto Meirian’s lap. This led to
much shouting and all the cake mixture
leaking out of the tin - deﬁnitely the worst
thing we made on the boat.

three days to the new start line. This used
almost all of our fuel, so we stopped
alongside one of the larger boats, Gulden
Leewn, for a reﬁll. It was great to see some
diﬀerent faces after a week at sea, and they
ended up being the last people we saw
for another two weeks. In fact, because of
the watch system on board, we ended up
only really seeing the other two people
on our shift whilst sailing as we slept
the rest of the time - living in such close
quarters means that you are forced to get
to know people really well, and so you see
everyone at their absolute worst.
We had bet on who would cry ﬁrst; it
ended up being Meirian on a particularly
diﬃcult night watch, but everyone had low
points of the three-week sail. Jaz, Henry
and Hugh ended up being nicknamed the
soggy watch as they were always on deck

Prize-giving in Le Havre
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in the rain - one afternoon particularly
stands out, as we were all playing
monopoly downstairs in the dry, with
clothes pegs for pieces, whilst they were
getting soaked.
Food was something everyone was
concerned about, as clearly it is diﬃcult to
keep things fresh for three weeks. However,
we ate so well, and ‘Mummy watch’ ended
up getting quite competitive and being the
highlight of everyone’s week. Ollie, Lucas
and Tash managed to pull oﬀ a roast dinner,
which Ollie entered into the logbook as
‘the best meal of all time’, and we also did
quite a lot of baking, making bread every
day once we ran out of bread from Canada
and even baking cakes to cheer everyone
up. One of these cakes led to what Toby
later nicknamed ‘cake gate’- when checking
on a cake that somehow managed to be

The sailing itself was brilliant, with
surprisingly little swell and plenty of wind,
once we got out of the fog. We saw birds
all the way across, as well as sunﬁsh, whales
and dolphins, and what Toby tried to
make us believe were ‘whalephins’ when
they swam with the boat for hours, as
they looked like a cross between a whale
and a dolphin. One of the most amazing
experiences was seeing orcas surface ﬁfty
metres away from the back of the boat; it
was such a privilege to see these incredible
animals so close. Right at the end of the
crossing, oﬀ the coast of Ireland, we were
treated to the Atlantic storm we had all
been hoping for. It was really exciting to sit
up on deck at night with waves crashing
over the top of us, breaking on our backs,
as the phosphorescence glistened around
us. However, we were all glad it only
lasted 24 hours, as trying to make a tuna
pasta bake with everything ﬂying around
down below was deﬁnitely an interesting
experience. It seemed to prove scarier for
our parents back at home, as they watched
the boat turn back to face Canada again
on yellowbrick, when we were forced
to hove-to. The strongest winds we had
actually ended up with being just oﬀ
Cornwall as we approached home.
Harriet managed to helm the boat to a top
speed of 13 knots, which was so impressive
that Toby took a photo of the speed on
the instruments down below. However,

The Gulf of Saint Lawerence

this weather also led to the two ‘rogue
waves’ of the trip. Whilst Myles, Meirian and
Harriet were on watch, the biggest wave
we’d ever seen broke on the boat, and it
went completely horizontal. Myles dropped
the helm, and this knocked Harriet, who
was clipped on, oﬀ the bench and nearly
into the water, although fortunately
she managed to hook her foot around
something to avoid going overboard. The
wave submerged one of the life rafts and
caused it to burst open and inﬂate, and it
ﬂew out the back of the boat to be towed
behind through the water.
We managed to get it back to Hamble.
Whilst this was all going on, Meirian was
down in the heads, unfortunately with the
porthole open. As the boat tipped over, the
porthole was submerged and water started
ﬂooding in. Bracing herself against the
toilet, unable to move, she got absolutely
soaked and once again claimed that her life
ﬂashed before her eyes as she thought she
was going to drown in the toilet. We towed
the life raft over the ﬁnish line and then
back to Hamble, where we were greeted by
a welcome party of Toby’s family.

right into Le Havre before being pulled
through the locks by tug boats. We met
up with our sister ship, Marie-Fernand, and
sailed into the city with them whilst being
ﬁlmed by French TV crews, which was
really cool.
We had a party with the other boats every
night in Le Havre, to celebrate what we
had all achieved in crossing the Atlantic,
although we didn’t join the other boats in
getting the anchor tattoos that symbolise
to other sailors an Atlantic crossing. We
also took part in crew paddle boarding
races before the crew parade through the
packed streets of Le Havre, and we then
had the prize giving, where we picked up
trophies for second in class for the Atlantic
crossing, ﬁrst in class for the whole of
RDV 2017, and for the youngest crew, for
which we received a massive hamper of

food and wine. We were all ready to head
back home to proper beds and regular
showers after ﬁve weeks on board, but it
was deﬁnitely the most amazing thing any
of us have ever done. The chance to sail
on Jolie Brise alone can be life-changing,
but to sail it across the Atlantic, with such
a great crew was a privilege, and for those
of us leaving school, was the best way
possible to end our time at Dauntsey’s.
Meirian Evans, U6 – Summer Cruise 3
(31st July – 2nd September 2017)

Transatlantic Crew:
Myles Appleby, Jasmine Boote, Meirian
Evans, Henry Green, Hugh Jacobs, Lucas
Reay, Harriet Steptoe, Natasha Whitrow,
Toby Marris (Skipper), Adam Seager (First
Mate), Oliver Barnes (Bosun)

A takeaway at Toby’s house that night
proved the perfect way to celebrate our
return to land, and then the next day we
were all visited by our families, which was
lovely after three weeks away. We then
set oﬀ for Weymouth, but ended up in
Poole after a broken engine, which led
to us running aground on a sandbank deﬁnitely an interesting experience, with
everyone sitting on the bowsprit to try
and move the boat oﬀ. We were portbound in Poole for three days, which led
to cinema trips, bouldering and a visit to
Splashdown water park - not a bad way
to spend three days! Adam managed to
ﬁx the engine, so we sailed to the Isle of
Wight for a weekend of watersports and
barbecues, this time trying our hand at
sailing dinghies instead of Jolie Brise. We
all competed in time trial races in rowing
and paddle boarding for ‘Toby and Adam’s
Waterfest’, with Hugh and Meirian winning
the rowing and Henry winning the paddle
boarding.
After such a good week back in the UK we
were ready to head oﬀ to France for the Tall
Ships celebrations in Le Havre. However,
it ended up being a pretty miserable sail
as we all ate some dodgy ice cream the
night before so had ended up with food
poisoning! To add to our issues, the engine
broke again en route, so we had to sail
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Iceland
October 2016
Our third day began with a quick climb to
the top of Stora Dimon, a volcanic plug,
which allowed us to take in the fascinating
view, featuring an interesting braided river,
before we raced back down to our bus.
After a quick stop at Thorvaldseyri, a farm
that had been greatly threatened by the
eruption of Eyjafjallajökull (one of our case
studies!), we arrived at Solheimakökull
Glacier, where we spent the afternoon on
an amazing glacier walk, fully equipped
with helmets, ice axes and crampons.
Despite the torrential rain, this was, for
many of us, the highlight of a generally
fantastic trip, as it was such a unique
experience!

I

n October Half Term 2016, 24 Upper
Sixth Geography students travelled
to Iceland to experience a number of
geographical features relevant to our
course.
After an early departure from school, we
eventually arrived in Keﬂavik airport where
we were picked up by our bus for the trip.
Our ﬁrst stop was the ‘Bridge over the
Continents’. This was our ﬁrst experience of
the crazy geology in Iceland, as the bridge
was built across one of the major ﬁssures
which formed the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, the
plate boundary which joined the Eurasian
plate to that of North America. After a long
journey on the bus we arrived at our guest
house, where we were all glad to have a
big supper before relaxing in the outdoor
hot tubs.

Our ﬁnal full day in Iceland began with
a visit to an earthquake exhibition in
Hveragerdi Village, before stopping at
the local sulphur springs. We later visited
the Hellisheidi Geothermal power station,
where we listened to an interesting talk on
the functioning of the station which was
very relevant to our course, and witnessed
how they generate this sustainable
energy. Our ﬁnal stop before heading
into Reykjavik was Perlan, an unusual
building with a 360o view of the city,
which was followed by a delicious meal
at the Hamburger Factory. We spent our
last night in a hostel that was conveniently
located next to a geothermally heated
swimming pool, with hot tubs, plunge

pools, a slide and a rather popular
basketball hoop.
Before heading to the airport we headed
to the City Hall to view the large relief map
of Iceland, which allowed us to pinpoint
all of the locations which we had visited
earlier on the trip. Due to the heavy rain we
ended up taking a tour of Reykjavik on the
bus rather than the planned walking one,
however we still felt like we’d seen a good
amount of the city, especially after visiting
Hallgrimskirkja, the cathedral of Reykjavik,
which displayed some fascinating
architectural features along with the organ
with the most pipes (5275!) in the world.
On behalf of everyone on the trip, I’d like
to thank AJP and KSC for giving us such an
amazing and memorable experience.
Charlie Wilks

The next day we were up early again, ready
to travel to the Nesjavellir Overlook, where
we huddled inside our raincoats as we
gained a bird’s eye view of the geothermal
power plant beneath us. Our next stops
included the Pingvellir National Park, the
geothermal area of Geysir and the amazing
Gullfoss waterfall, which is one of the
largest in Europe. The second day ﬁnished
with a visit to the Secret Lagoon, a natural
geothermal pool, which we all enjoyed,
particularly with the unique scenery
around us.
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Western Front Trip
October 2016

O

n the dark October morning of the
21st we emerged blinking from the
cars that lined the back of the school. Our
mission was to board a heavily defended
Barnes coach; our staﬀ were indiﬀerent
standing around in small groups discussing
the sandwiches. We had no idea why we
had signed up for this adventure.

wreath in memory of the soldiers who
had been members of the school and
who had perished in the First World War.
After this we had some free time to visit
the beautifully reconstructed town centre
of Ypres, buy chocolate, and go on the
enormous Ferris wheel that stood next to
the Cloth Hall.

Our guides were brothers Nigel and Steve
Williams, both storytellers, who have
been running trips similar to this for 12
years - this year was particularly special as
it was the 100th anniversary of the Battle
of the Somme. After a brief stop to take
on supplies, we arrived at Dover in time
for lunch on the ferry as well as a quick
view of the Russian Warships sailing down
the Channel – history in the making. We
continued with our journey, and arrived at
our hotel in Arras for the evening. After a
very enjoyable meal at the ‘Café de la Paix’
we made our way to the bowling alley for
an evening’s activity. It is said that both Mr
Sandell and Mr Crossley were fearsomely
competitive in the staﬀ lane.

The following morning, after visiting the
magniﬁcent In Flanders Fields museum in
Ypres we spent some time at the memorial
to the British soldiers who had fought
and died on the Ypres salient and in the
battle of Passchendaele. Here again two
of our students laid a wreath to the fallen
Dauntseians. Before we left for home we
spent an emotional hour at Talbot House
in Poperinge where so many had come
before passing up the road to the front
line. Mr Sandell gave a very passable
impression of the Chaplain and we sang
rather tunelessly but emotionally in an
environment redolent with history.

The second day was another very early
start. We travelled to Beaumont Hamel,
our ﬁrst site relating to our coursework,
at which the ﬂedgling nation of
Newfoundland (now a Canadian province)

fought against the Germans. Having seen
the sombre graves of the men who died
in the battle, we visited the museum at
Albert which related various accounts from
the Battle of the Somme in 1916. We then
made our way to the Lochnagar crater at
La Boiselle, the site at which the infamous
German Schwabenhöhe was obliterated
by British mines; the crater was the largest
one to be made by men in anger - it is now
a unique memorial. Then we arrived at the
Anglo-French memorial at Thiepval in time
for a wreath laying ceremony accompanied
by the Last Post - we saw the hundreds of
names that lined the memorial in memory
of the 72,246 missing soldiers who fought
on the Somme exactly a century ago.
Following an hour and a half’s journey to
Ypres in Belgium to our hotel, that evening
we all participated in a quiz which the
teachers undoubtedly won, although they
may well have cheated!
On the third day we visited the caves at
Arras in which British and New Zealand
forces lived in the build up to the Battle of
Arras in 1917. We then explored at Neuville
St Vaast, a German cemetery; its black
crosses, shrouded in the autumn mist put
into perspective the boundless tragedy
of the war. Later that day we moved on to
the many sites at the Canadian shrine that
is Vimy Ridge, where after a guided tour
of the underground tunnels used in the
oﬀensive and the trenches there, we visited
the expansive Mother Canada memorial.
After this, we again made our way back up
to Ypres where we attended the nightly
ceremony at the Menin Gate Memorial
at 8pm. Four Dauntsey’s students laid a
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We then made our journey to Calais, where
in our second ‘living history’ experience we
saw the migrant ‘Jungle’ being dismantled
before taking the ferry back to England. An
unforgettable trip.
Elliot Yates

Lindau
December 2016

into the Alps was wonderful. After a long
bus ride into Austria we reached the start
of our hike and then spent the entire
day walking through the mountains and
relishing the views.

T

he German trip to Lindau was both
memorable and enjoyable. As well as
embarking on fun activities such as cycling
and visiting museums we had German
lessons at the language school. This
greatly improved our German skills. The
teachers were friendly and always willing
to help. The teachers were German and
encouraged us constantly, only speaking
in German, which helped us become
more familiar with the language. As well
as classroom work, they set us up with
fun activities around Lindau, which got
us talking with locals and learning more
about our location. Our host families also
helped improve our German skills, because
we could only communicate with them
in German, which really challenged and
pushed us. It also meant we learnt a lot of
colloquial language and got a better idea
of how the Germans speak on an everyday
basis. They were all kind and supportive.

Austria, where we visited the stage on
the lake, where part of Quantum of Solace
was ﬁlmed. In Ulm we climbed the tallest
steeple in Europe and had an amazing
view from the top. Our reward was to
explore Ulm in search of the biggest and
most German cake out there! Our trip

The trip also gave us responsibility and
freedom. We had to use the bus system
to get around the town and had free
time to explore when we weren’t doing
activities. Lindau is a beautiful town, full
of scenic views and picturesque buildings.
Altogether the trip was really good fun and
a great experience.
Ellie Barker and Holly Baker

We visited many famous sites within
Lindau and in other parts of Germany. It
was an incredible experience to travel to
Ulm, to hike in the Alps, to explore the
Zeppelin museum in Friedrichshafen
and to cycle around Lake Constance to
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Paris
February 2017

O

ver half term, Upper Sixth Historians
enjoyed a 3-night trip to Paris
to visit key sites associated with the
Ancien Regime, French Revolution and
Napoleonic period. Guided by MCBM’s
expert knowledge of the metro as well
as JAS’s deer stalker and trench coat and
fuelled by a constant supply of bonbons,
we visited iconic landmarks such as the
Arc de Triomphe, the Louvre, Notre Dame
and the Eiﬀel Tower as well as fascinating
monuments of history such as Les Invalides
(where Napoleon’s tomb and horse! are
displayed), the Conciergerie (where Marie
Antoinette was held prisoner) and the
Palace at Versailles (site of the dramatic
October Days). It was a fantastic trip and
undoubtedly one of the highlights of
everyone’s time at Dauntsey’s.
Elvira Parr

Madrid
March 2017

T

he Madrid trip was a huge success!
We did a lot of sightseeing - including
visiting the Bernabéu Stadium, looking
round the Royal Palace, getting a cable
cart across the Casa de Campo and having
lunch at the Retiro Park. Another highlight
was seeing a beautiful panorama of
Madrid from a rooftop and also visiting
a traditional Spanish market, where we
tasted some typical Spanish tapas.
Everyone enjoyed the trip and the
weather! On the Wednesday, when we
visited the Retiro Park for lunch, everyone
had lots of fun playing and laughing.
Everyday we went to a park where we
would eat our lunch and enjoy the sun.
We also had lots of time for shopping and
exploring the streets around the hostel,
which was in central Madrid. Our main
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transport was the metro which took us
around most of Madrid. The Madrid trip
was really fun and enjoyable; we all had a
great time.
Esme Wall and Grace Askham-Day

Barcelona
May 2017

T

he Barcelona Geography trip oﬀered
an insight into the eﬀects of tourism
and globalisation with the perks of
being in a sunny country, which oﬀers
slightly more appeal than being in a
classroom. From a trip to the highest
point in Catalonia to the bustling hub
that is Barcelona, we learnt a lot about the
eﬀects of the tourist industry on a sea front
community.
One of our tasks over the four-day trip was
to compare two tourist-orientated towns
Calafell and Sitges. As well as learning
a great deal about the two towns and
evaluating the environmental quality and
asking questionnaires (the groups personal
‘favourite’) we had a lot of fun sitting on
the beach and, much to the amusement of
the locals, trying to play beach volleyball.
However, the East coast of Cataluña is
also famous for its wine industry. Torres
vineyard is massive to say the least, with an
entertaining train ride to show us the vast
extent of grapes that are cultivated on the
property. The tour was full of information,
that if we were adults we would have
appreciated fully, and to top of the visit
we tasted the non-alcoholic version of the
famous Torres wine.

During our free time we explored the
streets of Old Calafell, often venturing
out for late night ice creams. The centre
where we stayed was friendly and had the
added bonus of a pool in which we played
endless games of Marco Polo.

Our biggest trip was to Barcelona, which
was London on fast forward. The overall
objective was to assess the rebranding of a
more deprived area of Barcelona, the Raval.
It just so happened that this day decided
to be the hottest of the four and at the end
we were happy to be in the shade.
However, the highlight for all the boys
was the excursion to Camp Nou en route
to the airport. It is fair to say that some of
them were ‘fan-girling’ hard. Although
KSC tried to get the group to think about
the economic beneﬁt of the stadium, the
entire group was far more interested in the
trophies and gift shop at the other end of
the tour.
Overall the trip, although we were ﬁlling
out booklets most of the time, was fun
and relaxing, a perfect “holiday” to relieve a
little bit of the stress ahead of the exams.
Elvira Parr
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Computer Science
Robotics Exhibition, Science Museum, June 2017

Inka the robot!

O

n arrival at the exhibition we were
greeted by the Cyberdene Systems
T-800 robot from the Terminator movies.
When watching similar ﬁlms, one is
always under the belief that modern day
technology is nowhere near this stage,
however we were shocked to see how
close our reality is to this ﬁction. We were
fascinated by the multitude of diﬀerent
tasks that the futuristic machines could
carry out with such ease.
One of the robots, called Inkha, looked
at what you were wearing and gave you
either a compliment or a critique based
on what her programming allowed her to
‘recognise’. Other robots included Harry
the trumpet playing robot, who has played
all over the world in a variety of diﬀerent
locations including London, France,
America and Canada, and Robothespian, a
communication and entertainment robot
designed for interaction in public spaces,
who could identify your age and gender
(with varying accuracy) and tailor his
interactions accordingly.
The robot that we collectively enjoyed the
most, however, was a robot called Pepper.
Pepper is the ﬁrst humanoid robot capable
of recognising the principal human
emotions and adapting his behaviour to
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the mood of his interlocutor. For example,
he was able to ﬁst bump, high-ﬁve and
hold your hand.
The advances in robots like Pepper are
breath-taking when compared to their
ancestry of clockwork automata from the
16th Century and beyond; the exhibition
provided us with more questions than
answers about how our world will look in
the future.

Evie Jackson, Calum Marshall
and Finn Smith

Imogen Colla
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The following pages contain a selection of poetry and prose written by Dauntsey’s pupils over the last year

The Future

The Drawing

Jessica Nixon

Emma Kellar

A bag of God is a tremendous weight
For a sunﬂower to carry; a steadfast
Train seems inviting on the woebegone day.
When May is the garden burning, she’s delicate
As she eats rose-infused ash which burnt like
Butterﬂy wings, resting on the sunﬂower too.
Oh, Ruth drenched the sunﬂowers in turpentine
And paint when they were facing towards the sun.
A home burns for aye. This I do drink to thee.
Yellow paint swallows a happy summer’s day;
The future may end a destructive bouquet.

The Grey Squirrel
Maisie Arnold
Who am I?
It was not me who created I,
Who caused the imbalance,
Breaking the boundaries between foe and enemy.
I am the King and I come ﬁrst,
Anyone that dare challenge
Will starve a savage barbaric death,
Brutal pain the colour of fallen leaves.
A luring green canopy seamlessly hums,
In tune with the padding ground,
Creating a cacophony of darkness,
I chirp and chatter, but occasionally scream.
I am cute and cuddly, but little to your knowledge,
I steal and starve all of one kind.
I am ominous and gloomy like the winter’s day,
My circular eyes pierce through those who fear me most.
I launch and leap from branch to branch,
As quick as a ravenous, rushing river,
Bobbing up and down like a buoy,
I chase and I chase until I have reached.

My hand scribbled frantically, desperate to ﬁnish my drawing.
For the past half hour, I had been working profusely, completely
oblivious to the mayhem that was being created around me, but
I liked it that way. Nonetheless, as my sketch had involved me
so tremendously, the profound hunger sulking in my gut had
been altogether overlooked. Deciding that I could no longer
continue without sutiable nutrition, I hoisted myself up from my
comfortable, rickety wooden chair and procedeed downstairs to
make toast.
Forcing myself to hum merrily, I slotted a slice of brown bread
into the toaster, pushed down the lever and waited for the
toast to emerge. Abruptly, a muﬄed thud reached my ears.
It seemed to emanate from upstairs, just above my head. I
dismissed it, assuming, or possibly hoping that I had imagined
it. At that instant, a loud blast of thunder stomped through
the house, not assisting my already fragile state. No matter
how much I supressed it, an alarmingly vivid sensation of
unease stalked through my body. It was the type of emotion
that paralysed me and make all my hairs spike, like I was a
threatened animal. Attempting in vain to wipe the undesirable
feeling from my body, I headed back upstairs to my room,
munching toast as I went.
I settled myself in my chair that somehow didn't seem quite
so comfortable anymore. To divert my attention, I picked up
my mobile phone to see if I had received any text messages.
On seeing I hadn't, I planted it back on my unruly desk. Then,
everything changed, I didn't see it at ﬁrst. Maybe that's why it
terriﬁed me to a point I had never imagined. It made me want
to disappear. To howl and shriek and moan until there was
nothing left in me. But when I opened my mouth, no sound
escaped. It made me want to be sick, yet I felt as though I
would never eat again. It made me want to weep, but no tears
came. Never before in my life had I felt such overpowering,
devastating, crushing fear. It was on a scale that I didn't even
know was possible. Perhaps I was exaggerating something
trivial, but what my eyes were telling my proved otherwise. All
of these emotions crashed through me in a horriﬁc tsunami of
terror that lasted no longer than a second. It was me. A roughly
scrawled, yet eerily uncanny drawing of me. The blood was
pounding around my head, thundering through someone
else's body. Not mine. For no human could possibly begin to
comprehend what I was feeling. Decisively, after what seemed
like a lifetime, I managed to scrape out a hoarse whisper from
my sandpaper throat.
Then, from behind me, I heard a noise that intensiﬁed my fear to
a pitch that surely could not exist. My head was swimming, I was
beginning to see red. The noise broke me out of my stupor. A
low, excited chuckle.
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The Snake

A Description of Hell

Henry Caldwell

Felix Lailey

I slither, slave to none.
I am camouﬂaged among the mud brown leaves.
Stalking silently, I see the whiskers twitch,
And the ears turn, eyes darting frantically.
Oh, how my tongue slithers, and my fangs drip.
How my eyes lock, and my muscles tense.
I coil, my jaws part, and I spring.
Do you like my blades?
Do you like the way I snap the sinews,
And tear the ﬂesh? The way I snap the bones?
Do you like my cape of scales?
And the way my tail coils?
Oh, how unaware you are,
Of when I will strike.

Smothering smoke snuﬀed out all hope and chewed at the
cracks of despair that spread across the anhydrous lips of
convulsing victims; their snarling mouths were pulled back in
silent screams.
Decapitated heads hung, wasting away, long forgotten on
branches that sprouted from the mouth of Hell. Men lay
writhing on ensanguined spikes while dogs feasted on their
ripped ﬂesh, blood soaking their mouths and splattering on the
stark ground of the muddy wasteland. Torrid lava spewed out of
boiling pits, roasting the ﬂailing, spear impaled entities.
Hell reeked of burning sulphur – belched from the throat of
volcanoes like poison from the jaws of a snake. Fires roared and
ﬂamed, rupturing every sign of peace and scorching the barren
land.
Blazing, the bloodshot sun rose high in the air, crushing life and
withering every nook. Great chasms gulped souls, pushed them
on to the rocky teeth below.

The Marshes
Xander Sykes
The mist, many miles long, envelopes the marshes,
As raw gray strikes the air along the causeway.
Stumbling through the shifting, swirling murk around me
My legs tripping for every stutter of the heart.
This is the marsh.
Deep, dark, distant sounds stalk my senses.
The churning and squelching and the shouting ﬂoods,
the land joining with the burnt charcoal sea,
Standing still, so shattered, helpless, insigniﬁcant
To the waiting horizon that laughs above.
This is the marsh.
A dark light, enslaving the other sounds to follow its silent
presence.
As it proceeds ahead of a steady clip-clop.
A woman so sallow and gaunt with her skin,
Indented with great valleys sits on a rotting Earth, as she drops
the light.
She mutters the same words again and again:
“This is the marsh. This is the marsh.”
A Description of Hell
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Prepared

Tiger

George Lishman

Bea Watts

The power that threatened was out there,
Lurking...somewhere out of sight.
Led by Field Marshall Beelzebub.
Waiting. Prepared to ambush you.

Lurking within the depths of the shadows,
Stealthily intertwining between trees.
His steps sure, his thoughts silently shallow,
He kills as he pleases, eats what he sees.

A beastie by name,
A true beast by nature,
Unnoticeably tore you apart,
You were not prepared.

A murmuring hiss, a tin whisper,
In the branches the hornbills squawk away.
A snap of his lips, his slender ﬁgure
Seducing, coaxing, enticing his prey;

Your conﬁdence and ambition,
Tripped and injured you like razor wire.
The temptation to investigate,
Prepared you for the destruction.
The whispers you heard;
Were sent by you,
Received by you.
Never marching through the corrupt air,
Prepared by me.

The trembling buck, lost, waiting to be found,
Struck by fear, caught by surprise, frozen still.
The ﬁery creature, slinking to the ground,
Hidden by leaves, disguised by bird trills.
Eyes deep as the sea, ruthless and heartless –
One pounce, one chance...
The jungle was lifeless.

I spectated the demolition of your regiment,
Your civilization,
As you questioned the possibility of a blue on blue,
Satisﬁed with my preparations.
Cloaked by the internal conﬂict,
Lurking under your helmet,
I was the beast,
Inside of you.

Murder
Lower Sixth English Language A Level Group
Father of six children
Artiﬁcial anguish
Blatant lies
About valiant eﬀorts
Bodies left to burn
In the self-lit ﬂames
Monstrous, grotesque, cruel.
Callous and cold-blooded
Murderous motives: money and revenge.

Nihilism
Scott Bamforth
I amble past the darken’d walls,
Through gardens void of life and care.
Wading through the waste and ﬁlled with gall
While murderous crow does its prey snare.
Through deepest thought and straining ear
The cruellest laugh, the happy sneer,
The weak’ning cough of death calls fear,
While match girl sheds her ﬁnal tear.
The smog doth choke this trembling sky
The blood black snow taints where it falls
Thus smothering the orphan’s cry
And hordes of rodents, nearing, crawl.
Thus dragged to depths in drastic war
That strange lost pride: “decorum est”,
Is concealed in putrid gore,
And lives are lost, as if in jest.
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Waterfall

Turtle

James May

Annabel Price

A waterfall is a sight to behold,
Gallons of water cascading down.
Behind them are caves and caverns,
Hiding all the vast secrets:
Home to love and hatred,
Home to kindness and bullying,
A safe to all things bad and good,
A case to all God’s commandments.
The plunge pool at the bottom a reminder of Jesus’s blood.
The cliﬀs behind the streaming water symbolise Jesus’ blood.
The birds around cry out loud,
Warning people of the terrors nearby.
The key to life and the lock to death
Is a waterfall alright.

Far, far out to sea where the ocean meets the sky
There is a tangle of weed and driftwood.
Where a beautiful creature swims but seems to ﬂy.
Her shell is hard as armour and her head is a helmet hood.
She calmly soars from north to south,
Flapping her long front ﬂippers,
Breaking the silver surface with her smooth, curved mouth,
Diving to the depths, to avoid the crab clippers.
She wanders far and wide in search for food.
Leaving no trace or track.
The environment changes, as well as her mood.
Elegantly supporting her home on her back.
Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, as the waves ripple past.
The exotic ocean that she won’t be leaving fast.

The Marshes
Salvador Luther-Payne
The marshes start to chill you,
Start to make you feel uneasy,
They suddenly make you see things,
That you never saw before.
That squelching, squeezing sound,
Which you hear and feel beneath you,
Silently,
Unnoticed,
Stealthily, sucking you closer,
Deeper,
Unnoticed.
The sky is murky,
That is when you could see the sky,
Now the air around you is ﬁlled with an impenetrable,
Damp,
Thick, hazy fog,
Which guards the real world.
You start to feel a strange sensation,
Rooted to the spot, you’re transported to another land.
A land where the vibrant sun shines brightly,
And the mystical green grass sways around you.
In the distance you start to see ﬁelds of yellow,
Coniferous woodland, going on for as far as the eye can see.
Then soon you realise that you are still rooted to the spot,
Still in the marshes.
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The Librarian
Chris Clothier
My name is Bill Wilkins.
I worked in a library when it happened.
The whole place had a musty, almost decaying smell
it was a maze of book shelves.
It seemed the perfect place to set a horror ﬁlm.
That night it was cold but not raining.
As soon as I was alone
the rain began to pitter patter at the window.
The rain’s persistent rhythm was hypnotising
and with that I was asleep.
CRACK! I was awoken by an almighty thunder clap.
That is when I heard the sound.
It had the unmistakeable rhythm of footsteps.
I worked my way towards the sound
through the inky blackness.
I realised that the sound was coming from behind me.
I darted round to check. Nothing.
There was a CRASH!
I was overwhelmed and I ran from my oﬃce
never to return.

Elizaveta Bolotova
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Madeleine Brooks

Don’t kill the beast

Early January

Amelia Whinney

Maya House

Kill
The beast,
Cut
Its throat
Spill
Its blood.

Early January,
I looked at the pitch black sky
And the lustrous stars:
Bitter, bitter cold.

I heard a cry
From far away.
A pack of boys
All masked.
I heard a cry
Not far from here:
A pink and shining
Thing.
I heard a cry
Out from the night,
A shriek of
“Fire! Fire!”
Don’t
kill the beast
Don’t cut its throat
Don’t spill its blood.
After that,
I couldn’t hear the cries.

The Future
Daisy Maunder
A story waiting to be written Of yearning, ambition, wishes
And dreams.
A story never to be known –
Treacherous with intelligence,
Ruinous with understanding.
An open book just out of reach –
The next chapter ever changing,
Until the page is turned
And the present is written.

Glaring at the ancient debris,
The dark clouds moved above me,
And the eerie space,
Suddenly ﬁlled with darkness.
I glanced at the twisted, warped shadows
Out to the murky ﬁelds.
Scintillations of light to my side,
Was I alone?

Growing Pains
Ellie Evans
Old age is like a tree,
With graceful age, blossom,
Ungraceful, majestic golden leaves.
Others reaching bareness,
Nothing more than a collection of cells,
Balancing on the edge of life.
Some avocado that never goes oﬀ,
Tough and wrinkly outside,
With souls silky soft.
Others, pomegranates with smooth yet thick skin,
And souls broken into pieces.
The others artichokes,
Just skin and hearts.
Graceful age is forget-me-nots,
Growing more frail by the day,
Yet the beauty of soul and peace shines through.
Ungraceful age: roses,
Majestic; queen of the beds.
Yet they wilt if not given enough attention.
Geriatric age is dandelion clocks,
Colourless and if a gust of wind catches one,
It is blown out of existence.
However, the past beauty lies within youthful eyes.
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Berlin in flames
Grace Drew
What can be done?
Today’s the day
The battle’s lost and won.
The propaganda shouted
The Reich will rise
All the while our hearts
Were deceived by our eyes.
And while the Panzer battalions
rolled on by
While our bombers
Rained death from the sky,
Under the ﬂag
We marched our worries away.
Our hearts of iron
Rusted that day.

For none of us is evil
But we have strayed from the light.
Now’s not the time to resist,
Nor the time to do what’s right.
We have seen the rise of evil
And we have seen it fall.
We have seen its birth
And its brains spread on the wall.
And when God gives us wings
Or leaves us to burn,
Take only this I give to you
Listen well and learn:
To kill another fellow man
Is a path few wish to tread,
Yet in war, the devil guides you
And it is by his own hands that you are led.

We were unbeatable
We were in control
And to all who opposed us
Death was their toll.
Sent into war
We were forged in the ﬁre
Taught that our purpose
Was for something higher
For our wives and children
For our daughters and sons
Can we forge them a new world
Armed with bullets and guns?
But now everything’s burning
We’ve been to hell and back to no avail.
Should we draw our weapons?
Or should we face the hail
Of bullets sent to pierce our hearts?
And drive us from our ranks
Mortars break our bunkers
Missiles pierce our tanks.
We are not Spartans
This does not need to be our last stand.
So we lay down our weapons
And walk to shake their hand.
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The Night Killer
Virginia Jacobs
Coiled around his lonely bark,
His sinister looks, his cold breath.
He does not speak a howl or a bark
But only in the voice of death.
He slithers towards his prey at night,
His footsteps cannot be heard.
His fangs shoot out, all blinding white,
The feathers darken, the light is burnt.
The sky goes blood red as the sun sets,
A blanket of bones surrounds his dark tree.
He slithers up his trunk to rest,
Like a sly fox he waits for his next meal to eat.
For I am the snake, take your last breath.
You cannot escape my fangs of death.

The Future

Fear

Katie Choi

Noah Shenoy

The world remembers the past;
They shape the present,
But they cannot tamper with the future.

Tingling sensation of crow feather
prickly ﬁngers like thorns.
A prowling threat
lurking, lying in the shadow of the night.

Everyone tries to map their path.
But in reality it will always be incorrect maths.
Obsessions with knowing the truth,
Has only led to lies,
As the world deceives its own people.
The future may lie a long way ahead,
It may stretch further than the horizon,
After many moons and until the sun burns out,
Or it may so simply just end,
Now.

Granny

Roses and blood,
vulgar odours.
Salty perspiration and sleet
cling to my clothes like the irises
ﬁxed upon my collar.
A frosty, furry slithering
as eyes melt on my ﬂesh;
my blood is chilled with winter’s ice,
my soul transﬁxed with horror.
Frigid fractals of rain precipitate
winter’s breeze harsh and pitiless.
Eyes set:
but is it just wind on my neck?

Chiara Boote
My granny has won a race
On a mobility scooter.
You should’ve seen her face
When she whizzed past the line.
My granny has bright pink hair.
It’s quite embarrassing,
Not that she really cares;
She says you only live once.
My granny was a super model
And is still all glamourous.
Although, she is fragile;
She will shatter by a touch.

My granny gives me a grown up sensation,
Although she herself feels no older than 21.
Everyday is a celebration,
As she is so spontaneous.
My granny is a creator of a magazine,
And many memories.
As she ripens gracefully.
I’m scared of her leaving.

Sloth
Charlotte Crawley
The leaves rustle,
The branch is bare,
The forest is a blur.
Yet a furry ﬁnger nestles there,
And the sleepy mound does stir.
Your lazy lids close, and open again,
To reveal your sparkling black eyes.
You look down, and as it begins to rain,
Your head turns to the inky black skies.
You sluggishly slouch back into the tree,
And embrace yourself in a huddle.
But underneath that fur, you’ll see
A smile as warm as a cuddle.
You move little by little, yet the hardest you’ll try
And as the sun goes down, my furry friend waves good bye.
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That Phone Call

Tape worm

Louis Stevenson

George Burnet

My lifelong dream in the power of a small, rectangular
block of aluminium and plastic.
I looked at it: no ringing.
Tick, tick.
The breeze pounded on the window,
A faint buzz of a ﬂy.
I shot an angry glance at the metallic block.

Is this all?
Is this what is meant for me?
To live a life of destruction,
To live as a reject of hell.
But why was I made?
To be rejected?
Or to be entertained?

In a rough movement, swiftly swinging back the brass handle,
The corridor spiralled ahead of me. Multi-coloured trees
lined up ahead of me. I was ﬂanked by two strangers.

I thrive inside you,
I’m a stripe of hell.
I eat you,
I consume you,
I devour you.
I love your ﬂesh.
As for me, I loathe you,
As for me, I pity you,
As for me, I rely on you.

Gawkily I climbed as a sharp ring pierced my head
like a long needle. The ﬂoor moaned in confusion.
Another ring.
No way.

Ella Harris

As clever as a jellyﬁsh,
I’m a gremlin.
The micro-organisms bow to me,
I am the lamb of hell.
I am evil.

I hear the scratching of a pen,
I hear the squeaking of the pipes,
I hear the whistling of the wind,
I hear nothing.

Body image

Nothing

I see the ink spattered page,
I see the old cards hanging,
I see the sudden ﬂash of lightning,
I see nothing.

Lower Sixth English Language A level Group

I smell the festive candle ﬂickering,
I smell the damp wood rotting,
I smell the ﬁre burning,
I smell nothing.

Love yourself ﬁrst
The greatest revolution

I feel the wind shivering,
I feel the golden light,
I feel the shadow moving,
I feel nothing.
I taste the sting of fear,
I taste the tightness in my throat,
I taste the sense of someone near,
I taste nothing.
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Love yourself ﬁrst
You are more than you realise

Love yourself ﬁrst
You make you beautiful
Love yourself ﬁrst
You are strong; you are true; you are enough
Your body isn’t wrong
Society is
Real girls: not perfect
Perfect girls: not real

Arian Watling
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Andy Lam

The Beast

The Island

Jasmin Hosier

Sasha Broadhead

Haunted, hunted, held
By the beast.
Snakes in the dark squirming,
A forest ﬁend living from the tree:
Only the dead night hears the boys’ fear.

Half immersed with life
Framed by tall emerald palms,
Sprawlings of polished granite boulders
Shaded marine creatures.

Beast from the sea
We are but a pebble in your ocean
Subject to your motions.
The swell, the surf never reveals
The what you conceal
Eerie ﬁns and scales.
Hollowness of fear.
Danger so near.
Imagination crystal clear.
The beast relentlessly prowls and nears
Heart rate
Pounding
Pounding.
The island’s incantation.
Morality decays.
Mankind’s essential illness.

Lapping water cossetted
Amongst a subterranean coral reef;
Waves smothering the serene sand;
Evocative saltwater
Provides tranquility.
Half utterly isolated
Swamps of brooding, neglected mangroves;
A swallowing darkness .
A single shaft of ﬂickering light
Pierces the canopy;
Creatures twisting and writhing
In the grip of wicked serpents,
All coiled around the thick swamp.
Amber eyes appear,
Floating above the stagnant water.
Watching you.
Damp air strikes at your body
As the tormented howl of the wind
Rips through the gaps in the trees.
Chilling you to the core.

My dragon
Eleanor Walker
My dragon slept for a thousand years.
He slept while the sun rose.
He slept while the trees shed their leaves.
He slept while a howling storm pounded at Geatland.
He slept while the snow hid the land from sight.
He slept while ﬂowers of spring burst through the frozen earth.
He slept while seal pups frolicked in the waves.
He slept while pups turned into bulls.
He slept while they lay in the summer heat.
He slept while the cooling sea creamed on the shore.
He slept while a great Geatish leader was born.
He slept while he grew.
He slept while the hairs on his head greyed.
He slept while the Geatish King readied himself for battle.
And then he woke.

Darkness
Kiah Cooper
The night whispered
The wind tugged
The heart hammered inside
The stars screamed
The moon grabbed
Thrown against the wall
A ghoulish shadow
An eerie eye
Adrenaline pierced heart
My mind pushed into nothing.
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The Beast

Iago

Sadie Mutton

Emily Tucker & Holly Davies

Behind the lilac ﬂame
We saw his face,
A cradle-side comfort.
I know you.

I feel not sorry for the things I’ve done,
No remorse towards the dead and gone.
Ha! The moor dies lifeless with his wife.
The pearly white next to the old black ram.
The monstrous birth that I did bring to his life,
Dethroned the imposter from his woeful seat
In my own society in Venice.
Thou canst judge me for the deeds I’ve chosen,
For heaven is my one and only judge.
The heavy act of torture has been set
To me, alas no pain overcomes the pleasure.
What’s done is done, no regrets can speak to me.
You see, I did nothing but plant the fragile seeds.
You let them grow and thrive to devilish weeds.
(Exit)

And there I was
Swimming and running, sobbing and ﬂying,
Still trying to forget
That I know you.
But here he is
Red, yellow, screaming,
Picking apart the thread,
Conducting the songs which
Explode on the beach
In the town
In the school
Until there’s nothing left
Except me and him.
But I am trying to forget
That you’re a father and a son,
I can taste you on my tongue.
I’m back behind the lilac ﬂame
Spending years, days
Trying to forget
That I know you.
Trying to forget
That you never left.

Bianca
Anna Gilbert

Solitude
Sophie Atkinson
A box
Of dark umber
Stands out against bone white
Walls washed away by dead space with no end.
Under the sea
Waves crash
Above vibrant
Shades of ultramarine
A metropolis of reeds move
like birds

The Dragon
Georgina Moverley

My darling Cassio, your task I do
So lovingly fulﬁl and nimble ﬁngers
This silken cloth faithfully do caress
{sigh} copy, copy, copy...but why/
Forsooth, what man would want a handkerchief?
An old wives’ tale I faintly do recall,
But no! Is it possible? .... A wench?
I will not be some bastard’s hobby-horse
To use then cast away at the end of the day.
Ho!
What foul wretch – another woman,
I bet.
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Storm brewing,
Joy losing,
Beast of the skies.
Fire breathing,
Eyes gleaming,
Creator of all cries.
Sword against claws,
Dagger against jaws.
Man ﬁghts dragon tonight.

The Black and White Killer
Abi Anderson
I love the moment when I lick my lips,
My eyes swimming with hunger.
My lungs ﬁll with excitement;
Causing my hairs to bristle.
Only silence.
I can’t let you know I’m waiting.
A stalker for my prey.
I dare a peek and see them,
But the darkness favours me,
As the shadows hide my body.
Rustles.
My victim jumps.
I pray for them –
For my wrath knows no boundaries.
I’m carried by the wind,
My shape small and easy to miss.
I slink away like a snake,
Leaving my hide-out and safety.

I approach them.
No time to think of danger.
The moonlight reﬂects my coat,
My body patterned like a road.
My skin will be the death of me,
Drawing attention as I pounce.
I’m kind and precious to the untrained eye.
But my victim knows much better.
I trot, I jump,
And then I win.
Crawling into my den,
I prepare myself for time to come.

Hannah Giraudeau

Inklings
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Music at Dauntsey’s
The musical year began with our
annual Evening Prayer, celebrated at
West Lavington Church. This is a lovely
opportunity for the Senior Choir to come
together following the holiday and sing for
the school community as we all prepare for
the year ahead. At the end of September
the choir travelled to Bristol Cathedral to
sing Evensong, a ﬁrst visit for Dauntsey’s
singers and one which we would very
much like to repeat in future years.

T

he musical year at Dauntsey’s has
allowed us to experience new
challenges, develop our ensembles and
start new groups to enable even more
pupils to take part in a wide range of
musical activities. Singing has been on the
agenda this year and will continue to be a
major feature of our activities in the school.
The combination of our school choirs and
choral society coming together for large
concerts bridges the generation gap and
shows how singing provides a common
purpose across the ages. A number of
students perform in ensembles at County
and National level, including West of
England Youth Orchestra, National Youth
Choirs and the Rodolfus Choir. I would
encourage all to aspire to this level as these
experiences are a very good preparation for
both Higher Education and adult life.

Lower School Music
Festival

A

fter the ﬁrst series of soloists’ recitals
in September which featured pupils
from all year groups, the focus turned to
the Lower School Music Festival. Soloists
competed for the individual award by
ﬁrst performing to their Houses before
the ﬁnal assessment in front of parents
and our adjudicator George Bevan from
Monkton School. His very encouraging
and pertinent comments will help all
competitors to develop further as they
progress through the school. Bea Watts

singing You Took My World from Ghost won
the event and she performed alongside
fellow competitors in the ﬁnal grand
concert where all Houses sang followed by
a massed performance of a medley from
the Jungle Book.

Autumn Concert

T

his concert provided a platform for
all the large ensembles at Dauntsey’s
and we welcomed the Choral Society of
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staﬀ, parents and friends of the school to
perform with us. The evening opened
with splendid performances by the Dance
Band, fresh from their new format jazz
concert in the Pavilion the previous week.
We moved on to the Show choir who
gave us a performance of I Grow Up from
Matilda. Gershwin and Stevie Wonder
formed the programme for the concert
band before we moved onto more choral
items. The Dauntsey’s Female Voices
aired a new piece of repertoire, a lovely
arrangement of the hymn Be Thou My
Vision which we hoped to use in external
events later in the year. After a number
of years’ absence, the Chamber Orchestra
has reformed at Dauntsey’s. It was a
pleasure to see our string players enjoying
themselves in the lively St Paul’s Suite. We
look forward to may more performances
by this ensemble. The second half turned
to the Orchestra, Senior Choir and Choral
Society performing Bob Chilcott’s Salisbury
Vespers. All performers worked hard to
master the diﬃcult rhythms and harmonies
in this challenging work for double choir
and orchestra and delivered a memorable
performance.

Gilliat Senior
Singing Prize

to pronunciation and musical phrasing.
Richard Rowntree our adjudicator was
faced with a very diﬃcult decision and
eventually chose Miranda Bardsley as the
worthy winner, praising her phrasing,
intonation, dynamic contrast and
communication with the audience in her
performances of Mozart’s Das Veilchen and
Cherry Hung with Snow by Colin Ross.

Carol Services

T

he Senior Choir, Female Voices and
Show Choir provided the musical
accompaniment for the traditional senior
and junior carol services on the last two
days of term. Following on from six
performances of Billy which involved
so many of the school’s singers and
instrumentalists, this was quite a challenge,
but one to which the choirs rose to with
great professionalism. Rhys Ponting
and Anouk Griﬃths began the services
with uplifting performances of Once In
Royal David’s City and we then moved
through the traditional congregational
carols, interspersed with Show Choir’s
performance of Rutter’s Angel Carol, Female
Voices taking us to Russia for the Carol Of
The Bells and then a beautiful rendition of
Taverner’s The Lamb. With the addition of
the Christmas readings, this was a lovely,
calming end to the Michaelmas Term.

oﬀ with a great rendition of Pumped up
Kicks and came a very close second to the
eventual winners Sasha Broadhead and
Lara Vautier.
Many thanks to MRH and his team of
pupils and the Lower Sixth Form Music
Technology pupils, who worked tirelessly
over the weekend to prepare for Rockfest.
The lighting and sound teams were as top
notch as ever, creating another memorable
atmosphere and exciting event. A ﬁnal
thank you goes to all the pupils, parents
and staﬀ who so enthusiastically attend
the event. This is what gives Rockfest a
most supportive, encouraging and exciting
atmosphere.

T

he Gilliat competition this year
showcased our singing talent
across the Middle and Upper Schools.
The ten ﬁnalists chosen from the heats,
represented all sections of the choirs
from soprano down to our bass section.
The standard was exceptionally high,
with singers delivering highly polished
performances of songs from the
Baroque, Classical and Romantic eras,
as well twentieth century repertoire.
We heard English, French, Italian and
German performed with close attention
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Rockfest 2016-17

R

ockfest 2017 was again so popular
with pupils that we had to split
the concert into two performances.
Eight Lower School acts and sixteen
Upper School acts took to the stage to
perform and entertain with a range of
classics including Highway to Hell, Nothing
Compares to You and Below My Feet.

Middle School
Music Competition

T

Helena Cockwell with some brilliantly
rehearsed guitar and loop pedal playing
took the audience by storm, winning in
3 of the 6 Upper School categories. Her
song Brazil by Declan McKenna was a real
delight, and any pupils who missed it will
have the chance to see it played again in
the FSA on 13 March.

he standard of performance this
year was higher than it has been for
a number of years. Many competitors
were performing at or above a Grade
8 standard and this led to a diﬃcult
decision for adjudicator Phil Springate.
He eventually chose Daryl Siu’s delightful
performances of Chopin. It is lovely to
see so many talented and experienced
musicians in Forms 4 and 5, performing
with such technical proﬁciency and
musical dexterity.

In the Lower School Bea Williams and
Anouk Griﬃths started the whole day

We are assured of many more excellent
concerts in the future.

were up against formidable opposition,
including both national and international
champions. However, the girls rose to
the challenge and worked exceptionally
hard to reﬁne their ensemble singing,
intonation and phrasing. Many early
morning sessions in the Old Hall, followed
by occasional impromptu performances
around the school (the Maths and Science
Departments were very accommodating!)
enabled the choir to learn how to sing in
unusual acoustics and in a very spread out
formation in preparation for the Festival
Hall.

Barron Prize

T

his year’s Barron Instrumental Prize for
sixth form musicians had entries from
the brass family, strings and woodwind.
Repertoire ranged from the Baroque era
up to twentieth century compositions.
Francesca McClean, performing violin
repertoire by Bach and Beethoven won
the event. Lewis Evans, our adjudicator
was particularly impressed by the range of
music chosen by the competitors and the
level of technical ability shown by all.

On the day, armed with our new uniform,
we travelled down by coach to London,
accompanied by many parents, older
siblings and friends. The competition took
place over the whole day and it was lovely
to see St Margaret’s Prep school, where
many of the choir had started singing,
competing in the Primary School Category.
The girls had their own green room and
kept very calm before walking out onto
the stage and facing an auditorium that
would hold over one thousand people.
The performance was amazing, full of
colour and contrast, beautiful diction and
wonderful solos.
In the evening, all the competing choirs
gave a performance in a concert setting.
The girls performed the Ave Maria even
better. Many in the audience were reduced
to tears by the beauty of the singing
and made a point of ﬁnding us after to
pass on their praise. After the results

were announced, unoﬃcial feedback
from adjudicators indicated we had just
missed out on second place award; an
amazing achievement for a ﬁrst entry
into a national competition. I would like
to thank all the girls for their dedication
to the choir, the support they gave each
other. It was a privilege to conduct them
in the Festival Hall. Many are leaving his
year as they come to the end of their time
at Dauntsey’s, so I hope singers in the
lower years will feel inspired to rise to the
challenge and join the choir as we develop
new singers in September.
Thank you also to all parents and friends
who have supported the choir this year
and who came with us to the Festival
Hall to experience the competition. We
very much appreciate your support and
enjoyed performing for you in London. I
look forward to many more concerts and
competitions in the future.

Barnardo’s Choir
of the Year
Competition

O

n Friday the 17th March, the
Female Voices Choir travelled to
the Festival Hall in London to take part
in the ﬁnal of the Barnardo’s Choir of the
Year Competition. This competition has
become immensely successful and highly
competitive in recent years as many
of the top school choirs in the country
compete for the trophy. The selection
process began back in November when
the girls had to submit a recording of the
repertoire chosen for an adjudication
and selection procedure. In January we
were informed we had been chosen as
one of only eight choirs to compete live
on the stage of the Festival Hall in March.
It became clear, very quickly, that we
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Spring Concert

T

he Spring Concert took place in the
Memorial Hall on the 23rd of March.
All the large school ensembles performed
to a full house. The evening began with the
Dance Band delighting us with two upbeat
numbers, Spain and the famous Channel
One Suite by Buddy Rich. The Senior Choir
and Choral Society then combined for a
gospel piece entitled Elijah Rock. Moses
Hogan, the composer, creates a wonderful
sense of excitement in the eight-part
texture and the choirs rose to the challenge
well, warning us against temptation before
building up the climax of the piece where
soloists Francesca and Lottie achieved the
dizzying heights of top D!
The mood calmed after this as we took
to the Texas Trails with the Junior Concert
Band. It was great to see strings involved
in the ensemble and plans are now afoot
to amalgamate ensembles to create a
junior orchestra for the summer festival.
This was followed by a lovely performance
of Grieg’s Holberg Suite by the Chamber
Orchestra. The string players conveyed the
joy of the music to the audience superbly
and showed great technical prowess in the
challenging rushing passages of the ﬁrst
movement.
Show Choir then took to the stage and
presented a wonderful medley of numbers
from Oliver. The performance included
Consider Yourself, As Long As He Needs Me,
Who Will Buy and Oom Pah Pah and the
audience enjoyed the full choir and small
group performances in this medley very
much.
We returned to instrumental music with
the Concert Band performing Philip
Sparke’s stirring Concert Prelude. This
showcased both brass and woodwind
sections very eﬀectively, showing the
lovely bright sounds from the trumpets
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and the blended woodwind textures of
the slow central section, as well as a very
good bass clarinet section!
The Dauntey’s Percussion Ensemble always
produces thrilling performances and this
evening was no exception. Both Drums
Galore and Crossﬁre require immense skill
and co-ordination from the players as the
patterns are passed around the ensemble
in rapid succession. All players rose to
the challenge and delivered a fantastic
performance.
We ended the ﬁrst half with the Orchestra
performing part of Prokoﬁev’s Romeo and
Juliet Suite then accompanying Miranda
with playing the ﬁnal movement of the
Bruch Violin Concerto. Miranda is hoping
to study music at Oxford as a violinist and
choral scholar and this was the culmination
of seven years at Dauntsey’s during which
time she has won both instrumental
and choral awards, has led quartets,
the chamber orchestra and symphony
orchestra and sung in the senior choir
and female voices choir. Miranda’s
performance this evening was lovely
and she approached the very technically
demanding sections of the piece with
great skill and musicality. The orchestra
enjoyed providing the accompaniment
for Miranda and she continues to be an
inspiration for many younger musicians
coming through the ensembles.
The second half saw the Orchestra, Senior
Choir and Choral Society combine to
perform Faure’s Requiem. This is a beautiful
piece requiring great attention to timbre
and intonation. The choirs’ performance
was beautiful and was enhanced by the
very moving solos in the Pie Jesu from
Mischa, Oliver’s performance of the Hostias
solo and the Libera Me solo performed by
Ben.
The ﬁnal oﬃcial item in the concert
brought all the ensembles together for

a performance of Philip Sparke’s Pastime
with Good Company. This took the Tudor
tune by Henry VIII and wove it into a
contrapuntal texture of great complexity.
DI very cleverly arranged the music to
include all our string players and we added
the original words for the choirs to sing.
This performance showed Dauntsey’s at its
best, enabling all to participate and enjoy
making music as a team.
An impromptu ﬁnal encore was added by
popular demand. The Female Voices Choir
performed the Ave Maria by Franz Biebl,
following the Barnardo’s competition.
The girls rose to the challenge of the
sudden request and delivered a magical
performance that moved the souls of
many in the audience. This was a truly
wonderful end to a fantastic concert.
Thank you to all music staﬀ, instrumental
teachers, technical support teams, the
Premises and Bursarial staﬀ and the
Parents’ Association for their hard work in
making this one of the best concerts in
recent history.

Chitterne Concert

D

auntsey’s musicians and the Choral
Society travelled across to the village
of Chitterne to give a beneﬁt concert in
aid of the church. The weather was kind
to us and the church was full to capacity
in support of the choirs and ensembles.
Music ranged from the Elizabethan era
up to modern pops and jazz. The senior
choir and choral society sang together for
some items, including Rachmaninov’s Ave
Maria which was performed “in the round”,
much to the delight of the audience. The
clarinet ensembles provided instrumental
entertainment and we witnessed the ﬁrst
public performance of Men @ Dauntsey’s.
This group has assembled during this year
to enable young (and not so young!) men

to develop a voice. The ability to sing is
not a requirement. Instead we look for
a willingness to try something new in a
supportive and relaxed atmosphere. We
sing music we enjoy and which enables
us to develop a group sound. For many,
the sheer joy and exuberance coming
from this group was the highlight of the
evening. I hope this is the ﬁrst of many
outings for the group and look forward to
many more members joining us next year.

Summer Festival

T

he year ended with a week of
performances by all large ensembles,
our chamber groups and many soloists. We
had a Buskers’ Corner each day from 4.15
and concerts that included an Ensembles
Concert for orchestras and choirs, an
Instrumental Soloists Recital and a recital of
piano music by Dominic Irving. There was
also a Choral Concert by John Septimus Roe
Anglican Community School and St Paul's
Chapel Choir from Perth Australia!
Each night, at the end of the evening, the
NFU Mutual tent was the venue for a series
of performances. The Dauntsey’s Dance

Band, conducted by Rosanne Jardine,
performed instrumental and vocal charts
from the big band era. The audience had
a wonderful time and were compelled to
dance by the fantastic music. An Acoustic
and Rock Night showcased bands and
solo players from across the year groups.
A Night at the Opera enabled the choirs
and soloists to perform some beautiful
and classic opera arias and choruses. Our
Female Voices Choir also performed from
their repertoire. Songs from the Shows
rounded oﬀ the week and included
stage hits for soloists from some of our
recent and forthcoming shows, as well as
stunning opening and closing numbers
from Hamilton and Hairspray by the whole
team. A huge thank you needs to go
to the technical team for the week who
worked into the night on many days to
prepare the sound and lighting systems for
each event.
The year ended with our traditional
Leavers’ Service in West Lavington Church,
where we said goodbye to many senior
musicians in ﬁnal performance by the
Senior Choir and Female Voices. You
have been a wonderful team of students
and we will miss you. You have set a high
standard and inspired many younger
students to join ensembles and practise

hard for solo performances. We wish you
all well in your future studies and hope to
see you at future Dauntsey’s concerts.
GGH – Director of Music

Dauntsey’s Jazz
Evening

T

his year saw the ﬁrst of Dauntsey’s
Jazz nights, taking place instead of
Ronnie Scott’s. The evening was led by
Dance Band and featured both some of
our classic numbers and also some newer,
more relaxed numbers. Soul Man opened
the concert and with some great solos
from band members, the night quickly got
well underway. A classic Andrews Sisters’
song, Don’t sit under the Apple Tree, saw
the ﬁrst of the singers perform alongside
Dance Band and this was followed by
many other Jazz favourites including
Bewitched and Fly me to the moon.

Half-way through the concert Dance
Band had a short break, during which
some acoustic Jazz performers took to
the stage. After beautiful renditions of
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Somewhere over the Rainbow, Back to Black
and Dream a Little Dream, all accompanied
by John Barwood on the guitar, Dance
Band returned to the stage. The second
half of the concert saw more Sixth form
singers performing alongside Dance
Band, with the songs ranging from It don’t
mean a thing to Cry me a River. Dance Band
also played some numbers themselves,
with the U6 Trombone section making
a star-appearance in Route 66 and the
saxophones playing strongly in Mission
Impossible. The night ended with a ﬁnal
Dance band favourite of Halk talks, with
many band members making soloist
appearances.
The evening was thoroughly enjoyed by all
and all the Dance Band would like to thank
everyone for coming and Miss Jardine for
leading us so well and making the evening
so much fun to perform in!
Milly Sampson

Chinda Smith
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Billy Elliot
S

et in the north of England during the 1980s, Elton John’s
musical tells the story of young Billy Elliot, an aspiring ballet
dancer, and his town and family’s struggle against the newly
elected Prime Minister, Maggie Thatcher. The success of the
Dauntsey’s production was clear from the outset with tickets
selling so fast that the Monday night dress rehearsal was turned
into a performance in itself due to high demand.
For the ﬁrst time ever in a Dauntsey’s production, the two main
roles were split. Among the cast of nearly 100 were Bear Paris
and Ollie Frost sharing the role of Billy Elliot. Both actors brought
a diﬀerent take on the role, both excelling at the mammoth
task of acting, singing and dancing. Billy’s best friend Michael
was also a role split between Jos Jones and Archie MacKinnon,
who provided some comic relief in “Expressing Yourself” and in
sporting a particularly ﬂattering red tutu in between the host of
emotional scenes. Joe Stratford also stood out with a convincing
portrayal of Tony Elliot, Billy’s older brother.

The play included many ensemble scenes engaging the help
of everyone involved, and displaying both the orchestra’s
extraordinary talent (led by GGH) and the technical team’s brilliant
pyrotechnics (co-ordinated by MRH), particularly at the end of Act
One in the Riot Scene. The deft direction of this scene epitomised
the thoughtfulness of RMJ’s production in cleverly encapsulating
the nature and violence of the riots on stage. Breath-taking
choreography under the tutelage of EJW in her ﬁrst Dauntsey’s
show made this a night to remember for all who watched.
Georgina Watton

Particularly noteworthy performances came from Pippa
Adamthwaite-Cook as Billy’s Grandma and Aurora Paris who
‘shone’ in the role of Mrs Wilkinson. There were several displays of
dry and sarcastic humour, even with numerous lines being altered
in order to make the show more ‘family friendly’. Impressively,
Aurora maintained an energetic and lively performance of
“Born to Boogie”, combining dancing, singing and acting for an
impressive six nights in a row. As well as this, some impressive
musical performances came from Euan Falconer-Cunningham as
Jackie Elliot (the Dad) in more emotional scenes with a heartwarming rendition of “Deep into the Ground”, moving some of
the audience to tears. Equally, who could forget Mischa Jardine’s
performance as the Dead Mum singing “The Letter”?
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DUSK
T

he Drama Department began their Autumn season with
an original production of DUSK, a poignant depiction of
the experiences of Ant Clayton (Ollie Harding), which included
coping with his alcoholic mother Janet (Lottie Sims) and her
nomadic boyfriend Chayse (Tom Goddard), who together
brought some dark humour to an otherwise emotional
rollercoaster of a play.
The set was simple yet eﬀective; the cast used several white
blocks and a wooden, slanted platform on wheels to create
diﬀerent settings, notably an impressive house made of stacked
cubes with picture frame windows and a door, which was
deconstructed as Janet’s life dissolved in front of her eyes,
leaving her standing alone with her baby. The dedicated tech
crew, including James Morris (sound) and Dan Basnett (lighting)
added another dimension to the show, and one moment that
stood out was the house ﬁre, where billowing smoke combined
with a deep red light behind the door to create an intense
atmosphere.
Lottie Sims gave a striking performance as the turbulent Janet
Clayton, whilst Lewis Jackson (Andrew) and Ollie Harding’s stage
chemistry held the audience captivated until the earth-shattering
ﬁnale. Esme White portrayed a snooty, prejudiced middle-class
mother, whose abrupt run-in with the sleazy, yet somehow
loveable, Chayse made everyone in the audience chuckle.

Writer and director Matthew Herring underpinned striking
intervals of physical theatre with music from Johnny Cash,
Benny, Kadie Elder, The Irresistibles and Asbjørn, making for a
unique piece of theatre that dealt compassionately with issues
surrounding homophobia, depression, alcoholism, singleparenthood, bullying and suicide.
Maddy Steggall

Mermaid
T

he second studio play of the term was Mermaid an
enchanting adaption of Hans Christian Anderson’s classic
tale, directed by EBC. The story is framed by Blue (Hannah
Barnes), a young teen who plunges into the mermaid world as an
escape from her reality: an estranged father, petty school bullies
and the pressures of a society hypnotised by the media and its
twisted ideals. Diving down into the world of the story we watch
as her real life starts to entwine with that of the mermaids.
MRH’s striking set eﬀortlessly conveyed contrasting locations; in
the corner on a mezzanine level, was Blue’s bedroom, the other
corner the royal palace. We were then instantly transported
under to an aquatic other-world by Anni Crichard’s immersive
lighting design and the beautiful sound underscoring the
dialogue, controlled by Graeme Smith. An unexpected highlight
was the distinct smell of the seashore upon walking in; despite
later discovering it was due to Anni’s not quite having survived
the torrents of autumn rain, it was undeniably authentic.
A standout moment saw The Little Mermaid (Atlanta Hatch), in
a beautifully choreographed movement sequence where she
weightlessly soared above the others’ heads after she had risen
up through the water. Another striking moment came later,
when the Atlanta was dressed by the Queen (Hattie Sibson)’s
ladies in waiting, and went through a transformation that
highlights the bizarre lengths women go to in order to achieve
the ‘perfect’ appearance.
Looking through the innocent and curious mermaids’ eyes, the
cracks in our society were revealed; from the bizarre nature of
royalty and its archaic sexism, to the media’s terrifying powers of
distortion, and to our increasingly narrow, artiﬁcial view of beauty
that aﬀects each and every one of us.
Maddy Steggall
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Summer Festival
A

fter another brilliant school year, as always, the Dauntsey’s
community, with the help of RMJ, GGH and many others, put
together our second ever biennial Summer Festival. From First
Form to Sixth Form, pupils showcased their talents, whether they
be music, sport, dance, drama or art, in what turned out to be a
truly inspiring and colourful week.
During the festival, every corner of the school exuded brilliance,
in a uniquely ‘Dauntsey’s” way; all of those who contributed to
the spectacle brought their own individual element. The Art
Department overﬂowed with sculptures, paintings, prints and
drawings from every school year, in the annual Summer Exhibition.
The Memorial Hall was both ﬁlled with laughter, with the
performance of ‘One Man Two Guvnors’, and hushed with
contemplative thoughts upon the performance of ‘Columbinus’,
a moving and tragic play based on the Columbine school
shooting, performed by a touring American school.
The Music Department spread their magic throughout the
entire school daily, with an abundance of recitals, shows, and
performances including ‘songs from the shows,’ and incredible
opera recital, and ‘Buskers corner.’ These examples are only few
among a massive selection of events which took place over
the week.
Overall, it goes without saying that the Summer Festival
was a huge success, enjoyed by teachers, pupils, parents, and
visitors; we can only hope that the next one will live up to its
prescedent however, considering the nature of Dauntsey’s
school, it probably will.
Sadie Mutton
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One Man,
Two Guvnors
O

ne of the greatest successes from the summer festival was
RMJ’s production of Richard Bean’s “One Man, Two Guvnors”.
It was a hilarious and colourful production, with perfect comic
timing from every cast member involved, enthusiastic audience
participation and even the addition of a surprise stooge. To top
oﬀ this entertaining comedy, a band consisting of Dauntsey's
pupils performed charming songs between scenes. A special
mention must go to George-winning lead actor, Tom Goddard,
whose energetic and charismatic performance was a highlight of
the whole production and brought a smile to all members of the
audience.
Hannah Giraudeau
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Dance Show
T

he Upper School dance shows were arguably some of the
most impressive additions to the summer festival this year, with
captivating and moving performances by all those who participated.
The ﬁrst show was fun and diverse, celebrating all diﬀerent types
of dance. It consisted of a bit of everything, with all Upper School
dance clubs, including street dance and contemporary, contributing
as well as the GCSE and A-level dancers.
The second dance show was performed by the Dauntsey’s dance
company only, with three diﬀerent pieces, all lasting around twenty
minutes. This included a moving piece choreographed by Atlanta
Hatch entitled ‘Isabella,’ an evocative piece named ‘Schindler’s list’,
and a chilling performance choreographed by professional dancer
Shaun Dylan, who came to Dauntsey's from London to work with
the dance company, called ‘We stand alone together.’
All dancers who contributed to the show case deserve a special
congratulations as the level of performance was especially
incredible, and wouldn’t have been achievable without the amount
of enthusiasm and eﬀort shown.
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Columbinus
D

uring the summer festival, we were delighted to welcome
several students from Chadwick School, Los Angeles to
perform their thought provoking production of the 2005 play
“Columbinus” by Stephen Karam and P.J. Paparelli. The play was
based upon the Columbine High School massacre of 1999 and
investigated serious issues involving mental health and alienation
within schools. It certainly proved to be a captivating performance,
particularly for a British audience, since this is a topic we are not
familiar with at all and cannot truly understand the extent of. The
actors, taking on the roles of cliché high school labels, provided
an entertaining and emotive performance for all who watched.
What started as quite an upbeat and animated production slowly
peeled back to reveal a much darker message, with outstanding
performances from every single member of the cast.
When asking Owen Foster - who played “Prep” - about his
experience and thoughts on the show itself, he said: “While the
show was controversial, it was also uniquely American. To portray
such a dark element of American culture is a big responsibility and
we approached each show seriously and felt the emotions just as
strongly each time we performed."
It was a professional and well-choreographed play, and we hope to
welcome back the school again in the future.
Hannah Giraudeau
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Issabella Hayward
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Rugby
1st XV Rugby
P 12

W7

L5

D0

T

he season started steadily with lots
of players staking their claim and
displaying quality across the ﬁeld resulting
in a narrow ﬁve-point win despite some
defensive frailties that would need to be
worked on to ensure forthcoming success.
Churcher’s College, a traditionally strong
opponent, were then swept aside as the
dry weather enabled ﬂowing, running
rugby from the likes of Will Thomas and
Tom Mutton as 6 tries were racked up.
The ﬁrst real test of the season came in
the form of KES Bath, where a great team
try from our own 22 got cancelled out by
some silly errors resulting in a cruel 19-12
loss. Alas, there was little time to ponder as
the eagerly encountered ﬁrst round of the
Natwest Cup was upon us soon after and

Downside stood in our way- no easy pillar
to shift. A sterling eﬀort from the pack
saw many set pieces stolen; great gains
up the pitch from Jonny Dowell’s boot
saw us apply the pressure through ﬁeld
territory. This provided the platform for a
tight last 10 minutes, in which we prevailed
as the winners. We then welcomed the
Australian touring party of Kinross Wolaroi
into our homes and paid them back with
a comprehensive 42-12 victory where the
likes of Oliver Jackson, Joshua Jeﬀeries
and Noah Cannon really shone with rangy
runs throughout. As Downside insisted on
having a rematch, the honourable act to
do was to accept. However, a feisty and
lacklustre performance saw us fall apart
defensively and the second loss of the
season was inﬂicted.
With anger still ﬂowing in our veins,
powerful performances from Fergus
O’Keeﬀe and Ed Scott saw scrum after
scrum dominated and 47 points to be

scored. Our biggest game of the season
was next and came in the Natwest
Cup against eventual ﬁnalists Bishop
Wordsworth’s School. A heroic and warriorlike defensive display from all stiﬂed much
of their play, but the pressure eventually
took it’s toll and an extremely respectable
loss by three scores was suﬀered. Travelling
away to Prior Park College in inclement
weather was our next port of call and
scintillating showings from Alex Costard
and James Gardiner gave us a solid twopoint victory. A lazy ﬁrst half performance
was then undertaken against Kingswood,
putting us on the back foot from the start.
Despite a much improved second half, it
wasn’t enough for the better team as we
lost by 11 points. Reading Bluecoat awaited
us next and we suﬀered a four-point loss
as a result of a drastic underperformance
in our penultimate game of the season. To
conclude the campaign, Lord Wandsworth
College awaited and a tight aﬀair was
watched by many long-term spectators.
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defence. In the ﬁnal game before half term,
the team recovered from an unstable start.
overcoming Warminster’s physicality to
come out winners 50 - 7.

With the score at 19-18 with ﬁve minutes
to go, Ioan Gwynne-Davies popped up
with the ball, stepped two defenders, and
went over for a try giving us a 25-19 victory.
It was a thoroughly enjoyable season to
captain, and many thanks to everyone
involved. I would like to particularly thank
MJO and WPJW for all their support and
coaching expertise over the years.
Ed Jenkins

Squad: William Allen, Zander Balls,
Chester Barnes, Noah Cannon, Alexander
Costard, Euan Cowen, Jonny Dowell,
James Gardiner, Henry Hill, Oliver Jackson,
Hugh Jacobs, Josh Jeﬀeries, Edward
Jenkins (Captain), Max Johnson, Thomas
Mutton, Fergus O’Keeﬀe, Rahul Patel, Oliver
Rawlings, Edward Scott, Charlie Stace,
William Thomas, WPJW, MJO.

2nd XV Rugby
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his has been an outstanding season
for the mighty 2nd XV with 13
matches being played and 13 won. Now
known as the ‘Invincibles’, the 2nd XV
racked up 570 points for and its rock solid
defence only conceded 45 points. The
team developed great camaraderie and
had fantastic squad depth, which meant
that who ever stepped in due to injury
or player rotation always put in a good
performance.
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The season kicked oﬀ with a 58 - 0 home
win over King’s Bruton, which highlighted
the dominance of the forward pack,
allowing the backs to run riot and brush
aside a weaker side. Next week followed a
step up in class with a hard fought 28 - 0
win over Churcher’s College. Two excellent
ﬁnishes from Tom Sheinman put the game
to bed, however there were still areas in
which to improve. Our ﬁrst game on the
road came with a routine 50 - 0 win at KES
Bath where Robbie Andrews showed his
ball carrying ability with a stunning solo
try which saw him run the whole pitch,
shrugging oﬀ tackles with ease. Then
came the biggest test of the season for the
team, facing a Canford team who are rarely
beaten and didn’t expect to be beaten.
With some inspirational words from Euan
Cowen beforehand, ferocious tackling
was shown throughout, which led to the
moment of the season. With the match in
the balance, a Canford player took a quick
tap penalty and looked destined to score
until Arthur Mui stepped up and not only
tackled the player, but drove him back 5
yards and sent the crowd into jubilation.
Some excellent, controlled kicking from
Ioan Gwynne-Davies and chasing from
Callum Short saw the game won 30 - 14,
with celebrations going on long into the
night. Two matches in the space of two
days saw ﬁrstly a comfortable 47 - 0 win
over Sexey’s Bruton and then a 60 - 7 win
over Downside, where Tom Sheinman and
Callum Short played strongly, augmented
by outstanding performances from Charlie
Stace and Tom Vernon. A 60 - 0 home win
over Clayesmore showed once more the
potency of the attack with Max Johnson
scoring smoothly, weakening Clayesmore’s

‘Not resting on our laurels’ became a key
phrase with tough ﬁxtures on the horizon
and we duly obliged with a 42 - 7 win at
Prior Park. The forwards’ dominance as
ever laid the perfect platform for Ioan
Gwynne-Davies to dominate throughout
the game, causing carnage in Prior’s
defence. On top of this, Xavi Kemper’s
sensational handling and footballing skills
created opportunities for Max Johnson
to claim a fantastic hat-trick. On the other
wing his brother Ben scored a ﬁne brace
as well. Derby day arrived, with one of our
toughest challenges: Bishop Wordsworth’s.
Playing to an impressive crowd, we
showed pride, passion and commitment.
Ioan Gwynne-Davies scored a stunning
hat trick and Euan Falconer-Cunningham,
although recovering from injury, carried
the ball powerfully in midﬁeld, to help give
us a fully deserved 33 - 0 win. However, the
win was largely down to the forwards with
Arthur Mui, Charlie Stace and Zander Balls,
in particular, having strong games. A very
physical Kingswood side came next and
our team showed discipline and maturity
in a heated game, which eventually saw
Dauntsey’s come out 17 - 0 winners, with
Euan Cowen outstanding in defence. Full
of conﬁdence, the boys then battered
Reading Blue Coat 62 - 0 with Ryan Yip
scoring a brace. Our ﬁnal challenge of
the year came against a spirited Lord
Wandsworth team, with our unbeaten
season on the line. Early nerves were
settled quickly with a typically powerful
try from Arthur Mui, which was quickly
followed by a great ﬁnish from Ryan Yip.
The opposition gave us a push back
temporarily, but with Will Barker running
and kicking excellently we rounded oﬀ a
ﬁne season with a 38 - 10 win.
As you can see from the number of
diﬀerent players mentioned in this report,
this was very much a team and not just
a collection of individuals. Every player
contributed throughout the season, with
23 diﬀerent players scoring tries.
On behalf of the team I would like to thank
AJL for all of his hard work and dedication
for genuinely making it one of the most
enjoyable seasons we have ever had. I
would also like to thank AJL for his work
with the forwards, which made us one
of the most formidable packs around,

who were even respected by the 1st XV.
Finally, I would like to congratulate Ioan
Gwynne-Davies on winning the Players’
Player of the Year award and the entire
squad for making it such an enjoyable and
memorable season.
Harry Baker

Squad: Robert Andrews, Harry Baker
(Captain), Will Barker, Devan Conidaris,
Euan Falconer-Cunningham, Ioan GwynneDavies, Daniel Hammond, Ben Harding,
George Hood, Ben Johnson, Xavier
Kemper, Adam Leese, George MacMullen,
Tom McGrath, Arthur Mui, Christopher
Prinsloo, Tom Sheinman, Callum Short,
Charlie Stace, Joseph Stratford, Thomas
Vernon, Ryan Yip, AJL.

3rd XV Rugby
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he notorious 3XV continued their
unrivalled rampage round the southwest; four wins out of a possible ﬁve were
achieved with cancellations being at a
premium. Although our success cannot be
hindered by this disappointing statistic, as
the 3rd XV saw a total of 164 points being
scored, compared to a far more modest 45
points conceded.
Our ﬁrst match came against Kingswood
School. A somewhat untrained 3rd XV had
to battle the elements as the unrelenting
mid-September sun was in full force,
meaning that the game had to be divided
into quarters- much to the approval of
the majority of the forward pack. Vivid
images of Harry Sandford-Hill’s monster
tackle on an unsuspecting Kingswood
player still haunt me to this day as well
as the behemoth Paddy Wu carrying
ﬁve Kingswood players over the line to
open his account. We ended up only just
beating a clearly inferior side 17-14 which
was slightly disappointing, but given the
circumstances we were happy to take
the result.

tries. This included an excellent score from
second row power plant, Joe O’Connor.
This, however, was topped by a skilful ﬁnish
from our, Johnny Wilkinson-esque, ﬂy-half
Harry Burke, gathering the ball, chipping
over the disparaging Marlborough defence
and scooping it up on the other side to
dab down for an awesome score. The rise
of Hooker Chris Bryer-Ash was something
to behold during this game. His work
at the breakdown, in both attack and
defence, was simply unparalleled though,
unfortunately fate brought a concussion
which would keep him out for at least
three weeks.
Rugby returned to the Dauntsey’s 3rd XV
pitch as we welcomed Canford School –
knowing full well that if we were to win
this game, a second consecutive unbeaten
season could be on the cards. Sadly, this
wasn’t to be as a valiant 3rd XV went
behind in the ﬁrst half to be down by 21
points, thanks to some sloppy defending.
Although a comeback was launched after
the interval, through tries from our slick
scrum half Archie Osmond as well as from
our speedster in the middle of the park,
James Sweett. All of the eﬀort, however,
was to be in vain as our comeback was
halted by a determined Canford defence as
we fell to a disappointing 27-17 loss – the
dream of an unbeaten season died in the
mud.
We were itching to redeem ourselves
after such a result but we were to be
kept waiting as Marlborough decided
one heavy defeat was enough and Lord
Wandsworth caught wind of our incredible

team as we saw two cancellations occur
in successive games - much to our
disappointment.
Although this didn’t stop our preparation
for what was a massive local derby. It was a
crisp November afternoon when Bishop’s
turned up to the well-christened, pitch
three (the atmosphere could have been
cut with a knife). I can safely say this was
one of the most important team talks I
have ever had to make, but as the whistle
sounded, we were a diﬀerent animal. Huge
breakout performances from James Hall
and Jacob Frame, the latter going on to
win a deserved Player of the Year award,
came to fruition. The breakdown was just
relegated to mere child’s play for this pair
as we dominated in all aspects. The saying
“forwards decide who wins the game and
backs decide by how much” was proven
to be very much accurate, with the likes
of Henry Green, Andy Wallis and Quentin
Choi all waltzing over the whitewash to
secure a 26-7 win; a truly great day for all
those involved with the team!
Once the 3rd XV got a taste of this victory
we were as unstoppable as a runaway
freight train. Kingswood were the next to
visit the hallowed turf and the boys were
to send them away empty handed. This
game was a whitewash and signiﬁed our
ﬁrst and what would prove to be our only
clean sheet of the season. One moment in
particular stood out - a series of oﬄoads
all the way from our own 22 metre line to
the Kingswood try line resulted in a ﬁne
score. I’m pretty sure all 15 of us that day
had a touch in that play, from the hands

Up next we had the ever fabled trip to
Marlborough College, where we expected
a much harder game, with the team always
in control and walking away 56-7 winners.
The newly, well drilled 3rd XV, under CT,
showed their colours and ran in numerous
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of our burly prop Theo Dunnett to our
slick winger Andy Wallis, it was a joy to
behold! A 38-0 victory was the result but it
could have been a whole lot more. A ﬁnal
cancellation by Lord Wandsworth signiﬁed
the end of what was a truly great season
for 3rd XV rugby.
Last but not least, I would like to make a
special mention of our exemplary coach,
CT. He provided a platform to develop our
strengths and improve our weaknesses
beyond belief, which were undeniable
factors in our success for the whole of our
season. Finally, I would just like to thank
the whole of the squad for bringing a
professional yet friendly atmosphere to
every training session which made my
tenure as captain truly fantastic. Whether
that be turning up to training to see
our entire front row attempting to take
conversions from the halfway line or
seeing our scrum manage to win over
against the ‘unstoppable pack’ of the 2nd
XV in practice. From myself and all of those
involved, thank you for the unforgettable
memories of Dauntsey’s rugby which I will
hold close to my heart for the rest of my
days, it has been truly memorable!
William O’Brien

Squad: Charlie Badman, Christian BryerAsh, Harry Burke, Kwun Lum Chan, Quentin
Choi, Archie Cole, Theo Dunnett, Jacob
Frame, Henry Green, James Hall, William
O’Brien (Captain), Joe O’Connor, Archie
Osmond, Joe Prodger, Jack Rigby, Harry
Sandford-Hill, Andy Wallis, Patrick Wu, CDJT.
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Colts A Rugby

36-0 victory, thanks to a Harry Poole try
and a Sam Ferguson hat-trick.

P 11

However, collectively we felt we did
leave points on the ﬁeld due to missed
opportunities. Unfortunately, we were
unable to repeat our successes at home to
Clayesmore as we went down losing 36-15.
In a game that could have gone either way,
we always seemed a little oﬀ the pace and
yet again left ourselves too much to do
in the dying minutes. Two away defeats
followed in the forms of Prior Park and
Bishop Wordsworth’s, as we lost 29-0 and
38-3 respectively. Although both matches
were tough going, Bertie Nelson, Tom
Wild and Ollie Sweett all expressed their
maturity in leading by example.
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he Colts A side opened up their
season with a trial match away to
King’s Bruton. We dominated the early
exchanges to take a resounding lead into
half-time, allowing players to be tested in
diﬀerent positions. Sam Ferguson’s switch
to the wing, made an immediate impact
as he crossed for the ﬁrst of what would
be many tries this season. We secured a
ﬁne 53-5 victory to set a solid platform
on which we could build over the season.
A week later we made the journey to
Churcher’s College to compete in what
would normally be a close encounter.
Some weak tackling and several injuries
saw us slip to a disappointing 33-12
defeat.
Before the exeat, we hosted KES Bath on
the 1st XV pitch. A lack of concentration in
the ﬁrst half meant we went into the break
trailing by 24 points. A much improved
performance followed in the second
period as we restricted KES to only another
7 points, as we pressed into their 22
without reward. In the midweek ﬁxture, we
returned home from Canford recording a
22-5 loss. The game was one of two halves
as we only began to show our real talent
too late on in the second half as James
Hallam crossed for our only score. The next
ﬁxture was against Downside; a team we
had beaten comfortably in the last two
meetings. We came away with a strong

In our next game at home to Kingswood, it
became apparent that we needed to play
our best rugby from the start rather than
in the last 10 minutes. This point was well
proven as we won 27-10. A superb Archie
Ayling chip and chase solidiﬁed the early
work of Sam Ferguson who added yet
another to his season’s tally of tries. Sadly,
we were unable to carry this form through
into our last two games against Reading
Blue Coat and Lord Wandsworth as we
again fell to defeats both away and at
home. Overall, I believe the squad enjoyed
a successful season although this may not
reﬂect the results. The forwards improved
signiﬁcantly on their lineout lifting and
jumping, and the backs began to form
together into a unit as they slotted into
their individual roles as the season came
to a close.

On behalf of the team, I would like to
thank DAF for his time and commitment in
helping to grow our understanding of the
game.
George Lishman

Squad: Archie Ayling, Joseph BarnesTaylor, Jamie Blake, Morgan Douglas,
Sam Ferguson, James Hallam, George
Lishman (Captain), Lewis Maclean, Robert
McNamara, Alﬁe Miles-Hobbs, Bertie
Nelson, Samuel Nield, Harry Poole, Oliver
Sweett, Toby Thornton, Tom Wild, Joseph
Woodward, DAF.

Colts B Rugby
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t is with some reticence that I describe
the performance in our ﬁrst game,
away to Churcher’s College, as some of
the best rugby we played this season. As
it rather implies that a connection exists
between the number of training sessions
I took and a deterioration in the quality of
rugby being played. Nevertheless, our 29-7
victory showed the huge potential that the
team had to play an open, running game,
with a hunger to score tries and support
one another. Sadly, it would later transpire
that such abilities were all too quickly
forgotten once there was even a rumour
that the opposition was likely to be ‘better’
than them.
Our ﬁnal statistics, whilst having broken
even, are not as positive as perhaps
the team deserved. Some major blows
through injury to key players such as,
Hector Gunnerud’s concussion and Alex
Curry’s broken collar bone, both at the
start of the season, had a serious impact
on our already small squad. This meant
that some rather reluctant rugby players
were called upon. The likes of Alex Boaler,
Ed Crossﬁeld and Finley Wilson all did
the team and the School proud by their
occasional appearances both on and oﬀ
the bench, often making it possible for a
ﬁxture to go ahead. Towards the end of
the season we encountered player issues
at the other end of the scale, when DAF
of the A’s came sniﬃng for some hard
working, honest talent in the form of Tom
Swanton and Ollie MacMullen. And the
slightly more ﬂamboyant, but equally

accomplished Ben Boutal. All of whom had
been stalwarts of the Colts B team, scoring
tries at will and helping to lead and inspire
their teammates.
The front row was formed by a bedrock
of select individuals including: the
undeniable talent of Tolly Bennett (when
he wasn’t on Fencing duty), the unshakably
positive and polite Harvey James-Park, the
formidable presence of Alex Curry and
the raw strength of converted swimmer
Karwyn Chan. Finley Wetton featured
in every ﬁxture and struck fear into
opponents’ hearts with ball in hand. More
often than not, his second row partner was
Carraig Green, who’s physicality on the
ball rewarded him with a number of tries.
Back row duties were shared by George
Holmes, the leaping salmon of the lineout,
Tom Swanton who could be found at
the bottom of almost every ruck stealing
or slowing down ball, Hector Gunnerud
one of the strongest carriers of the ball
with a devastating turn of pace and Elliot
Yates who’s quiet but dedicated work at
breakdowns was invaluable. At the helm of
the pack was our ever reliable scrum half
Tom Morgan, who was able to successfully
boss the pack and feed the backs.

passes. Our centre partnership was almost
exclusively Aspey-Nagel. Together Oscar
and Felix held the lion’s share of the
team’s ﬂair, play and vision. Oscar was a
try-scoring machine, even if his desire to
score sometimes led him into the dreaded
red mist, his contribution to the team was
irreplaceable. Felix’s tackling was ruthless
and his knowledge and understanding of
the game were second to none, allowing
him to slot into 10 when required. The
back three featuring Harry Del-Mar, Jason
Yip, Ben Boutal and Ollie Middleton
provided security, pace and width on
various occasions during the season.
Our numbers were un-expectantly
boosted by two after Toni Ademulegan
and Cameron Wilson were enlightened
by their experience of house rugby and
made the honourable conversion from
recreational football just in time for our last
match against Lord Wandsworth College
which would see a narrow but respectable
defeat in a hard fought encounter.
Well done to all who played, I hope you
continue to play and enjoy your rugby in
the future.
PCG

Ollie MacMullen our captain and ﬂyhalf
led from the front in both defence and
attack, tackling ﬁercely and running hard.
Ollie’s all round rugby ability and the return
from injury of Lewis Jackson saw a return
to the back row for Ollie and a step up to
ﬂyhalf for Lewis in the latter stages of the
season. Lewis’s pace and enormous boot
were a welcome addition to the team as
were some, but not all, of his long looping

Squad: Oscar Aspey, Tolly Bennett,
Ben Boutal, Karwyn Chan, Carraig Green,
George Holmes, Lewis Jackson, Harvey
James-Park, Ollie MacMullen (Captain),
Harry Del Mar, Olly Middleton Thomas
Morgan, Felix Nage, Tom Swanton, Finley
Wetton, Jason Yip, PCG.
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physical encounters. My thanks to all
the squad for their eﬀorts, not least Wilf
Fitzgibbon and Tom Lewis, who deputised
well during his absences.
AJP

Squad: Jesse Allinson-James, Luca Cox,
Wilfred Fitzgibbon (Captain), Hamish
Gardner, Jack Grant, Guy Harmer, Jordan
Hills, William Hodgson, Marcus Howard,
Benedict Kinder, Tom Lampard-Vail, Tom
Lewis, Kit Major, Charlie Payne, Ollie Reeve,
Hugo Spindler, AJP.

U15B Rugby
U15A Rugby
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auntsey’s U15A had a good start to
the season with a trial match away
at King’s Bruton; we won 29-17 and the
game showed some real strengths and
weaknesses throughout the team. Our
second game was not as easy however,
with a home game against a proliﬁc
Churcher’s College side. Despite the loss
of 49-7, we were conﬁdent going into our
third game of the season against KES Bath.
A good win of 50-0 saw the would be
regular scorers get a handful of tries; Tom
Lewis, Will Hodgson, Kit Major and Wilf
Fitzgibbon adding to the tally. The fourth
game saw us away to Canford, and despite
Wilf Fitzgibbon picking up an injury, we
kept them at bay in the second half and
ended with a loss of 23-7. Midweek was
our ﬁrst Nat West cup game, and despite a
decent performance we were knocked out
by a strong Sheldon side, 31-17, with two
tries in the ﬁnal minutes. Before our next
plate game, we had a block ﬁxture against
Downside, which we won 50-14, despite
putting out a weaker side, and had strong
individual performances around the park.
Our next two games against Clayesmore
and Prior Park College saw two wins
from two, with scores of 51-12 and 53-7
respectively. These games saw the rise
of some newer players, including Marcus
Howard and Tom Lampard-Vail. Next up
was a very anticipated ﬁxture against
Bishop Wordsworth School, and with
a hard fought win of 31-19, we were
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conﬁdent going into our next plate game.
Mid-November gave us a three hour drive
down to QE Crediton, were we played
well despite the conditions. A record 7
tries from Tom Lewis, including one from
a chip from Hugo Spindler, and from
numerous breaks by Will Hodgson saw us
comfortably win the game 51-10. After this
we had an away game against Kingswood
in which we lost narrowly 29-21. The start
of December gave us a 4½ hour journey
down to Cornwall, to play Richard Lander
School. We played well despite the loss of
Wilf Fitzgibbon, and unfortunately lost to a
better team and were knocked out of the
Nat West Plate 45-12, having reached the
last 16 teams. After our disappointment
midweek we had to step it up and we did
well to beat a heavily forward orientated
Reading Blue Coat side, 21-10. Our ﬁnal
game of the season saw us play one of our
toughest games yet. In wet and muddy
conditions, we played a strong Lord
Wandsworth College and unfortunately
lost 15-5.
Thanks to all those that played and to AJP
and all the coaching staﬀ who worked with
us this season.
Wilf Fitzgibbon
This was a very busy season in which the
team was often disrupted by the loss of
their captain, and other key players, to
injury. They matured individually and
as a group and their attitude to training
eventually became more focused. There
were some real highlights to enjoy, not
least the wins against Bishop’s and Reading
Blue Coat, both of which were very tough,
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s the results above suggest, a
fairly mixed season, although all
of the ﬁxtures apart from that against
Canford, which we lost quite heavily, and
Clayesmore, which we won 48-0, were
either reasonably or very close aﬀairs,
often decided by a handful of points.
Perhaps the most pleasing of the victories
was against Bishop Wordsworth’s School,
always a tough ﬁxture, which we won
17-0, and Reading Blue Coat, a 17-5 victory,
because these matches were extremely
competitive and might have gone either
way unlike, strangely, the 10-0 victory at
KES Bath, whose score line belies the level
of our superiority, as most of the game was
played deep in KES territory.
At Marlborough College we were, shall we
say, unfortunate. Leading 7-0 at half time, a
penalty seemed to be awarded against us
every minute or so in the second half. It is
very diﬃcult to play without the ball, and
we went down narrowly 10-7. We played
fantastic rugby at Kingswood, especially in
the opening 15 minutes where they really
did not know what had hit them and were
soon 12 points down. However, after a soft
try their conﬁdence grew and our hosts
eventually ran out 19-12 winners. Even so,
in my view this was our best performance
because I seriously think Kingswood were
the strongest side we played, despite the
heavy defeat at Canford when we were far
from at our best.
Throughout the season Josh Duckworth
hooked well with the support of props
Alex Firth, ultra reliable, and George

Sherwood, also very busy in the loose.
Jack Jazrawy-Brown also featured
occasionally in the front row, proving a
more than capable deputy. Algie Fooks
and Tom Scott were one of several
successful second row combinations, in
which Chris Clothier later brought height
and strength. The back row was certainly
the most constant area of the season,
typically featuring ﬂankers Ollie Harding
and Tommy Gilbert, with Jack Butler
invariably at No. 8. Perhaps due to the
continuity, this was possibly the team’s
strongest asset, as all three certainly put
themselves about a lot, whether it be ball
winning, tackling or bursting through
the opposition. There were quite a lot
of changes in the half backs, with Josh
Mallinson starting at 9 and Finn Smith
at 10. Sadly, Finn, a pivotal link between
forwards and backs, sustained a season
ending injury during our victory at home
to Bishop Wordsworth’s. For the rest of the
season he was replaced by Josh, with Jack
Grant released by the A team to take over
in excellent style at scrum half.
As is often the case, the wingers changed
quite frequently in rotation, including
during matches themselves, but Andy
Chan did well ﬁrst to come up from the
C team and then secure a regular spot.
Timon Crichard provided an option on
the other wing, as did Ed savage and
Ben Jones, the latter also a most able
emergency ﬂy-half. Joss Ferguson started
the season in the second row, but the
arrival of Tom Scott and availability of
Chris Clothier allowed him to be moved
to the centre. I am not keen on picking
out individuals, especially in this team
where every player fulﬁlled their role
admirably, but Joss was probably our
most penetrative player, certainly in terms
of ‘yardage of ball carried forward’. The
other centre, Olly Cons, would not have
been far behind, and also brought a safe
pair of hands and very secure tackling to
our game. The same can certainly be said
of regular full back Oscar Palmer, whose
positional sense was often crucial, to say
nothing of his fearless tackling and counter
attacking.

Tuesday, where most of the foundations
for the successes the team did achieve
were laid.
JPP

Squad: Jack Butler, Olly Cons, Timon
Crichard, Josh Duckworth, Joss Ferguson
Alex Firth, Algie Fooks, Tommy Gilbert,
Jack Grant (Captain), Oliver Harding, Ollie
Illingworth, Matthew Large, Ben Jones,
Josh Mallinson, Oscar Palmer, Edward
Savage, Tom Scott, George Sherwood,
Finn Smith, Jamie Williams, JPP.

U15C Rugby
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he season didn’t start too positively
when Marlborough sent a team which
was far too strong for us, so the game
was abandoned once it was clear it was a
mismatch. Following that though, the team
really developed and played increasingly
well as a unit, winning the remaining three
games easily.
Ably led by Ollie Bikhazi-Green and with a
solid scrum, we had the tools with which
to be successful and so it proved. Seeing
Monty Franklin decimate the defences
with such devastating ease on a regular
basis against Canford gave the team
real heart and the rest responded to the
challenge. Monty scored three tries in the

ﬁrst half and we led 21-7 at the break; he
added another ﬁve tries which inspired
Tom Scott to score twice. Overall, we ran
Canford ragged and were easy winners
at 49-12. Lord Wandsworth provided our
next opponent and the pattern was much
the same; Monty broke the defence three
times in the ﬁrst half, with Tom Scott and
Andy Chan also scoring to help us lead
33-7 at half time. After the break, Rufus
Cannon powered through for two tries
and Monty added two more with George
Edwards scoring two conversions giving us
an emphatic 55-14 victory.
In what turned out to be our ﬁnal ﬁxture,
Bishop Wordsworth turned up with only
nine players, so we rotated some of our
squad to play for them to make it a match.
As might be expected, the opportunity to
demonstrate skills against their erstwhile
team mates gave some a real drive to
make an impact; consequently, it was an
entertaining match with lots of powerful
running. George Lindh opened the
scoring, with Jack Hall and James Sykes
following soon after, before Monty scored
with yet another virtuoso run to leave
us 22-10 up at half time. After the break,
George Lindh, Andy Chan and George
Edwards scored to leave us with a 43-22
victory.
It is a shame that ﬁxtures were cancelled
by other schools not able to ﬁeld teams
as it would have been interesting to test
our metal against other challenges. Whilst
there is no doubt that the impact of such
a powerful runner in Monty Franklin had
a galvanising eﬀect on the team, there are

Other players did their bit, but were
unfortunate in having their season either
curtailed or severely interrupted by injury,
such as Ollie Illingworth, Jamie Williams
and Matt Large.
I should like to thank CT and the rest of the
rugby staﬀ who helped the players on a
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many others who played a massive part
in our success who do not appear on the
scoresheets. Oliver Frost was outstanding
as scrum-half and constantly kept the
scrum going; Oliver Bikhazi-Green led
the team by example with vision and
determination from ﬂy-half; Jack JazrawyBrown was superb in the diﬀerent forward
positions he played and led the scrum in
terms of tackling and hard yards; Justin Lau
was a completely fearless tackler.
All of the boys contributed to the matches
and really demonstrated a willingness
to be involved and to enjoy their rugby.
Although the U16s are more competitive
to get into, there are some from this team
who must surely be challenging for places
in the years ahead.
It has been a privilege to coach this
enthusiastic group and I cannot thank NCL
enough for his assistance throughout the
campaign.
JSH

Squad: Oliver Bikhazi-Green (Captain),
Rufus Cannon, Andy Chan, Toby Chick,
Samuel Clarke, Monty Franklin, Ollie Frost,
Ben Gardiner, Olly Gompels, Jack Hall,
Jack Jazrawy-Brown, Josh Jeﬀeries, Justin
Lau, George Lindh, Archie Mackinnon,
Thomas Peak, Joseph Payne-Kumar,
Damir Shaikhullin, James Sykes, JSH, NCL.
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U14A Rugby
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his was an U14 A side that, despite
the result not often going our way,
demonstrated a lot of potential and
improvement throughout the term. I
was so impressed with their approach to
training and matches, and a little self-belief
will take them a long way in the future. I
am conﬁdent many of the team members
will go on to represent the school with
distinction in the years ahead.
The term started with a few tough ﬁxtures,
and a hammering at Churcher’s did not
bode well. However, the team pulled
together, trained hard – relishing the extra
ﬁtness sessions at the end of a games
period - gained in conﬁdence and belief,
and began to rapidly improve. A couple of
my favourite games in the latter part of the
season included narrow losses to Bishop’s
and KES Bath, but these were games
that we would have lost heavily back
in September. Players evolved, backed
themselves, and the team spirit never
wavered, which was great to see.
In the front ﬁve, the strong running and
powerful tackling of Ben Eccles always
made an impact. Robbie Herrett worked
hard for the team and Curtis Wilde grew

in conﬁdence (and stature) all the time
– this should prove to be a formidable
front row in time. William Pan also made
his debut for the A team in the front
row, gaining valuable experience along
the way. Jamie Pickford and Ed Morgan
played the majority of the season in the
2nd row, where they carried the ball with
enthusiasm.
It was the back row that proved to be
our main asset of the season. Arthur
Fitzgibbon proved to be a nuisance at
the breakdown and threw himself into
tackles, always giving 100% for his team.
Henry Smith proved to be a ﬁne Captain
of the side, leading by example in training
and playing and communicating with a
maturity beyond his years – he reminded
me of a young Richard Hill (the back rower,
not the 9!). It was a shame that injury put
a premature end to his season, but I am
sure he will go onwards and upwards with
his rugby and I am grateful for his support,
not least in attending all matches when
he was injured. In Will Cleeves, we had our
MVP – a fast and powerful runner, resolute
in defence, he improved with every game
(as did his catching), and he was a manmountain for his team in the last few
games of the season.
The backs had some ﬁne handlers and
developing decision makers in Will Tabor
and Hugo White, who often got the line

going. Luke Webb played the whole
season at scrum-half and distributed the
ball well. In the centres, Toby Perry and
Will Morris played the majority of the
season, with Toby showing glimpses of real
potential and Will showing his pace and
ﬁtness on numerous occasions. Josh Mew,
Matthew Bark-Churchill and Tom Galloway
played across both wings, with pace,
commitment and some good footwork
frequently on display. Henry Barker played
at full back, where he showed how to
make some excellent last ditch tackles to
save tries, kicked well from hand and the
ground, and led the back line by example.
Although ﬂuency and sharper handling
are still the goals, as we have some
dangerous runners, the back line improved
signiﬁcantly, and certainly in defence,
where we had initially showed some frailty.
All-in-all, this was a thoroughly enjoyable
season; disappointing not to win more, but
the signs were positive and I believe this
side can only get better… if they continue
to enjoy the game, train hard and relish the
challenges rugby has to oﬀer.
AMPH

Squad: Henry Barker, Matthew BarkChurchill, Will Cleeves, Ciaran Costin, Ben
Eccles, Arthur Fitzgibbon, Tom Galloway,
Robert Herrett, Josh Mew, Edward Morgan,
Will Morris, Sebastian Parry, Toby Perry,
James Pickford, Henry Smith (Captain),
William Tabor, Peter Vail, Luke Webb, Hugo
White, Curtis Wilde, AMPH.

U14B Rugby
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an immediate success. Faster, cleaner and
smarter ball distribution from the ruck was
key in securing comfortable victories in our
next ﬁxtures against Clayesmore and Prior
Park.
It would be the game against Bishop
Wordsworth’s where the team would really
step up a level. It was to be an outstanding
team performance with Brendan
Marchment and Max Owen leading by
example and the rest of the team feeding
oﬀ their aggression and work rate at the
breakdown. This was also the ﬁxture
that gave our best solo try of the season;
Emanuel Adegbe popping up on the wing,
handing oﬀ the opposition winger and
then crashing through the fullback to run
in a try from 22 metres out. We carried this
momentum into our ﬁnal ﬁxtures. Will Pan
was no longer a stranger to the crash ball,
Ali Edington was creating chances from
impossible situations and Luc Cranstone’s
superb counter rucking was helping to
secure plenty of turn over ball. Whilst
not all of the results went our way, the
boys can be proud of their achievements
and their ‘never say die’ attitude. It was a
genuine pleasure to coach this team; the
spirit and respect amongst the players was,
without exception, the best that I have had
the privilege to work with.
JLJ

Squad: Emmanuel Adegbe, Archie Butler,
Ciaran Costin, Luc Cranstone, Alasdair
Edington, , Daniel Gordon, Malin Laslett,
Adrian Ling, Tomos Lowen, Brendan
Marchment, Ryan Morris, Sebastian Noble,
Max Owen, William Pan, Bear Paris, Daniel
Parr, Oliver Ring, Nicolas Ehlis Roger, Toby
Salisbury, Edward Smail, Hal West, Peter Vail
(Captain), Tom Wheatley, JLJ.

D1

ur season got oﬀ to a poor start with
a heavy loss to Churcher’s College
in a very one-sided ﬁxture. Hard work
during the mid-week training sessions
and some great coaching improved our
defensive organisation and led to far
better performances against KES Bath
and Marlborough College. Both games
remained competitive until the ﬁnal
whistle and we were especially unlucky
not to get a result in the latter. The
introduction of Peter Vail, Ciaran Costin
and Seb Parry brought much needed
conﬁdence, stability and experience to
the team. The new 9 – 10 partnership was

U13A Rugby
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he season’s opener was a real battle
away at Churcher’s College. With only
two training sessions under their belt the
team arrived with mixed feelings after the
previous year’s ﬁxture. We came up against
a side that not only had the size advantage
but seemed to be amongst Usain Bolt’s
training team as they seemed to have
superhuman speed. However, with our

very own Tom Cook refusing to let anyone
past him, the team battled to a 49-0 loss.
This score line didn’t reﬂect the physical
and relentless performance the team had
put in.
The following week saw the team
welcome KES Bath in what proved to be
a real improvement in team performance.
We were always going to be on the back
foot as the KES Bath had selected a team
of man mountains that bullied our boys
for the early parts of the game. However,
some excellent work in defence was
spoiled by some creative attacking play
which allowed KES Bath to run away 45-0
winners, with a large number of these
point being scored in the last 15 minutes.
The next 3 ﬁxtures proved much more
fruitful with a very close game at
Clayesmore to start things oﬀ. An excellent
ﬁxture where the team poured their heart
and soul into the performance only to
come away just short. A disallowed try in
the ﬁnal minutes of play gave Clayesmore
the victory 15-10. However, this was the
turning point for the team. Excellent
defensive shape and more go forward, led
by Angus Sherwood and Ed George, gave
the boys some real hope and brought
them together as a group.
The boys took this and smashed West Hill
Park 40-20 in an outstanding eﬀort, tries
being run in from every angle. The boys
not only looked dangerous in attack with
some excellent line breaks but were rock
solid in defence. With special mention
to Ollie Darlington for leading from the
front in a physical and energetic display
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that brought on the beginning of the
excellent support lines that would prove so
devastating later in the season.
Next up, the boys made the long journey
over to Sexey’s School. The journey would
prove to be well worth it, with the team
running out eventual 20-5 winners. On
a wet and blustery day, the boys put in
a shift and secured the victory with a
dogged display that proved the team
meant business.
Unfortunately, from here on the ﬁxtures
were a mixed bag. With losses to Sandroyd
Prep 25-5, Magdalen College 15-5, Prior
Park College 25-15, Kingswood 50-10,
Monkton Combe Prep 40-5, Reading Blue
Coat 20-10, and Lord Wandsworth College
35-10. We were unable to continue the ﬁne
run of form. However, with more consistent
performances next year this group will be
able to show what they are really made
of and should be able to turn the tide on
their results for the better.
At the Head Master’s ﬁnal assembly, colours
were awarded to Ollie Darlington, Ed
George and Angus Sherwood. I sincerely
hope that the team can build on their
performances next year and manage to
produce the set of results they deserve.
Well done all.
NCL

Squad: Henry Caldwell, Thomas Cook,
Oliver Culley, Oliver Darlington, Finlay
Douglas, Charles Evans, Edward George,
Oakley Gompels, Archie Hughes,

William Hyde, Ollie Jones, Charlie Murphy,
Noah Reay, Angus Sherwood (Captain),
Jonty Smith, Toby Thomas, Daniel Wood,
Toby Zino, NCL.
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he U13B’s trained very hard as a squad
during the 2016 rugby season and
showed great signs of improvement by the
end of the Autumn term. Unfortunately
they were only able to play 3 ﬁxtures but
it gave the players a taste of the increased
number of ﬁxtures that they would
experience at U14 level. We came up
against two very strong teams at Monkton
Prep and Prior Park College and struggled
to compete against superior tackling
and handling skills but enjoyed a hard
fought win against a decent Clayesmore
team where we ran in 8 super tries. Jonty
Smith, Henry Caldwell and George Burnet
improved signiﬁcantly during the season
and the general eﬀort and focus of the
squad showed enormous promise.
JA

Squad: Freddie Alexander, George
Burnet, Henry Caldwell (Captain), Finlay
Douglas, Ted Jaggar, Harry Joyce,
Henry Parkes, Harry Sharp, Jonty Smith,
Louis Stevenson, Peter Tregoning, Leo
Twentyman, MJO.L.

he U12A’s started oﬀ their season at
Churcher’s College. It was the ﬁrst
time the boys had played together and
they found the going tough against a
well organised and physical Churcher’s
side. Despite being outplayed, Dauntsey’s
managed to show their attacking abilities
by scoring two tries. The following week
saw an improved performance away at
KES Bath, however in a very even aﬀair we
were unable to make the slope count in
the second half, eventually losing 30 - 10.
Signs were positive, however, and the
side started to show a pleasing level of
cohesion when we hosted Clayesmore.
Playing with a greater sense of urgency
and generating quick ball, we were able to
secure our ﬁrst victory of the season: 30 - 5.
Wins against Sexey’s Bruton, Sandroyd Prep
and Warminster School soon followed.
Our ﬁxture list became increasingly tough
after half term where we played host to a
very strong Prior Park side. We played well
to stay in the match, but, unfortunately,
our opponents ran away with it in the
last ﬁve minutes to win 40 - 20. Despite
the score line, the team learnt a lot and
actually performed very well defensively,
setting us up well for our next ﬁxture
against Kingswood. Yet again, we faced a
very strong set of forwards, who competed
well at the break down. But yet again, we
worked tirelessly to secure posession and
make tackles. Unfortunately, their back
line had the upper hand and we ended
up losing a very competitive ﬁxture 25 10. We lost our next two games against
Monkton Prep and Reading Blue Coat
35 - 0 and 20 - 15 respectively. We had
hoped for an improved performance in
our ﬁnal match of the season away at Lord
Wandsworth, but it turned out to be a very
scrappy aﬀair in poor conditions and we
were unable to ﬁnish our season oﬀ with
a win.
Overall the players showed a great deal
of commitment during the course of the
season. Tom Spencer and Freddie Riley
carried the ball extremely well in the
forward pack, ably supported by Wilbur
Middleton who was one of the most
improved players. Sam Gardner played
with a huge amount of heart and courage
from scrum half, always combative and
involved. At ﬂy half there was fair bit of
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rotation with Charlie Owen and Archie
Lang sharing duties. Oscar HennesseyLeach and Oliver Durrant both proved
themselves exciting prospects as players,
learning to threaten with the ball in hand,
both in the centres and on the wing. Joe
Wickenden had a very pleasing season
on the wing and at full back. A special
mention should also go to Charlie Owen
who captained the side for the duration of
the season.
WPJW

Junior squad: Freddie Butler, William
Clover, Oliver Durrant, Sam Gardner, Oscar
Hennessey-Leach, Archie Lang, Hugh
Marshall, Wilbur Middleton, Charlie Owen
(Captain), Harry Philpott, James Pratt,
Christopher Raﬀerty, Freddie Riley, Tom
Spencer, William Tabor, Sam Waterworth,
Joe Wickenden, WPJW.
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he U12B team started the season with
a tricky ﬁxture against Churcher’s
College. Despite having only had a couple
of training sessions, they conducted
themselves really well and only lost the
game by 2 tries to 0 – a decent start.
Next up came Clayesmore Prep School.
The boys took on what had been taught
throughout the week and the game saw
a dramatic increase in the number of
successful tackles made by the Dauntsey’s
boys. They went on to win the game by six
tries to two with six diﬀerent names on the
score sheet- a real team performance from
all involved.
The third game was against a diﬃcult
Sandroyd Prep side. Sandroyd were
clearly a well-drilled outﬁt and some
missed tackles by the Dauntsey’s defence,
alongside opportunistic play by the
opposition, meant that the game was lost
by seven tries to one. After the game, it was
pleasing to see how disappointed the boys
were, after such a loss, as it really showed
just how much it had meant to them.
The boys were excellent in their next
match, a 20-10 win against some sizeable
Prior Park boys. The team rallied, despite
going behind on the scoreboard, with

Will Ridge and captain Fraser Hyslop
leading the way in a terriﬁc 4 tries to 2 win.
The boys’ tackling - after having worked
on it during the week - was excellent
and special mention must go to Caspar
Thurston-Smith: a man on a mission! This
game also saw a total of 25 boys represent
the School and credit must go to the boys
for their willingness to play the game.
If the game against Prior Park was one to
remember, the following game against
Monkton Combe Prep, was certainly one
to forget. The opposition had some useful
players but were gifted two tries following
some lazy defensive alignment from the
Dauntsey’s boys. The game ebbed and
ﬂowed with both teams exchanging
blows, before a moment of magic from
one of the Monkton boys gave them a
slender lead in the second half. To their
credit, the Dauntsey’s boys responded
with a try of their own. After some good
rucking allowed us to turn the ball over
in the opponent’s 22, we spun the ball
wide for Ollie Bagnall to crash over in
the corner. This score was followed by
constant pressure being asserted on the
Monkton try line which, eventually, created
an opening for Jorge Chamberlain to
ghost his way through to put Dauntsey’s
a score up with only six minutes to play.
Inexcusably, Dauntsey’s coughed up
possession and following two missed
tackles, Monkton were able to work their
way up the pitch and found a score which
levelled the match at four tries all. The
Dauntsey’s boys knew it was a game that
they should have won and mention must
go Alex Robinson for an excellent all-round
performance.

Next up was Reading Blue Coat School and
a much smaller squad was selected to go
out and win the game. Despite a very slow
start, the boys recovered well and ended
up drawing a well-fought game, in which
either team could have taken the spoils.
The ﬁnal game of the season was against
Lord Wandsworth College. From the ﬁrst
minute, it was clear to see that Dauntsey’s
were the better side, but somehow they
found themselves two scores down before
excellent work from Josh Heyden resulted
in a score just before half time. The boys
deserved to win the game, but it was
up to them to go out there and get it
done. Following a half time roasting from
the coach, that is exactly what they did!
Humphrey Hughes and Will Ridge were
instrumental in the second half and two
ﬁne ﬁnishes meant the boys came away
victorious, capping oﬀ a ﬁne season in
which they have improved greatly.
At the Headmaster’s ﬁnal assembly, colours
were awarded to Will Ridge, Fraser Hyslop,
Tim Hook, Caspar Thurston-Smith. Well
done to all and good luck for next season!
WPJW

Junior squad: Doyle Abbott, Oliver
Bagnall, Ben Carter, Ben Dare, Martin
Darwall, Ted Eastlake, Tim Hook, Charles
Holmes, Humphrey Hughes, Fraser Hyslop
(Captain), Charlie Jewell, Felix Lailey, Finn Del
Mar, George Massey, Freddy Maunder, Max
Minoudis, Rhys Ponting, Rocco Pountney,
Will Ridge, Leo Ring, Alex Robinson, Kade
Sunderland, Caspar Thurston-Smith, Aren
Welton, Lucas Wetton, WPJW.
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Rugby tour of Australia 2017

T

his year, the touring squad kept an
online blog of their adventures. It is
reproduced, in full, here:

Day 1
It was a bright start as the tour party
assembled at The Pavilion at 6am. After
some photographs and ﬁnal goodbyes, the
group set oﬀ towards Heathrow Terminal 3.
A relatively smooth check in saw the squad
in good form as they started the 13-hour
ﬂight to Singapore.
Day 2
At 7.30am the tour party arrived in
Singapore. There were only two hours
before the onward ﬂight to Perth, so a
bit of shopping and some refreshments
before we got on the train link to our
gate and boarded our ﬂight to Perth. One
member of the tour party had not seen
enough of Singapore and decided he
wanted to stay for a bit longer. AJL, on
his birthday, was delighted and agreed to
spend a night in Singapore. We all hope
that AJL and his travelling companion
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are able to join us tomorrow in Perth!
On arrival in Perth we checked into the
Sorrento Beach Resort and enjoyed a few
hours of spare time. Some of the boys
relaxed in the hotel while others played
touch rugby on the beach. The tour party
then strolled along the beach and enjoyed
a ﬁrst meal together at Hillary’s Boat
Harbour. Tomorrow sees our ﬁrst training
session in the morning, before visiting
King’s Park and then on to our ﬁrst hosts,
Hale School.
Day 3
Today the tour really got going and we
have had a really positive day. After a good
night’s sleep, we woke at 8.30 and all
enjoyed a full breakfast. We then packed
the bus and headed to Admiral Park for a
training session, which ended up being
three hours long. The attitude of the boys
was ﬁrst class and we got through a huge
amount of work in preparation for our ﬁrst
match tomorrow. Henry Hill & Zander Balls
ended up as kit boys for being late to the
bus and also had to do some extra ﬁtness
runs at the end of the session. Henry

Hill is expected to be the tour’s regular
latecomer and more ﬁnes will be issued
in due course! After the training session,
we packed up and headed for a local
shopping centre for some lunch before
travelling to King’s Park. King’s Park has a
fantastic War Memorial and some beautiful
views across the Swan River and the City
of Perth. It was then back on the bus and
on to Hale School. We were met by their
staﬀ as their team prepared for tomorrow’s
match. The boys were then introduced
to their hosts and have gone oﬀ for the
evening. Tomorrow will see a visit to
Fremantle Prison and to a local market
before returning for what will be a very
tough match against Hale School. In other
news, AJL and his travelling companion
have had enough of Singapore and have
decided to join us in the morning. Both will
be suitably ﬁned for having time oﬀ from
the main tour party and eﬀectively going
‘oﬀ tour’.
Day 4
It has been another long and busy day for
the tour group. The day started at Hale

School with the boys arriving from their
ﬁrst evening being billeted by families. The
boys were all very happy and had clearly
enjoyed the wonderful hospitality they
had received from their host families. Being
hosted by families is one of the key aspects
of schoolboy tours and it was immediately
obvious how content the boys were. We
travelled to Fremantle Prison for a tour with
Steve. Fremantle was one of the original
prisons in Western Australia and the home
to many convicts before becoming an
open prison. The prison only closed in
1991 and was a real insight into the history
of Australia, enjoyed and respected by all
of the boys. Sam F was introduced to the
ﬂogging post and the cat o’ nine tails for
obvious reasons. A few hours in Fremantle
for lunch and we returned to Hale School
to prepare for our ﬁrst match. The squad
trained well for an hour in preparation for
the match. The aim of today’s match was
to play all available players and give them
all an experience of playing on tour and
this was achieved with all the boys giving
their best. The ﬁrst half performance was
well beyond what we expected with our
limited preparation time, but conﬁrmed
that with continued hard work and
application on the training ﬁeld we can
only get better. Two tries from Will Thomas
& George Lishman and a penalty and two
conversions gave us a 17-0 half time lead.
With plenty of changes in the second half
and Hale scoring an excellent early try, Will
Thomas & Ed long scored further tries as
we eventually won the game 29-7. A lot to
work on but an excellent ﬁrst game. After
the match, we were treated to a superb
after match BBQ and many thanks to Hale
Rugby Club and all the parents for all
their eﬀorts, it was ﬁrst class. There were
speeches from the captains and coaches
and presentations of school memorabilia.
Congratulations to Henry Hill & Ed Long
who were awarded the players of the
match from Hale School. The hosting and
hospitality oﬀered to us by Hale School
has been incredible and many thanks to
the Headmaster for his kind words and
the coaches, parents and players of Hale
School who have made our ﬁrst few days
of our tour so welcoming. We have a day
oﬀ tomorrow and are looking forward to a
day at Caversham Wildlife Park and a round
of golf weather permitting.

Wildlife Park. Bertie had managed to
forget the ‘Wig of Stupidty’ and ended up
wearing a nice hat we purchased for him.
Caversham Wildlife Park is always one of
the highlights of this trip, simply because
it is an opportunity to meet a wombat! We
were given an excellent tour around the
park by our guide and the boys met koalas,
kangaroos and many other creatures. We
were also given a Farm Show where Rahul
showed his talent with a whip in front
of an audience of around 75 people. He
eventually made the whip ‘crack’ after ﬁve
attempts, but only after he had managed
to almost take his own head oﬀ. Cows
were milked, kangaroos were fed and
the wombat just sat there looking totally
hacked oﬀ with life for the whole duration
of our visit. #wombatday. After lunch and
some shopping, we headed south to
play Supa Golf. The boys gave it their all,
although it is fair to say that the standard
can at best be described as ‘dismal’. But at
least we had some spare time afterwards
for Oli and Bertie to play on the swings
in the children’s playground. We then
stopped brieﬂy at the Chocolate Factory
on the way back, a number of boys said
they would buy their mums a present, but
it became obvious that they were only
there for the free chocolate samples that
were on oﬀer. So we left the Chocolate
Factory stuﬀed with chocolate and not a
single present purchased. We returned to
Hale School where the boys have gone for
their ﬁnal night with their hosts. We meet
back at Hale in the morning for a training
session before heading in to central Perth
for our ﬁnal night together in Western
Australia.

Day 6
This morning we said goodbye to Hale
School and we are all extremely grateful
for the way that we have been looked after
since our arrival at the start of the week.
We had a two-and-a-half-hour training
session with some very hard rain showers
at times, the attitude was very positive
and we are looking forward to our next
game in Sydney. We have checked in to
the Pan Paciﬁc Hotel in central Perth for
an afternoon of rest and relaxation. The
boys will be swimming in the outside pool,
shopping or for most, sleeping. At 4pm
the forwards have a conditioning session
in the gym and the backs are on at 5pm.
We are looking forward to an evening
meal together as we say goodbye to Perth,
before an early night. Alarms will be set for
5.30am as we head towards Sydney for the
next phase of the tour.
Day 7
It was an early start to the day with a
full breakfast at the Pan Paciﬁc Hotel at
6am. We then boarded the coach and
our driver for the week, Rino, drove us to
Perth airport. It was a 3-and-a-half-hour
ﬂight across the country and we landed in
Sydney mid-afternoon. There is an extra
two hours’ time diﬀerence and we are
now 9 hours ahead of the UK. After check
in and a brief break we walked down to
Darling Harbour for an evening meal at
the Blackbird. We also caught up with old
boys Tom Mutton and Paddy Gompels
and it was great to see them so positive
about life in Sydney. Tomorrow we have
a very busy day with a Jet Boat ride in
the morning across Sydney Harbour,

Day 5
Today has been nice and relaxing and
the boys were all in great spirits after
yesterday. We met them at Hale School
and travelled north of Perth to Caversham
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followed by a trip to Manly and then we
are watching an AFL game in the evening Sydney Swans vs St Kilda.
Day 8
Today has been a very busy day with a lot
of activities. The day started with a leisurely
stroll through Sydney and down to Circular
Quay. We took the obligatory photos in
front of the Harbour Bridge and the Opera
House, before getting ready for our Jet
Boat trips around the Harbour. This turned
out to be a superb experience for all the
tour party, although leaving us all totally
soaked for the next few hours. We then
headed across to Manly on the ferry for a
few hours on the beach, some of the boys
swam and others surfed in what turned
out to be a beautiful winter’s day. We then
got back on the ferry to head back across
to Circular Quay to meet our bus. The
tour party then transferred to the Sydney
Cricket Ground to watch an AFL game
between the Sydney Swans and St Kilda,
it was a diﬀerent experience for most of
us and a game that the Swans won easily.
Tomorrow sees a relaxed start to the day
before we head up to meet our next hosts
at William Clarke College.
Day 9
It has been another beautiful sunny day
in Sydney and the squad is in great spirit.
The morning was taken easy with a 9am
breakfast before checking out of the
hotel and boarding the coach. We had
a bit of time before heading to William
Clarke College, so we decided to visit Mrs
Macquaries’s chair. Mrs Macquarie’s chair
was hand crafted by convicts in 1810 in the

shape of a bench, so Governor Macquarie’s
wife could sit and watch the ships from
Great Britain arrive in the harbour. It is on
a peninsula and gives superb views across
the harbour. The boys enjoyed taking
pictures across the harbour. We then
transferred to William Clarke College where
we were met by our host Ben Carr. We
then trained for 90 minutes in preparation
for tomorrow’s match. A lot of the younger
boys are starting tomorrow’s game
and they worked well in training, ably
supported by some of the senior players.
At 3.00pm the boys were taken away by
their new hosts and we will all meet up
at the School tomorrow morning before
heading to the Olympic Park.
Day 10
We regrouped at 8.30am at William Clarke
College and it was clear that the boys had
had a good night with their hosts. We
drove to the Olympic Park and were given
a fantastic tour of the ANZ stadium, the
wig of stupidity was passed around, but
eventually settled on Dan Hammond’s
head as the tour started without him! After
the tour, we wandered up to the Aquatic
Centre and the boys enjoyed a swim in the
various Olympic pools, although most of
their time was spent in the infants’ pool
chasing each other around the rapids!
Lunch followed and then we made our
way back up to William Clarke College to
prepare for our second match. The match
started well with some good pressure,
but we made too many mistakes and
the William Clarke defence was excellent.
Eventually a set piece move saw Tom Lewis
score and Will Thomas converted it to

make it 7-0. William Clarke came back at us
and scored just before half time, to make
the score 7 all at half time. At half time we
spoke about keeping the ball and doing
the basics well and this is exactly what we
started to do. We scored further tries from
Henry Hill and Alex Costard with Charlie
State getting two. Will Thomas has been
kicking superbly and converted all four of
them. The game was won 35-7 and again
it was great to see all 25 boys play in the
match. The game was played in superb
spirit and both sets of boys deserve credit
for the way they represented their School.
The match was followed with a ‘sausage
sizzle’, speeches and presentations. I would
like to thank everyone at William Clarke
College for the wonderful hospitality we
have received from staﬀ, parents and
players, and my particular thanks once
again to Ben Carr. Tomorrow we board the
coach and make the journey north to Port
Macquarie.
Day 11
We said ‘goodbye’ to William Clarke
College ﬁrst thing this morning and it was
great to see the boys playing touch rugby
with their pupils as we waited for our bus
to ﬁght its way through the Sydney traﬃc.
The ﬁrst couple of hours of the journey
were spent with most of the tour party
sleeping on the bus as we headed up
the coast. It is a beautiful drive and apart
from a 45 minute stop for lunch it was a
peaceful and enjoyable journey. We arrived
at St Joseph’s Regional College at 2.30pm
and we were met by our new hosts. It
was lovely to see our boys automatically
mingling and talking to various members
of the School. This will now be our third
set of hosts and it is great to see how
relaxed the boys have become meeting
and getting to know new people. The
idea of a tour is to try new experiences
and although we will be hosted by St
Joseph’s pupils, only a few will actually play
against us tomorrow night, as we will be
playing a local club side - the ‘Pirates’. Port
Macquarie is a beautiful place and we will
try and get some good photos over the
next few days.
Day 12
It has been another busy and very
enjoyable day in Australia. The squad
arrived at St Joseph’s Regional College
at 8.30am and spent an hour and ﬁfteen
minutes training in preparation for the
evenings match. The session went well and
the boys all focused and worked well in
the various drills. We then packed up and
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made our way to Town Beach, 25 degrees
in the middle of winter and the boys were
able to enjoy themselves for an hour. We
then took a stroll along the front and it
was lovely to catch up with Allison O’Brien
who was one of the ﬁrst GAP Students we
ever had at Dauntsey’s, with her husband
Cameron and her daughter Ella. We gave
the boys some lunch before getting out
of the sun for a few hours as we enjoyed
the ﬁlm ‘Dunkirk’. We then returned to
the School for the boys to head home.
At 5pm we met at the Port Pirates Rugby
Club in preparation for our match. It was a
great setting and it was nice to be able to
give the boys the opportunity to play at a
rugby club under ﬂoodlights. The ﬁrst half
was once again quite scrappy, but great
individual tries from Rahul Patel, Henry Hill
& Will Thomas gave us a 17-0 half time lead.
Many of the youngsters really stepped up
and in particular Guy Harmer & Hamish
Gardner. Just like the previous game we
improved in the second half and ran out
44-7 winners. After the match we had a
‘sausage sizzle’ and then the presentations.
There was a good crowd at the match
with support from the Pirates Club and out
host families. As always we were really well
looked after and I am very grateful to the
host School and the Pirates for making us
most welcome. The Port Pirates are a great
rugby club and we wish them well for
their last games of the season. Tomorrow
we have a day oﬀ and we look forward to
going to a koala Hospital, playing Hydro
Golf and visiting Lighthouse Beach!
Day 13
We have had a nice relaxing day here in
Port Macquarie. Having left the School this
morning we headed to a koala Hospital. A
very interesting place with lots of excellent
work being done to help many injured or
ill koalas. Rahul was tasked with ﬁnding
out three facts about them that we did
not know. He delivered these facts to the
group on the bus and Fact 1 was ‘They
are not bears but Markoopials’, hence
the bus erupted into laughter - Rahul has
been a top tourist. We then headed to
play ‘Hydro Golf’ and ‘Putt Putt’. Hydro
Golf is hitting balls oﬀ a driving range and
aiming for targets in the water, the boys
tried hard and showed improvement. After
a nice lunch at the Sports Club we visited
Lighthouse Beach and onto Town Beach,
the boys all had a swim and enjoyed
themselves before we headed back to
School. Tomorrow sees us say goodbye to
Port Macquarie and make our way inland
to Tamworth.

Day 14
After saying goodbye to our friends from
Port Macquarie, we boarded the bus
and Principal John McQueen spoke to
the boys. He said some very kind words
about how many of their host families
had commented about how excellent
their behaviour had been, which is always
great to hear. We then drove up across
the mountains for 4 hours to our next
destination, Tamworth. It was a stunning
drive, along very windy roads and we are
grateful to our driver who gave us some
background information on the area. We
were met at Farrer Agricultural School and
given a guided tour around the farm and
the School itself. It is an incredible place
that operates as a business. It is a State
School, but all the boys are involved in
working on the farm. They have cattle,
pigs and sheep and for example the Year
8 pupils look after the pigs and the Year 9
pupils milk the cows at 6.00am and again
in the evening. This brief description does
not do it justice and please do have a lot at
their website. It is an all-boys’ school where
sport is a priority and we very much look
forward to the match in the morning. The
boys have gone home with their families
and all is well.
Day 15
It was a beautiful sunny morning in
Tamworth as the boys assembled at Farrer
Agricultural School at 9.30am for the ﬁnal
tour match. There cannot be many more
beautiful pitches, with the mountains
as a back drop it was hard to believe it
was the middle of the winter. The boys
were focused and ready for the challenge
ahead. The ﬁrst half we retained the ball

well and eventually Will Thomas scored
and he then converted. The ﬁrst half we
found some gaps in the defence and a
further try from Will Thomas and tries from
Chester Barnes & Henry Hill gave us a 22-0
half time lead. The second half was much
tougher and Farrer started playing some
rugby and we kept conceding penalties,
before they eventually scored in the corner
to make it 22-7. We were under pressure
but a late try from Hamish Gardner saw
the match won 27-7. We have completed
the tour unbeaten with four from four,
but more importantly again today all
the players played and we return home
with no injuries ready for the start of the
season. The boys have been outstanding
on this tour and have come on a long way
in three weeks. I am delighted that all the
boys have played in every match and they
have gelled as a squad. We had a superb
BBQ after the match with amazing steak
and sausage sandwiches. The boys have
all gone home with their host families
and many families have lots of interesting
things to do for the rest of the day. Farrer
have hosted us really well and I am pleased
to say that all members of the squad
seemed happy when they left after the
game today. Tomorrow we make the ﬁnal
trip to Surfer’s Paradise on the Gold Coast
for our ﬁnal few days of rest and relaxation
before heading home on Tuesday.
Day 16
It was our ﬁnal goodbye as we left Farrer
Agricultural School at 9.00am. It has been
a slow, long journey up to the Gold Coast
which has taken us 7 hours, we stopped
twice on the way and the boys are now
happy to have settled in at the Mantra
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Legends Hotel at Surfer’s Paradise. We have
a few hours to relax before we head down
to the Surfer’s Club for our evening meal
where we will be celebrating Ollie Reeve’s
15th birthday. Tomorrow we head to Steve
Irwin’s Australia Zoo before going out for
our ﬁnal tour dinner tomorrow night.
Day 17
After a relaxing breakfast, we set oﬀ north
to visit Steve Irwin’s Australia Zoo near
Brisbane. The boys were given a free
day to enjoy the various shows at the
zoo. Everyone was in great spirit and we
headed back about 5.00pm. This evening
we are oﬀ to the Hard Rock Café for
our ﬁnal tour dinner, there will be a few
presentations and we are looking forward
to a relaxing ﬁnal evening together.
Tomorrow morning the boys have a twohour surf lesson booked before spending
our ﬁnal day on the beach or last-minute
shopping.
Day 18
It has been a fantastic ﬁnal day here in
Australia. With no time pressures for
breakfast, we assembled in the foyer of
the Mantra Legends Hotel. A relaxed walk
down to the beach and 16 of the squad
took up the oﬀer of surf lessons, the boys
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did really well and we have some great
video clips and pictures. Other boys
swam in the sea and many of them went
shopping for last minute presents. As I sit
and write from the foyer of the hotel, we
are about to say goodbye to AJL who is
ﬂying over to Auckland to see his family.
AJL has once again been excellent on
tour and after his extra stay in Singapore
he has also spent the past week on
antibiotics and has been really unwell.
I would like to thank him on behalf of
the whole squad for all his support both
during and in the build up to the tour. I
would also like to thank WPJW for all of his
support. It is probably a good time to sit
and reﬂect on the tour and it was great
sharing last evening with the boys at the
ﬁnal tour dinner. They have been a real
pleasure to travel with and have surpassed
all expectations on the rugby ﬁeld. Last
night we thanked our tour captain Will
Thomas for his leadership, he has been
exceptional throughout. Will Fitzgibbon
was awarded ‘Best Young Player’ and Rahul
Patel ‘Top Tourist’. Sam Ferguson was given
a special t-shirt that he will be wearing all
the way home, with a nice simple slogan
on the front - ‘Anyone seen my passport?’.
I would like to thank the boys for my
designer hoodie which they bought at no

expense from lastminute.com. To be able
to return unbeaten and with all boys fully
ﬁt is an added bonus and I am sure that
after a relaxing summer break the boys
will be ready for the start of the season in
September. They have shown the potential
to play some excellent rugby and I hope
all the lessons learnt on this trip will drive
them on to be better rugby players in the
future. They have represented Dauntsey’s
School with pride and have had nothing
but compliments all the way around. To
end the tour diary I would like to thank all
the parents and sponsors for their support
in giving these boys a trip of a lifetime.
MJO
Head of Rugby

Squad: Robbie Andrews, Alexander
Balls, Chester Barnes, Alex Costard, Morgan
Douglas, Sam Ferguson, Wilf Fitzgibbon,
Hamish Gardner, Dan Hammond, Ben
Harding, Guy Harmer, Henry Hill, Jordan
Hills, William Hodgson, Tom Lewis, George
Lishman, Edward Long, Kit Major, Bertie
Nelson, Rahul Patel, Oliver Reeve, Charlie
Stace, Joseph Stratford, Oliver Sweett,
William Thomas, Tom Wild, AJL, MJO,
WPJW.

Girls’ Hockey
1st XI
Girls’ Hockey
P 21

W7

L9

D5

F

ollowing a two-day preseason, the
1st XI had a tough trial match against
Hampshire Collegiate. With a number of
changes to personnel, the team found
it diﬃcult to play through the lines. The
opposition made it diﬃcult and the game
ended in a goalless draw.
After a productive training session
and time to reﬂect on the previous
performance we dominated Sherborne
with a solid 3-0 victory. An impressive
defensive platform including debutants
Kirsty Robertson, Jemima Frost and
Hermione Warburton-Hogben kept the
opposition’s set piece threat at bay.

After coming 2nd in the County Cup and
progressing to a Preliminary tournament
later in the term, we were unfortunate
to have a disappointing game against
Bradﬁeld College. There were some positive
performances with Caitlin Maclean scoring
an excellent individual goal. Charlotte
Hamilton-White was growing into her new
position and Chloe Vautier was always
threatening from midﬁeld, however,
Bradﬁeld caught us on the break as we
were left chasing the game and lost 3-1.
After dusting ourselves down, we picked
ourselves back up with matches against
Sexey’s Bruton, Kinross Wolaroi (touring
team from Australia) and St. Mary’s Calne.
The team scored an impressive total of 33
goals. Rosie Jephson made her 1st XI debut
against St Mary’s and was rewarded with a
goal for her eﬀorts.
Away at Prior Park we started slowly and
lost our momentum, playing against tough

opposition. However, with just under
5 minutes to go Imogen West scored a
wonder of a goal from a short corner,
beautifully set up by Caitlin Maclean,
continuing our good run of form.
The disappointment of the season was
the Preliminary tournament, where we
faced some challenging opposition: Clifton
College, Cheltenham Ladies College
and Hereford Cathedral School. After a
dubious goal resulted in a loss in, against
Clifton College, the team struggled to let
this result go and the team did not turn
up in the remaining ﬁxtures. Over the
space of next 2 weeks we had matches
against Pangbourne College, KES Bath, and
Churcher’s College adding two draws and
one defeat to our results. The defeat came
at the hands of Churcher’s in what was a
very intense game. Emily Tucker was able
to add to her goals scoring tally with a ﬁne
ﬁnish from the top of the D. I believe that
the highlight of the season came in one of
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our ﬁnal home games against Wellington
College. Despite strong performances in
both defence and attack we sadly didn’t
manage to convert our chances losing 1-0
with Wellington scoring a ‘ﬂuke’ goal 10
minutes to the end. However, there was
a very special atmosphere on the pitch,
with a real team performance until the ﬁnal
whistle. Next week saw us converting our
successful performance against Wellington
into a victory against Bryanston, with a
very strong midﬁeld performance from
Elena Swanton, and relentless running
from Harriet Steptoe and Alice Fanshawe.
The attacking six put the opposition’s
defence under constant pressure.

Squad: Zoe Cranstone, Chloe Darlington,

Following inter-house matches, I suﬀered
an injury and was unable to play in the
ﬁnal game of the season. Despite our loss it
was a very emotional and enjoyable game
against Bristol Grammar School. Special
mention must go to Kirsty Robertson
who had her best performance to date,
ﬁnishing her school career on a high. It
was an honour to captain such a talented
and promising team. I want to thank every
one of you for making my last year with
Dauntsey’s sport so special. Thanks must
go to Caitlin Mclean for her relentless
eﬀorts over the 2 years. I hope she enjoyed
her short but memorable career with
Dauntesey’s hockey, and wish her all the
best as her talents take her hockey to
America. Finally, on behalf of all the girls,
I would like to thank JD for this enjoyable
season, and wish him good luck for what
I’m sure will be a very successful career at
Dauntsey’s.
Daria Galkina

P 14

Alice Fanshawe, Jemima Frost, Daria Galkina,
Charlotte Hamilton-White, Ellen Hickin,
Louisa Hill, Mischa Jardine, Rosie Jephson,
Caitlin Maclean, Kirsty Robertson, Mimi
Shepherd, Harriet Steptoe, Elena Swanton,
Emily Tucker, Chloe Vautier, Hermione
Warbuton-Hogben, Imogen West.

2nd XI
Girls’ Hockey

T

W2

L6

D6

he Girls’ 2nd XI put in some excellent
performances this season against
some extremely tough opponents.
The season opener against HCS was a
disappointing aﬀair, and the quality of two
of their players was enough to consign
us to a 1-3 defeat, with captain, Aurora
Paris’, goal one of the rare highlights of
the match. A battling 1-1 draw against
Sherborne followed, with Ella Boutal
applying a ﬁne ﬁnish to a ﬂowing team
move. It has to be said that we were
outclassed by Marlborough despite
Mischa Jardine’s heroic performance in
goal, and a second and third loss in a row
were recorded with goals conceded in
the ﬁnal moments of matches against
both Bradﬁeld and St. Mary’s. The
disappointment of the latter performance,
in a match that should have been won,
sparked a four game unbeaten run.

Another Ella Boutal goal secured a 1-1
draw in a feisty encounter with KES,
Bath, in which our central defensive
pairing of Sophia Stratford and Georgia
Carpenter dominated the middle of the
pitch, and Chinda Smith also impressed
at left midﬁeld. Resolute defending from
Emma Matsumoto-Prouten and some
outstanding saves from Chloe Darlington
kept the score at 0-0 against Prior Park in
a match that both teams could have won.
Pangbourne were comfortably dispatched
by two goals to nil, with Georgia Pickford
distributing beautifully in the midﬁeld and
newcomer Zoe Cranstone impressing on
her debut. A superb team performance
against Churcher’s was capped oﬀ when
Ellen Hickin smashed home from a penalty
corner for a 1-0 victory. Wellington College
had the edge on us in our next match,
despite tireless running in the forward line
from Esme Kirkpatrick and Natasha ParksTunstall. Our match against Bryanston was
curtailed with the score at 0-0 after just
20 minutes due to fading light, but I am
convinced that the duo of Poppy Collis
and Tiggy Lovering driving down the
left-hand side would have secured us the
win in a sixty-minute encounter. Louisa Hill
took the next match by the scruﬀ of the
neck when we found ourselves 0-2 down
at half time in the freezing wind and rain
at Kingswood; her quick-ﬁre brace was
enough to ensure that we took home a
share of the spoils. Olivia Keppel’s mid-air
deﬂection in our 1-1 draw against King
Edward VI, Southampton was a ﬁne way
to start bringing her excellent season to
a close; her ﬁtness and engine in midﬁeld
were crucial for us to link defence to attack.
The season ﬁnished with a chastening
defeat to an impressive Bristol Grammar
who completed an unbeaten season
in seeing us oﬀ, however this was not
enough to take the shine oﬀ a pleasing
season in which much progress was made.
Many thanks to all of the girls for their
commitment, to parents and friends for
their support and to my colleagues who
stepped in to umpire at various times.
MDK

Squad: Ella Boutal, Georgia Carpenter,
Poppy Collis, Zoe Cranstone, Chloe
Darlington, Ellen Hickin, Louisa Hill, Mischa
Jardine, Olivia Keppel, Esmee Kirkpatrick,
Tiggy Lovering, Emma MatsumotoProuten, Aurora Paris (c), Natasha ParksTunstall, Georgia Pickford, Chinda Smith,
Sophia Stratford.
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3rd XI
Girls’ Hockey
P 11

W4

L4

D3

B

efore any time to train or work on
ﬁtness, we played our ﬁrst match of
the season against Sherborne school,
losing 3-0. Soon after the second half
began, Milly Sampson, one of our key
defenders, got injured and as a result,
would miss the rest of the season. We
fought well in the following match against
Marlborough College, but their ﬁtness
proved to be better than ours and we lost
our second match 1-0. With a few training
sessions under our belts and a little ﬁtter,
our next match was against Bradﬁeld
College, ﬁnally getting on the score sheet
with a goal from Agnes Williams; alas a win
eluded us. This third loss spurred us on
even more and we trained harder.
Finally, we got our ﬁrst win against KES
Bath, with Kristin Romer-Lee and Freya
Knight scoring to make it 2-0 to us.
Coach, LS, was very happy! With renewed
conﬁdence, we fought hard in the next
match and came away with a draw against
a very good Prior Park team. Pangbourne
College was next and with three from
Romer-Lee and one from Pye, we cruised
to a 4-0 victory. Our next match was a
return ﬁxture against KES Bath and with
a mixture of the 3rd XI and 4th XI we
secured another win. We travelled away
to Wellington College and destroyed
their barrier at the gate when we arrived.
The bus driver didn’t see it come down
and drove through! We were ﬁt and we
were sharp and played the most amazing
match of the season. They scored then we
scored, they scored then we scored. This
went on until we both scored three goals
before the ﬁnal whistle went and we got
a standing ovation from the ‘crowd’. In
the ﬁnal three matches of the season we
managed a loss, a win and a draw.
We all had a great time this season and
well done to everyone who played.
Kristin Romer-Lee
I certainly enjoyed coaching these girls
this season and was impressed with their
‘never-say-die’ attitude. All the best for
your future hockey careers!
LS

Squad: Madeline Brooks, Elsa Chick,
Corina Clarke, Arabella Le Coyte, Hannah
Gibson, Georgianna Gray, Atlanta Hatch,
Freya Knight, Jessica Litherland, Sophie
Muir, Liddy Payne, Octavia Pye, Kristin
Romer-Lee, Milly Sampson, Chinda Smith,
Arianna Watling, Natasha Whitrow,
Agnes Williams.

4th XI
Girls’ Hockey
P8

W3

L5

D0

T

his was a season of two halves, with
all of the three victories (against
Bradﬁeld, Prior Park and Pangbourne)
coming before half-term. Nonetheless,
even after half-term, the team fought hard
against generally stronger opposition
than they had faced in the earlier part of
the season, and only two of the defeats
(Sherbourne Girls in the very ﬁrst match
and Wellington College) were heavy.
In attack, Polly Maton’s pace and ability
to keep the ball close to the end of her
stick on the right wing proved too much
for opposition defences; we missed her in
the second half of the season when she
had to focus on her training for athletics.
Sophie Jephson was skilful and eﬀective
on the left wing, and showed an eye for
goal when the ball came in from the right.
Lara Davis made a valuable contribution in
attack and midﬁeld, whilst Molly Weeden

showed an invaluable knack of coming
up with a goal when it was most needed,
most notably in the closing stages of the
game against Prior Park. Ines Thomas
showed pace and commitment as an
attacking midﬁelder, whilst Esme Evans
and Catriona Edington worked tirelessly
to win and distribute the ball in midﬁeld.
Hannah Walker grew in conﬁdence on
the right side of midﬁeld, often initiating
attacks by ﬁnding the right wing. Kate
Marshall also emerged as an asset in
attack and midﬁeld later in the season.
In defence, Anna Bray, Martha Holden
and Ariana Watling all performed bravely
and eﬀectively in goal, whilst Kat Long
captained the side with calm authority
from centre back. Grace Drew was a
key member of the team as a sweeper,
snuﬃng out numerous attacks, whilst
Margot Wilkinson, Fia Enislidis, Imogen
Parkes, Ellie Deegan and Frozan Tahiry
all worked with great determination in
defending the ﬂanks.
This was an enjoyable season, with players
developing their individual games through
a demanding programme of ﬁxtures which
they played in the right spirit and not
without success – well done one and all.
CWWW

Squad: Anna Bray, Lara Davis, Ellie
Deegan, Grace Drew, Catriona Edington,
Fia Enislidis, Esme Evans, Martha Holden,
Sophie Jephson, Kat Long (Captain), Polly
Maton, Kate Marshall, Imogen Parkes, Frozan
Tahiry, Ines Thomas, Hannah Walker, Ariana
Watling, Molly Weeden, Margot Wilkinson.
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U15A XI
Girls’ Hockey
P 13

W8

L4

D1

T

his has been a very positive season for
the U15A girls. The team contained a
talented group of players determined to
uphold high expectations from a good
record last year. I would say we are all very
pleased with our eight victories out of the
thirteen ﬁxtures giving us an impressive
win/draw ratio of 69.2%. The team went
into every match wanting to win and
performances from every area of the pitch
resulted in a total of 122 goals being scored
compared to just 22 conceded.
Over the course of the term, we
progressed and worked on higher intensity
hockey in our training sessions and
matches and by the end of the season,
aided by a committed defence unit,
Ellie Barker had netted fourteen goals,
followed by Rosie Jephson with eight,
Polly Campbell with seven, Amelia Place
with three, Elena Swanton with two and
Hermione Warburton-Hogben with one
on the score sheet too.
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The season started oﬀ with the ﬁrst three
matches against tough teams: Sherborne
Girls’ School, Marlborough College and
Bradﬁeld College. The team stayed resilient
and scored at least one goal against
the opposition in each despite fairly
close defeats in all; especially the hardfought 2-1 loss against the competitive
Marlborough College side who we had
faced the previous year in the ﬁnal of the
Regional Competition in a tight match that
ultimately went to penalty shuﬄes.
As the term progressed, coached by LPM,
we improved and bonded more as a group
and so went on to conﬁdently win the
following six ﬁxtures scoring a minimum
of three goals against Pangbourne College
and Churcher’s College, and up to twelve
in a decisive defeat against Prior Park
College with ﬁve diﬀerent players on the
score sheet: Ellie Barker, Polly Campbell,
Rosie Jephson, Amelia Place and Elena
Swanton. Likewise, in the matches
against St. Mary’s, Calne and Godolphin
(7-0 and 6-0 respectively) strong team
performances converted to goals meaning
India Eastlake and Hermione WarburtonHogben joined the other goal-scorers.
Wellington College was always going
to be a demanding match and the

opposing team proved more methodical
and resulted in our winning streak being
interrupted despite a good attitude
towards the game from the Dauntsey’s
side. Unfazed we moved forward and
regained our conﬁdence with two
optimistic matches against Bryanston and
King Edward’s, Southampton with Ellie
Barker scoring three more.
Our season ended with a ﬁnal ﬁxture
against Bristol Grammar School; there was
a good performance from our defence
yet we were not able to translate that
into goals, which meant that the game
ended in a draw. Throughout the term the
team improved mentally and physically
to form an eﬃcient unit in the face of
tough competition and, essentially, it was a
constructive and enjoyable season which
has set up all team members for further
successes in hockey in the coming year.
Rosie Jephson

Squad: Ellie Barker, Polly Campbell, Freya
Chapman, India Eastlake, Gemma Harvey,
Sasha Henley, Sophie Hollis, Rosie Jephson,
Olivia Parrot, Riya Patel, Amelia Place, Elena
Swanton, Hermione Warburton-Hogben,
Frankie Whinnett.

U15B
Girls’ Hockey
P 10

W5

L3

XI

made over the season. Keep up the good
work, girls, and I wish you all the best with
your hockey in the future.
JKT

D2
Squad: Flossie Ball, Hannah Barnes,

he positive attitude and
determination was demonstrated
across the team from the very start of the
season. This group of bubbly, hard working
girls were an absolute pleasure to coach
over the hockey season, resulting in ﬁve
wins, two draws and just three losses
overall. This led to an excellent 70% win/
draw ratio by the end of the season.

T

Hannah Bradley, Niamh Clark, Mabel
Garton-Jones, Maddie George, Gemma
Harvey, Annie Hourahane, Rachel King,
Beth McNamara, Jess Nicol, Hermione
Owen, Elisabeth Peak, Jenna Tatham,
Poppy Waterworth, Grace Welsh.

The U15B XI started with their ﬁrst
ﬁxture against Sherborne, resulting in
an unfortunate 6-0 loss. This was then
followed by a tough ﬁxture against
Marlborough College, with the team
pushing Marlborough close, losing 5-3.
However, Hannah Bradley, Jess Nicol and
Jessie Romer- Lee had fantastic games,
each scoring the ﬁrst three goals of the
season for the team.

U14A XI
Girls’ Hockey

As a group, the girls had their strongest
performance yet against Bradﬁeld College.
Rachel King had a great game with a very
intense ﬁnal 10 minutes, but with support
from Flossie Ball and Hermione Owen in
defence, they did not let Bradﬁeld sneak in
the winning goal. Although the ﬁnal result
was a 1-1 draw, the girls had the better of
the majority of the game and this gave the
team a lot of conﬁdence.
The U15B XI achieved their ﬁrst win of the
season against Prior Park College, winning
5-0. Maddie George really stood out during
this performance as she consistently won
back possession and linked play well
between the midﬁelders and the forward
line. Jess Nicol had an outstanding game
scoring four out of the ﬁve goals. Her
enthusiasm and hard work throughout the
term was demonstrated in every single
performance. Jess also ﬁnished the term as
top goal scorer for the U15B XI, scoring 6
out of 18 goals. The chemistry of the team
was developing week by week and this
showed on the pitch. The girls went on
to win against Pangbourne College and
Churcher’s College. This therefore led to
three fantastic wins in a row.

P 16

W4

L3
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T

he U14A hockey team ﬁnished the
term with a mixed bag of results,
however, pushing results aside, the
improvement they made both individually
and as part of a team was wonderful to
see.
The team kick-started their season with an
emphatic performance against a tough
Sherborne side. Our opposition dominated
most, if not all, of the match yet we were
resilient in our play, absorbing ﬂoods of
pressure. It was fair to say that a 1-0 win
would have been a good result, however a
lapse in concentration on Sherborne’s part
led to a break and a Maya House goal. The

cheers from the side line from our parents
showed just how much a draw meant.
The girls then continued their run against
tough opposition facing Bradﬁeld College
and then competing in the County
Tournament. Despite a 4-2 loss against
Bradﬁeld, we were very much in the
game with Sophia Hill and Holly Gaiger
impressing. In the County Tournament, we
again were very in the mix however lacked
consistency in the shorter matches which
cost us. However, Pippy Abel and Bijou
Angus put in star performances in the
tournament: sadly, we were unfortunate in
not qualifying.
We continued the season with some
promising performances although results
not always going in our favour. A 2-2 draw
against KES Bath set us up well before
a tough match against Prior Park where
we were a little thin on the ground due
to illness. Credit to those who were able
to play, particularly Immie Ayling and Ella
Harris for their exceptional work rates
and stick skills. We were able to end the
ﬁrst half of term with a 4-1 win over St
Mary’s, Calne. Here it was nice to see
much more intensity from the team, with
some nicely constructed passes and good
demonstration of shape on the pitch –
something the team had been working on
during practice.
Following a well-deserved rest, the girls
returned with enthusiasm and drive and
this was seen in their ﬁrst weekend ﬁxture
where they beat Churcher’s College 1-0.
The score-line could have been more –

The girls unfortunately ended the season
with a frustrating 0-0 draw against Bristol
Grammar School, however, the girls should
be extremely happy with the progress
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the post was frequently hit throughout
both halves however it was a mid-game
goal by Holly Gaiger which allowed us
to take the lead. Rachel Millar made a
valuable save for the team in the ﬁnal few
minutes and the team returned to school
happy and victorious.
The remainder of the season results wise
went very much in our oppositions’ hands
with four tough ﬁxtures against Wellington
College, Bryanston, KES Southampton and
BGS. However, despite suﬀering a 4-0 loss
to Wellington College, the team displayed
one of their best performances all season,
particularly in the ﬁrst half where they
limited the opposition to one goal and
had their own chances. The commitment
of the team was absolutely exemplary and
this has been a real key theme of this team.
It has been a wonderful season coaching
the U14A team and I wish each and every
individual player the very best as they
progress up the school as hockey players.
KAB

Squad: Pippy Abel, Bijou Angus, Lexi
Aspey, Imogen Ayling, Holly Gaiger, Ella
Harris, Sophia Hill, Maya House, Phoebe
Lishman, Lily Mallinson, Rachel Millar, Lara
Vautier, Hannah Weeden, Bea Williams.

U14B XI
Girls’ Hockey
P 11

W7

L2

D2

T

he U14Bs began the season in
September as a collection of
individuals, but by December were very
much a team whose camaraderie and
spirit were second to none. Their energetic
performances were driven by the team
captain, Emily Bagnall whose willingness
to apply maximum eﬀort throughout was
an example to all. The initial match of the
season saw the team travel to Sherborne
where this new team’s potential was
very much in evidence. New positions
were trialled with Lily Mallinson, Ava Hall
and Katherine Mackenzie-Yates who
immediately made great use of newly
found space on this full size pitch. Though
the team lost 1-0, there were many
positives to take from the game. The local
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derby against Marlborough College was
the girls’ next challenge. The opposition
seemed to have more power and
determination and the heads went down
when Marlborough scored two goals in
quick succession. Despite some excellent
defensive work by Freya Wharton, and
Lucy Mayne, Marlborough punished the
failure of the team to move the ball out of
our 25 and scored two further goals.

ability to read and anticipate the unfolding
situations within a game is hugely
improved. I look forward to following this
group of players as they progress up the
school and I thank them for their friendly,
focussed yet fun approach to their hockey
both in training and in matches.
KSC

Squad: Emily Bagnall (Captain), Josie
The match against Bradﬁeld College began
very sluggishly; by the time that the girls
had clicked into action it was too late
to recover and they suﬀered a 4-1 one
defeat. Our consolatory goal was a cracker
though: Freya Colington whipped the ball
across for Tegan Yates to slot in. The team
soaked up the pressure but rarely got the
ball out of the defensive 25: the hoped for
breakaway goal did not materialise. Our
nearby competitors in Bath, Prior Park,
provided the girls with their ﬁrst win of the
season where the addition of the skilful
Hannah Weeden to our team made an
immediate impact. Florence Evenden, Josie
Banovic and Bronte Lorimer controlled
the midﬁeld, whose interlinking play
successfully moved the ball up the pitch.
Josie’s endeavours were rewarded with a
goal as were those of Katherine MackenzieYates and Hannah Weeden.
The new found winning streak continued
with a 3-0 victory over Pangbourne
College, which made the long coach
journey to the eastern edge of Berkshire
worthwhile. (However, the girls are more
likely to remember this match for the oﬀ
ﬁeld drama of a forgotten bag rather than
our second win of the season!). An evenly
matched game against Churcher’s College
led to a stalemate where neither team was
able to score. The impressive goalkeeping
of Rachel Millar and superb defending
of Tabitha in this match ensured that the
team kept their ﬁrst clean sheet of the
season. The ﬁxtures schedule led the girls
to face their strongest opponents in the
ﬁnal three games of the season: Wellington
College, Bryanston and Bristol Grammar
School. Despite huge heart and courage
from every member of the U14Bs, they
could not match the killer instincts of
these teams in the ‘D’ and suﬀered losses
to each side.
This was a disappointing ﬁnal run in to
the season which did not reﬂect the
improvements made either individually
or collectively. Progress in the individual
skill level of each player is irrefutable: their

Banovic, Freya Collington, Florence
Evenden, Ava Hall, Bronte Lorimer,
Katherine Mackenzie-Yates, Lily Mallinson,
Lucy Mayne, Rachel Millar, Tabitha Spindler,
Lucy Stevenson, Freya Wharton.

U13A XI
Girls’ Hockey
P 11

W6

L2

D3

H

aving seen the talent of this group
last year I was very excited to have
the opportunity to coach them and
they did not disappoint. They started
the season with enthusiasm and energy
both in practice and throughout their
matches. The girls showed great depth
both in defence and attack and as a result
achieved a fantastic total of 32 goals for
while only conceding 12.
The girls started the season with an
enthusiastic performance against both
Godolphin and Hampshire Collegiate,
winning both 6-0 and 4-0 respectively,
with two outstanding performances from
Maya House who was able to skilfully place
7 of the 10 goals. The ﬁnal three goals are
attributed to Imogen Ayling, Holly Gaiger
and Pippy Abel who all showed their own
individual skills.

Unfortunately this winning streak took
a side step and when faced with some
considerable strength and speed, and the
team lost 3-0 to Kingswood. However they
worked incredibly hard during training and
were soon on top of things when faced
with KES Bath. Sophia Hill and Hannah
Weeden took control on the wings and
led the team to a 3-0 win. Both girls
showed speed and clever stick work while
working their way up the ﬁeld and with
the help of Bronte Lorimer and Ella Harris
in midﬁeld.

This team spirit continued and reached
its highest point when playing St. Mary’s
Calne which ended in a fantastic 8-0
win. Maya House, Imogen Ayling and Ella
Harris all scored within this match but
it was Lara Vautier who created some
fantastic attacking plays from the back and
continued to support up the ﬁeld to get a
hat-trick.
Following last years battle against Bristol
Grammar the team were determined to
give as good as they got. The match was
full of exciting play from both teams as
the ball went from end of end resulting
in a nail biting ﬁnish, where Bristol scored
within the last minute to take the ﬁnal
score line to 5-4. The whole team showed
such determination with in this match and
as a coach I could not have been prouder
of their eﬀorts.
The season continue with some hard
fought battles and the defence could
not have performed better against King
Edwards Southampton. Rachel Millar
made four key saves while Tabby Spindler,
Phoebe Lishman, Lara Vautier and Pippy
Abel all cleared the lines and made vital
tackles when required. This led to the team
ﬁnishing oﬀ the season with a 2-0 win.
In short this season has been full of some
fantastic play across the whole squad. The
girls have been a delight to coach and I
have thoroughly enjoyed myself. I have
seen them grow not only in their skills but
also their conﬁdence and I very much look
forward to seeing them progress up the
school.
SJR

Squad: Maisie Arnold, Issy Burn, Olivia
Carpenter, Lily Cooper, Annabelle Dornan,
Katy Ferguson, Sophie Flann, Sophie Grant,
Virginia Jacobs, Annabel Price, Bea Watts.

U13B XI
Girls’ Hockey
P 10
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fter a closely fought draw against
Prior Park Prep, the season burst into
life with a visit to Monkton Prep. Attacking
with ﬂair and purpose, we raced into a

three goal ﬁrst-half lead before ultimately
running out 5-0 winners. Flora Darby
caused havoc in their defence, helping
herself to a hat-trick with Anna Scott and
Bea Burnham also hitting the target. The
girls’ ruthlessness in front of goal was
particularly pleasing and boded well for
the rest of the season. Unfortunately,
tough games against KES Bath and Farleigh
School followed, highlighting the need to
work on our defensive marking, but the
team bounced back to go unbeaten for
the rest of the season.
Olivia Carpenter ran riot against Prior
Park College, dominating the midﬁeld
and driving the team towards another
5-0 victory. Dominant from the oﬀ, we
smashed the post twice in the opening
quarter before Olivia gave us control with
two well-taken goals shortly before half
time including a fantastic dribble from
our own half. Tilly Buxton was fantastic
in defence and with the team attacking
well as a unit we continued to control the
game after half time, adding further goals
through Holly Ridgers and Bea Burnham
before Olivia completed her hat-trick.
The girls showed remarkable character
in the second half of term, responding to
tricky situations to win four of their ﬁve
ﬁxtures, drawing the other. Twice against
St Mary’s Calne, we reacted to conceding
equalisers by immediately moving the
ball up the pitch and retaking the lead,
winning 3-2. The defence then shone
against Churcher’s College, showing
impressive composure to withstand waves
of attacks late in the game and help us win
a single-goal game.

The season ended with a 3-1 victory
against Bristol Grammar School, including
two fantastic goals that showed how far
the girls had progressed. From a side-line
ball near the corner ﬂag, Charlotte
Crawley dribbled the required ﬁve metres
before slapping the ball towards the
penalty spot for Lily Watherston to expertly
ﬁnish ﬁrst time, scoring a textbook goal.
Tilly Buxton could do no wrong, strong in
the tackle and distributing the ball with
precision. She capped her player of the
match performance with a hard strike
direct from a short corner, ﬁnishing the
season on a high.
The goalkeepers both played important
roles during the season, with Annabelle
Dornan making numerous crucial saves
against Churcher’s and Sophie Flann
excelling against St Mary’s Calne. It was
fantastic to have so many girls play for the
team during the season and this strength
in depth sets them up well for next year
when they progress onto 11-a-side hockey.
I wish them luck and will certainly be
watching how they get on with much
interest.
SEB

Squad: Bea Burnham, Tilly Buxton,
Lara Candy, Olivia Carpenter, Lily Cooper,
Charlotte Crawley, Flora Darby, Annabelle
Dornan, Sian Drew, Marcy Duﬃll, Sophie
Flann, Ellie Fredericks, Charlie Miller,
Georgia Place, Holly Ridgers, Anna Scott,
Lily Steggall, Lily Watherston, Bea Watts.
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Squad: Chiara Boote, Talia Eastlake,

U12A XI
Girls’ Hockey
P 11

W7

L4

Poppy Harris, Eliza Hill, Mima Naumann,
Bella Owen, Sophia Parrot, Phe Phe Pye,
Olivia Smail.

D0

T

The season was kick-started early
and with one training session under
their belts it was a baptism of ﬁre against
a polished Monkton Prep side. The girls
fought hard but despite their best eﬀorts
they recorded a 2-0 loss in their ﬁrst
outing of the season. So, it was back to
the drawing board and we set to work
on honing basic skills and some better
passing and possession on the pitch.
The girls were beginning to create more
opportunities and work together as a team
and were proving themselves to be an
ambitious and determined bunch.
Our next match against KES Bath, a 4-1 win,
gave the girls a taste of victory and Phe
Phe Pye, Chiara Boote and Talia Eastlake
all found the back of the net in a keenly
fought battle. Prep school Farleigh proved
to be more challenging and despite some
feisty defending from Bella Owen, Sophia
Parrot and Poppy Harris a creditable
3-1 loss ensued. The girls were by now
working hard and making super progress
in training. Two of the squad were new to
hockey but showed athletic potential and
were developing quickly and making a
real diﬀerence to the team performance.
This was evident in the next four-match
winning streak!
With victories against Kingswood,
Godolphin, St. Mary’s Calne and Churcher’s
College the team were really beginning
to take shape and fulﬁl their sporting
potential. Despite a 4-1 loss against a slick
Thorngrove Prep side the girls ﬁnished the
season on a real high with two further VIIs
wins against a decent Kingswood side and
tough opponents BGS and a draw in their
ﬁrst 11-a-side match in Southampton. With
Olivia Smail solid in the centre, ably ﬂanked
by Chiara Boote, Poppy Harris and Phe Phe
Pye the midﬁeld players were able to feed
the ball in to the attack of Eliza Hill and
Talia Eastlake, who proved highly eﬀective
and eﬃcient in the circle. This was a super
season where the girls made enormous
progress and were a real pleasure to coach.
Committed, determined and full of energy,
they will be a team to watch out for as they
progress up through the school.
SC
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U12B XI
Girls’ Hockey
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T

he U12B team had a very successful
season this year and demonstrated
much determination, spirit and
enthusiasm. The season started very well
with a convincing win against Monkton
Prep School; Jemima Naumann scored
some superb goals and was very well
supported by Georgia Facer, Lottie
Litherland and Suzanna Mackintosh in
midﬁeld. This win was followed by two
more victories against KES Bath and
Farleigh School, with goals from Flo Ward,
Ellie Evans and Rosie Burn with some
athletic and impressive goalkeeping from
Georgina Moverley.
Our next match was a tough one against
Kingswood and we lost 1 – 4; there
was much strong defensive play, led by
Rosie Basnett, and Georgia Facer worked
tirelessly in midﬁeld but Kingswood
attacked well and deserved their win.
However, this defeat did nothing to
dampen the enthusiasm of the team
and they learned a great deal from the
attacking style in which Kingswood
played. Resounding victories against
Godolphin School and St. Mary’s, Calne
then followed, and Jemima Naumann

and Georgia Facer were rewarded for
their fantastic attacking play and dogged
persistence in the goal mouth with a hattrick each in both matches; goals from Flo
Ward and Lottie Litherland added to make
some pretty impressive score lines. The
greatest improvement that the girls made
during these two ﬁxtures was in their use
of the whole pitch – as space was created,
so more open play followed and the girls
worked well to support each other.
Following these victories, we had a tough
match against Churcher’s College where
Isabella Lane worked very eﬀectively
with Rosie Basnett in defence. We scored
a fantastic goal from a short corner, but
were unable to convert any more goals
and were defeated 1 – 2. Our ﬁnal game
of the season was played in torrential rain
at Bristol Grammar School. In a nail-biting
match, where we were a goal up at half
time and played undoubtedly our best
hockey of the season, we were extremely
unlucky to be beaten by a goal scored in
the last 30 seconds of the match. Rosie
Burn played with intelligence and style,
and the unstoppable Jemima Naumann
ﬁnished the season with her tenth goal!
It has been an absolute pleasure to watch
this committed and enthusiastic team
grow in conﬁdence throughout the season;
they show much promise for the future
and I congratulate them on their positive
approach and well-deserved results. I wish
them all the very best for next season.
AES

Squad: Rosie Basnett, Rosie Burn, Ellie
Evans, Georgia Facer, Isabella Lane, Lottie
Litherland, Suzanna Mackintosh, Georgina
Moverley, Jemima Naumann, Flo Ward.

Hockey tour of Malaysia 2017

T

his year, the touring squad kept an
online blog of their adventures. It is
reproduced, in full, here:

Day 1
A collection of 20 excited girls left
Dauntsey’s at 14.30hrs on board a coach
bound for Heathrow, together with JD and
LPM. Slowly we made it through check in
with the help of Ben Williams from Edwin
Doran, our tour organisers. The ﬁrst risk
was taken, and the girls were let loose in
the airport with a curfew time of when to
arrive at the gate. Thankfully they all made
it (just about) on time and we boarded
our luxurious Boeing 787 Dreamlinerdisappointingly for some we were directed
to the right and told to keep walking (none
of those beds previously talked about!).
The ﬂight was 12hrs in duration; most of
the girls managed to grab some sleep and
arrived in Kuala Lumpur, still with endless
enthusiasm for the trip. Having met Zubir
(our host for the trip) we headed oﬀ on
our one-hour transfer to the Renaissance
Hotel. Having had several run ins with the

ﬁnes book, Riya gained some colourful
headgear for the evening. A quick turn
around and we were oﬀ out to sample
some of the local food in a very local food
court. Lots of curry was consumed and we
headed for our much-needed beds.
Day 2
A lie in was purely wishful thinking,
however, all made it down for the
incredible breakfast. This included a
selection of hot and cold food; a massive
range of cakes (including luminous green
ones), fruit, noodles, curry (of course)
and cereals. A short bus trip followed
for a two hour training session at Jalan
Pantai Hockey Stadium. The girls quickly
discovered how hard the trip was going to
be with the humidity at 90%. All brushed
the cobwebs away quickly and adapted
to playing with their new team mates.
Then we boarded the coach and headed
oﬀ on a whistle stop tour of the city. We
visited the Astana Negara Palace where
LOTS of photos were taken. We then
headed on to the Tugu Peringatan Negara
Malaysia, where the girls impersonated

the impressive bronze statue. Our ﬁnal
destination was the Independence Square
in Old Town Kuala Lumpur where some of
the buildings were built in 1897. A quick
lunch stop in a shopping mall (where the
girls obviously went shopping) before
walking back to the hotel to prepare for
the match. We played against the KL
sports school - an academy who play all
year round. They displayed some excellent
technical skills and ‘by golly’ could they
strike a ball! It appeared that the journey
had taken its toll and the girls started the
ﬁrst quarter disjointed and weary of the
opposition. After some ﬁne saves by Riya,
two errors were punished and on the
balance of play; deserved. Rosie and a few
others started to take the game by the
scruﬀ of the neck and some impressive
play was rewarded with a tap in for
Louisa- right place, right time. From then
on, the teams were pretty evenly matched
with both having their chances and not
capitalising on them. Dauntsey’s best
chance came from some great interplay
between Ellie and Emily but the second
goal continued to elude us.
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JD debriefed with a request for increased
professionalism throughout the day and
more conﬁdence in their own ability. Bring
on tomorrow... fuelled by a great Irish pub
meal!
Day 3
The day started badly for ﬁve girls, who
having been left with the responsibility of
setting an alarm, failed, narrowly avoiding
missing breakfast. The journey to the FRIM
(Forest Research Institute of Malaysia) was
a quiet one, with many of the girls feeling
the eﬀects of playing in the heat, on very
little sleep. We had a fantastic tour guide,
Jalalli, who told us a number of interesting
facts about the forest and all within it.
The girls particularly enjoyed meeting
Mr Leech and the garlic balls provided a
source of great entertainment. We then
transferred to the Batu Caves in Gombak,
Selangor where we were treated with a
magniﬁcent view of the Murugan Statue, a
huge golden ﬁgure situated at the bottom
of 272 steps. The girls enjoyed feeding
the overweight monkeys before making
the descent back to the air-conditioned
coach. A quick lunch in the Twin Towers,
before a return to the Jalan Pantai Hockey
Stadium. Sadly, the Convent Bukit Nenas
school we were scheduled to play pulled
out at the last minute. This left us with
an opportunity to play the same school
as yesterday (KLSS) and put our demons
to rest. The girls started particularly well
today, improving on their performance
24hrs earlier. This was rewarded with two
excellent team goals, ﬁnished by Emily and
Rosie respectively. However, we did get

caught on the break and took a slender
lead of 2-1 into half time. The opposition
came out almost like a new team (!) and
this completely threw the girls, resulting
in three quick ﬁre goals. After a dusting
down and some inspirational words from
Charlotte (today’s Captain) and JD, the girls
emptied their tanks and threw themselves
into the ﬁnal quarter. Lou hit the post,
Immy scored only to be denied by an early
whistle and there were multiple short
corners and shots on target. Unfortunately
the score line remained unchanged; a
disappointing way to ﬁnish our matches
in KL but the girls have all made progress
in 48hrs and should be proud of their
individual and collective eﬀorts. Onwards
to a fun-ﬁlled day tomorrow and a fresh
start to our hockey, in Ipoh on Monday.
Day 4
The girls had a small lie in before heading
oﬀ on a wet and wild day at the Sunway
Lagoon. Gemma, Polly and Ellie were
particularly excited about the day ahead.
The groups split themselves depending
on how brave they were feeling. JD joined
Chloe D, Polly and Rosie down the racing
mat slide with JD winning by a country
mile. LPM joined Jemima, Alice and
Georgia and after a slow start she won the
prize for the most air gained going down
the slide, almost joining Georgia. Some
of the groups went to the theme park
where they experienced some crazy rides,
including a pirate boat that went over 360
degrees, after a delay due to someone
projectile vomiting on it in the previous
session.

The afternoon was spent shopping in the
Petronas Towers, followed by a lovely Thai
meal.
Day 5
Day 5 saw the start of the inter-squad mini
competitions, with Tucks’ team taking
charge of an onboard quiz on route to
Ipoh. This provided a huge amount of
entertainment and made the journey
pass quickly. Hammy’s team came out
on top, with Mimi’s team closely behind.
Following our arriving at the very posh
Weil Hotel in Ipoh, we had some lunch in
the mall next door and quickly got ready
for the third match of tour against Raja
Perempuan School. We were lucky enough
to be allowed to play in the Azlan Shah
Stadium; the girls were massively excited
about playing on a beautiful pitch with so
many world class players having played
on there before. The spirits were high as
the girls knew it was a once in a lifetime
opportunity and they certainly didn’t
disappoint, rising to the occasion and
playing their socks oﬀ. After a slow start,
Chloe managed to engage the troops and
gradually they began to play how they
had been training. Making improvement
to their individual and collective games,
they started to dominate and Alice broke
the deadlock. Lots of chances were created
and it was disappointing to not take the
game away from the opposition. It took
until the 3rd quarter before Lou and Chloe
added to the tally and the goal was set to
score two more, in the ﬁnal quarter. Immy
scored a well-rehearsed PC before Polly
put it on a plate for Rosie, with a minute to
go. The girls were ecstatic and deserved
the comfortable victory. They celebrated
with a buﬀet at the hotel before game day
awards.
Day 6
It was an early start as we were training at
the national stadium at 8.00am. Patterns
of play and a change of shape were the
focus. Some of the girls are starting to get
some minor injuries, so the intensity of the
session was adapted, accordingly. A couple
of hours of free time were used up by
either sleeping or relaxing by the inﬁnity
pool on the top ﬂoor of the hotel. We
reviewed yesterday’s game with a video
session before the short drive was made to
the iconic stadium. Weather wise, this was
the toughest test with temperatures above
35 degrees and humidity well over 90%.
The start of the game was excellent and
Alice slammed a straight strike from a short
corner, to take a 1-0 lead. Unfortunately,
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the opposition scored a carbon copy
before taking the lead after some weak
defence. The third quarter was extremely
tough and the girls were quickly running
out of steam. A serious injury to one of the
opposition gave the girls a well needed
rest, before they got back on the pitch,
now thankfully in the shadows. The ﬁnal
quarter was superb and put in their best
performance to date. They travel to Penang
and will be encouraged to remember this
ﬁnal 15-minute display.
The evening was spent on the roof top
restaurant and a visit to ‘Llao Llao’ (Frozen
Yoghurt) before an early night’s sleep. Our
last destination is upon us and the time
is going way too fast. The beach is calling
and the girls cannot wait to get there try
out their new formations and connections.
Day 7
We started our last leg of the trip with a
three-hour journey to the State of Penang.
Riya provided the bus entertainment this
time, with a mix of riddles, jokes, guess
the song and impressions. Our ﬁrst stop
was at the Bukit Merah Orang Utan Island
Foundation, home to 20 orangutans,
either rescued from the wild or bred into
captivity. The aim of the foundation is to
release the orangutan into Borneo, when
they are old enough. The girls loved seeing
the King ‘PJ’ and his potential successors
‘Adam’ and ‘Carlos’. The orangutans were
loose in the wild but we managed to
observe the babies playing and the older
members were curious and intelligent
individuals.
Our next stop was Georgetown to visit the
Mosques, Temples and other alternative
places of worship. The girls were
particularly interested in the Mosque and
asked a number of intellectual questions
about their culture and were able to pick
up an English translation of the Qur’an.
En route to the Park Royal Hotel the girls
were allowed a quick shop in a huge mall
where the retail outlet ‘Lovisa’ inundated
with Dauntsey’s students. Arriving at the
hotel we were not to be disappointed as
the resort is home to a beautiful pool, with
added slides, pool volleyball, and gorgeous
beach just metres away from the warm
ocean. An incredible place to spend our
ﬁnal four days of a fantastic trip.
The evening was spent strolling through
the night markets, eyeing up potential
purchases for the next few days. We had
a meal in a BBQ restaurant and the girls

were pleased to get to bed after a long day
travelling.
Day 8
The day started with a much deserved
lie in followed by a conditioning session
in the gym and some pool/chill out time.
After lunch we headed oﬀ to Penang
University Sports pitches to play our
penultimate match against Penang State.
With Charlotte as captain for the day, the
team warmed up in a professional manner
and were keen to get going. Again, the
girls started slowly, almost nervous and
must have more conﬁdence in their
ability. Halfway through the ﬁrst quarter,
Dauntsey’s went 1-0 down to a wonder
goal, from arguably the most talented
player the girls have come across. With
multiple opportunities, it was frustrating
not to get on the scoresheet but the girls
performed some of their best hockey.
Both Riya and Chloe had strong games
and Ellie did a sterling job in the third
quarter, preventing the top player from
having as much of an impact. The girls
have all come a long way but just need to
dig deep and must be more clinical. It is
the hardest part of most sports but it has
been highlighted in every video session
and was worked on in our earlier training
sessions. Fingers crossed they can put it all
together and perform for the entire game.
There have been some really pleasing
spells and tomorrow, we hope to ﬁnish on
a high.
An early night for all in preparation for the
big day.

Day 9
The girls were given an extended lie in but
expected to be at breakfast by 10.00am.
The meet time for video was 1pm and
most of the girls remained out of the sun
and ensured they were well rested. After
some self analysis, we met Zubir and the
bus to start our 80 minute journey for our
ﬁnal ﬁxture. The mood was positive with
the pre game rituals of plaiting and singing
a key feature. The girls started well, but
the opposition were always a threat on
the break and scored within 10 minutes.
The team reacted well and the rotations
allowed the intensity to be maintained.
In the ﬁnal seconds of play the girls were
ﬁnally able to put away a chance and it was
1-1 after the 1st quarter. The expectations
were revisited in the break and the girls
played with more ﬂuidity and conﬁdence.
The HT score was 1-1 but the girls were
dominating in most areas of the pitch. The
decision making in the ‘D’ was the only
thing that needed improving and this was
the focus for the second half.
The deadlock was broken by another well
worked corner and was superbly ﬁnished
by Immy. The ﬁnal quarter was upon us
and the last 15 minutes of this wonderful
experience, felt like a year! The opposition
scored a wonder goal (reverse stick top
right corner) to level the score but the girls
would simply not give up without a ﬁght.
Elena and Emily were combining well and
the ever consistent Chloe and Alice started
to impose themselves on the game. A
combination of some fantastic build up
play and a dangerous challenge, resulted in
a penalty stroke. Immy stepped up to take
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it and showed great composure to put it
into the bottom right corner. The girls were
ecstatic but needed to remain focused on
managing the game to the end. Hearts
were in mouths with three minutes to go
as Georgia literally put her body on the
line to save a certain goal. Buoyed from
this close shave, Polly secured the victory
with a second phase corner and all the
hard work, eﬀort, sweat, meetings all
seemed worth it. I wish you could have all
been there to see the joy on their faces.
Not simply for winning but for winning
together and I am certain that the moment
the ﬁnal whistle went, will be a memory
that will stay with them forever. For LPM
and I... Mission accomplished.
Day 10
The meet for breakfast was considerably
earlier than the previous day and we
wanted the girls to make the most of
their ﬁnal day, in this wonderful resort.
The morning started slowly as the team
were still recovering, following yesterday’s
eﬀorts. A table tennis and water volleyball
competition helped to re-energize them
before a spot of lunch, overlooking the sea.
The afternoon included a short walk along
the beach and some sand castle building
before pre-ordering their food, for the end
of tour dinner. A night market trip was next
on the agenda and the girls practised their
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newly learned ‘haggling skills’. Elena came
out with the best bargain! Lots of gifts
were purchased and the girls could have
stayed there all night, but the tables were
set at Uncle Zack’s.
A lovely three course meal was enjoyed
by all and then it was time for the awards
presentation. All of the girls were given a
memento of the trip and were praised for
their attitude throughout. Special mention
must go to the new U6 as they set an
excellent example both on and oﬀ the
pitch throughout the tour.
Polly was voted as the most improved
player, Lou was given a prize for the most
committed player of tour; she literally
put her body on the line and was so
supportive when she was on the sideline.
Immy picked up the top GS award and
Player’s Player. Charlotte was given the
defender of tour. Chloe V was awarded the
midﬁelder of tour, Emily was presented
with the forward of tour award and Alice
was given coach’s player. A ﬁnal drink was
enjoyed and the squad shared some of
their highlights from the last 10 days. It was
a lovely way to end a fantastic trip and we
all feel so fortunate to have been able to
tour this intriguing country.
Terima kasih!

Squad: Ellie Barker, Polly Campbell,
Georgia Carpenter, Chloe Darlington,
Alice Fanshawe, Jemima Frost, Charlotte
Hamilton-White, Gemma Harvey, Sasha
Henley, Louisa Hill, Sophie Hollis, Rosie
Jephson, Poppy Napier, Riya Patel, Mimi
Shepherd, Elena Swanton, Emily Tucker,
Chloe Vautier, Hermione WarburtonHogben, Imogen West, JD (Head of
Hockey), LM (Tour Manager).

Boys’ Hockey
1st XI
Boys’ Hockey
P 14

W4

L8

D1

T

he boys’ 1st XI hockey team started
the season well at the Cardiﬀ Met
University Invitational Tournament, with
opposition that included Stamford School,
Cardiﬀ Met University and the U16 Welsh
national team. With two losses and a win
respectively, the tournament gave new
coach, JD, a base to work from for the rest
of season.
With the squad adjusted from the
preseason tournament, our ﬁrst oﬃcial
game of the season saw us travel away to
Katherine Lady Berkley’s for the ﬁrst round
of the EHA Cup. Drawing 2-2, and losing
on ﬂicks, it saw the start of familiar theme
of the season; Dauntsey’s playing better

hockey but ﬁnishing on the wrong side of
the scoreboard.
The unfortunate trend was painstakingly
evident against both King’s Bruton and
Prior Park, with 2-1 and 1-0 losses despite
playing a higher standard of hockey.
Rahul Patel was solid in defence in both
games, something he was consistent at
throughout the season. However, against
Marlborough College we broke the rut
with a well contested game resulting in
our ﬁrst victory of the season, a 4-3 win even more enjoyable against local rivals.
Man of the match Kincaid Ingram secured
himself a hat trick, proving too much for
the Marlborough defence.
Travelling away without our coach, we
faced a strong Dean Close for our next
ﬁxture. 2-1 down at half time, an inspiring
team talk from replacement coach MDK
saw us score an equaliser early in the
second half, only for it to be disallowed

due to a premature whistle from the
umpire. We lost 3-1, again with a scoreline
not reﬂecting the game. Man of the
match Harry Baker defended extremely
well all game against an England U18
representative, while Oliver Jackson
stopped many lifted balls, using his cricket
skills eﬀectively!
Reaching the last 16 of the plate, meant
facing Marlborough College again. A vocal
Marlborough coach and a tackle on Max
Johnson, worthy of a red card in a rugby
game, summed up the frustrating game
which saw us lose 5-2.
After many away games, we ﬁnally got
to play in front of a home crowd against
Kingswood. Ben Johnson stepped out
of his brother’s shadow and played well,
oﬀering multiple attacking opportunities
on the right while Will Langton dominated
the middle providing a strong individual
performance contributing to the 2-1 win.
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taken from a second chastening defeat
in a row. There was to be no let up in our
tough run of ﬁxtures, with a long away trip
to another fantastic hockey school, Dean
Close, on the cards, and despite heroics
from newly selected goalkeeper Graeme
Smith, and a passionate team performance
with each and every player giving their all
throughout the match, we went down 1-7.
James Long and Harry Burke went close on
occasions, but it wasn’t to be.

Archie Cole made an impressive triple save,
to keep the victory alive.
Feeling positive after our home game win,
we were ready to face arguably the most
important game of the season - Canford,
all wanting to impress ex-coach MDC
with new skills that had been acquired
in the season. After going two goals and
a captain down, Noah Cannon stepped
up, bagging two well ﬁnished goals to
equalise. Finally playing a game displaying
what we were capable of, the away draw
was seen by many as a win - a game the
boys are very proud of.
From a challenging opposition to a weaker
Clayesmore side, we secured a 5-1 win. Will
Barker kept his composure, beating the
keeper in a one vs one getting his second
goal of the season, while Will Thomas also
played well, using his pace up the left to
beat many of their players. Disappointingly,
we lost our last game of the season 2-1 to
KES despite being 1-0 up.
On behalf of all the boys, I would like to
thank JD for his huge eﬀorts during his ﬁrst
year here at Dauntsey’s, and I wish him,
and his future teams the best of luck.
Euan Reid

Squad: Harry Baker, Will Barker, Noah
Cannon, Archie Cole, Kincaid Ingram (VC),
Ben Johnson, Max Johnson, Will Langton,
Oliver Jackson, Thomas McGrath,
Rahul Patel, Euan Reid (C), Joe Stratford,
Will Thomas.
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2nd
Boys’ Hockey
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his was a tough season for the 2nd XI,
but the boys worked hard throughout
and made signiﬁcant improvements over
the course of the season, both as a team,
and on an individual level.
Our ﬁrst game against King’s Bruton
resulted in a 2-2 draw, with Myles Appleby
and Tom Woodman providing the goals,
and Robert McNamara putting in a good
performance in goal. With Clifton College
cancelling, Prior Park were our next
opponents, and they were a good team.
We battled hard to keep the score to 0-1
at half-time, with our defensive pairing of
Zander Balls and Charlie Stace showing
the kind of commitment and desire that
would become characteristic of them
over the course of the season, however
Prior Park hit their straps in the second
half and ended up running away with it
comfortably.

Another heavy defeat followed against a
Kingswood side who were a level above
us, with the highlights being the
development of Lucas Reay as an attacking
option from right back, and some
thumping tackles from left back Theo
Dunnett. It is fair to say that spirits were
low when we travelled to play a Canford
side that had comfortably defeated the
Marlborough side mentioned earlier in
this report, however this turned out to
be our best performance of the season.
There was tireless running from our
rotating midﬁeld squad including the
likes of Charlie Badman, Archie Osmond,
Ed Long and Luke Padﬁeld, and Jack
Rigby’s unconventional style asked a
lot of questions of Canford’s forward
line. Canford’s class did show in the
end however, and they won 5-1, slightly
running away with it the end after we
had pegged them back to 1-1 for a good
period of time. Robbie Andrews was able
to salvage a last minute 1-1 draw for us
against Clayesmore, a game that we fully
deserved to win, but that has not been a
habit this season, and as a result we were
unable to ﬁnd the composure in front
of goal to earlier in the game to make
this result secure. Our ﬁnal game was a
respectable 1-2 loss to KES Bath, with Harry
Burke getting the goal, a competitive
match that KES just edged.
Thanks to all members of the squad for
their eﬀorts, and all parents and colleagues
for their support.
MDK

A very well-drilled Marlborough College
were up next, and, still smarting from
the heavy defeat a few days before, we
began the game in poor fashion, and
found ourselves over-run in defence
and 0-6 down at half time. Some strong
words at half time led to a true captain’s
performance from Robbie Andrews in the
second half, and with Henry Hill smashing
home an excellent goal, we could draw
the second half 1-1, a small positive to be

Squad: Robbie Andrews (C), Myles
Appleby, Charlie Badman, Zander Balls,
Harry Burke, Theo Dunnett, Henry Hill,
Ed Long, James Long, Robert McNamara,
Archie Osmond, Luke Padﬁeld, Lucas Reay,
Jack Rigby, Graeme Smith, Charlie Stace,
Tom Woodman.

3rd XI
Boys’ Hockey
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he season for the 3rd XI started with
a 2-0 loss, but this didn’t get hopes
down as eﬀort levels were outstanding
and a high bar of skill and endeavour was
set for the rest of the season. Hard work in
training and good team spirit meant that
we were well prepared to go up against
Prior Park which ended in a 0-0 draw with
an excellent work rate from the whole
team, especially the central defence, made
up of Tom Wild and Harry Poole, who were
very much a key a part of the team all
season. This draw showed great potential
and determination from the whole squad
and set up positions and selection options
for future matches. We demonstrated great
eﬀort against the next couple of teams
especially, with such a young squad this
year, up against boys two years older and
physically stronger. This signiﬁcant age
gap didn’t faze the 3rds and the eﬀort,
determination and endeavour which was
displayed were admirable. Unfortunately,
in the end it came down to experience and
that is where both Marlborough and Dean
Close had the edge. Great passing and slick
skills in the middle of the ﬁeld were shown,
though - especially from Tom Woodman,
demonstrating our potential.
Our ﬁrst win of the season came in a
great match against Clayesmore. The
improvement of all players shone through
with the match being dominated by
Dauntsey’s. In a match where Dauntsey’s
should have scored many more, it was
quick thinking and controlled dribbling
by Adam McCormick that ﬁnally got us
the goal and the win. Going into our next
ﬁxture, heads were held high and this
was shown for the ﬁrst 3/4 of the match
with Dauntsey’s down to only a 1-0 deﬁcit
going into the ﬁnal stages. Playing an
extremely physical side, though, meant
that we struggled to stay on the ball which
ﬁnally told, leading to a number of goals
being conceded late on. The domination
of territory and possession throughout the
match showed the real development of
the 3rd XI.

in the ﬁnal match of the season with
Oliver keeping Dauntsey’s in the game
multiple times with acrobatic saves. The
rest of the team showed great attitude and
determination. This was particularly shown
in the ﬁnal 10 minutes where concentration
and desire for a goal was at a high. The
2017 season has been one of fantastic
mental attitude by the 3rd XI and pleasing
progress both in terms of skill level and of
understanding the game. I am sure this
will carry on into next season, presenting
some promising players with the chance of
a bigger challenge. Special thanks must go
to DAF for his determination to improve our
skill and attitude towards the game in the
2017 season.
WT

Squad: Alexander Boaler, Alexander
Costard, Edward Crossﬁeld, Harry Del Mar,
Oliver Harding, Ned Holland, Harvey
James-Park, Adam McCormick, Thomas
Morgan, Samuel Nield, Harry Poole, Jack
Rigby, Harry Sandford-Hill, Edward Scott,
Spencer Toon, Tom Woodman, Jason Yip.

U16A
Boys’ Hockey
P7
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ollowing a weak and consistently
defeated ﬁrst four years; the team
managed to turn the season into a much

improved and successful one that they
should all be proud of. We won three
out of our 7 matches along with some
extremely close defeats against strong sides.
The season started well with a strong
performance against King’s Bruton. We
showed some excellent composure and
control with the ball to ﬁnish 7 goals to 0
in a conﬁdence boosting victory helped
by “Man of the Match” Hector Gunnerud
who scored three of the 7 goals. Along
with this, another particularly outstanding
performance was against Prior Park. In the
ﬁrst half, our performance was poor and
lacked all the basics we had practised in
training. We conceded ﬁve goals in the
ﬁrst half and it was not looking good.
However, after an uplifting talk at half
time we managed to completely turn it
around, concede no goals and score four
of our own. It was most unfortunate that
we were not able to turn it into a win but
nevertheless it was an amazing match.
Archie Ayling, Ollie Middleton and Hector
Gunnerud must all be mentioned for their
exceptional performance in helping us
score the four goals.
Other fantastic wins came from matches
against both Clayesmore and Kingswood
which we won 5-2 and 2-0 respectively.
Lewis Jackson scored a total of three goals
across both matches and was particularly
key at Left Wing in maintaining structure
and composition in both attack and
defence. Other goal scorers in these two
matches were Hector Gunnerud, Ollie
Middleton, Sam Ferguson and Oscar
Deakin. A special mention must go to Tom

Throughout the season there were multiple
goalkeepers but the potential of Oliver
Harding showed that age doesn’t matter
when it comes to ability. This was shown
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Swanton who saved a potential goal on the
line and to Man of the Match Bertie Nelson
who held the fort in defence very well.
The defence were most likely the strongest
component of our team and consistently
helped us concede far fewer goals than
we would have done. Across the back line
we had Tom Swanton holding the Left
Back position defending tirelessly and who
also often found himself on the goal line
as a key shot stopper, both Archie Ayling
and George Lishman held the middle
with varying height up the pitch and their
exceptional work rate ensured that the
team was fully supported both in defence
and attack. On the right side of the pitch,
Bertie Nelson slowed down play incredibly
well with his terrier-like defending.
In the midﬁeld, a strong triangle was formed
with Lewis Jackson on the Left Wing
providing rapid attack and link play, Oscar
Gompels in the middle was an excellent
link, and Ollie MacMullen on the right
managed to consistently dribble into the
opposition’s 25 to give us a shot on goal.
Our attack consisted of 6 versatile players:
Hector Gunnerud, Toby Thornton, Olly
Middleton, Sam Ferguson, Oscar Deakin
and Alﬁe Miles-Hobbs. Due to the large
numbers, it meant that everyone was
always full of energy and on top form, and
this allowed us to be particularly clinical
against sides such as King’s Bruton with 7
goals scored.
Overall, it has been an exceptional season
for the boys – the best hockey season they

have had as a team and their performance
both on and oﬀ the ﬁeld was impressive.
A massive thank you must go to ESC for
coaching us and umpiring throughout the
season, and to Oscar Gompels and Archie
Ayling for superbly captaining the side.
Oscar Gompels & ESC

Squad: Archie Ayling, Oscar Deakin,
Sam Ferguson, Oscar Gompels (C), Hector
Gunnerud, Lewis Jackson, George Lishman,
Ollie Macmullen, Rob Macnamara, Ollie
Middleton, Alﬁe Miles-Hobbs, Bertie
Nelson, Graeme Smith, Tom Swanton,
Toby Thornton.

U15A
Boys’ Hockey
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espite the stats not making for great
reading, the under 15 A team can be
proud of some superb performances and
great strides forward as a hockey team.
In a season plagued by injuries to
important players, the team has oftentimes
played with up to ﬁve would-be-regulars
missing. Considering this, the commitment
and eﬀort of the core squad to battle to
some very impressive draws with King’s
Bruton, Dean Close and Clayesmore should
not be dismissed.

The season started very well in fact with a
superb comeback from 2 – 0 down against
Bruton. Finn Smith scored two outstanding
goals to deliver a very well deserved
point for a team, who kept their defensive
shape with great discipline. A tough loss
away to a good Prior Park outﬁt followed,
but with Will Hodgson and Ollie BikhaziGreen growing into a formidable midﬁeld
partnership and the driving force of the
side, the team were unlucky to follow that
up with a 1 - 0 loss to Marlborough in a
game they dominated and a 0 – 0 draw
with Dean Close in a game they could also
have won.
That, unfortunately, was the story of the
season somewhat. Excellent team shape
and some beautiful hockey being played
up to the ﬁnal third meant that, without
being able to convert the play into goals,
the team would come away with more
tough losses against Canford and King
Edward’s School Bath. The foundation of
the side, starting with Joe Danby in goal
and Wilf Fitzgibbon and Ollie Illingworth
(tacklers supreme) at the back, meant that
opposition teams would have to play some
strong hockey in order for Dauntsey’s
to concede. That unfortunately did
happen at times, but it was only against
an outstanding Kingswood side (who
managed to score some outrageous goals)
that the under 15s ever looked like they
were out of the game and unable to win.
The team should take great conﬁdence
from this season. They showed with great
regularity their ability to play and play
to a level above the teams they played
against. Even at Kingswood they should
not forget it was 1 – 1 at half time. There
were moments of outstanding play and
skill from each member of the team and
Jack Grant and Jesse Allinson-James were
revelations with their ability to read the
game. With all their squad uninjured and
ﬁring, improved consistency and a sharper
eye for goal, this is a group of players that
could form the spine of a very formidable
hockey team in years to come.
PWO

Squad: Jesse Allinson-James, Ollie Bikhazi
Green, Isaac Bull, Joe Danby, Joss Ferguson,
Wilf Fitzgibbon, Ollie Frost, Olly Gompels,
Jack Grant, Will Hodgson, Ollie Illingworth,
Tom Lewis, Charlie Payne, Ollie Reeve,
Ed Savage, Finn Smith, Hugo Spindler,
Jamie Williams.
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he season’s opener was a real test
starting with an epic 3-3 draw. With
only two training sessions under their
belt the team assembled with an air of
enthusiasm about them. We came up
against a well organised King’s Bruton side
that took the game to Dauntsey’s. We soon
found ourselves 3-1 down with roughly ten
minutes to play. However, with our very
own Benedict Kinder being gifted a goal
from some lacklustre Bruton defending
we soon found ourselves right back in
the game. With thirty seconds left to play,
some excellent attacking play allowed
Jordan Hills to ﬁnd the goal we’d needed.
3-3... and our season was under way!
The following week saw a cancelled ﬁxture
to Clifton College and then the team’s next
challenge, away to Prior Park. We saw what
proved to be a real improvement in team
performance. At 1-0 down at half time
we looked a touch dejected after playing
the best of the hockey. A few wise words
at half time, matched by the hunger to
get the ﬁrst win of the season, the boys
got together a produced some excellent
hockey. This culminated in Benedict Kinder
slotting two goals in quick succession and
meant the team continued their journey
unbeaten.
The next ﬁxture proved the team’s
pedigree with a 1-0 win against
Marlborough College. Yet again Benedict
Kinder proved the diﬀerence. However,
our next ﬁxture was to be the highlight
of the season. The team welcomed a very
good Dean Close side and proceeded to
show them how hungry we were for the
victory. Two goals from Jordan Hills with
other contributions from Ed Savage, Joss
Ferguson and Kit Major meant the boys
ran away 5-0 winners. Another man of
the match performance from Ed Savage
for a hassling and dogged display from
the midﬁelder had given the coaching
and selections team something to think
about.
The next two ﬁxtures were a little
disappointing from both the coaching
point of view and from the players. We
hosted Kingswood and Canford which
ended 2-1 and 8-0 respectively. Due to

the quality of performances previously
the boys felt that they had let themselves
down as we had come away from playing
our brand of high energy, fast paced
hockey and tried to force passes that were
not on. After a couple of training sessions,
we were able to move past this and the
team vowed to ﬁnish the season with a
ﬂurry. Which we did!
The ﬁnal two ﬁxtures both ﬁnished in
victory. Firstly, a tepid 1-0 win against a
stubborn Clayesmore side. Although the
boys must have had the best part of 20
shots on target, only the one managed to
make the back of the net. However, this
led us to the ﬁnal game of the season: KES
Bath away. The boys had the opportunity
to play at the University of Bath and made
the most of it by producing a resounding
6-1 win with Benedict Kinder scoring two,
Jordan Hills three and Marcus Howard
chipping in with one goal.
I sincerely hope that the team can build on
their performances next year and manage
to produce the set of results they deserve.
Well done all and thank you for a fantastic
season.
NCL

Squad: Isaac Bull, Oliver Cons, Luca
Cox, Timon Critchard, Josh Duckworth,
Joss Ferguson (C), Algie Fooks, Hamish
Gardner, Tommy Gilbert, Jordan Hills,
Marcus Howard, Benedict Kinder, George
Lindh, Archie MacKinnon, Kit Major, Josh
Mallinson (C), Tom Newton, Edward
Savage.
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Boys’ Hockey
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he season started well for the U15C’s
as they came away with a convincing
3-0 win against Warminster School. A good
match, a strong, committed performance,
and a good win against Warminster’s B
team. Early goals from Olly Cons and Guy
Harmer gave Dauntsey’s the lead, and
Harmer made it 3 with a deﬂection just
before half time. Dauntsey’s continued to
look the better side but a lack of clinical
ﬁnishing, a lot of substitutions, and some
good goal keeping kept the score at 3-0.
Tom Newton was excellent going forward
and Tommy Gilbert did well controlling
defence.
The trend continued with another
excellent win against a traditionally strong
hockey school in Dean Close. The boys put
in the performance of the season which
lead them to a crushing 5-1 victory on the
school’s grass pitch. With the conditions
being more diﬃcult than normal the boys
managed to make better use of their ability
to more the ball into space and hit the ball
hard with accuracy. This lead to Hamish
Gardner scoring two goals, Jake Steele two
also and Jack Butler getting in on the act
adding the 5th. All in all, an excellent team
performance against a diﬃcult opposition.
The third game of the season for this group
of boys was less fruitful. With a couple of
drop outs through injury and illness a bare
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Up front, Josh Mew and Toby Salisbury
were always a threat with their movement
and shooting abilities. However, the
ball was sometimes given away too
cheaply, and ﬁrst touches can deﬁnitely
be improved. Some of the goals scored
were taken really well and I am sure these
attacking players will score plenty in the
future.

team of twelve took on a well organised
and highly eﬃcient Canford side that had
the better of us the majority of the game.
Although the boys worked hard and kept
the score to just the 3-0, it was clear that
it could have been a lot more. That said,
thanks to some excellent goalkeeping
and solid defensive work from George
Sherwood the boys were pleased with
their eﬀorts and realised they had been
beaten by the better team on the day.
Finally, the group travelled to Clayesmore
School and made use of the lessons learnt
the week before. In a game that Dauntsey’s
controlled from beginning to end, it was
clear that our U15’s had worked hard on
righting the wrongs of the previous week.
With some crisp passing and hard hitting
the boys ran out 4-0 winners, the goals
coming in the form of an Ollie Harding
double and both Jake Steele and Calum
Marshall getting their name on the score
sheet. A fantastic way to ﬁnish and well
done to all those involved for a highly
enjoyable and successful season.
NCL

Squad: Charlie Bishop, Jack Butler, Toby
Chick, Samuel Clarke, Josh Duckworth,
George Edwards, Alex Firth, Oliver Harding,
Guy Harmer, Ben Jones (C), Thomas
Lampard-Vail, Calum Marshall, Tom
Newton, Oscar Palmer, George Sherwood,
Jake Steele, James Sykes.
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U14A
Boys’ Hockey
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Overall, it was a challenging set of ﬁxtures
and the boys did well to keep ﬁghting and
stay positive all term. The real highlight of
the season was the 4-4 draw at Kingswood
– although we had a 4-1 lead with 10
minutes to go, which we let go, the team
played their best hockey of the term
during the match and scored some ﬁne
goals. Well done to everyone who played
in what was an enjoyable term of hockey,
and I would like to wish you all (and
the many parents who kept supporting
despite the losses!) the very best for the
future.
AMPH

D0
Squad: H. Barker, B. Eccles (C),

lthough we failed to secure a
win throughout the season, this
Dauntsey’s U14A team has a lot of
potential. We played some good hockey
against some ﬁne opponents and will only
get better.

A

A. Fitzgibbon, T. Lowen, W. Morris, J. Mew,
D. Parr, T. Perry, E. Smail, T. Salisbury,
L. Webb, H. West, H. White.

The defensive members of the team
worked hard to improve their tackle
technique, although communication and
urgency is something to work on in the
future. Everyone played their part in a
resolute defensive unit. Ben Eccles was the
stand-out player for much of the season
holding our defence together at centre
back, ably supported by Dan Parr, Hugo
White and Will Tabor. Arthur Fitzgibbon
was a good communicator in goal and
made some good saves.

U14B
Boys’ Hockey

The midﬁeld showed plenty of ability, with
Hal West, Luke Webb, Ed Smail and Toby
Perry ﬁlling these roles most frequently;
the quality of passing and inter-play was
often excellent, and this bodes well for
the future. Will Morris, Tomos Lowen and
Henry Barker played wide and made some
good, driving runs, adding a combination
of pace, stick skill and passing ability to
the team. Everyone who played in the
halves worked hard for the team, and had
to cover a lot of ground. Pace, strength on
the ball and ﬁtness are areas to work on in
the future.
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T

he boys only had a relatively short
season to bond as a unit and to
see their hard work on the training ﬁeld
transfer into the competitive matches. By
the ﬁnal game they had worked out each
other’s play patterns and were much more
intuitive in anticipating the passage of play:
very much a team. Arguably, had more
been made of their chances in the ‘D’ the
win to loss ratio would be much more
ﬂattering.
The top goal scorer was the centre
forward, Rob Herrett, who liked to hang
high ready to pounce when the ball was
injected into the D. A hat trick against
Clayesmore was a great reward for his
eﬀorts over the season. Captain Ed Morgan
led by example throughout both in
attitude and ability on the ﬁeld. He worked

tirelessly in midﬁeld, pushing up when in
attack mode and hacking it back when the
opposition put the team under pressure. In
every game Jamie Pickford’s work rate was
phenomenal – linking up with the forward
line on the oﬀensive and supporting the
back line when the need arose. Matthew
Bark-Churchill was a very welcome
addition to the team and was instrumental
in improving the dynamic pace of the
team where his ability to power up the
wing and successfully chase down all ‘lost’
balls made the diﬀerence: his energy was
contagious.
The Prior Park match was an interesting
one with the opposition turning up half an
hour late, despite them being the home
team! Ciaran Costin and Ali Edington made
some excellent moves interplaying with
each other to move the ball up ﬁeld and
into good attacking positions. It was a
frustrating match and one that we should
have won. On another day, if chances had
been taken, the score line would have
been very diﬀerent.
The match against Dean Close proved to
be a very physical game: Luc Cranstone
was not going to be bossed about by the
opposition, playing a very competitive
game in midﬁeld. Despite some excellent
saves by Oliver Ring and decisive tackling
by the defenders Arthur Richardson, Dan
Gordon and Brendan Marchment, the
opposition were clinical in the D, putting
four past Dauntsey’s. The team achieved
a consolatory goal in the ﬁnal minutes of
the game. The following week the team
travelled to Bath to take on an unbeaten
Kingswood side. Despite the loss, this was
one of the U14B’s best performances: each
player gave their all and a sense of team
spirit was very much in evidence. The
season ended on a high with an excellent,
comfortable win against Clayesmore.

U14C
Boys’ Hockey
P4
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T

he U14C’s start to the season was
rather underwhelming as their ﬁrst
game against Warminster School was
cancelled. However, it didn’t take long
before the boys were in action as their
ﬁrst game of the season saw them host
Marlborough College. After an intense ﬁrst
half the score was only 1-0 and the boys,
although they were behind, were full of
ﬁght and keen to reverse the score line.
This was admirable although the second
half didn’t provide the fruits of their labour
as Marlborough College managed to
get another two goals and run away 3-0
winners.
The next outing for the U14Cs was away
to Dean Close. An excellent ﬁrst half with
impressive passing provided two goals
from Archie Butler and one from Max
Owen (from a short corner). This led to
a more comfortable second half with
Curtis Wilde scoring. Score line could have
been even more emphatic however the
opposition hung on and Dauntsey’s came
away with a 4-0 win. Mr Barley (who was
elected coach for this ﬁxture) gave special
mention to goalkeeper Gleb Bolotov as
GK who travelled all the way to Dean Close
and was a spectator for almost entire
match, touching the ball just once!

The boy’s third ﬁxture proved to be more
diﬃcult with a 3-1 loss to Sexey’s Bruton
U14A side. It seemed that the match was
fairly even except Sexey’s had three very
good players that our boys couldn’t cope
with. Peter Vail scored a ﬁne goal before
one of the opposition boys dribbled 20m
with the ball one handed on his reverse
stick and scored bottom corner with a
reverse hit. Which was agreed by all as the
moment of the match.
Our U14C’s battled through, dejected after
their latest defeat, keen to right the wrongs
of their previous performance, the ﬁnale….
Clayesmore School away. The boys were
epic in their hunger and ﬁght of the victory
and they got just that! A 5-1 hammering
gave the boys the ﬁtting end the to the
season they deserved with Salvador
Luther-Payne and Henry Smith amongst
the scorers.
Well done boys on a solid season and best
of luck next year!
NCL

Squad: Gleb Bolotov, Archie Butler, Titus
Clark, Will Cleeves, James Crossley (C), Jack
Fisher, Tom Galloway, Malin Laslett, Adrian
Ling, Salvador Luther-Payne, Ryan Morris,
Max Moseley, Max Owen, William Pan,
Sebastian Parry, Nadim Searight, Peter Vail,
Curtis Wilde.

The U14B team were a hard working,
motivated squad who made great progress
over the course of the term: the season
was over too early as in the last two games
they really began to ‘click.’ A great bunch
of lads who were a pleasure to coach.
KSC

Squad: Mathew Bark-Churchill, Ciaran
Costin, Lucas Cranstone, Ali Edington, Dan
Gordon, Rob Herrett, Brendan Marchment,
Ed Morgan (C), Bear Paris, Jamie Pickford,
Arthur Richardson, Oliver Ring.
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U13A
Boys’ Hockey
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his was a tough season in terms of
results, and the team came up against
some strong sides. However signiﬁcant
improvements were made, in terms of
individual skills and teamwork. Matches
were played in both 7 a side and 11 a side
formats; and in some cases the team was
strengthened by the addition of some U12
players – forming a ‘Junior A’ team.
The team was led well by Will Hyde, who is
strong player, with a ﬁne strike at goal on
his day and an inﬂuential ﬁgure in midﬁeld.
Here he was supported well by Ollie Jones,
who improved his game understanding
and decision making; the last couple of
matches saw excellent performances from
him, and he shows lots of potential. Up
front, the line was led by Archie Hughes
who scored some good goals, and
possesses no little skill. Perhaps the leading
player of all, though, was Ollie Darlington
who had a terriﬁc season in goal, keeping
the score line down in several games.
These four players all received colours.
Other players who contributed well were
Toby Thomas and Oakley Gompels, who,
along with Henry Caldwell, battled hard at
the back. They learnt a lot about decision
making on the ball, as well as defensive
positional play.

Tom Cook showed a great deal of skill, as
well as potential, usually on the right wing,
and with more game understanding will
make a ﬁne player. Angus Sherwood was
a useful, battling, utility player, who made
a really useful contribution, and with more
work on his passing will also be a key
player in the future.
Josh Sullivan, Ollie Culley, and Charlie
Murphy came into the 11 a side team and
showed promise; and U12s James Pratt,
Tom Spencer, Harry Philpott and Will
Clover strengthened the Junior A team.
Highlights of the season were a nice
win away at Warminster in the County
knockout competition; and a very good
game against Lord Wandsworth College
where Dauntsey’s played the better
hockey to shade it 3-2 until a last minute
equaliser saw LWC salvage a draw.
Overall it was an enjoyable team to work
with, and I hope the players will build on
the notable progress made this term in the
future.
TWB

Squad: Henry Caldwell, Tom Cook, Ollie
Culley, Ollie Darlington, Oakley Gompels,
Archie Hughes, Will Hyde, Ollie Jones,
Charlie Murphy, Angus Sherwood, Josh
Sullivan, Toby Thomas.

U13B
Boys’ Hockey
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T

he U13Bs played a mixture of 7-a-side
and 11-a-side hockey as well as joining
the U12s to form Junior teams. Although
positive results were hard to come by,
it was great to see their teamwork and
decision-making improve during the
season as well as their conﬁdence and
ability on the ball.
The boys’ highlight of the season was a
goal-fest against Sexey’s School, in which
we ﬁelded two distinct teams for each
half of the match. We controlled the
game from start to ﬁnish, moving the ball
with both pace and an accuracy that our
opponent was unable to handle. Potent in
front of goal, seven diﬀerent goal scorers
helped us run out 10-0 winners with Ollie
Culley leading the way with an impressive
hat-trick.
My own highlight of the season came in
an 11-a-side match against Kingswood.
Facing a particularly strong, well-drilled
team, we found ourselves on the back
foot throughout the game but the boys
reacted with tremendous character and
determination. It was an incredibly strong,
gutsy performance with each player rising
to the challenge and many putting in their
best performances of the season. Noah
Reay was fantastic in defence, disrupting
Kingswood’s attacks and then distributing
the ball with great composure. Ed George
and Dan Wood both excelled in midﬁeld,
tracking their runners and eﬀectively
bolstering our defence as required. Toby
Zino was deservedly man of the match,
making a number of impressive saves
including an incredible reaction stop
followed by a sweeping clearance when
surrounded by attackers. Although the
match ended in a 1-0 defeat, the boys
frustrated Kingswood for much of the
game, displaying an application and focus
that should gain them greater reward next
season.
George Burnet, Ollie Culley, Noah Reay
and Toby Zino all obtained colours for
their consistent eﬀorts throughout the
season. George improved more than
anyone to develop into a key defender
whilst Ollie terrorised the opposition with
his pressing and his endless energy. Noah
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led by example as captain of the team
and Toby was a rock between the posts.
Charlie Murphy and Josh Sullivan also both
impressed and along with Ollie they all
earnt call-ups to the ‘A’ team during the
season. Every player in the squad improved
and I hope they can carry this forward into
next year when they focus on the 11-a-side
form of the game.
SEB

Squad: Freddie Alexander, Josh Bayer,
Tom Boon, George Burnet, Ollie Culley,
Octavius Fooks, Edward George, Ted
Jaggar, Billy Ko, Charlie Murphy, Noah
Reay, Jonty Smith, Louis Stevenson, Joshua
Sullivan, Peter Tregoning, Daniel Wood,
Toby Zino.

Squad: Freddie Butler, Samuel Came,
William Clover, Oscar Hennessy Leach,
Humphrey Hughes, Archie Lang, Charlie
Owen, Harry Philpott, James Pratt,
Alex Robinson, Thomas Spencer, Sam
Waterworth, Joseph Wickenden.

U12A
Boys’ Hockey
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he U12A’s started oﬀ the season with a
hard fought victory against Prior Park
Prep. Two goals from James Pratt and goals
from William Clover, Sam Came and Harry
Philpott secured a 5-3 win. Special mention
should go to Joe Wickenden who had a
fantastic game in goal as well as Freddie
Butler and Charlie Owen who also played
deftly.
We travelled away in our next ﬁxture to
play Kingswood, where the team were
unable to convert their chances and a
lack of composure in front of goal made
it diﬃcult to gain a foothold in the game.
Despite an impressive defensive eﬀort, we
ended up losing 3-0. Tom Spencer, Freddie
Butler, Archie Lang and Alex Robinson all
played with skill.
Our fortunes turned in our ﬁnal two
ﬁxtures of the season. A pleasing team
performance against Lord Wandsworth
secured a 2-1 win. Goals from Harry
Philpott and a hat trick from James Pratt
ﬁnished the season with an impressive 5-2
win against KES Bath.
WPJW

U12B
Boys’ Hockey
P5
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T

his was a really positive start for the
First Formers who represented the
School at the start of their competitive
hockey at Dauntsey’s.
The season began well with a crushing
victory at Prior Park, Cricklade, where the
squad were unleashed after a number of
weeks of practice sessions on our own
Astro. In order to give as many boys match
time we picked two 7 a-side teams that
played in each half. The signs were good
from both teams in this match and a
couple of the players were promoted to
the A team as a consequence.
Unfortunately our next match was against
one of the strongest hockey Schools on
our ﬁxture list, Kingswood, and despite
some bright and conﬁdent play we failed
to score and conceded some soft goals.
Our third ﬁxture gave another chance for
new players to gain experience against
Sexey’s and we ended at 1-1, which

possibly ﬂattered the opposition, though
it was useful to see a large number of our
boys representing the School in a ﬁxture.
Another draw followed against Lord
Wandsworth where, despite having much
of the possession, we couldn’t convert
numerous chances and settled for a 0-0
result. In our last match we dominated the
ﬁrst half of our match against a strong KES
Bath side and reached half time at 0-0.
Sadly the opposition produced a golden
period in the second half and scored three
stunning goals before Wilbur Middleton
poached a super consolation goal before
the ﬁnal whistle.
I greatly enjoyed working with the squad
this year and many thanks to MJO for
his assistance during Games sessions.
Congratulations to Rhys Ponting and Leo
Harrison for being awarded colours. This
was a diﬃcult decision since many other
boys came close to colours themselves.
JRA

Squad: Oliver Bagnall, Jorge Chamberlain,
Ben Dare, Finn Del Mar, Oliver Durrant,
Ted Eastlake, Sam Gardner, Fraser Hyslop,
Charlie Jewell, Hugh Marshall, Freddie
Maunder, Wilbur Middleton, Rhys Ponting,
Christopher Raﬀerty, Will Ridge, Freddie
Riley, Leo Ring, Alex Robinson, Ed Tabor,
Caspar Thurston-Smith, Aren Welton.
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Netball
1st VII Netball
P 13
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I

really enjoyed coaching the 1st VII this
year; with a number of the team having
a season under their belt, it was time to
really challenge them. The season could
only be described as a roller coaster of
aﬀairs – there were real ups and downs in
terms of our results and performances, but
what was most important come the end of
the season was that the team ﬁnished on a
real high and were able to reﬂect positively
on the term. The results certainly do not
reﬂect the season.
There were a number of new faces to
the team this year and all of them added
something diﬀerent. Georgia Pickford (5th
Form) added real strength in the shooting
circle and really stepped up coping with
the physicality in the circle. Alice Fanshawe
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(5th Form) added pace, not to mention her
excellent feeding skills and interception
rate. Mischa Jardine (Lower 6th) added real
intensity to the game and could always be
relied upon to change a game when really
needed. Georgia Woodward (U6) earnt
herself a call up a few weeks into term
(much to the 2nd team’s disappointment)
and what an impression she made with her
ﬁtness levels, positivity and high work rate.
Finally, Caitlin ‘Lily’ Maclean (U6) joined the
team and what an awesome addition she
was – pace, intensity, great interceptions
and good entertainment for the team!
Towards the end of the season due to
injury, Tseki Wangdi also joined our squad
and her shooting was on ﬁre and it was
great to see Tseki ﬁnishing her netball at
Dauntsey’s in the 1st VII. She has been an
exceptionally committed player.
There were a number of notable matches
that deserve special mention. Despite a
32-30 loss to Bradﬁeld College at the start

of the season, it was some of our best
netball played and it was great to see
the more experienced players blending
with the newly recruited members. Our
ﬁxture against St Mary’s Calne is always a
tough one and this year was no diﬀerent
winning only by three goals. It was an even
match throughout and playing matches
against a tall side always makes things
far more diﬃcult. Caitlin was exceptional
in this game and the ‘game changer’ as
previously mentioned was Mischa Jardine
who stole the show earning us the win.
The girls had a string of unfortunate
loses but one of the most enjoyable
days was our trip to Bradﬁeld College
for the Invitational Tournament. We
came together as a team on this day and
everyone played their best netball. Chloe
Vautier and Charlotte Hamilton-White were
absolutely outstanding in their defensive
roles and looked the most superior
defensive unit across the 12 teams.

Other moments in the term that deserve
special mention; superb shooting from
Emily Tucker, particularly in the Kingswood
game and this was complimented by
Immy’s West outstanding work rate and
feeding at C. Then of course, we recall
Harriet Steptoe’s unbelievable versatility
and improvements she made throughout
the term and the half time ‘strawbs’!
It was a real shame to start the season
without our Captain on the court as she
sustained an ankle injury in the hockey
term however it was great to have Daria
back on court for the ﬁnal few matches.
Her determination to get back on court
not to mention her commitment to each
and every training session and match was
exemplary.
I wish all of the U6 leavers the very best of
luck, we shall miss them.
KAB

Squad: Alice Fanshawe, Daria Galkina
(C), Charlotte Hamilton-White (VC), Mischa
Jardine, Caitlin Maclean, Georgia Pickford,
Harriet Steptoe, Emily Tucker, Chloe Vautier,
Imogen West, Tseki Wangdi, Georgia
Woodward.

2nd VII Netball
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matched aﬀair. However, basic errors in the
ﬁnal few minutes of the game were costly
which eventually resulted in a 16-15 loss.
This did not stop the girls from gaining
a fantastic three wins in a row against St
Mary’s Calne, Downside and Clayesmore
School. Jodie Ball and Sophia Stratford
continued to shine in defence against
St Mary’s Calne working well together
in the defensive circle and consistently
winning back possession. The girls then
gave their all in a very chilly ﬁxture against
Downside where they did not let the
weather get the better of them and gained
themselves a clear win with a brilliant score
of 28-5. In an entertaining ﬁxture against
Clayesmore School, the girls put on their
best performance yet where it was clear
to see the girls were really developing as a
team. Kirsty Robertson worked her socks
oﬀ throughout and improved quarter by
quarter and Louisa Hill put on a strong
performance with her excellent movement
down the court. The great play from all led
to another win of 32-21.
A tough ﬁxture against Sherborne was
when the determination across the
team was clearly demonstrated. After a
poor ﬁrst quarter, the girls didn’t let their
heads drop and managed to bring it back
with just four goals in it at the start of
an extremely intense ﬁnal quarter, with
an end result of just 32-29 to Sherborne.
However, following on from this, the 2nd
VII managed to get themselves another
two wins against St Mary’s Shaftesbury and
Pangbourne College.

It was an unfortunate loss against Royal
High School Bath for the 2nd VII but it was
during this ﬁxture that Freya Knight made a
superb defender, and Sophia Stratford was
discovered as the team’s secret shooter!
These changes resulted in a sudden
change in the score, bringing it back to just
2 goals in it before eventually losing 20-19.
However, it was clear to see that the girls
gave their absolute all right up until the
ﬁnal whistle!
The 2nd VII ﬁnished the season with
some tough ﬁxtures against Marlborough
College, Kingswood, KES Bath and King’s
Bruton where the ﬁnal results did not
reﬂect how well the girls played.
It was clear to see that every single
member of this fun, enthusiastic and hard
working team continued to develop as
a netballer week by week. Overall, the
2nd VII had a very successful season and I
thoroughly enjoyed coaching this group of
girls. I would like to wish them all the best
with their netball in the future.
JKT

Squad: Jodie Ball, Madeleine Brooks,
Jemima Frost, Arabella Harvey, Louisa
Hill, Olivia Keppel, Freya Knight, Kirsty
Robertson, Chinda Smith, Sophia Stratford.

T

he 2nd VII had a great season and
continued to develop throughout the
term. The squad consisted of extremely
enthusiastic and determined players and
this was clearly demonstrated with the
eﬀort that the girls put in to every single
ﬁxture.
Our ﬁrst match was against Bradﬁeld
College. The girls instantly demonstrated a
fantastic game of netball with free ﬂowing
play throughout the court. Sophia Stratford
started oﬀ the season with a cracking
game in defence with her interceptions
and rebounds, contributing to the
excellent ﬁrst win of 15-8. Unfortunately,
the girls then experienced their ﬁrst loss of
the season with an extremely close game
against Monkton Combe. The girls found
themselves chasing the score from the
onset and a third quarter surge allowed
them to bring the game to an evenly
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3rd VII Netball

again had an outstanding game as did
centre court.

4th VII Netball

P 13

Our next two matches were against our
two biggest opposition Marlborough
College and Kingswood. Marlborough
putting a stop to our 7 game winning
streak losing 36-7 despite some good play
from Tav Pye, Emma M-P and Meghan
Foxen. We again played well against
Kingswood but lost 33-9. These two
matches did not dishearten us however
and we won our last home match against
Appleford School 24-4. Our ﬁnal ﬁxture was
a trianglular match against KES Bath and
King’s Bruton. All of us were determined
to win and enjoy our ﬁnal matches
together. We played our ﬁrst match in poor
conditions and without a warm-up but still
won 12-5. We then played Kings Bruton
immediately after, winning 14-11.

P 11
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he 3rd netball team had a very
successful season this year.

Our ﬁrst match against Bradﬁeld College
we narrowly lost 18-14 despite a strong ﬁrst
and third quarter. Lucy Wand made a real
impact to gain a draw at the end of the
third quarter but unfortunately it wasn’t
enough with our opposition having a last
minute surge.
After this disappointment, we worked
extremely hard in training and really
gelled as a team and what followed was
seven wins and it was evident that we had
become a strong team.
Our second match was against Warminster
School’s 2nd team. We dominated all
four quarters winning 38-12, trying new
combinations in the team that worked in
our favour. Sophie Muir shot extremely
well allowing us to earn the win.
The following Thursday we travelled away
to St Mary’s Calne. We started very strong
turning St Mary’s centre passes over to
enable us to lead 4-0 in the ﬁrst 4 minutes.
Our defence, Meghan Foxen and Tav
Pye were faultless in the ‘D’ making a big
positive eﬀect on the full time score.
On the following Saturday, we played
Downside winning 22-0. It was a fantastic
team performance with everyone working
hard throughout the court. A week later
we faced a feisty team from Clayesmore
school. After an even ﬁrst quarter we
picked up our game in the second, we
kept our cool playing a clean calm which
was needed to take the game to the ﬁnal
wire. We ﬁnished with a ﬁnal score of
15-12 and Meghan Foxen gained a welldeserved Star Player recognition.
We went on to play Sherborne School and
St Mary’s Shaftesbury winning both games.
Emma M-P was inspiring to watch playing
at centre moving the ball well against
Sherborne School winning 18-15. Despite
the wind at St Mary’s Shaftesbury we won
14-6, with the defence playing well.
Traveling to Pangbourne College we won
46-9 despite a rather slippery court and
terrible weather conditions. Hattie Bennett
and Anna Scott shot well, and the defence
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I personally really enjoyed the season
playing in a team made up of incredible
netball players and one of the strongest
most successful teams in the school. I can
honestly say that we have all loved playing
as a team making it very memorable for
all of us and we will miss the U6th players
next year but wish them luck.
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D0

T

he 4th team took time to get into the
season, with losses against Bradﬁeld
College and Monkton Combe in our ﬁrst
two matches. Despite this, the girls gave
an outstanding eﬀort in defence and Zoë
Cranstone performed particularly well on
court. Aggie Williams was Star Player of the
Bradﬁeld match, while Jess Litherland also
had a great season - earning Star Player
in two matches, and Best Attack in two
games towards the end of the term.
Without being aﬀected by our early
losses, we began to really bond as a team
and this was demonstrated by winning
the next four matches. The girls came
away happy after a 13-2 victory against
Clayesmore with excellent marking from
Esme Evans, followed by a 22-8 success
against Warminster; perhaps one of our
best performances over the course of the
season. Imogen Parkes was particularly
instrumental in this game really impressing
through the court. This match really lifted
our spirits, and Ellie Deegan showed some
excellent defending.

Anna Scott

Squad: Hattie Bennett, Meghan Foxen,
Betty Lorimer, Emma Matsumoto-Prouten,
Sophie Muir, Tav Pye, Anna Scott, Mimi
Shepherd, Lucy Wand, Tash Whitrow.

Ellie continued to provide entertainment
throughout the entirety of the match,
and also most of the season, particularly
with her running commentaries. The girls
pushed on with their play, concentrating
on the ﬂuency of their game and enabling
the ball to move smoothly down the court.

following training session open to new
ideas and ready to learn. Following a well
matched game against St. Mary’s Calne,
the girls ﬁnally showed their true colours
against Monkton Combe where they were
rewarded with a 42-1 victory. The team
has a number of talented players and the
year group has some excellent shooters,
which continued to make selection tricky.
Over the course of the term the girls have
played in diﬀerent positions, and although
it might have been alien to them to begin
with, they have found they are good in
other areas and it will have set them up
in good stead for breaking into the senior
teams next season.

Our winning streak continued with a 12-7
victory against St Mary’s Shaftesbury, with
Zoë Cranstone playing particularly well as
C. The shooters did exceptionally well in
this match also, as Storm Doris made much
of the game very challenging. Growing in
conﬁdence, our defence worked especially
hard in contributing to a 20-9 win against
Pangbourne College, and a special
mention must go to Katie Griﬃths who
was awarded both the Best Attack and Star
Player of this game.
Unfortunately, our winning streak did not
continue, with the next four out of ﬁve
matches played being lost. In spite of this,
we continued to smile throughout and
encourage each other down the court,
especially during a tough match against
Marlborough College. A 22-6 win against
Appleford School showed just how much
everyone had improved as the season
progressed. Chloe Darlington applied lots
of pressure in the circle, managing to get
the rebounds every time, while Hannah
Walker demonstrated great movement
all down court and was also vital to the
success of the team.
Rain in our last matches of the season
meant that they were unfortunately cut
short, but despite the losses against KES
Bath and King’s Bruton, Tiggy Lovering
earned Star Player and Tilly Matcham-Bear
did especially well as GS.
Our weaker matches at the beginning
of the season meant the 4th team had
improved their skills greatly by the later
matches, and it was lovely to see how
everyone worked together as a whole,

not only as players but as friends and
supporters too. A positive attitude was
maintained throughout the season, and
a special thanks must go to Mrs Gaiger
whose superb coaching made this season
so successful and entertaining.
Imogen Parkes

Squad: Zoë Cranstone, Chloe Darlington,
Ellie Deegan, Esme Evans, Katie Griﬃths,
Jess Litherland, Tiggy Lovering, Tilly
Matcham-Bear, Imogen Parkes, Hannah
Walker, Aggie Williams.

The season continued with strong wins
against Downside, Pangbourne and
Hampshire Collegiate and we were
unlucky to lose in the last quarter to
Godolphin, having matched them the
whole way through. The defence have
worked fantastically as a unit, reading each
others moves well and intercepting some
impressive balls over the course of the
season. The attack has learnt to move the
ball through the channels without forcing
it and risking losing possession. They
have fed the shooting circle particularly
successfully and should be proud of their
progression throughout the term. The
girls have been a joy to coach, they are
receptive to new ideas and automatically
put them into practice. They have
worked well together, supporting one
another and promoting a positive attitude.
I wish them well in their step up to the
senior teams.

U15A Netball
P 12

W6

L6

D0

F

ollowing on from coaching this age
group for hockey I knew I had a tough
task selecting a netball team. They are a
particularly competitive and talented age
group and they didn’t let me down. The
girls were extremely hard working, focused
and hugely determined both in training
and their matches. They worked very well
together and took each challenge head on.
The ﬁxtures were rather erratic, with some
opposition playing us completely out of
the game and others allowing us to do the
same to them.
We started against a very strong Bradﬁeld
College side and came home with a
score to be forgotten. The girls were
not defeated mentally and came to the

LPM

Squad: Flossie Ball, Eleanor Barker,
Hannah Bradley, Polly Campbell, India
Eastlake, Rosie Jephson, Riya Patel, Elena
Swanton, Hermione Warburton-Hogben.

U15B Netball
P 13

W9

L3

D1

I

t has been a successful season for the
U15B team and a real pleasure to work
with such a motivated group of girls who
have worked hard to take their netball to
higher level this season. They have been
organised and focused on their warm ups
before matches and have encouraged
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U15C Netball
P7

W5

L2
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T

he U15C squad have enjoyed a very
successful term. They worked hard
throughout in training to develop their
skills and gelled perfectly as a team with
both incredible spirit and enthusiasm.

each other to play to their highest level
throughout their games.
The season started with a tough ﬁxture
against Bradﬁeld College, but despite great
eﬀorts especially by Mabel Garton-Jones
and Flossie Ball and a come back in the last
quarter, the girls couldn’t catch up the goal
diﬀerence. This contrasted with a runaway
win against Warminster in the next match
with a score of 31:1, with Poppy Napier
given player of the match due to her
superb shots from the edge of the circle.
The girls won emphatically against
Downside despite the freezing conditions
and the exposed location of the netball
court. The defence, comprising of
Hermione Owen, Sasha Henley, Olivia
Parrott and Angharad Harris were quite
impenetrable with Sasha awarded player
of the match.
St Mary’s Calne proved to be tougher
competition but the girls rallied in the
last quarter, especially Olivia and Annie
Hourahane who were determined to stop
the ball from entering the opposition’s
circle. The ﬁnal score was 32:31, in
Dauntsey’s favour.
There were runaway wins against
Pangbourne and Hampshire Collegiate.
With Mabel in the ‘A’ team against
Hampshire Collegiate, Jessie Romer-Lee
had the opportunity to play as a shooter
for the entire match and did a sterling job
with Poppy Napier in ratcheting up the
goals to win 33:6.
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A mid-week ﬁxture against Marlborough
College, saw our girls trailing after the
ﬁrst quarter and despite valiant eﬀorts,
especially by Mabel in the circle, they could
not make up the diﬀerence, losing 29:41.
Against Kingswood, they attacked from
the outset and were rewarded with a nailbitingly close win of 14:13.
Our ﬁnal three ﬁxtures of the season
provided us with a draw, a win and a
loss respectively. Against Clayesmore,
Hermione Owen came back stronger
than before after illness, with her quick
reactions and excellent reach as goal
keeper she prevented the opposition
from coming from behind to ensure a
draw. In a triangular ﬁxture against KES
and Kings Bruton, the girls won their ﬁrst
match convincingly, with Jess Nicol and
Amelia Place playing strongly in mid-court
but unfortunately narrowly losing to the
hosts in the second match, despite Annie
Hourahane making a number of mid-air
interceptions to direct the ball to our end.
Unfortunately by the last quarter fatigue
had started to set in due to the short turn
around between matches.
I would like to thank all of the girls for
their commitment for what has been an
enjoyable season. A special mention goes
to Mabel, Annie and Poppy who were
awarded their colours.
CS

Squad: Mabel Garton-Jones, Angharad
Harris, Sasha Henley, Annie Hourahane,
Poppy Napier, Jess Nicol, Hermione Owen,
Olivia Parrott, Amelia Place, Jessie Romer-Lee.

Our ﬁrst match, away against Bradﬁeld, was
a tough game in freezing conditions. The
girls put up a spirited ﬁght from the start,
working tirelessly in the mid court, but,
hampered by extremely cold hands, too
many missed catches resulted in a 3-10 loss.
Next we played away against St. Mary’s
Calne. The girls dominated throughout this
match and came away with a comfortable
11-5 win. During this game the team began
to show some real potential and skill with
clean, quick accurate passing around the
court and excellent shooting from Lizzie
Peak.
The match against Sherborne was our ﬁrst
home game and the girls were determined
to win. Their enthusiasm resulted in rushed
play with some careless footwork to start,
but once they settled and began to work
cohesively the goals racked up for a 15-5
win. Sherborne’s tall shooters meant that
Freya Chapman, Sophie Hollis and Poppy
Waterworth had their work cut out in
defence, but they made some fantastic
interceptions and cleared the ball well to
leave the opposition struggling to keep up.
A very enjoyable away game against
Godolphin came next. Some excellent mid
court play from Grace Welsh, Lucy Talbot
and Gemma Harvey kept the ball ﬂowing
well up to the circle and Lizzie Peak and
Sophie Crompton shot accurately to give us
a 22-5 victory. This was followed by a home
ﬁxture against Marlborough College, who
proved to be our strongest opposition of
the term. Marlborough got ahead quickly
in the ﬁrst quarter, but from then on both
sides battled for supremacy and the scores
rose evenly. Unfortunately, we couldn’t
make up the early lead and eventually lost
18-29.
An away match against Kingswood
followed three days later which proved
to be another high scoring game and
was a joy to watch. The girls passed with
accuracy, made good use of space and
Grace Welsh and Lucy Talbot dominated
in mid court. Freya Chapman made several

crucial interceptions in defence, leaving the
opposition shooters ﬂoundering. Despite
several injuries sustained on court, the team
played with masses of energy throughout
resulting in a 28-5 win.
The ﬁnal match of the season was at home
against Clayesmore. We played with a large
squad to enable all girls some match time.
The team played fantastically well, showing
a huge improvement in skills compared to
the start of the season and romped home
with an easy 30-6 victory.
All in all the team has had a very successful
season, full of good humour alongside
committed enthusiasm and they have
been a pleasure to coach.
Congratulations to Freya Chapman, Sophie
Hollis and Grace Welsh who received team
colours.
KBG

Squad: Freya Chapman, Sophie
Crompton, Gemma Harvey, Poppy Hedley,
Sophie Hollis, Annelies Nicholson, Elisabeth
Peak, Lucy Talbot, Poppy Waterworth,
Grace Welsh, Frankie Whinnett

U14A Netball
P 10

W6

L4

D0

I

t has been an enjoyable season
coaching the U14A squad. They are an
enthusiastic, hard working, determined
squad who have showed willingness to
improve over the season.

opportunities for Maya House and Immie
Ayling.
We then had a tough match against
Sherborne losing by ﬁve goals. This was
one of our best team performances where
we had great structure throughout the
court for 3/4 of the game and played well
what ever combination was on court. We
just unfortunately lost a bit of focus and
determination in the last quarter.
Our next two matches we were able to
secure two fantastic wins over Pangbourne
College and St Mary’s Calne. Both games
Freya Wharton, Phoebe Lishman and
Pippy Abel worked tirelessly in defence by
applying pressure on the ball and making
many interceptions. The squad worked
tirelessly as a team and supported each
other throughout the court.
We then faced Kingswood and South Wilts
Grammar School. Everyone was ready,
focused and determined to win these
games as we knew they were going to be
tough. We had a slow ﬁrst quarter in both
games. As both matches went on It was
evident that there was more controlled
play by Dauntsey’s throughout the centre
court and more pressure was applied by
our defensive unit. Both games saw nail
biting last quarters but lead to an eventual
loss.
The last weekend of ﬁxtures saw us play
KES Bath and King’s Bruton. The girls
wanted to end their netball season on a
high and they certainly did that. The team
played fantastically well and showed how

much they have improved from the start
of the season. The girls’ timing, passing,
defending and attacking skills, conﬁdence,
consistent shooting, enthusiasm and
positive attitude all accounted for two
fantastic wins. They beat KES Bath 17-7 and
Kings Bruton 21-13.
If has been a great pleasure to coach the
U14A team. It’s been lovely to watch the
team develop and enjoy their own success.
They have worked hard in training and
matches and have always supported each
other. I wish them all the best in their
netball seasons to come.
B. Gaiger

Squad: Pippy Abel, Immie Ayling, Holly
Gaiger (C), Sophia Hill, Maya House,
Phoebe Lishman, Freya Wharton.

U14B Netball
P 10

W6

L4

D0

A

lthough the U14B team had quite
a diﬃcult season, this group of
hard working girls kept their heads up
throughout the term, with each individual
continuing to improve their netball week
by week.
The girls began the season with an
extremely positive attitude despite the
tough ﬁrst opposition of Bradﬁeld College.

The ﬁrst match of the season was against
Bradford College who were a very strong,
physical side. The girls lost 44-14 but as the
match progressed, they learnt a great deal
about each other and what they needed
to do to start winning the ball.
Over the next few training sessions the
girls continued to work hard and were
keen to learn more about tactical and
technical skills to bring into their match
play. This resulted in the girls winning
their next two matches convincingly
by 20+ goals against Monkton Combe
and Godolphin. Holly Gaiger and Sophia
Hill demonstrated excellent through
court play which created many shooting
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This was a very physical ﬁrst game for the
girls but they did not let this aﬀect their
play and gave their all right through until
the ﬁnal whistle, with a ﬁnal result of 37-4.
Although this was not the best result to kick
oﬀ the season with, I was really impressed
with the overall eﬀort from the team.
The girls then faced a very close game
against Warminster’s U14A team with a
10-10 draw going in to the ﬁnal quarter.
However, after going back on determined
to give that little bit more, they managed
to sneak in their ﬁrst win with a ﬁnal result
of 14-10. Lily Mallinson had a superb game
in defence, supported by Merlo Jewell
down court who managed to consistently
win back possession with her cracking
interceptions.
Unfortunately, a ﬁxture in which we
should have gained another win, resulted
in an 11-7 loss against Godolphin. It took
a while for the team to get their heads in
to this game but after being 8-0 down at
half time, the girls worked their socks oﬀ
during the second half to ﬁnish with just
three goals in it. Brontë Lorimer was on a
roll with her shooting after coming on as
GA and Lara Vautier put on an excellent
performance in defence with her rebounds
and interceptions.
Following on from this, the girls then
managed to gain another two wins against
Sherborne School and Pangbourne College.
Emma Kellar demonstrated excellent
movement and shooting within the
attacking circle throughout both games,
particularly against Pangbourne despite

the very windy conditions. At this stage of
the season, it was clear to see that the girls
were really developing as a team with their
passing and movement down the court.

U14C Netball

It was an unfortunate loss against St Mary’s
Calne but it was clear to see that they
were by far the strongest side. A few silly
mistakes such as forcing the ball, driving
in to the same space and footwork led
to a ﬁnal result of 26-10 to St Mary’s. We
then went on to play Kingswood with
a ﬁnal result of 22-8 to them. Hannah
Weeden had an outstanding game with
consistently accurate passing, excellent
movement down court and always driving
in to great space.

T

Despite the tough ﬁxtures throughout the
season, the U14B team managed to end
the season on a high gaining themselves
another three wins in a row against South
Wilts Grammar School, KES Bath and King’s
Bruton, to ﬁnish oﬀ the season.
It was an absolute pleasure to coach the
U14B team this season and it is clear to see
that they all have great potential. Thank
you to those who came out to support
the girls throughout the term, as your
continuous support and encouragement
really does contribute to the excellent
progress made overall.
JKT

Squad: Bijou Angus, Amy Colyer, Merlo
Jewell, Emma Kellar, Bronte Lorimer, Lily
Mallinson, Tabby Spindler, Lara Vautier,
Hannah Weeden, Bea Williams.
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he U14C team have played the entire
term with enthusiasm and have been a
real pleasure to coach. They have developed
their skills individually but also as a team
and towards the end of the season, it was
wonderful to see such a committed and
capable side. The season ended with the
team winning four of the seven matches
played which marks a successful season
against such a tough ﬁxture card.
The girls enjoyed their training sessions,
playing post ball was a real highlight for
them and during matches they were smiles
throughout, no matter what.
They started their season against a very
talented and well-drilled Bradﬁeld side.
Despite the loss, as the game progressed it
was wonderful to see some nice defensive
strategies coming into play by Ella Harris.
The shooting combination of Fizzy
Wilks and Sasha Broadhead showed real
promise.
It wasn’t long before the girls then
travelled to Godolphin for their next
match. It was a very solid start for the girls
with shooting on point. Star player Arabella
Mansﬁeld was outstanding in bringing the
ball from defence to attack and this was
nicely linked with Flo Evenden’s centre
court skills and Josie Banovic’s attacking
drives. The various defensive combinations
denied our opposition of much play
and the girls ‘dabbed’ their way to a
20-5 win. Those who watched the game
commented on the girls’ teamwork and
improvements made.
Tougher opposition lay ahead for the team
where they met Sherborne School and St
Mary’s Calne. They did not ﬁnd their spirits
dampened and it was great to secure wins
against Lavington School, Kingswood and
South Wilts Grammar School.
Lucy Mayne was hot on her opposition’s
heels in the Lavington match and this
proved vital to the team’s 13-10 win. Lexi
Aspey made several interceptions in their
game to give the team more attacking
opportunities which were capitalised on
by the super shooting of Sasha Broadhead.
Against Kingswood, it was great to see
the girls challenging for the ball against
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such a tough and competitive side. There
was some really nice court play. Ella Harris
picked up multiple interceptions and made
it very hard for her player to attack the
circle edge denying Kingswood of valuable
opportunities which allowed us to grow in
conﬁdence and steal the win 23-18.
The girls ﬁnished their season playing
against South Wilts and it was a perfect
spring afternoon. The match was tight
with goals end-to-end for both teams. Lily
Barnes-Taylor was awarded Best Defence in
their game for her excellent performance
having moved up to the C team. Florence
Evenden deservedly was awarded Best
Attack- her opposition was a good 6
inches taller yet Florence grabbed several
interceptions from her. Star Player was
given to another new recruit to our team
Sofya Afanasyeva who was fab at WD.
two matches were much tighter aﬀairs,
requiring discipline from the girls to cope
with more defensive strategies used by
their opponents but resulting in wins of
12-10.

A wonderful way to end the season.
Congratulations to all players who
represented the U14C team this term.

A fabulous season from a happy, talented,
and fun team, with the potential for further
great netball seasons at Dauntsey’s. Thank
you girls, it’s been a pleasure to coach you.

KAB

Squad: Sonya Afanasyeva, Lexi Aspey,
Josie Banovic, Lily Barnes-Taylor, Sasha
Broadhead, Freya Collington, Flo Evenden,
Ava Hall, Ella Harris, Lucy Mayne, Arabella
Mansﬁeld, Rachel Millar, Fizzy Wilks.

U13A Netball
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he U13A’s have had a hugely
successful season. The girls were
quickly selected into teams with only one
training session before their ﬁrst match
however it was great to use these matches
as trials for the girls. This was against a well
drilled Farleigh Prep School team which
saw the girls lose by quite a margin 11-30
(shame we did not meet our opponents at
the end of the season).
After that match the only way was up.
Enthusiastic work in training gradually
resulted in the shape of the team taking
deﬁnition, with most players capable of
playing in at least two positions. The next
match vs. Lavington saw the girls able to
produce some ﬂowing netball; making
good use of the court area and creating
space to run onto the pass. The following

TP
Next came the Prior Park Tournament
which saw the A’s win all group
matches, a fairly easy semi-ﬁnal, and
very deservedly, come out on top after
a hugely competitive ﬁnal match where
Olivia Carpenter made the most of every
opportunity created by the team.
Two more wins followed v Chafyn Grove &
SWGS before another tournament loomed.
This was run on a round robin format and
saw the girls ﬁnish 3rd having lost by 1
goal to the hosts KES, Bath and a big loss
to Kingswood, both of whom we had
ﬁxtures against to come.
The next match vs. Hampshire Collegiate
was a very comfortable 22-5 win. Training
now focussed on the ﬁnal two matches
and how to cope with our ‘guests’. Training
stepped up another level with input from
the players and a big eﬀort to make match
play work even better. The penultimate
match was against Kingswood and the
girls were so motivated for this match. And
what an intense match it was, arguably
the best of the season, with end to end
play, both teams snapping up any mistakes
and generally capitalising from them.
Maisie Arnold urged the best from her
players and it was a very delighted team,
and parents, come the ﬁnal whistle with
an 18-15 win. The ﬁnal match v KES was
another tough game but a pleasing 11-6
win in gusty conditions.

Squad: Maisie Arnold (C), Issie Burn,
Tilly Buxton, Lara Candy, Olivia Carpenter,
Lily Cooper, Sophie Grant, Virginia Jacobs,
Bea Watts.

U13B Netball
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he U13B team spirit has been superb
this term and whilst facing some
incredibly tough competition, all the girls
remained full of enthusiasm and support
for one another.
We began the season against Farleigh
School, an extremely tough ﬁrst game
against a team who had clearly been
training together for a while. The girls
quickly gelled as a team, as we had not yet
played together, but even Honey Lindsay’s
excellent defence was no match for
Farleigh’s shooters.
Our next match, against Lavington School’s
B team, was on home turf and we certainly
came back ﬁghting. The match was much
more evenly paced but accurate passing
and some excellent shots from Amelia Hall
led us to victory with a score of 7-2.
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Following these victories, our next
game was against Lavington School; the
match was played in extremely blustery
conditions and the girls worked hard to
ensure accurate passes were made. Flora
Darby was not at all put oﬀ by the diﬃcult
conditions and scored 14 goals to ensure
another win for Dauntsey’s; the ﬁnal score
was 15 -7.

Unfortunately, in our next match, against
an U13A team, and we struggled against
the competent and quick Warminster girls.
Amelia Hall’s and Annabel Price’s speed
and tenacity enabled us to score four
goals and despite our loss the team held
together like glue, remaining high in spirits.

Squad: Amelia Hall, Katy Ferguson,

After another loss, against St Mary’s Calne,
the girls played a strong game against
Chafyn Grove in a junior team match,
winning 10-6. The match was thoroughly
enjoyable for all, whilst remaining
competitive, and we welcomed three
members of the U12A’s into our team for
the afternoon. Play was quick but smooth
and the attacking players did a marvellous
job in getting the ball into the D in just a
few passes.

U13C Netball

The remaining matches, including another
game against Lavington, but this time their
A team, also ended in defeat. However,
mentions must go Katy Ferguson for her
excellent use of space against South Wilts
Grammar School, and Lily Watherston,
who joined the team midway through the
season and thoroughly deserved her place
with her ability to drive forwards to get the
ball.
Overall, it may have been a rocky term in
terms of match results, but I could not have
wished for a more committed, engaged
and welcoming team to coach, who
should be incredibly proud of their eﬀorts.
Congratulations to Amelia Hall and
Annabel Price who received team colours.
CES
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Honey Lindsay, Georgia Place, Annabel
Price, Freya Punton, Lily Steggall, Lily
Watherston.
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he U13C team enjoyed a very
successful season and remained
unbeaten throughout! The season started
well with a win against Farleigh School.
Jess Cross scored some super goals and
was very well supported by Sophie Flann,
who worked tirelessly to build up attack
after attack; the ﬁnal score was 13 – 8 to
Dauntsey’s. This game was followed by a
convincing win against Warminster, and
Jess Cross and Flora Darby built up a very
impressive goal tally of 25 between them.
As the season progressed, the girls’
teamwork began to develop and their
encouragement and support of each other
enabled us to win our next match against
St. Mary’s Calne; Millie Dexter worked
extremely eﬀectively with Sian Drew in
defence and was able to successfully
counter any attacks made by St. Mary’s.
Some fantastic positioning allowed us to
organise some super moves up the court,
and the girls made good use of the space
that they created; the match ended 12 -5
to Dauntsey’s.

Our toughest ﬁxture was played away at
Kingswood. On a fairly slippery court, we
struggled to gain control of the match,
and were disappointed when Molly Holder
had to leave the court following a nasty
fall. Despite being 2 – 6 down at half time,
the girls fought hard and at the end of the
third quarter, the score was 5 – 9. Working
tirelessly, Bea Burnham was not prepared
to let the team suﬀer a defeat, and
together the team managed to score four
goals in quick succession to even the score
at 9 – 9. A last attack came from Dauntsey’s
in the closing minute, but there wasn’t
quite the time left to score any more goals
– it was a most impressive come-back and
was a prime example of the determined
spirit that the girls have played with all
season.
The ﬁnal game of the season was against
KES Bath and Dauntsey’s quickly took
control of the game through some very
eﬀective and feisty centre court play
by Izzy Kinder. Millie Dexter remained
utterly reliable in defence and played with
intelligence and style to ensure that any
attacks by KES Bath were quickly curtailed.
Once again, Flora Darby was unstoppable
as goal shooter and worked well with Jess
Cross to ensure a 15 – 3 win to end the
season.
It has been an absolute pleasure to
watch this committed and enthusiastic
team grow in conﬁdence and play with
such determination and wonderful spirit
throughout the season; they thoroughly
deserve their impressive results and I wish
them all the very best for next season.
Congratulations to the following who
received colours: Jess Cross, Flora Darby,
Sian Drew and Sophie Flann.
AES

Squad: Bea Burnham, Jess Cross, Flora
Darby, Millie Dexter, Sian Drew, Marcy
Duﬃll, Sophie Flann, Ellie Fredericks, Molly
Holder, Isabella Kinder, Holly Ridgers.

U12A Netball
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his has been an excellent year for
the U12A Team and I would like to
congratulate them on their hard work
and commitment throughout the season.
They are a positive and enthusiastic group,
supportive of one another both on and oﬀ
the pitch and with so much lovely future
potential they are a team to watch as they
progress up through the school.
The ﬁrst match of the season was, however,
not a reﬂection of things to come and the
tough Farleigh side proved far too strong
for the emerging team as they struggled
to cope with the opposition’s precision
on court and experience and teamwork.
The ﬁrst defeat of the season meant that
the girls needed to get some serious
training in before the next match so it was
back to the drawing board. Soon the girls
were getting to grips with the speed of
play expected and they began to work
together and settle into new positions.
The next match was against BGS and the
girls played excellently to win by a good
margin. With more training under their
belts they looked strong against South
Wilts with another convincing win. St.
Mary’s Calne proved to be a very strong
team and the girls fought hard to stay in
contention throughout a ﬁercely contested
battle. The whole match was tit for tat
throughout. The shooters, Rosie Basnett
and Olivia Smail, remained very focused
and a few key turnovers in the defence
meant that as the ﬁnal whistle blew the
girls held on to the narrowest of victories
12-11– our closest and most exciting match
of the season!

for some strong opposition and some
good competition as we neared the end
of the season. The centre court players
were developing speed and skills and the
defence were continually getting good
turnovers and winning possession. Sharp
and consistent shooting from the attacking
combinations was the icing on the cake
and Kingswood failed to hold on to an
early lead eventually letting Dauntsey’s pull
away to another convincing victory 31-5.
The ﬁnal match of the season saw shooter
Rosie Basnett out of action so the girls
were understandably nervous about their
ﬁrst match indoors without stalwart Rosie
in the circle. KES Bath started strongly and
the girls had a rather unsettled start but
their ﬁghting spirit kicked in and soon they
had the bit between their teeth and by
half time were edging ahead. A ﬁnal score
of 23-11 proved that they are certainly a
resourceful and determined bunch.
It has been a real pleasure working with
such a talented and motivated group this
year. They are full of potential and should
be very proud of their achievements on
court this season.
SC

Squad: Rosie Basnett, Rosie Burn,
Kristyna Collins, Talia Eastlake, Eliza Hill,
Phe Phe Pye, Olivia Smail.

U12B Netball
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he First Form applied a fantastic level
of eﬀort during netball sessions this
year, and it was lovely to see so much
positive progress both playing together
as a team and as individuals too.
Our ﬁrst ﬁxture was at home against
Farleigh School. Although the defence
worked well together, with Kristyna Collins
playing conﬁdently, the skill displayed by
the opposition allowed the opposition to
dominate the ﬁrst half of the match. In
the third quarter Mima Naumann and Izzy
Lane settled down and were able to score
a few goals, but unfortunately Farleigh
were consistent with their shooting and we
lost 16 – 4. The season continued with an
away ﬁxture at Warminster School where
we played against their A team. It was a
challenging ﬁxture, but the girls in centre
court; Sydney Evenden, Flo Mansﬁeld, Flo
Ward and Bella Owen, showed oﬀ the
beneﬁt of a few training sessions together
and started to play well as a group. Poppy
Harris shot well to score four goals and be
named Player of the Match, and although
we narrowly lost 6 – 4, it was clear to see
improvement in their playing.
We were unfortunately hit by a bout of
illness towards the end of January, and our
match against South Wilts Grammar saw
ﬁve players absent. I was most grateful
to Rosie Sisum and Suzannah Mackintosh
who agreed to play with the B team so

By now the girls were training well and
working hard to improve their consistency
and positional play on court. With some
lovely versatile players emerging, the team
was shaping up for a very good season.
Lavington, Godolphin and Hampshire
Collegiate School all struggled to stay
in contention as the girls continued to
dominate matches. The defence of Kristyna
Collins, Chiara Boote and Eliza Hill were
working well together and the speedy
centre court combinations of Phe Phe Pye,
Talia Eastlake and Rosie Burn proved to
be extremely eﬀective and very versatile.
With the ﬁnal matches of Kingswood
and KES Bath left the girls were keen
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games also involved some excellent
individual performances, with Olivia
Allinson-James earning herself a call-up to
the U12Bs and Juliet Willman earning the
‘Star Player’ accolade for her defensive play
against Warminster.

that the ﬁxture could go ahead. Sophia
Parrott showed incredible determination at
WD, closely marking the WA and she was
deservedly awarded Player of the Match.
It was, however, a very challenging ﬁxture
and we suﬀered a heavy loss.
The season started to improve with our
next ﬁxture against St Mary’s Calne. Olivia
Allinson-James and Poppy Harris worked
well together in attack to score 7 goals
between them and lead us to a 7 – 4
victory. I was also extremely impressed by
the conﬁdent defending between Lottie
Litherland, Izzy Lane and Georgia Facer
who all marked eﬀectively and showed
improvement when intercepting the
ball too. The team were delighted with
their ﬁrst victory and we celebrated the
next day with chocolate brownies. Our
winning ways continued with a ﬁxture
against Lavington School, where we were
victorious 2-1 in a shortened game due to
heavy downpours delaying the start of the
ﬁxture. Helen Bourne played well in centre
court with Bella and Sophia, but Izzy was
outstanding and won Player of the Match
with impressive performances at both
ends of the court.
After a narrow defeat at Godolphin, we
were back to success with a second ﬁxture
against Lavington with an impressive
12 – 1 victory, the girls played conﬁdently
throughout the match and Player of the
Match was shared between Sydney, Izzy
and Olivia. We ﬁnished the season with
a mixture of results. A narrow loss to
Kingswood 14 – 12, with Rosie once again
stepping in to help out as Lottie was
pulled up to the A team for the remainder
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of the season and a brilliant win against
KES Bath, 7 – 2.
The girls should be congratulated on a
successful term; they were a pleasure to
coach. I would also like to thank their
parents for their support week after week
during the coldest months of the year.
LKE

Squad: Olivia Allinson-James, Helen
Bourne, Kristyna Collins, Sydney Evenden,
Georgia Facer, Poppy Harris, Izzy Lane,
Lottie Litherland, Suzannah Mackintosh,
Florence Mansﬁeld, Mima Naumann,
Bella Owen, Sophia Parrott, Rosie Sisum,
Florence Ward.

U12C Netball
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Our third game marked our ﬁrst visit to
Lavington School and this was a much
more evenly matched proposition. We
were very unlucky to lose 2-0, the score
line not being at all reﬂective of possession
during the game, and resolved to do
a lot of work practising our shooting.
Unfortunately, we did not manage to
capitalise on improvements made in
games sessions in our next match, losing
to Godolphin 13-2, but by the time we
next faced Lavington we were absolutely
determined to make our mark. It is always
a good omen when the opposing team
have to ask you for a spare player, and so it
proved to be: this match was the apex of
our season!
Consistently tight defence from Rosie
Sisum, Suzanna Mackintosh and Juliet
Willman saw the ball sent back to our
D time and time again; only on this
occasion, the highly successful shooting
duo of Poppy Mackinnon and Poppy
Higgins managed to capitalise on all our
possession to take us to a convincing 14-4
win. Our midcourt play was also solid, with
Flo Ward, Flo Mansﬁeld, Ellie Evans and
Scout Johnstone rotating around positions
comfortably and showing a variety of the
skills they had learnt during training.
The season tailed oﬀ with slightly
disappointing performances against
Kingswood and a strong KES Bath team,
but all U12C players should be pleased
with the improvements made this term,
both on an individual level and as a team.

D0

I

very much enjoyed working with this
enthusiastic group of girls and it is a
shame that the scoresheet for the term
did not match up to their hard-work and
positive attitude.
The season started oﬀ with two diﬃcult
ﬁxtures, the ﬁrst against Farleigh School,
with the team suﬀering a heavy 17-1 loss,
and the next against Warminster, losing
10-5. However, it must be said that all the
girls did well to maintain the optimistic
outlook and team spirit that characterised
their netball throughout the term. Both

JEH

Squad: Olivia Allinson-James, Katinka
Beckett, Helen Bourne, Ellie Evans, Poppy
Higgins, Scout Johnstone, Suzannah
Mackintosh, Poppy Mackinnon, Florence
Mansﬁeld, Mima Naumann, Phoebe
Salisbury, Rosie Sisum, Tamsin Whitelegge,
Florence Ward, Juliet Willman.

Cricket
T

he 2017 season was a very pleasing
and rewarding one. The early season
dry weather got things oﬀ to a positive
start and there was much enthusiasm
for the game throughout the School.
Even during the busy public examination
period, most players organised their time
eﬀectively so that they could continue to
play cricket as a means of relaxation from
their heavy revision schedules.
In total, 97 ﬁxtures were played with 52%
being won or drawn.
The 1st XI had an excellent season, winning
12 and drawing 1 of their 18 ﬁxtures,
crowned by regaining the Monkhouse
Intersport League title. We were also
honoured with a visit from Sir Garﬁeld
Sobers during one of our games. The 2nd
and 3rd XIs were successful, and it was
pleasing that so many boys chose to play
the game as an option, even though ﬁnding
ﬁxtures was a challenge for the latter.

The U15As had a challenging season, with
2 of their best players routinely in the 1st
XI, but many others improved signiﬁcantly
from the greater opportunities they were
given as a result. The Bs had a really positive
season with a team full of energy and
spirit. The U14As won more than they lost
and showed promise, whilst the Bs and
Cs were also competitive. The U13 teams
both struggled whilst the U12 XIs showed
signiﬁcant potential. The Junior D team had
the only unbeaten record in the School.
Girls’ cricket continues to develop and
numbers at training during the winter were
consistently high. Not only did we have
inter-school ﬁxtures for the girls, but we
also selected girls in the junior teams for
matches with Monkton Prep, although they
were, sadly, rained oﬀ. We aim to repeat,
and even extend, this move next year.
My enormous thanks go to the coaches
who gave so much of their time and

expertise, the groundstaﬀ who produced
excellent pitches during some very dry
weather, and the catering staﬀ who kept
us so well provided for. I would particularly
like to thank Mr. Plews, who retired this
year after coaching the 2nd XI (and, last
year, the 3rd XI) throughout my time as
Head of Cricket. The 2nds have often been
one of our most successful teams in recent
years, and his reports have always made for
entertaining reading. In addition, I would
like to record my thanks to departing Head
Groundsman, Steve Challis, who strongly
supported our desire to improve the
quality of our facilities over the last 6 years.
Representative Honours
• Oliver Jackson – Wiltshire 2nd XI
• Rahul Patel, Will Thomas – Wiltshire U.17
• Archie Ayling – Wiltshire U.17
• Jack Grant – Wiltshire U.15
• George Edwards – Wiltshire U.15
• Tom Spencer – Wiltshire U.12
AJ
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Academy, despite 3 more wickets for Jack
Grant taking him to 28 for the season.
Despite this end however, Dauntsey’s
1st XI had an outstanding season. One
special mention has to be made of Will
Thomas, for a fantastic season where he
accumulated 993 runs at an average of 83.
On behalf of the team, I’d like to thank
JRA, AJP and all of our supporters, who
contributed greatly to making the season
so memorable.
Oliver Jackson

1st XI Cricket
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ollowing last year’s successful season,
and with the majority of the squad
having 1st XI experience under their belts,
hopes were high for yet another successful
Dauntsey’s 1st XI cricket season. This hope
turned into a reality, as we ﬁnished with an
excellent record and won the Monkhouse
Intersport League title.
The season got oﬀ to a ﬂyer with a nine
wicket win over Clayesmore, which
included conﬁdent starts from many team
members. A classy 84* from Will Thomas
kick-started his outstanding season. We
then travelled to Bradﬁeld College, to
take part in the National Schools T20
competition. Wellington proved to be
very strong and beat us comfortably,
but we enjoyed a good win against Lord
Wandsworth’s. We learnt a lot at the
tournament, with both this experience and
the momentum taken from the ﬁrst ﬁxture
proving crucial to the rest of the season’s
success.
We got oﬀ to a particularly strong start
in the Monkhouse Intersport League
with an 8 wickets win over Beechen Cliﬀ.
Just when our visitors seemed poised
to make a challenging total, Jack Grant
ripped through their middle order with
5-20. Will Thomas then made 69* as
we cruised to victory. Our momentum
however was halted due to a heavy
defeat at Winchester. Oliver Jackson took
3 early wickets, but we let our opponents
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oﬀ the hook and allowed them to reach
200. Despite an encouraging 51 from
Rahul Patel, we failed to get close to the
target. We bounced back however with
strong victories over Prior Park, Wycliﬀe
and Colston’s. Noticeable performances
included 5-19 from Archie Ayling and 72
from Will Thomas both in our 105 run win
over Colston’s; [Oliver Jackson also scored
consecutive half-centuries in this spell: AJP]
After a facile 9 wicket win over Hampshire
Collegiate our winning streak was broken
by a strong Clifton side who beat us
comfortably at home, with the only
highlight being a hat-trick for Jack Grant.
Dauntsey’s bounced back from this,
however, and produced an 8 wicket win
over the Wiltshire Queries which included
a well-deserved 83* from Harry Baker.
We then travelled as league leaders to play
our ﬁnal league game against Kingswood,
who were close behind in 2nd place. With
the whole team focused and committed
Dauntsey’s produced an outstanding win
by 9 wickets to secure the title. It was a
real team eﬀort, led by young bowlers Jack
Grant and George Edwards each taking
3 wickets and Will Thomas scoring yet
another half-century.
Two more wins followed against the Old
Dauntseians and touring side Pembroke
from Australia. Will Thomas yet again
featured with an outstanding 129 against
the ODs. He then carried on this great
form to produce 100* against the XL Club
in a draw between the sides. A slightly
disappointing end to the season came
with defeats by the MCC and another
Australian touring side, Paramatta

Not only was this a very successful season,
but it was also extremely enjoyable. The
wide range of diﬀerent aged players in
the squad gelled together eﬀectively, with
great camaraderie and team spirit. The
performance of the younger players bodes
well for the future.
I would like to thank Oliver Jackson for
leading the team for the last two years
very responsibly and thoughtfully, dealing
maturely with some challenging situations.
His 32 wickets this season, along with
his 312 runs, indicate his value as an allrounder, too.

AJP
Squad: Oliver Jackson, Will Thomas,
Harry Baker, Will Barker, Noah Cannon,
Rahul Patel, Henry Cox, Archie Ayling, Tom
Swanton, George Lishman, Lewis Jackson,
Jack Grant, George Edwards.

2nd XI Cricket
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he 2nd XI season got underway in
ﬁne fashion with an emphatic win vs.
Clayesmore. James Sweett terrorised the
batsmen with his combination of pace,
swing and a fantastic line and length.
Sweett ﬁnished with four wickets, with ﬁve
other bowlers chipping in with wickets
throughout the innings. With only 57 runs
needed to win the match, our batsmen
enjoyed a pressure-free ﬁrst knock of the
year. Zander Balls, Oliver Rawlings and
Arthur Mui all played some nice strokes on
the way to victory.

Our next ﬁxture was a T20 vs. Marlborough
College. Chester Barnes impressed with
the ball, taking four wickets for 15 runs
in his four overs. Some big hitting from
Marlborough towards the end of the
innings took them to a decent total of 119.
Oliver Rawlings again, as well as Kincaid
Ingram and Joseph Stratford in the middle
order were the pick of our batsmen and
they steadied our innings after a number
of early dismissals. A ﬂurry of wickets going
into the ﬁnal overs stemmed our ﬂow,
however, and we went into the ﬁnal over
needing 13 runs to win. With only two runs
gained and a wicket down, Barnes came to
the crease with one run needed from three
balls and to rapturous applause from the
boundary managed to lead us to victory in
what was a thrilling climax.
Winchester College were our next
opponents and were an impressive outﬁt.
Batting ﬁrst for the only time all year, we
did not look comfortable without a total
to aim at and despite Zander Balls and
Edward Jenkins starting well, and Samuel
Nield launching a strong rearguard eﬀort,
our middle order capitulated and we were
left with 92 runs to defend. The opposition
batsmen intelligently took their time at the
crease, taking no unnecessary risks and
reached the required total for the loss of
only three wickets.
We started well in our next ﬁxture vs Prior
Park College but fell to a disappointing
defeat. We bowled well, and kept our
opponents to a touchable 157 oﬀ 30 overs,
but despite a composed middle order
innings from Joseph Stratford, the rest
of the batsmen gave their wickets away
cheaply for a disappointing 136 all out.

In our penultimate match vs Clifton
College, we came up against a strong side
and were unlucky that some of our regular
players were unavailable. Although Lewis
Jackson and Arthur Mui did well with the
bat, few others contributed as we were
too attacking with our shots against some
impressive bowling and ﬁnally succumbed
for only 72. The Clifton batsmen made the
most of our aggressive ﬁeld settings in the
hunt for wickets, ﬁnding the gaps after the
ﬁrst few overs and although Joe Prodger
bowled dangerously, they made their
target having only lost one wicket.
The following week vs Kingswood was a
diﬀerent story with the 2nd XI ﬁred up after
the previous week’s defeat. Outstanding
bowling from Will Barker, as well as
Arthur Mui and Archie Osmond had the
Kingswood side all out for 73. Will Barker
again impressed with the bat and we
reached our total with relative ease to cap
the season oﬀ in ﬁne fashion.
I would like to thank all of the boys for
making it such an enjoyable season as well
Kincaid for captaining the side with such
enthusiasm and positivity.
DAF

Squad: Zander Balls, Will Barker, Chester
Barnes, Harry Burke, Ned Holland, Kincaid
Ingram, Lewis Jackson, Edward Jenkins,
Arthur Mui, Samuel Nield, Archie Osmond,
Joe Prodger, Oliver Rawlings, Edward Scott,
Joseph Stratford, James Sweett.
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he 3rd XI should have played six
games this season but our ﬁrst and last
games were called oﬀ as in both cases the
opposition were unable to raise a team.
In our ﬁrst match at home to Marlborough
College we batted ﬁrst and made 111 for 5
from our allotted 20 overs. The top scorers
were Joe Prodger with 37 and Harry Burke
with 27. Unfortunately for us Marlborough
had a couple of pretty decent Upper
Sixth batsmen, allegedly playing down at
this level for ‘social reasons’. Like us they
lost ﬁve wickets but surpassed our total
in the 15th over, subjecting us to a fairly
comfortable defeat. Myles Appleby took
three wickets and Harry Burke took the
other two. In the ﬁeld, Joe Prodger took
an outstanding one handed catch, diving
backwards and taking the catch in mid
air without spilling it when he hit the
deck heavily.
Our second ﬁxture was also at home, this
time against Winchester College. This was
a 25 over format game but, alas, having
elected to bat ﬁrst we failed to last the
full complement of overs, all out for just
91 in 23.1 overs. The top scorers were
Ollie Sweett with 32 and Myles Appleby
with 23. In reply Winchester got oﬀ to a
decent start and our chances looked slim
to say the very least but, once the initial
breakthrough was eventually made, our
guests crumbled rather rapidly to 57 all

Having learnt valuable lessons from our
previous two matches, the 2nd XI achieved
a pleasing win vs Colston’s. Bowling ﬁrst,
we were tight with line and length, as well
as our ﬁelding and limited the opposition
to 158. In an impressive innings, after a
promising start from Jenkins and Balls,
Kincaid Ingram played a captains knock to
lead the side to victory with 55 not out.
We were impressive again in our next
ﬁxture vs Monkton Combe, posting a
total of 209 with impressive displays from
Ned Holland (67), Kincaid Ingram (64) and
Arthur Mui (31 not out). We bowled well,
with Edward Scott and his left arm over
action and swing, making life diﬃcult for
the batsmen, as we kept Monkton to 159
for 7 and took a 50 run victory.
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out, presenting us with a decent 34 run
victory. Ollie Sweett and Harry Burke took
three wickets each, with the other four
shared equally between Myles Appleby
and Joe Prodger.
Monkton Combe was the venue of our
third and only away game. In a 20 over
format game, Monkton batted ﬁrst and
scored 107. Ollie Sweett took three wickets
with Joe Prodger and Harry Burke taking
two each. In reply we kept losing wickets
cheaply and looked set to lose the game
before Harry Burke steadied the ship
with 22 and Felix Wong smashed a rapid,
swashbuckling 26 to take us to 110 for 7
and victory in the ﬁfteenth over.
I shall not dwell on what turned out to
be our ﬁnal game of the season, a home
defeat at the paws of Kingswood. For
the record, Kingswood batted extremely
well to score 153 for 8 in this 20 over
format game, aided by some pretty poor
bowling and particularly rank ﬁelding from
us, featuring countless dropped routine
catches. In reply we could only manage
104 for 7.
JPP

Squad: Myles Appleby (C), Josh Jeﬀeries,
Kristin Romer-Lee, Felix Wong, Harry Burke,
Ryan Cooper, Josh Evans, Ben Harding, Joe
Prodger, Lucas Reay, Charlie Stace, Adam
McCormick, Tom Morgan, Oliver Sweett,
Spencer Toon, Tom Wild and Finley Wilson.
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he U15As started their season with
a tough ﬁxture away at Clayesmore.
Clayesmore batted ﬁrst and scored 200-7
oﬀ their 35 overs. This was partly due to an
early season bowling and ﬁelding display
and partly due to some ﬁne batting from
the opposition. Dauntsey’s battled hard
but struggled to 121 all out in response.
In their next ﬁxture the U15As welcomed
Beechen Cliﬀ in a midweek ﬁxture.
Dauntsey’s early season rust seemed to
disappear as they put in a ﬁne display
keeping the Beechen batsman to 113-5
at the end of their innings. In response
Dauntsey’s produced a great performance,
knocking oﬀ the runs with ease and
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winning the game by 8 wickets with Jake
Steele scoring 52*. The following Saturday
the U15As went out to face a well-oiled
Winchester College side. In a hard fought
battle Winchester College got 177-3 from
their overs with one of their batsman
recording an unbeaten century. In response
the Dauntsey’s batsmen dug in to achieve
128-9 losing the game by 49 runs.
With the mood a little low after a
disappointing performance against
Winchester, the U15As rallied together
to put in one of the performances of the
season against Prior Park. With the bowlers
ripping through the Prior Park batting line
up, the Dauntsey’s side managed to get
them all out for 97; the pick of the bowling
came from Tommy Gilbert (3 for 25) and
Marcus Howard (3 for 11). In response, Jake
Steele scored his second 50* of the season
with the support of George Sherwood to
get the team to 98 for no loss. The next
two games came and went. Firstly, losing
to Colston’s by 28 runs with Jamie Williams
scoring a quick ﬁre 31, followed by a loss
to Marlborough College in the County T20
by 50 runs with Marcus Howard claiming
3 for 11.
The second half of the season started
more fruitfully with a convincing win over
Monkton, bowling them all out for 76 and
knocking them oﬀ for ﬁve wickets down in
response. Our last Saturday ﬁxture saw the
U15As travel away to Kingswood, who won
the toss and batted with great eﬀect. They
scored 200 for 8, however this was due to
some spirited displays from their tail end
batsmen causing our bowlers some real
diﬃculty. Jack Butler did however manage

to claim a three wicket maiden in his spell
which ended 3-24.
To ﬁnish the season, the U15As
welcomed two touring sides. Firstly, the
MCC Foundation Hub produced a very
entertaining ﬁxture. With Dauntsey’s
winning the toss and deciding to bat,
it showed a real statement of intent. A
patient batting display saw Jake Steele
score 54 and William Hodgson 86*
contributing to Dauntsey’s 201 for 3.
In response the MCCF looked like they
were out of their depth, only managing
139 runs in reply. Next came Parramatta
District Academy (Sydney) in a very onesided aﬀair. It was clear early on that our
southern hemisphere opposition were on
top, restricting the Dauntsey’s batsmen to
128 runs. In reply the opposition reached
the 129 run target for the loss of 3 wickets.
I would like to mention that although
this season the U15As did not record the
number of wins they would have liked,
they would all agree that improvements
were made all round and the team’s spirit
remained strong throughout the season.
They coped well with their best two
players spending the whole season in
the 1st XI, allowing others to have greater
opportunities, which they often took.
NCL

Squad: Jack Butler, Luca Cox, Wilfred
Fitzgibbon, Tommy Gilbert, William
Hodgson, Marcus Howard, Ollie Illingworth,
Josh Mallinson, Calum Marshall, Ollie
Reeve, George Sherwood, Hugo Spindler,
Jake Steele (C), Jamie Williams.
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to coach. They can be very proud of what
they achieved, ﬁnishing up with four wins
from their six games.
PWO
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n excellent year for the U15B team
started with a nail-biting, last ball
victory away at Clayesmore. Having
found themselves 1-3 and Charlie Payne
walking oﬀ shouting, “Ben Jones is running
everyone out,” the team rallied to post
91 and were able to defend the total
admirably winning with a last ball run out
of the Clayesmore number 11.
91 would prove to be a popular total
for the team and they posted the same
score three more times that season, with
batting proving diﬃcult and only Wilf
Fitzgibbon and Guy Harmer contributing
any meaningful totals with any regularity.
However, thanks to some deadly, accurate
bowling from Tom Lampard Vail, George
Lindh, Ethan Jeﬀeries and Ollie Frost, plus
the even more deadly but not so accurate
bowling of Callum Marshall, the small totals
proved to be enough to provide victory
more often than not.
As the season developed the captaincy of
Guy Harmer, the spin of Ollie Bikhazi Green
and the shot making of Archie Mackinnon
started to have greater impact and by the
team’s ﬁnal game away at Colston’s, they
were a well oiled machine, winning by 10
wickets.
The U15Bs improved with every game and
in all areas of the game – some players
weren’t even scared of the ball by the end
of the season – and they were a delight

ﬁeld positioning: this will serve them well
in the future. The standard of catching also
impressed, with Ben Eccles taking a blinder
at Prior, and Will Tabor – among others taking several sharp chances. Ed Morgan
was probably the leading ﬁelder overall.

Squad: Ollie Bikhazi Green, Josh
Duckworth, Wilf Fitzgibbon, Algie Fooks,
Ollie Frost, Guy Harmer, Ethan Jeﬀeries,
Ben Jones, Tom Lampard Vail, George
Lindh, Archie Mackinnon, Charlie Payne,
Hugo Spindler.
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his was an excellent season, with
some ﬁne matches contested, and
some terriﬁc cricket played. Excellent
victories were achieved over Kingswood,
Prior Park, Clayesmore and Monkton (and
Dauntsey’s were in a commanding position
when the rain came against Hampshire
Collegiate), and the team battled well
against sides with greater experience
and depth.
The most pleasing aspect of the season
was the teamwork on display: all players
contributed strongly during the season,
with bat, ball and in the ﬁeld. Indeed, all
players made the step up to U14 level,
developing their understanding of the
game signiﬁcantly. The side improved its
focus in the ﬁeld, learnt about running
between the wickets, shining the ball, and

The bowling attack was admirably led
by Will Morris. He bowls with pace and
bounce, and his spell of four for one at
Prior destroyed their top order. Other
leading seam bowlers were Henry Barker
(when he wasn’t keeping wicket), Ed Smail,
Josh Mew, Will Tabor, and Dan Gordon.
Ed swings the ball away from the right
hander at decent pace, and often looked
our most penetrative bowler. Josh has raw
pace and huge potential if he can add a
degree of control. Dan and Will need to
add a weapon, learning to move the ball or
improve accuracy and consistency in order
to tie down batsmen. All contributed well
at times.
Arthur Richardson led the side well. He
developed his understanding of ﬁelding
positions, but sometimes needed to act
more quickly and decisively. He did convert
to bowling oﬀ spin – and showed real
promise here. He also oﬀered the side a
consistently steady start as an opening
bat, but was never able to convert 20s and
30s into the really big score. A ﬁne player.
Other spin options were oﬀered by Nadim
Searight and Arthur Fitzgibbon.
If Arthur dominated the top of the order,
Ed Smail also oﬀered quality, making a ﬁne
41 in defeat against Winchester. Ciaran
Costin also contributed well. However, the
key to the batting unit was Henry Barker.
He had an outstanding season, averaging
over 70, often scoring at more than a run
a ball, and playing match winning innings.
Half centuries against Clayesmore and
Prior helped the team set winning targets,
and even more impressively he led the
run chases under pressure against
Monkton and Kingswood (75* and 59*
respectively). It was noticeable that when
Henry didn’t make a score, the team
struggled to win games.
Outside the top three, other batsmen to
show promise were Will Tabor, Luke Webb,
Dan Gordon, Peter Vail and Josh Mew.
As ever it was perhaps the defeats which
oﬀered the greater lessons to learn from
for the team. Colston’s were able to get an
over par score as we bowled too short and
wide. A valiant attempt to chase down 200
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oﬀ 25 overs saw us just short at the close.
It also highlighted too many extras – and
this was a problem all summer. No-balls
and wides don’t just oﬀer a run to the
opposition, but an extra ball to score oﬀ
too. The boys bowled too many.
Overall, it was a very productive season,
with a good team spirit on display, and
enjoyment of the game clearly evident.
I would like to pay tribute to the Dauntsey’s
ground staﬀ who continued to produce
excellent cricket wickets throughout,
oﬀering pace and even bounce. This was
certainly not always the case when we
travelled away. Thanks to all the players
for their eﬀorts, and to Arthur Richardson
for captaining the side. Good luck for the
future in the game.
TWB

Squad: Henry Barker, Ciaran Costin,
Ben Eccles, Arthur Fitzgibbon, Dan Gordon,
Josh Mew, Ed Morgan, Will Morris, Arthur
Richardson, Nadim Searight, Ed Smail,
Will Tabor, Peter Vail, Luke Webb.

White did well to chase down the total
before Peter Vail hit the wining runs.

U13A Cricket

The top order was once again the
diﬀerence, in our next match, away at
Prior Park. Hugo White and Peter vail both
retired at 50 and we set the opposition
144 to win. Solid bowling from Oliver Ring,
Ryan Morris and Adrian Ling restricted
Prior Park to 30-7 and contributed to a
comfortable victory.

P3

Our next scheduled match vs Colston’s
was unfortunately cancelled and the
next game was another two weeks away.
After two victories on the bounce, it was
disappointing to end the season with
two defeats, against Sexey’s A team and
Kingswood.
It was great to see so many boys
representing the school and they showed
great enthusiasm throughout the
term. Many thanks to all of you for your
commitment and thanks to the parents
and friends for their support..
JD

Squad: Archie Butler, Arthur Fitzgibbon,
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large and enthusiastic squad showed
a real willingness to improve. It was
pleasing to see a few boys promoted
to the A team, following some good
performances. The season opener against
Clayesmore was an excellent game which
went down to the wire. Unfortunately,
we fell 8 runs short, chasing 126. Arthur
Fitzgibbon and Peter Vail were the pick of
bowlers, taking two wickets apiece. With
the bat, Robert Herrett and Peter Vail
made promising starts but were unable
to press on.
Our next opponents were Winchester
and despite Robert Herrett and Oliver
Ring taking 3-25 and 3-34 respectively,
Winchester were too strong. We struggled
to get near their total of 209 and moved
onto the next match. The squad responded
well to the Winchester defeat, bowling
and ﬁelding superbly against Beechen Cliﬀ.
Peter Vail took a hat-trick and ﬁnished with
ﬁgures of 3-4 oﬀ two overs. The opposition
managed to score 89 before being bowled
out. In reply, Edward Morgan and Hugo
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Robert Herrett, Malin Laslett, Adrian Ling,
Tomos Lowen, Edward Morgan, Ryan
Morris, Max Moseley, Max Owen, Daniel
Parr, Bear Paris, Sebastian Parry, Toby Perry,
Oliver Ring, Toby Sailsbury, Henry Smith,
Peter Vail, Bertie Weymouth, Hugo White,
Thomas White, Curtis Wilde.
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he U14 C team had only two matches,
a good win against Clayesmore,
in which both Hugo White and Ollie
Darlington scored ﬁfties, and a defeat (but
by no means disgrace) on a glorious spring
day at Winchester College.
CWWW

Squad: Archie Butler, Raﬀ Clark, Titus
Clark, Luc Cranstone, Ollie Darlington,
Ali Edington, Adrian Ling, Tomos Lowen,
Brendan Marchment, Max Moseley,
Seb Parry, Hal West, Bertie Weymouth,
Hugo White.
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he U13’s had a challenging season
this year with tough competition
throughout. Although they only got to
play three matches as the U13s they also
picked up games through the Junior
teams. The team started well with a
competent victory against Colston’s, with
good performances in particular by Ollie
Darlington (19 runs) and Josh Sullivan (3
wickets for 6 runs). These performances
were supported by a full team eﬀort with
wickets being spread across 6 diﬀerent
bowlers, with 2 each going to Archie
Hughes and Henry Caldwell. This led them
to win by 3 wickets.
The U13s didn’t play their next match for
another two months. Unfortunately they
never really got into the match against
Beechen Cliﬀ and were only able to score
45 when chasing a 127 target of which 11
of those runs came oﬀ Henry Caldwell’s
bat and 9 oﬀ Charlie Murphy’s. There was
however a silver lining in the form of Josh
Sullivan with his 2 wickets for 13 runs.
The ﬁnal match for the U13s was against
Kingswood and the team seemed to be
energised and focused on regaining their
winning streak. With some good bowling
they were able to limit Kingswood to
120 oﬀ the 25 overs. Particular mentions
go to Noah Raey, who only gave 11 runs
oﬀ his overs while taking 2 wickets, and
Will Hyde, who was able to remove the
two opening batters before they were
settled at the crease. At the break the team
seemed positive and had the win set in
their minds. They got oﬀ to a strong start
with Ollie Darlington hitting a steady 34
and Josh Sullivan supporting with a solid
13. Unfortunately, excluding Archie Hughes
who made a late stand of 13 not out, there
were no other players to support that ﬁnal
attempt. The last 7 wickets (5 of which
were 0’s) were lost within 20 runs leaving
the team 30 runs short of the total.
Although it was not the strongest of
seasons the team learnt a lot, dug deep
during training but just lacked the
concentration required within challenging
matches. I wish them all the best of luck in
their future cricketing careers, and I will be
interested to see who progresses through
the teams next year.
SJR

Squad: Henry Caldwell, Tom Cook, Ollie
Culley, Ollie Darlington, Archie Hughes,
Will Hyde, Ollie Jones, Charlie Murphy,
Noah Raey, Angus Sherwood, Josh Sullivan,
Toby Thomas.
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he captain for the Bs, who was also
the captain of Junior C, without doubt
deserves a mention. Toby Zino led both
squads with skill, compassion and vision.
These qualities certainly paid handsomely
for the Junior Cs; the yield was not quite
the same for the U13Bs, regrettably - and in
no way was a reﬂection on the skipper.
Losing narrowly to Colston’s by two runs,
despite the best eﬀorts by our bowling
attack of Ted Jagger (1-4), Pete Tregonning
(1-5), Oakley Gompels (1-10), Harry Joyce
(1-5) and Angus Sherwood (1-6), the side
simply failed to put enough runs on the
board, and paid the price. At Kingswood,
our ﬂaws in ﬁelding - six dropped catches
– haunted the team and arguably proved
the adage that ‘catches win matches’ to be
true. We were routed, losing by 9 wickets,
despite the best eﬀorts of George Colley
(29), George Burnet (19) and a lower order
stance by Ted Jagger (8).
Hoping to recover and show what we
can do, the team trained hard for the
next match, against Sexey’s at home but
to no avail – the weather denied us the
chance to prove the promise that the team
undoubtedly has in the noble art-comescience of the English Passion, cricket!
Onwards and upwards – there is always
next year.
NCL
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he U12’s started their season against
Beechen Cliﬀ. Beechen batted ﬁrst
and scored 122-5 oﬀ their 20 overs. This
was partly due to a rusty bowling and
ﬁelding display by Dauntsey’s. Despite Tom
Spencer scoring 50* (retired), Dauntsey’s
were beaten by a more disciplined
bowling attack, eventually losing by
16 runs. In their next ﬁxture the U12A’s
travelled away to play a strong Colston’s
side. Colston’s openers got oﬀ to a ﬂyer
with a couple of early chances being put
down in the ﬁeld. Archie Lang was the pick
of the bowlers, ﬁnishing with 3 for 7, which
included a sensational catch oﬀ his own
bowling. Colston’s ﬁnished their innings on
165-7. Fraser Hyslop (21) and Harry Philpott
(35) put up good resistance, helping the
team reach 123-5. Unfortunately, we fell 42
runs short.

fought back strongly to put their team
well above the required run rate. With rain
in the air, it looked like the game would
have to be abandoned. The boys took
shelter oﬀ the ﬁeld and Kingswood had
packed their bags ready to depart, only for
the weather to brighten and provide the
perfect opportunity to set up a brilliant
ﬁnish. Superb bowling from Charlie Owen
(3 for 15) and Freddie Butler (3 for 23) saw
Dauntsey’s claw their way back into the
game to setup a nail biting ﬁnish. In the
ﬁnal over, Kingswood secured victory with
only three balls remaining.
The U12A’s proved themselves a very
promising team with a huge amount of
potential. Fraser Hyslop, Tom Spencer,
Humphrey Hughes, Charlie Owen and
Freddie Butler all represented the Junior
A team, whilst the rest of the U12’s were
involved with the Junior B’s.
WPJW

Squad: Freddie Butler, William Clover,
Squad: Josh Bayer, Tom Boon, George
Burnett, Olly Colley, Charles Evans, Edward
George, Oakley Gompels, Ted Jagger, Harry
Joyce, Leo Ring, Angus Sherwood, Jonty
Smith, Louis Stevenson, Peter Tregonning,
Toby Zino (C).

To ﬁnish the season, the adoring fans on
Mercers’ Field were treated to a fantastic
game against Kingswood. Dauntsey’s
lost the toss and were put into bat. Tom
Spencer once again led the charge
with another 50 (retired). Our talented
wicket keeper-batsman, Fraser Hyslop,
also looked set to secure his half century
before being run out on 41. In the ﬁeld,
we started brightly taking a number of
early wickets. Kingswood’s middle order

Oliver Durrant, Oscar Hennessy Leach,
Humphrey Hughes, Fraser Hyslop, Archie
Lang, Hugh Marshall, Charlie Owen, Harry
Philpott, Rhys Ponting, James Pratt, Tom
Spencer.
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provided us with a strong base to begin
with, scoring 18 and 21 respectively, while
Fraser Hyslop and Toby Thomas slowly
chipped away at the score. However, the
target of 151 proved to be out of our reach
and we were unable to reach the required
run rate and ﬁnished oﬀ 34 runs short.

U12B Cricket
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he Under 12 B side had four matches,
all against strong opposition. The
two Bath schools, Beechen Cliﬀ and
Kingswood, proved too strong for us, but
we nonetheless managed to avoid being
bowled out against either team, reaching a
respectable 122-7 against Kingswood. The
game against Colston’s provided a much
closer ﬁnish; thanks to a swashbuckling
and undefeated 38 from Rhys Ponting, we
fell just 4 runs short of the opposition total
in a pulsating ﬁnish. The best performance
probably came against Sexey’s, where a
bustling innings of 33 from Harry Philpott
saw Dauntsey’s to a useful total. When
they batted, our opponents struggled for
a long time, losing wickets regularly, and a
Dauntsey’s victory looked likely; however,
some powerful hitting by the Sexey’s
lower order batsmen saw them through to
a narrow victory. Hugh Marshall captained
the side decisively and cheerfully, and
the team are to be commended on
maintaining a positive spirit throughout.

T

T

CWWW

Squad: Oliver Bagnell, Sam Came, Ben
Carter, Finn Del Mar, Charlie Jewell, Felix
Lailey, Hugh Marshall, Freddie Maunder,
Rhys Ponting, Will Ridge, Harry Philpott,
James Pratt, Freddie Riley, Leo Ring, Alex
Robinson, Aren Welton, Joe Wickenden.
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he Junior A team was comprised of a
squad of ﬁfteen boys this year so the
competition for places was high. With a
mixture of 2nd and 1st form we had both
experience and enthusiasm throughout.
Their ﬁrst outing was against Clayesmore
Prep and we performed admirably
restricting them to just 96 runs oﬀ 20
overs, with the majority of their runs
coming from their opening batter who
scored 61. Charlie Murphy led the bowling
attack with 3 wickets and only 16 runs oﬀ
his four overs. In retaliation to this Tom
Spencer debuted for the school with a
solid 19 runs while being support by Tom
Cook (13 runs), Will Hyde (11 runs) and
Toby Thomas (14 runs). Unfortunately, this
decent eﬀort wasn’t quite enough to bring
us into a winning position and we lost
the game by just 12 runs at the end of the
twentieth over.
The following match was against a strong
All Hallows team in which two of their
players scored 40 each through a majority
of well struck boundaries. Unfortunately,
there were ﬁve dropped catches and a
plethora of questionable ﬁelding choices
which made the scoring process easier
for All Hallows. Again, Charlie Murphy
provided a small resistance by taking two
key wickets for minimal runs. After a frank
conversation during the tea break the team
seemed focused and determined to come
back ﬁghting. Tom Spencer and Will Hyde

On Sunday 14th May our Junior A team
faced the challenge of not only Wiltshire
U12’s but also our own Tom Spencer
in the opposing team. With this added
incentive the match proved to be closely
run and it could have been won by either
team. Fantastic batting performances
by both Tom Spencer for Wilshire (47
runs) and also Will Hyde for the Junior
A’s (43) made the match both exciting
and interesting to watch. Henry Caldwell
proved a particularly challenging bowler
to bat against only conceding 10 runs in
his 5 overs. Will Hyde also only conceded
13 runs but was also able to take a well
deserved wicket with the help of Fraser
Hyslop behind the stumps. With a strong
bowling attack and tight ﬁeld, Wiltshire
were able to take 5 of our wickets which
left our team struggling to maintain the
strike rate required. The match ended with
Wilshire winning by just 21 runs.
To ﬁnish oﬀ the season the Junior A’s came
up against the touring Cranmore Prep in
a 25 over match at home. The game from
the oﬀset was going to be challenging
with a tight bowling attack and few runs
being given in the ﬁeld. The highest score
going to Fraser Hyslop with just 12 runs,
leaving Dauntsey’s with only 68 runs to
defend. That being said the boys were
determined to break their losing streak
and Henry Caldwell was able to take
their opening wicket within the ﬁrst over.
Although our bowling attack was tight,
the target was too low to defend and
with sensible batting and the odd
boundary, Cranmore Prep took the win
in the 18th over.
It has been an interesting season with
some decent highlights and the team has
learnt a lot. I look forward to developing
the U12 players further and I wish the U13
boys the very best next season.
SJR

Squad: Freddie Butler, Henry Caldwell,
Tom Cook, Ollie Culley, Ollie Darlington,
Will Hyde, Fraser Hyslop, Charlie Murphy,
Charlie Owen, Harry Philpott, Noah Raey,
Tom Spencer, Josh Sullivan, Toby Thomas.
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he Junior B’s started the season
with a solid victory at home against
Clayesmore. Dauntsey’s bowled their
opponents out for 72 with Charles Evans
taking three for two. Clayesmore put up
some real resistance, taking a number of
crucial wickets to reduce Dauntsey’s to
73-6 oﬀ their 20 overs.
Dauntsey’s showed a much improved
performance with the bat in their next
ﬁxture against All Hallows, scoring 105-9
oﬀ 20 overs. A superb bowling display by
Noah Reay (4 for 8) reduced All Hallows
to 44 all out. Unfortunately, our next
two ﬁxtures against Monkton Prep and
Sandroyd were causalities to poor weather,
which put a dampener on the middle
section of our season.
The Junior B’s returned to action after half
term to take on West Hill Park Junior A
team. West Hill Park scored 133-6 oﬀ their
20 overs. Harry Philpott bowled superbly,
taking 3 for 14. Unfortunately, our innings
never really got going, thanks in part to
some fantastic bowling from West Hill Park.
Oscar Hennessy-Leach batted well to ﬁnish
on 30 not out. The team eventually fell 24
runs short and ﬁnished on 109-6.
Our ﬁnal match of the season saw a
Wiltshire derby as we took on Warminster
Junior A team. We won the toss and
elected to bat, amassing 167-2 oﬀ 20 overs.
Tom Spencer (52 retired) and Humphrey
Hughes (50) both batted well to secure
their half-centuries. Charlie Owen chipped
in with a quick-ﬁre 20 not out to bring
our innings to a close. A ﬁne bowling
display backed up our impressive batting
performance. Noah Reay taking 3 for
17 and Tom Cook taking 3 for 4. Special
mention should go to Archie Hughes who
captained the side incredibly well during
the season.
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n exciting season for sure – the team
enjoyed a successful term. It did
not, however, start as we wished. Facing
Clayesmore on a cold April afternoon,
we came tantalisingly close to victory,
losing by seven runs. Superb bowling
performances by Hugh Marshall (2 for 5),
Oliver Bagnall (2 for 6) and Joe Wickenden
(2 for 8) ensured we had a good chance
of winning but we simply did not accrue
suﬃcient runs. The game is all about runs
on the board and we learnt the lesson
the hard way. The team made up for it,
however, in the next match, winning by
33 runs against All Hallow’s. Oliver Bagnall
punched out 18 and George Burnet 26*
to secure a well-deserved and disciplined
win. To much disappointment, the match
against Sandroyd was a splendid English
phenomenon of ‘Rain Stopped Play’. Toby
Zino (1-5) and Alex Robinson (1-7) had
made cutting in-roads into the vulnerable
opposition and what was looking like a win
became an unsatisfactory draw. Fired up,
as a consequence, the team went fully into
battle at the next ﬁxture against West Hill
Park, winning by 10 wickets. The mighty
Junior Cs were unstoppable, with Oliver
Bagnall bumping out 22* and George
Burnet carving into the opposition with 15.
Angus Sherwood’s bowling (1-3) proved
pivotal in securing the win, with wickets for
Finn Del Mar (1-4), Alex Robinson (1-7), and
Rhys Ponting (1-1) all making mayhem for
the batting side.

Going into the Warminster match, fostering
a little overconﬁdence, on the back of
such a stunning victory – the coach
even reversed the batting order – nearly
threw the result of the last match of the
season into jeopardy, as our tried and
tested batsmen failed to perform. Leo
Ring (4-4) was the saviour. His bowling was
exceptional, taking out of the match four
crucial, hard-hitting wickets. Without him,
defeat was a certainty on such a scorching
day. The season ended with a win against
Warminster by four runs. In the words of
Wellington at Waterloo, ‘It was a close run
thing’ – and the celebrations afterwards
were ﬁtting ﬁnish to a ﬁne season of
leather and willow.
JAS

Squad: Oliver Bagnall, George Burnet,
Sam Came, Finn Del Mar, Ted Eastlake,
Charles Evans, Charlie Jewell, Harry Joyce,
Hugh Marshall, Freddie Maunder, James
May, George Massey, Rhys Ponting,
Will Ridge, Freddie Riley, Leo Ring, Alex
Robinson, Angus Sherwood, Ed Tabor,
Joe Wickendon, Toby Zino (C).
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he Junior D team had three ﬁxtures;
there were wins against Clayesmore
and All Hallows, with the match against

WPJW

Squad: Freddie Butler, William Clover,
Tom Cook, Ollie Culley, Oliver Durrant,
Charles Evans, Oscar Hennessy Leach,
Archie Hughes, Humphrey Hughes, Fraser
Hyslop, Ollie Jones, Archie Lang, Hugh
Marshall, Charlie Owen, Harry Philpott, Rhys
Ponting, James Pratt, Noah Reay, Angus
Sherwood, Tom Spencer.
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Sandroyd eventually abandoned as
a draw after a brave ﬁght with the
elements. With regard to the batting,
innings of substance were in short supply,
but Tom Boon showed the makings of
sound technique. Progress was made
in the bowling department, with Peter
Tregoning’s 3 wickets for 9 runs against
All Hallows probably the stand-out
performance. There was much enthusiasm
shown in the ﬁeld and one hopes that all
who represented the school will develop
so that they can continue to make their
contribution to Dauntsey’s cricket in
seasons to come.
CWWW

Squad: Freddie Alexander, Tom Boon,
Geroge Burnet, Sam Came, Finn Del Mar,
Sam Gardner, Ed George, Oakley Gompels,
Ted Jaggar, Charlie Jewell, Harry Joyce, Felix
Lailey, Jonty Smith, Louis Stevenson, Peter
Tregoning, Leo Twentyman, Aren Welton,
Joe Wickenden, Toby Zino.

Girls’ Cricket

P4

T

his season was a positive step forward
in the development of girls’ cricket
at Dauntsey’s. Training was attended by
up to 30 pupils every week, throughout all
three terms. We were also able to play four
matches within the summer term- one of
which was played in the rain at the request
of the girls themselves! Unfortunately, 2
other matches were unable to be played.
The girls also trained their way onto
some of the junior boys teams but again
unfortunately the weather was not on
our side.
Our ﬁrst match was held in April against
Kingswood with a mixture of experienced
players and beginners. With harsh cold
winds to start oﬀ the season, the girls
performed with commitment and
determination and battled their way to a
4 run win. Bronte Lorimer in particular led
the way with a strong score of 10 in the 2
overs she was batting and only conceding
2 runs with her bowling. Phoebe Lishman
as captain also gave a technically strong
bowling performance with 2 wickets being
taken in her opening over. The winning
element however were the 17 fewer extras
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that were given away during our bowling
and ﬁelding performances.
The girls’ top performance however came
in our next ﬁxture against St Edmunds.
The game was played with high spirits and
there were plenty of strong performances
to be had. The wickets were shared across
seven diﬀerent bowlers with both Ella
Harris and Olivia Carpenter taking 2 each.
The batting however seemed to come
together with quick running and good
attacking play from our top ﬁve batters.
Bronte and Phoebe scored 15 and 11 not
out respectively, whilst Lily Mallinson and
Olivia Smail scored 11 and 9, with the
support of Nia Gwynne Davies. The match
was won by 27 runs after St Edmunds were
unable to reach the target of 91.
Unfortunately, the following two matches
did not fall our way but did provide
for some nail-biting memories as both
matches went down to the ﬁnal over. The
ﬁrst was against Prior Park, where we lost
by 5 runs, while the second was against
Warminster in which we lost by only 2
runs. Both matches were high scoring with

Prior Park reaching 139 and Warminster
with 246. JAS gave special mentions to
Sophie Grant and Katy Ferguson for their
aggressive style of batting and Pippy Abel,
Charlie Miller and Amelia Hall for their
committed ﬁelding performances.
It has been an absolute pleasure to
coaching this group of girls and I look
forward to seeing them progress next
year with the possibility of senior matches
while maintaining the junior development
teams.
SJR

Squad: Pippy Abel, Maisie Arnold, Olivia
Carpenter, Katy Ferguson, Sophie Grant,
Nia Gwynne Davies, Amelia Hall, Ella Harris,
Phoebe Lishman, Bronte Lorimer, Lily
Mallinson, Charlie Miller, Lily Steggall.

Tennis
T

he tennis club as a whole has been
brimming with success this season
not only in terms of results, but also the
enthusiasm that has been spread across all
years. Courts after school are overﬂowing,
particularly with the Lower School who
are keen to brush up on their skills and
demand for tennis lessons is at its highest,
after the arrival of our excellent coaches
who are ﬁnishing their second season
with us.
To summarise; as a club, a total of 162
matches have been played this season
equating to 1,944 match balls being
used. This is a very signiﬁcant increase in
matches from last year and it has certainly
been warmly received by all of the players.
There have been a number of highlights
throughout the season which deserve
special mention.
Firstly, we have had our most successful
year to date in the AEGON competitions.

Our U12 boys and girls have successfully
qualiﬁed for the next round, winning all
of their matches. This group have been
beyond enthusiastic, attending additional
practices regularly, and it has been
great to see such a high level of tennis
being played at this age. The U13 girls
have also qualiﬁed for the next round,
although encountered two nail-biting
Championship Tiebreaks in their last two
matches. Bea Watts was outstanding at
the helm, leading her team to victory.
The U14 boys, captained by Dan Basnett
accompanied by three eager Second Form
boys sped to victory over their opponents
to qualify also. Whilst our 15s were unable
to progress any further, for our girls it
went down to the last game which was a
competitive ﬁxture against Marlborough
College and again was only decided by
a Championship Tiebreak. These results
alone mark what has been an excellent
season for Dauntsey’s tennis.

Mixed tennis has proved a huge success,
not only with results but also in terms of
popularity amongst the year groups and
it is hoped that we can introduce more of
these into the ﬁxture sheet next year. We
had a fantastic mixed tennis competition
vs Wellington College both at the weekend
and also midweek with U15A-F, U14A-D
and senior teams. The camaraderie of the
matches was excellent and it was great
to see such an exchange of tactics and
sportsmanship throughout, between all
involved.
The staﬀ vs pupils afternoon of tennis
midway through the term was a real
success with over 16 staﬀ out on court,
keen to test their racket skills out against
our eager 1st team boys and girls and
leavers. It is safe to say of course that
the staﬀ won unanimously and the
Headmaster was pleased to be paired
with Mr Baillie, beating everyone that
challenged him.
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The term has also been ﬁlled with a number
of memorable moments. A number of
workshops were on oﬀer to the Lower
School and these proved very popular. Mr
Smith’s serving session in particular was a
real success with the 1st Form and it was
great to see such a turnout on the ﬁnal
weekend for the Davis Cup Doubles and
Wimbledon Singles tournaments.
With the increase in ﬁxtures, it has been
great to see more girls and boys playing
tennis and not just at the top end. We
have had A-D teams most weeks and the
enjoyment for tennis is certainly growing.
Many thanks to all those who helped with
coaching tennis this term. It has been a
very enjoyable season.
KAB

Girls’ Tennis

T

he girls as a whole have had a very
good season and weather for the
most part was on our side which resulted
in very few matches being cancelled.
At the top end of the school, the seniors
got their season under way against
Devizes Tennis Club which proved to be a
really beneﬁcial ﬁxture for selection. As a
whole, the seniors have played 26 ﬁxtures
and have won over 50% of them. Harriet
Steptoe has been an exemplary Captain all
season, both in terms of her own individual
play but also leading from example at
all times. Selection for the senior teams

was particularly competitive in the ﬁrst
few weeks of term and it was great to see
such depth in the senior squads. There a
number of girls who have made signiﬁcant
improvements over the course of the term
and this is largely down to their willingness
to learn, take on board new techniques
and implement them into their respective
games. Next season certainly bodes well as
we will be losing very few seniors.

wise, 22 ﬁxtures were played across the
U15s and they won a total of 17. Mixed
tennis at this age group proved a huge
success, winning all of the ﬁxtures played
A-F against Wellington College and Epsom
College. Congratulations must go to the
U15 AEGON team (Poppy Napier, Polly
Campbell, India Eastlake, Ellie Barker) who
just missed out on progressing through to
the next round of the competition.

When reﬂecting on the senior season and
looking ahead to the next, the girls need
to try and win the vital points a little more
often during rallies and win the ‘important’
games also, as too often during the term,
we suﬀered a 5-4 defeat when in fact the
scores could and possibly should have
been reversed, or better, in our favour.
The seniors are learning a great deal
under the leadership of Mr Baillie and it is
evident even from this season that they are
noticeably improving, not only physically
but mentally and tactically and it is hoped
that those narrow margins will be gained
next season.

At the Lower School end, there has been a
great level of enthusiasm shown by all. The
U14s have certainly improved their tennis
skills and their results have noticeably
improved since last year and this is also
evident for the U13s. Congratulations
must go to Bea Watts who has completed
another year representing the 1st VI
tennis team – a fantastic achievement for
Bea at such as young age. The U13 girls
(Bea Watts, Issie Burn, Virginia Jacobs,
Lily Cooper and Charlotte Crawley) have
progressed through to the next stage of
the AEGON competition.

The U15 girls have had a hugely successful
season. They are certainly one of the most
talented year groups within the school
which has made selection very diﬃcult all
term but also encouraged the girls to be
competitive for their place. A number of
players have moved up the order, some
by ﬁve or more places which shows the
hard work some have put in during the
winter months with our coaches. Results
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The new 1st Form have worked hard
and with enthusiasm all term and what
a talented group of girls they are. As a
whole, the U12s have played 13 matches
and won 12 of them. The U12 AEGON side
(Talia Eastlake, Eliza Hill, Rosie Burn, Rosie
Basnett) won all of their matches and
progress through to the next round of the
competition.
KAB

Boys’ Tennis

T

he Senior Boys’ 1st team this season
was a relatively inexperienced one
(with only Max Johnson returning from
last year’s team) but overall they acquitted
themselves well. The team was arranged
into three competitive pairs (Max Johnson
& Alﬁe Miles-Hobbs, Euan Reid & Ben
Kinder, Ben Johnson & Charlie Badman)
who each earned important set victories
across the ﬁxtures, throughout the season.
Whilst the team only won three of their 9
ﬁxtures, they were unlucky to lose 5 – 4
on a couple of occasions. The attitude
and conduct of the squad was exemplary
throughout the season. Special mentions
must go to 4th Former Ben Kinder &
5th former Alﬁe Miles-Hobbs, who both
proved the adage that ‘if you are good
enough, you are old enough’.
The 2nd team were undoubtedly the
star team of the season, winning all 9 of
their ﬁxtures. Led by Captain Joe Brady,
who partnered Felix Nagel, the team also
comprised Luke Padﬁeld & Chris BryerAsh, Olly Ong & Harry Poole. Most of
their ﬁxtures were won by wide margins,
although the highlight would have to be
the 5-4 nail biter against Marlborough
College. The players responded positively
to the excellent coaching of Mr Crowley
and with 8 out of the 12 players in these
top two teams returning, the prospects for
next season appear strong.
The 3rd team again provided the
opportunity for a large number of younger

and/or less experienced players to gain
valuable match experience. They won
one out of their ﬁve matches. Special
mention must go to stalwart U6 leavers
Barney Spooner & Elliot Vine and to the
particularly enthusiastic L6 pairing of Ben
Pugh-Cook & Quentin Choi.
The U15 boys have made signiﬁcant
improvements to their game over the
course of the season. They have played
against some competitive opposition and
have come out with some tough defeats
but have learnt valuable lessons along
the way. Benedict Kinder has enjoyed a
season representing the 1st VI which has
been a fantastic opportunity for him and I
know the boys have missed his ﬂair, feisty
groundstrokes and presence on court. It

was great for this group of boys to ﬁnish
their season on a real high winning both
the A and B matches against Bryanston
away from home.
At the Lower School end, it has been good
to introduce more ﬁxtures midweek and
also at the weekend. Daniel Basnett and
Theo Nellis has been impressive in the
U14 teams and it was great for the boys to
ﬁnish on a high winning against a tough
KES Bath pair in their last match. The U12
and U13 boys have undoubtedly had the
best possible season winning all of their
competitive ﬁxtures including the AEGON
competitions – the eager U13 boys (Archie
Hughes, Will Hyde, Toby Thomas and Ollie
Jones) have been an absolute pleasure
to watch all season and it is great to see
them out on the courts at every possible
opportunity. Archie Hughes must be
mentioned as he has won all of his AEGON
singles matches 6-0!
The U12 boys are certainly a force to be
reckoned with. They are a competitive
bunch who have performed to an
exceptionally high level all term
winning all of their school ﬁxtures and
AEGON matches (Alex Robinson, Sam
Waterworth, Humphrey Hughes and Jorge
Chamberlain). This bodes exceptionally
well for the future years as these boys
progress through the school.
AJL & KAB
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Athletics
T

he short Senior athletics season came
to a very successful climax on Saturday
13 May, with the Senior Boys and Girls and
the Intermediate Boys and Girls teams
winning their ﬁnal ﬁxture of the season
away at Canford School, beating Canford,
Sherborne, Clayesmore and Milton Abbey.
The season started brilliantly when the
Senior & Inter Girls teams travelled to
Marlborough College and both came away
winning the competition, having beaten
Marlborough College, Kingswood, Down
House, Bradﬁeld College and St Mary’s
Calne.
Next, both the Senior Boys and Girls
travelled to the Bryanston Relays to
compete against 7 other Schools and once
again both teams came away having won
overall.
The Senior Boys then travelled to compete
in the Lutra Shield at the Yeovil Arena,
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for the third year in a row the boys came
away with the runners up shield, with
Millﬁeld winning the event; the boys
beat Sherborne, Blundell’s, Wellington,
Bryanston, Taunton & Kingswood.
Our next event saw the First, Second and
Third Form girls travel to St Mary’s,
Calne, with all our teams winning their
events.
The Senior teams then went back to
Bryanston and won again against 6 other
schools, before ﬁnishing with the excellent
results at Canford. The teams have been
led brilliantly by Imogen Davies & Callum
Short and in total we have beaten 48 other
school athletics teams, with just one defeat
to Millﬁeld Senior Boys. After half term we
will see plenty of our athletes compete in
the County Championships and we hope
that many go on to compete in the South
West & National Championships. Well done
to all those that have competed.

In total, our teams have beaten 68 other
schools. Imogen Davies led the Senior
Girls’ who were exceptional and Callum
Short the Senior Boys’ who came runners
up once again out of eight schools in the
Lutra Shield; the only defeat for either boys
or girls this term, as they won all their other
ﬁxtures.
Phe Phe Pye has broken ﬁve out of the
seven school track records for First Form
girls, which is remarkable, and was part of a
relay team including Eliza Hill, Talia Eastlake
and a girl from Lavington School that
broke a 4 x 100 metres County relay record
that had stood since 1970.
In total, 37 pupils were selected to
represent the Kennet Area at the County
Championships, the most we have ever
had. Will Morris became County 800
metres Champion and he ran in the
National Championships in Gateshead.

Polly Maton became County Long Jump
champion and went on to win a superb
silver medal at the World Championships
in London, where she represented Team
GB in both the 100m and Long Jump. She
delighted herself and the home crowd
with her last jump in the T47 long jump –
5.23m which was a lifetime best that upset
the ﬁeld and claimed the Silver Medal.
Polly has previously competed in Doha
and Rio and now has her sights set on
Tokyo 2020.
Oscar Hennessy-Leach broke the School
high jump record and became County
Champion in both the high jump and
the hurdles. Matthew Bark-Churchill
(100 and 200 metres); Catriona Edington
(Steeplechase); Callum Short (400m);
Sophia Hill (100m) and Phe Phe Pye (100
metres) are all county champions too.
MJO
Head of Athletics
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Basketball
P5

W2

L3

D0

F

or the past few years, Dauntsey’s
basketball team has been a dominant
side in many of the ﬁxtures we have
played. With the majority of last year’s
team departing, we found ourselves with
very few experienced players on court.
A whole new starting ﬁve was picked
from the squad composing of mostly 5th
formers and Lower 6th - half of them new
to basketball this term. New recruits Lewis
Maclean, Tom Vernon and Morgan Douglas
certainly boosted the physicality and
height, and new 4th former Daryl Siu was a
useful addition for 3-point shooting.
The season began with a tough away
match against Sherborne School. It was a
good chance to test our team chemistry
and the abilities of all players. However,
with fewer than two weeks of training, it
was proved that we had a lot to work on.
The game was close throughout and when
we were trailing at the end by two points,
in the last 10 seconds of the game Jeﬀrey
Lam managed to hit a three pointer to
secure the ﬁrst win.
As the season progressed we faced
Marlborough College, Canford School, and
Bradﬁeld College. Each game presented
us with a diﬀerent challenge, especially
during the match against Marlborough
College. With the captain absent from
the match, the team fought hard to bring

the game into extra time. We had led
throughout but a few silly errors allowed
the opposition to peg us back to even
score at full time. Unfortunately, stamina
was shown to be a big problem and with
our top scorer Jeﬀrey Lam fouled out of
the game we lost the match in the dying
seconds.
After two further competitive matches, we
faced our toughest opponent, Bradﬁeld
College, a team that has often been the
stumbling block in an unbeaten season
for Dauntsey’s Basketball teams. Despite
gaining some match experiences and
having the home court advantage, our
defence was not strong enough to stop
Bradﬁeld’s oﬀense and the game was
lost. The highlight of the game was
when a Bradﬁeld player dunked on our
defence, an opportunity few players get to
experience. The famous quote, “if you’ve
never been dunked on, you’re not playing
at a high enough level” springs to mind.
AP did conﬁrm that this was the ﬁrst time
in his 19 years at Dauntsey’s that a player
had actually been dunked on, let alone
a whole defence. The match was played
in excellent spirit and achieving half the
points the opposition scored seemed like a
moral victory for us.
Special mention must go to our most
valuable player and top scorer Jeﬀrey Lam,
who had to step up from a bench player
last season to the main scorer this. His
ability to drive to the basket and shoot all
around the perimeter kept us competitive
in the games we played. Tom Vernon and
Morgan Douglas have impressed us at
both ends of the court with their physically
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whilst rebounding and a fully ﬁt Lewis
Maclean could be very useful next season.
Further improvements in their scoring
ability in the oﬀ season will certainly
enhance Dauntsey’s scoring ability.
I would like to thank all the players;
everyone worked hard both on and
oﬀ the court. Also, a big thank you to
AP in teaching us how to play a game
of basketball, doing the dirty work of
shouting at the referee (that didn’t really
happen and if it did it was only at DL, our
own referee!), and most importantly, have
the patience to coach unskilful players like
all of us.
Losing is something that the Dauntsey’s
basketball team have rarely experienced
in recent years and I believe that everyone
learned a lesson this season. As Basketball
Hall of Famer Michael Jordan once said,
‘I’ve lost almost 300 games. 26 times, I’ve
been trusted to take the game winning
shot and missed. I’ve failed over and over
and over again in my life. And that is why I
succeed.’
Mason Wong

Squad: Chris Bryer-Ash, Morgan Douglas,
Andy Lam, Jeﬀrey Lam, Lewis Maclean,
Nikita Maslov, Elson Mo, Daryl Siu, Tom
Vernon, Felix Wong.

CrossCountry
F

ollowing the Area Trials at Marlborough
College, 29 runners were selected
to run in the County Championships at
Sheldon School in January. There were
some fantastic results. Will Morris was
dominant throughout his Junior Boys’ race,
a commanding County Champion, whilst
Phe Phe Pye ﬁnished an impressive 2nd in
the Minor Girls and Elliot Lassiter 3rd in the
Senior Boys. Catriona Edington, Maddie
George and Ed Tabor also ﬁnished strongly
to cross the line in the top ten, qualifying
for the Wiltshire squad. All six went on to
gain their County vests, competing in the
South-West Schools Championships in
Truro the following month. At this level,
there is a distinct shift upwards in standard
and the races were seriously fast, making
Phe Phe’s 5th place and Will’s 11th all the
more impressive.
The ﬁnal Schools’ event of the season was
the English National Championships, held
in Norwich in March. Will, Elliot, Catriona
and Maddie found themselves competing
in ﬁelds just shy of 350 runners per race,
all of whom had made it through their
respective County and Regional qualiﬁers.
Making it to this level is a considerable
achievement in itself and all ran with
great grit and commitment, Will being the
highest placed at 75th in his race.
The nature of cross-country tends to
involve rain, wind, mud and exhaustion.
That so many of our pupils volunteer to
compete for their School and invariably
complete their races when many others
do not, is testament to their spirit – and
the readiness of the considerable number
of parents who continue to oﬀer their
support is testament to theirs!
This year’s report ﬁnishes with some
inspiration and motivation for our current
runners: last December, OD Will Christoﬁ
made his international debut for the British
U23 Cross-Country team, competing in the
European Championships in Sardinia. He
ﬁnished in 33rd position with the British
team ﬁnishing 3rd overall, securing him a
bronze medal. A fantastic achievement for
Will, of whom we are very proud indeed.
EMC
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Equestrian
W

ithin the increasingly competitive
world of inter-school equestrianism,
Dauntsey’s continues to ride high, as our
results in all disciplines bear testament.
Over the past year, we have travelled the
country, on most occasions returning
home clutching rosettes and praise – not
only for our performance, but for our polite
behaviour and professionalism.
There are too many successes to detail, but
here are some highlights:
In dressage the equine equivalent of ice
dancing – the team of Georgia Carpenter,
Amber Fletcher and Jess Nicol qualiﬁed for
the national championships at their ﬁrst
attempt. Joined by Lily Mallinson, all four
performed great tests at 2016 champs,
just missing out on placings. This spring,
Georgia, Maisie Arnold, Oli Ring and Sophie
Flann retained our crown as Wiltshire
county champions – and just missed out
on a placing at the county championships,
where they represented Wiltshire (though
Georgia won her arena, and Oli was
second in his). At our ﬁrst 2017 national
championships qualiﬁer at Millﬁeld, against
hot competition, the team of Georgia,
Amber, Maisie and Beth McNamara
scorched home in ﬁrst place, with Maisie
coming a brilliant individual 2nd (to qualify)
and Amber 3rd in the preliminary section.

In eventing (think triathlon), the
Dauntsey’s team of Jess, Lily, Oli and Mabel
Garton-Jones swept all competition aside
to win the 90cm class at the September
Stonar Inter-Schools One Day Event
(ISODE), beating countless teams. Jess
was ﬁrst individually and Lily 3rd. In the
May ISODE, Ellie Fredericks came 2nd
individually in the 80/5cm class and Katinka
Beckett 7th - and in the 90/5cm class, the
team came 2nd, with Amber individual
2nd and Ellie 7th. Jo Flann got a special
commendation from the commentator for
her neat writing and accurate punctuation
on the entry form; this sport is not just
about riding!
In Arena Eventing (steeplechase) Phe
Straker brilliantly won the 105cm class at
West Wilts (the team came 3rd), qualifying
for Hickstead - a feat that Oli emulated by
winning his 85cm qualiﬁer at Addington
on Captain Courageous.
In Jumping with Style (ﬁgure skating),
Dauntsey’s continued to excel. The team of
Katinka, Katy Ferguson, Imogen Ayling and
Sophie Flann performed well at Wickstead
to qualify for 2016 champs. This year, at
the St. Mary’s qualiﬁer at West Wilts, the
90/5cm team of Oli, Sophie Grant (on
her new pony, Ronnie), Amber and Phe
came 2nd in a huge class, and Oli came
individual 2nd - all qualifying for 2017
champs. Phe came in 4th in the 105cm
class, and the team was 3rd.
We have had countless successes at Show
jumping (hurdles). Highlights include
Amber coming 11th out of 300 at the 2016
national champs, Sophie Grant on Mylo
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winning the 80cm at St Mary’s, and at our
show - which was organised and run by
parents - we did almost embarrassingly
well, the team winning the 70cm, with
Sophie Grant 2nd ind; coming 2nd in the
80cm (Oli 1st ind, Mabel 5th, Katinka 6th),
and 2nd in the 100cm (Lauren Dallison,
Phe, Amber, Jess).
Our success is a result of dedication,
determination and teamwork - behind
the scenes as well as at competitions. We
are extraordinarily fortunate to have an
Olympic medallist, Lucinda Fredericks, to
train our team; the diﬀerence since she
appeared on the scene is extraordinary.
Thanks to LPM for arranging invaluable
training sessions with Richard Waygood
MBE, who - when he is not busy with
Dauntsey’s - trains the British eventing
team! Thanks to the school for its support,
and to the indefatigably cheerful and
supremely organised Alison Geeves for
running the whole show, supported by
an impressive team of parents.
Congratulations to the riders, respect to
their ponies - and here’s to continuing the
great work in the months ahead.
Sam Fletcher

Beagling
Foxes Caught:
Zero

Artificial Trails followed:
Three

Best Beagle:
Binky the Tibetan Terrier

T

his year marks the inaugural outing
of the Dauntsey’s beagles. We had a
somewhat successful three outings on the
Plain chasing trails lain by our very athletic
and fox-like (though sadly not red haired)
huntsmen. We used a pungent concoction
of mixed animal urine donated by a
generous and anonymous benefactor.
While I have used the term ‘beagle’ to
describe this sport, perhaps more accurate
would be ‘Assorted Dog Breed Trail
Following’, as the budget of the School
has not yet stretched to a litter of beagles,
full time huntsmen and kennels. Instead
members were encouraged to bring
along any dogs they had lying about at
home for two Wednesdays of training at
the Worton Village Hall dog class prior to
going out on the Plain for the real thing.
While the combination of breeds such as
Jack Russells, a Dalmatian, a Corgi and a

Burmese mountain dog did not perhaps
make for the speediest of chases, our ﬂeet
put up a good run. While some of the
shorter legged and more elderly friends
had to take the occasional pit stop for
some fox-shaped treats (the closest we are
allowed to the real thing these days), the
students had much energy and were often
able to follow the trail better than their
canine counterparts due to its incredible
pungency.
Stellar performances were seen from
Ruby the Corgi, and Lafayette the Basset

Hound owned by Masters Bruges and
Winkle respectively (despite the low
undercarriages characteristic of both
breeds). Points must also be awarded to
Charlie the Spaniel who regularly managed
to hoodwink all of us by bee-lining it oﬀ
in the opposite direction to the trail, often
near to army ﬁring ranges. We are always
looking for pupils keen to train up their
animals and any donations of plus fours
and sturdy leads are much appreciated.
Huntmaster Johnson
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Football
F

ootball is often referred to as “a funny
old game” and while there was nothing
particularly unusual or funny about the
ﬁrst half term of the season for the 1st XI, as
they recorded three wins and two defeats,
the second half of the season did see them
embark on an unfortunate run of defeats
that on balance of play, they didn’t really
deserve. It might have been a diﬀerent
story, but shots against the woodwork and
missed penalties provided the team with
their share of unfortunate, “funny” if you
like, moments, which can be the diﬀerence
between winning and losing games of
football.
In recent times, Dauntsey’s 1st XI have
always looked to play a passing game and
it was no diﬀerent this year, as the team
stuck to their principles throughout. It
could be argued that perhaps in the end,
they were guilty of a pass too many, at
times lacked composure in front of goal
when it mattered most and didn’t make
the most of their chances when they had
spells on top in matches. That might seem
a somewhat bizarre statement, given
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that Ioan Gwynne Davies scored thirteen
goals to set a new record for a season, but
perhaps less so given that it accounted for
62% of the team’s total.

Sherborne and Canford. Those players still
at the school will look to make the step up
into the 1st XI, where the challenge will be
to continue their success.

Captain Oskar Boaler drove the team on
and was involved in much of the team’s
ﬁne attacking play from an advanced
position in central midﬁeld. Behind him
Vice-Captain, Ed Jenkins, and Players’ Player
of the Season, Xavi Kemper had wonderful
seasons and were a major inﬂuence on
the team. A huge thank you to Oskar and
Ed for leading the team and proving to be
great ambassadors for school football both
on and oﬀ the pitch.

An U16 side, a mixture of 4th and 5th
Formers played three matches during the
season, and won one, drew one, lost one.

There was certainly nothing “funny” about
the 2nd XI, as they recorded the best-ever
season for Dauntsey’s football at that level
and a 78% win percentage, the highest
ever recorded by a Dauntsey’s team. Led
by their young Captain Ben Boutal, the
team produced a string of dominating
and commanding performances to record
seven victories (to match the 1st XI of 2015),
including the scalps of big clubs such as

As always, I would like to acknowledge
the contributions of all those that help
to make football a success at Dauntsey’s
and my thanks to all the boys who played
football for the school in 2017 and best
wishes to all the leavers. My thanks go to
CDJT and PCG for all their hard work and
input in helping to run school football
with me this season. I am also most
grateful to CDJT and WPJW, along with
Graham Davis and Gordon Ashworth for
their support in the refereeing of this year’s
matches. From all the boys and football
staﬀ, thanks go to Steve Challis and his
team for providing the excellent playing
surfaces on Mercer’s Field.
RVL

1st XI Football
P 12

W4

L7

D1

T

he opening ﬁxture of the season
promised to be a tough encounter
as we hosted Beechen Cliﬀ School on
Mercer’s Field. We started the game well,
but the visitors proved to be clinical in
attack and we quickly conceded four
goals with recollections of last year’s heavy
defeat in Bath looming large. However,
two ﬁne breakaways and ﬁnishes from Ioan
Gwynne Davies gave us hope and we went
in at half time 2-4 down and conﬁdent
of turning the match around. The next
goal would prove to be crucial and we
pressed hard, but while we failed to take
our chances, Beechen took theirs and we
suﬀered a 7-2 defeat.
Two days later, we travelled to Clayesmore
School, determined to tighten up at the
back and conﬁdent of getting our ﬁrst win.
Despite the score line, we had played some
good football against a strong Beechen
Cliﬀ side and with Xavi Kemper dictating
the play, we started on the front foot. We
had to be patient to ﬁnd an opening, but
when it arrived, it was the worth the wait,
as Ioan Gwynne Davies ran on to a through
ball to net a sublime chip with the outside
of his right boot from thirty yards out. We
dominated the match and by the time,
Gwynne Davies was brought down in
the box towards the end of the game, he
had added three more and it was 4-1. He
smashed in the spot kick for his ﬁfth and
set a new individual scoring record in a
match for the 1st XI.

A week later, we made the short trip to
Marlborough, seeking to make it three
wins in a row and we knew that a strong
start was vital. Unfortunately, the opposite
occurred, as we conceded ﬁrst from a
penalty and then a second goal following
lack of marking from a set piece. The fact
that we were only three down at the
break was due to a man-of-the-match
performance from goalkeeper Kwun Lum
Chan, who made a series of outstanding
stops, including a simply stunning triple
save that ﬁnally inspired us to get back
into the match. In the second half, with
substitutes Joe Brady and Oscar Aspey
catching the eye, we penned Marlborough
in and a ﬁne header from Ioan Gwynne
Davies for his tenth of the season gave
us hope. However, as we continued to
press high up the pitch, two counter
attacking goals late on sealed the win for
our opponents.
Just before half term, we were on the road
again, as we made the visit to Wycliﬀe
College for the ﬁrst time and, this time,
determined to start well. After ﬁfteen
minutes, we were awarded a penalty
and the chance of an early breakthrough,
which we duly took, as Ioan Gwynne
Davies blasted home the spot kick. We
were very much in charge, but with
Wycliﬀe looking dangerous on the break,
we needed the security of another goal
and on the stroke of half time we scored
twice more. First, a delighted Elliot Vine
headed in from a corner, and then the
lively Oscar Aspey, cutting in from the left,
beat the keeper with a low drive that went
in oﬀ the post. It was very much a case of

getting the job done in the second half.
We passed the ball around conﬁdently
and added to our tally near the end, as
super sub Josh Jeﬀeries deftly tucked
away the fourth with his ﬁrst touch. At
the other end of the pitch, the back line,
superbly marshalled by Andy Wallis, put in
a dominant display to ensure a clean sheet.
Three wins in ﬁve was a good return so far,
but after the half term break, we had to
wait a long time before we tasted victory
again, as match after match, proved that
it really can be a “funny old game”. First
up was a home ﬁxture against Sherborne
School and the game went ahead in
extremely windy conditions. Both sides
tried to keep the ball on the deck and
it really could have gone either way in
a game of few chances. In the end, we
felt that we were unfortunate to lose 1-0,
although it could have been worse, as
Kwun Lum ‘Gordon Banks’ Chan produced
the moment of the match to dive full
stretch and tip a ﬁerce low drive over the
bar!
Forty-eight hours later, in muddy
conditions at Downside School, we played
some of our best football of the season,
as Vice-Captain Ed Jenkins drove the team
on with an outstanding man-of-the-match
performance. We took the lead twice
through Xavi Kemper and Ioan Gwynne
Davies’ record equalling twelfth of the
season. However, we were hanging on
and three minutes from time, Downside
equalised to secure a deserved share of the
spoils.

The following Thursday, we journeyed to
Bruton to play Sexey’s School. In a tight
encounter, we conceded from a long ball
over the top, before Ioan Gwynne Davies
was soon on the scoresheet to equalise
shortly after half time. Then, in an almost
carbon copy of the ﬁrst goal, Sexey’s
caught us napping at the back and we
were challenged to come from behind
for a second time. We applied relentless
pressure and with Xavi Kemper again
outstanding and controlling the midﬁeld,
we won the game with two goals in the
ﬁnal ﬁve minutes. Jonny Dowell hit the
second equaliser, but it was number nine,
Gwynne Davies, with goal number nine
of the season that ultimately saw us
return home with a hard fought 3-2 team
victory.
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behind through an unfortunate own goal.
We had tested the adage that “you make
your own luck” to its limit since half term
and as the game entered the ﬁnal ﬁve
minutes, we did indeed get a lucky break.
Centre-back Joe Brady launched the ball
from in our half and with the hard ground
and the wind assisting, the ball bounced
up and over the opposition’s keeper on the
edge of his area and into the empty net.
With our tails up, we won a free kick in an
attacking position wide on the left about
thirty yards out. Encouraged to go for goal,
Toni Ademulegun swung his right foot
and hit a curving shot which ﬂew into the
bottom right corner. Ed Jenkins claimed
that he got the faintest of touches on the
ball with his head, but what mattered most
was that with the last action of the match,
the season ﬁnished with a much deserved
and long awaited jubilant fourth win!
The following Thursday, we were back at
home on Mercer’s Field for the visit of King
Edward’s School, Bath. The opposition
started on the front foot, but we gradually
played our way into the match and in what
was proving an even encounter, the ﬁrst
goal was going to be crucial. A ﬂowing
move picked out Captain Oskar Boaler
just inside the box and he struck a sweet
ﬁrst time shot with his left foot, which
seemed destined for the net, only for the
ball to cannon back oﬀ the bar. Shortly
afterwards, KES put together a ﬁne move
of their own to take the lead before half
time. We searched in vain for an equaliser,
only for KES to score again before the
end and we fell to another somewhat
unfortunate home defeat.
A chance to get back to winning ways
came just two days later, as we travelled to
Bristol Grammar School, albeit on a ground
where we have never won. We played
some good football, but alas not at either
end of the pitch. A mixture of missing giltedged chances, some loose defending at
the back and an in form opposing striker
meant we succumbed to a heavy 7-1 loss.
The only highlight was another ﬁne ﬁnish
from Ioan Gwynne Davies for his record
breaking thirteenth goal of the season to
put him on seventeen in total for the 1st XI,
just one behind Charlie Hall’s overall record
and with three matches still to play.
Next, we hosted Canford School and
once again, we were all too aware of both
starting the game well and the importance
of the ﬁrst goal against a team that
always play good football. Despite that,
we contrived to make the worst of starts
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conceding two goals in the ﬁrst three
minutes. We were at sixes and sevens at
the back and moments later, Canford’s
striker was again through on goal, but
Kwun Lum Chan produced a stunning
reaction stop to keep us in the match.
We recovered our composure and Elliot
Vine with his second bullet header of the
season gave us real hope before half time.
We pressed hard in the second half. Joe
Brady had a header cleared oﬀ the line and
with ﬁfteen minutes left, we were awarded
a penalty. Ioan Gwynne Davies stepped
up conﬁdently, only to put his kick over
the bar. However, a Canford defender had
encroached into the box and the referee
ordered a re-take. Ioan put the round ball
over the posts again, but alas, it wasn’t to
be three points, as Canford went straight
up the other end of the pitch to score and
we lost a very even game 3-1.
A week later, at home again, we faced
Winchester College for the penultimate
game of the season. We were very
unfortunate to go 1-0 down against the
run of play in the ﬁrst half. Some great
link up play in the midﬁeld between Xavi
Kemper and Ed Jenkins saw us dominate
the game but without much eﬀect.
Winchester got another goal in the second
half and the game ended in a very hard to
take and undeserved ﬁfth home loss.
Our twelfth and ﬁnal match of the season
was at home to Kingswood School and
we were determined to stop the run of
defeats and end our season on a high.
We dominated the game throughout, but
surely events weren’t going to conspire
against us again, as we found ourselves

Oskar Boaler

Squad: Toni Ademulegun, Oscar Aspey,
Oskar Boaler, Joe Brady, Kwun Lum Chan,
Euan Cowen, Jonny Dowell, Euan FalconerCunningham, Ioan Gwynne Davies, James
Hall, Daniel Hammond, Josh Jeﬀeries, Ed
Jenkins, Xavi Kemper, James Sweett, Elliot
Vine, Andy Wallis.

2nd XI Football
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O

ur football season will be
remembered as the ﬁnest football
season ever by Dauntsey’s 2nd XI. The
season was full of some fantastic goals,
great team work and outstanding
determination by all involved. A hiccup
late on in the season cost us our unbeaten
streak, although this did not dampen any
spirits, as we marched on to record a total
of seven victories from our nine matches.
The season started oﬀ at home with an
electrifying 3-3 draw against Beechen Cliﬀ
School. The team did not cover themselves
in glory during the ﬁrst half of the game
and we found ourselves 3-0 down.
However, a change in perspective and
tactics at half time saw us bounce back to
3-3. The second half was all one-way traﬃc
and Conor O’Kelly’s free kick was just the
spark we needed to get the team back
into working order. Late goals from Oscar

Aspey and Toni Ademulegan granted
us the draw that was well deserved. This
game really helped give a conﬁdence
boost to everyone in the team and would
give us great momentum. From this game,
we learned that everyone in the team had
the ﬁghting spirit required for a successful
season.
This momentum allowed us to cruise
through our next game in an 8-0 romp
over Sexey’s School, Bruton. Oscar Aspey
again found himself on the scoresheet,
except this time he had four goals to
his name. This excellent performance
easily credited him as man of the match.
However, the moment of the match came
from George Hood with a stunning left
footed strike from outside of the area and
into the top corner which capped oﬀ a
superb individual display.
Wycliﬀe College were next for the team
in a game that rained goals but lacked a
great deal of defensive discipline for both
sides. The game was over by half time in
favour of us, although we were kept on
our toes by a couple of screamers from the
opposition. The ﬁnal score was 8-4 with
George Hood again adding an exceptional
goal to his record and some excellent
performances by Josh Evans and Ollie
Sweett down the ride hand side of the
pitch.
Next up came a tight ﬁxture against
Sherborne School, so often a closely
contested match, which again proved to
be the case. The intense winds on our
home pitch made it extremely hard to
conduct any real quality football. Instead
the match was rather scrappy and was
won by Gabe Hubbard’s wind assisted
long range piledriver to give us three wins
out of four for the season, as we remained
unbeaten.

continued our winning streak brimming
with conﬁdence.
A home ﬁxture was next against King
Edward’s School, Bath, and this yet
again was a comfortable victory with
a 4-1 score line and a sublime hat-trick
from Joe Prodger. This was a real team
display and the likes of James Gardiner,
Oliver Mackenzie and James Hall set the
standards right from the ﬁrst whistle.
Unfortunately, the next match ended
the invincible run, much to the dismay
of everyone in the team. The ﬁrst twenty
minutes against Bristol Grammar School
eﬀectively decided the match. The
team were “still on the bus” and the
opposition were easily able to weave
their way through an uncharacteristically
poor Dauntsey’s defensive line. Failure
to clear the ball and a couple of windassisted goals left us 4-0 down. From
here everyone could see this would
be a mountain to climb. Despite some
inspirational words from Mr Tonkiss that
enabled us to edge three goals back,
courtesy of Oliver Ong, Conor O’Kelly and
Joe Prodger, we were still unable to make a
complete come back and the game ended
5-3 in favour of Bristol Grammar School.
The season did however come to an end
on a high. First, with a comprehensive
3-0 victory over Canford School. Ryan Yip
grabbed a brace and the man of the match,
with Michael Lau also adding his name to
the scoresheet after a season plagued with
injury. Then, for our ﬁnal match, we took
on a tough Kingswood side. We needed to

play with patience and eventually broke
the deadlock with a neat ﬁnish by Joe
Prodger at the end of a sequence of ﬁrsttime passes. After that, we controlled the
game and ended up comfortable winners
with James Hall and Josh Jeﬀeries putting
in commanding performances at the back.
It was a fantastic way to end the season.
All the players and the team would like to
thank Mr. Tonkiss, who was coaching his
ﬁrst football season at Dauntsey’s and was
keen for the season to be a real team eﬀort
and this certainly came true. The whole
squad contributed to this ﬁne set of results
and can be immensely proud of all that
they achieved. It was the most successful
season of any Dauntsey’s 2nd XI team and
although we could not go unbeaten, the
term was enjoyed by all who represented
the 2nd XI, many of whom will leave the
school with fond memories of playing in
such an established team. So often, it is
the attackers who are credited with the
deﬁning moments in matches, but there
is no doubt that the defenders played a
crucial role for the team. Solidity at the
back is vital for every team and the likes
of James Hall, Ollie Sweett, George Hood,
Ollie Mackenzie, Josh Jeﬀeries and Euan
Falconer Cunningham each played their
part throughout the season to achieve the
defensive stability that helped us set the
foundations for some impressive victories.
Arthur Mui also cannot be forgotten as his
season in goal contributed some fantastic
saves and many displays that could have
been expected up in the 1st XI.
Ben Boutal

After Sherborne came a ﬁerce and
sometimes feisty encounter against
Downside School. The boys really
struggled to break down the opposition,
with their two dominate midﬁelders
shutting down all our forward momentum.
However, not long after half time, as
tensions rose, enforced substitutions saw
both of Downside’s midﬁeld giants leave
the pitch, enabling us to open the game
up and play some quality football. Goals
from Captain Ben Boutal (from the penalty
spot), Oliver Ong and Toni Ademulegan
separated the two teams at the end,
although it could have been more, as we
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I would like to add to the 2nd XI report to
give special mention to Ben Boutal, who
captained the side. A great achievement
and a real honour, given that he was a
5th form student at the time. The team
responded well to Ben’s leadership and
he led from the front, putting in some
wonderful performances. Despite being
younger than most of the team, Ben
proved to have the tactical understanding
as well as the technical ability to drive the
team forward, even when the team were
up against it.
CDJT

Squad: Toni Ademulegun, Oscar Aspey,
Ben Boutal, Alex Clark, Josh Evans, Euan
Falconer-Cunningham, James Gardiner,
James Hall, George Hood, Gabe Hubbard,
Josh Jeﬀeries, Michael Lau, Ollie Mackenzie,
Arthur Mui, Oliver Ong, Connor O’Kelly, Joe
Prodger, Ollie Sweett, Ryan Yip
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U16 Football
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T

he U16 team, led by Captain Joe
Woodward, had three matches during
the season. They dominated Sherborne
C at home to win 8-0. Cam Wilson, Sam
Ferguson and Harry Del Mar each scored
a brace and Michael Lau and Alﬁe Miles
Hobbs were also on the scoresheet. A 5-1
away defeat to Bristol Grammar School
followed with Monty Franklin hitting a well
taken penalty. The third match was a home
ﬁxture against Sherborne B. Oscar Aspey
scored to give the team the lead, but
shortly after half time the visitors equalised.
Despite creating numerous chances, the
team couldn’t apply a ﬁnishing touch and
the match ended in a 1-1 draw.
RVL

Philately
Total Collected:
Over 1000

Most Prolific Philatelist:
Jim Bruges

Philatelist Care
and Maintenance Award:
Sergei Padacre

W

hile in most other walks of life the
past twelve months have been fairly
diabolical, Philately has had a vintage year
at Dauntsey’s. We were incredibly lucky to
be donated a large collection of stamps
from a generous benefactor and as such
we have spent more time examining and
marvelling at our newfound collection
than pursuing further stamps this year.
The postal system has long remained a
constant through political and international
turmoil and as we have discovered postage
stamps tell a diﬀerent side of history from
that seen in the H classrooms at any other
time in the school timetable. A collection
ranging from the late 1800s to the
1990s, it spans the entire globe and visits
many an extinct nation. Postmarks from
former Soviet states, former colonies and
anomalies such as United Nations issues
were of particular interest.
This year has seen our squad go from
strength to strength, growing closer
as both philatelists and friends. Sergei

Padacre’s dedicated and careful
reupholstering of tens of the stamp
envelopes with twine was particularly
noteworthy and deserving of the newly
introduced and somewhat unoﬃcial
Dauntsey’s Philatelist Care and
Maintenance Award for which he
received a starter’s stamp book of his
very own. We will all look back fondly
on the afternoons spent painstakingly
organising our stamps by country (the
bane of the modern philatelist is trying
to identify whether in fact the script on
the now defunct unidentiﬁed Middle
Eastern state’s stamp is Arabic or Persian)
and subsequently alphabetically over a
fortifying cup of Darjeeling (or perhaps for
Sergei, a bowl of goulash).

It is with a heavy heart that the Upper
Sixth stamp collectors, myself included,
say “farewell” (or perhaps for Sergei “До
свидания”) this year. The musty smell
of our stamp box will stay with me for
life, it has been a pleasure to lead such a
cracking bunch of philatelists this year and
under the mentorship of our stoic Stamp
Master Sandell I am proud to leave our
society in such a good place. From Birds
of the Mangroves to my ancestral Kittitian
collection, the stamps I have helped
collect will live on in the archives of our
school as a record not only of world
history but my own little addition to the
school community.
Looking forward to the future we hope to
build on the fantastic donations of the last
year by ﬁlling in some of the missing “Lost
Countries of the Soviet Union” collection
and perhaps visit the Devizes Corn
Exchange to show our hoard to the wider
stamp-collecting world.
Jim Bruges

Stamp Master: B. H. Sandell
Squad: Samuel Abel, Jim Bruges, Betty
Lorimer, Sergei Padacre, Georgina Watton.
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Rifles
I

nterest in small bore riﬂe target shooting
in the School remains at a high level,
and once again we have been able to
enter 7 teams each term in the British
Schools Small Bore Association postal
league competitions. We were well placed
in several of the competitions, but the
following teams won in their individual
division:

A Team Spring Term:
Jacob McBride, Will Naylor, Nick Welch,
Ella Tew,

C Team Spring Term:
Grace Drew, Will Edwards, Evie Jackson,
Andrey Koslov, Sophie Roberts

F Team Spring Term:
Robert Bourne, Henry McBride, Max Orton,
Graeme Smith

F Team Summer Term:
Theo Nellis, Titus Clark, Thomas Mayne,
Max Orton

G Team Summer Term:
Nadim Searight, Robert Bourne, Zi Yuan,
Dan Basnett
In the Winter Open, Jacob McBride ﬁnished
12 out of 130 competitors with a score of
377 out of 400, and the Eights Team won
silver medals ﬁnishing second behind
Wellington College. In the 50-metre Long
Range competition, Nick Welch ﬁnished
10th out of 115 with a score of 190/200.
National Honours were achieved by
Dauntsey’s pupils for an impressive third
year in a row with Jacob McBride shooting
for England B, Will Naylor for England C
and Nick Welch for the England D Squad.
All three squads were successful in winning
their Home International competitions
with a clean sweep for English Schools.
In the Hampshire League competitions,
Jacob McBride was a very worthy runner
up in the Ted Trimboy Trophy, for best
individual junior. Dingqi Yao was awarded
the Spencer Trophy for the best overall
average score in her division.
We were unable to enter the Isle of Man
Shooting Festival in 2017, but we hope
to return next year. As an alternative, at
Easter, the squad enjoyed an amazing
day out at Bisley courtesy of the North
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London Riﬂe Club to ﬁre full bore riﬂes
over 600 and 300 yards which we hope
to repeat in 2018. Pupils were able to ﬁre
a 5.56 mm SGC Precision Speedmaster
riﬂe and a 7.62 Accuracy International
Sniper Riﬂes over a 600-yard range. In the
afternoon, the pupils ﬁred the .303 British
Lee Enﬁeld No 4 riﬂe and the 7.62 Russian
Mosin-Nagant infantry riﬂe 1891 model.
The latter sounded like a cannon going
oﬀ and had a kick like a mule, apparently.
Everyone enjoyed the experience of ﬁring
full bore weapons and working in the
‘butts’ to operate the scoring and marking
of targets.
Throughout the year, we enjoyed a
range of home and away ﬁxtures against
Marlborough, Wellington College and
Beechen Cliﬀ School.
The Team and Club has enjoyed another
busy and productive year, with terriﬁc
support from Captain Jacob McBride and
Vice-Captain Will Naylor. The Club award
for Loyalty and Dedication was presented
to Will Naylor, a most deserving winner,
at the end of year dinner. Once again,
the Club and Team owes a huge debt of
gratitude to our Head Coach, Sandra Bull,
ably assisted by daughter Sam Stork (OD).
Thanks also to KML who joined the staﬀ this
year for all her help and support. Looking
ahead, we have some very promising team
members shaping up well for 2018.

Captain of Riﬂes for 2017-18 will be Nick
Welch and Vice Captain will be Ella Tew.
SPJL
Master I/C Rifles

Congratulations to the following Senior
Team Members who were awarded Riﬂes
Colours in 2017:

Full School Colours:
Jacob McBride, Will Naylor and Nick Welch

Team Colours:
Ella Tew, Matt Talbot, Francesca McClean,
Will Edwards and Evie Jackson

Pupils representing Dauntsey’s
Rifles in 2016-17 were:
Scott Bamforth, Dan Basnett, Robert Bourne,
Archie Butler, Josh Byford, Titus Clark, Ryan
Cooper, Grace Drew, Will Edwards, Georg
Enislidis, Evie Jackson, Andrey Koslov,
Jonathan Lai, Finn Laslett, Tom Mane, Jacob
McBride, Henry McBride, Fran McClean,
Will Naylor, Theo Nellis, Max Orton, Oliver
Padﬁeld, Sophie Prance, Sophie Roberts,
Armand Rosen, Graeme Smith, Nadim
Searight, Danny Tait, Matt Talbot, Ella Tew,
Nick Welch, Dingqi Yao, Zi Yuan.

Swimming
T

his year Dauntsey’s swimmers
have competed in 14 school galas,
one Wiltshire Schools and two national
relay events. We have had inter-school
ﬁxtures home and away against
Godolphin, Kingswood, St Mary’s Calne,
Sheldon School, Stonar School, St John’s
Marlborough and Beechen Cliﬀ. The interhouse events have been hotly contested in
good spirit with some new gala records set.
In the ESSA national relay championships
we competed against all schools in the
South West division. The competition
faced was strong, but Dauntsey’s
swimmers rose to the challenge and there
were some impressive individual swims.
The highlight for the senior swimmers
was the chance to again compete in the
2012 Olympic Pool at Queen Elizabeth
Park in the Bath and Otter Cups. The teams
performed well, and congratulations to
Flossie Ball who broke her own school
record in the 50m Freestyle. Flossie has
also been invited to compete at the
English Summer Nationals for the second
consecutive year and we wish her the best
of luck.
The U12 and U13 teams attended the ﬁrst
Stephanie Millward MBE (and Paralympic
gold medallist) gala in Corsham and
demonstrated competence against some
strong club swimmers from other schools.

Congratulations to Billy Ko for his record in
50m Butterﬂy at this meet.
We have had some close encounters in
our inter-school ﬁxtures, but Dauntsey’s
swimmers have fought hard and put in
some strong team eﬀorts. The U15 Girls
have had particularly impressive interschool results and the U12 Boys have
demonstrated they have lots of potential
to develop into a strong team.
We have some talented swimmers at
Dauntsey’s, and are building a strong
squad of considerable depth across all age
groups, particularly in the girls’ teams.
With a more time spent focusing on skills
we have several age groups with the

potential to be successful at the bigger
events in our calendar in the future. Thank
you to all those who have represented
the School during the year, particularly
our leavers who have been members
of the Senior team for several years. A
special thank you to Chris Prinsloo and
Ellen Hickin for their able captaincy of
the team, assisted by Charlie Hinton and
Kirsty Robertson, and for the support they
have provided to the other swimmers and
myself over the year.
I look forward to another exciting year
where we can see the team develop
further.
RJS
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Leavers 185

Arthur Mui

Ellen Hickin

Megan Woodruﬀe

Laura Weir

Rosie Martin-Barton

Atlanta Hatch

Charles Rigby (Head Boy)

Alice Walton-Knight
(Head Girl)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

116. Tom Mutton
117. Tseki Wangdi
118. Harry Baker
119. Ines Thomas
120. Will Langton
121. Georgia Woodward

88. Alex Clark
89. Andy Wallis
90. Sam Warren
91. Jacob McBride
92. Chris Chester
93. Adam Leese

60. Myles Appleby
61. Oli Rawlings
62. Elliot Lassiter
63. Will Gough
64. James Sweet
65. Tommy Padﬁeld

32. Cherry Ip

33. Yasemin Botterill

34. Miranda Bardsley

35. Elvira Parr

36. Sarah Osborn

37. George Watton

49. James Long

50. Ella Ward

51. Hadyn Kiﬀ

21. Annabel Smithson

22. Nikki Chui

23. Kinley Menzug

55. Ed Jenkins

48. Meirian Evans

20. Abbie Mitchell

27. Chloe lo

47. Jonny Dowell

19. Sophie Ashley

54. Arabella Lecoyte

46. Euan Reid

18. Meghan Foxen

26. Issy Cole

45. Ioan Gwynne Davies

17. Freya Masters

53. Max Johnson

44. Barney Spooner

16. Devan Conidaris

25. Constance Hung

43. Callum Short

15. Caitlin Maclean

52. India Wild

42. Ollie Padﬁeld

24. Arabella Harvey

41. James Western

14. Betty Lorimer

40. Ryan Yip

39. Andrea Chan

83. Will Allen

82. Euan Cowen

81. Chris Prinsloo

80. Henry Grey

79. Josh Jeﬀries

78. Euan Falconer-Cunningham

77. Hattie Sibson

76. Tom McGrath

75. Henry Chapman

74. Emma Lovell

73. Noah Cannon

72. Tom Middleton

71. Poppy Collis

70. Will Everett

69. Esme Kirkpatrick

68. Harriet Lloyd

67. Africa Wyles

111. Nathan Sturges

110. Gabriel Hubbard

109. Hannah Bamforth

108. Hedia Chan

107. Jaz Boote

106. Sophie Muir

105. Pippa Adamthwaite-Cook

104. Jacob Frame

103. Imogen Davies

102. Lara Davies

101. Will Barker

100. Felix Wong

99. Fergus O’Keeﬀe

98. James Herring

97. Jim Bruges

96. Nikita Osnin

95. George MacMullen

137. Yvonne Wo

136. James Gardiner

135. Aurora Paris

134. Lucy Wand

133. Daria Galkina

132. George Hood

131. Phoebe Vernon

130. Tom Sheinman

129. Lucy Drew

128. Connor Hill

127. Charlotte Pender

126. Joe Brady

125. Grace Payne-Kumar

124. Kincaid Ingram

123. Phe Straker

122. James Hall

115. Harry Gooch

87. Will Naylor

59. Oskar Boaler

31. Carmen Wing

94. Will Cheung

114. Eliot Vine

86. Imi Colla

58. Issy Hayward

30. Stephanie Wong

66. Charlie Wilks

113. Olivia Fife-Faulkner

85. Oliver Jackson

57. Morgan Holden

29. Izzy McKellar

38. Kirsty Robertson

112. Ollie Cowen

84. Will O’Brien

56. Hattie Bennett

28. Sarah Clayton

13. Charlotte Ashley

12. Kristen Romer-Lee

11. Milly Sampson

10. Horatio Lovering

Max Harmer

1.
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Grace Payne-Kumar

